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Journal of
Fluids

Engineering Editorial

This volume contains 26 papers covering a wide range of flow
problems, analysis and simulation methods and measurement tech-
niques. Significant fraction of these papers deal with flows in com-
plex geometries. Maier et al., in two papers, focus on the parameters
influencing the flow at the inlet to an internal combustion engine.
They measure the discharge coefficient and examine the occurrence
of separation, reattachment, and heat transfer in the boundary layer
on the valve seat using liquid crystal. The flow seems to be highly
sensitive to small geometric changes. Consequently, in the second
paper they systematically examine the effects of fillet radius, cone
and seat angles. The latter two have significant effects on the valve
performance. Radomsky and Thole report on 3-D velocity measure-
ments and computations of the flow in a turbine vane passage. They
show that substantial changes to the turbulent kinetic energy occur
along the passage, and that these changes depend on the initial tur-
bulence levels. Their RANS simulations are performed using differ-
ent stress models with significant variations in results. Guillaume and
LaRue measure the pressure and velocity spectra in the wakes of
multiple plates aligned normal to the flow. The wakes vary between
stable modes, flopping and quasi-stable behavior, depending on the
ratio of plate spacing to plate thickness. A pair of papers by Huitenga
and Mitra focus on improvements to the startup behavior of fluid
coupling through modifications to runner geometry. Numerical simu-
lations are used as guidance for determining the required
modifications.

Several papers deal with the flow around a single or multiple cyl-
inders. Tutar and Holdo” use Large Eddy Simulations~LES! with a
near-wall model to study transitional flows around oscillating cylin-
ders, and compare the results to experimental data. Lu and Turan
examine the flow forced, deformable oscillating cylinder, combining
structural equations and Navier Stokes equations. Their results show
reasonable agreement with experimental data. For cases with coupled
torsional and transverse oscillation their results indicate that lock-in
depends on the relative phase between them. Lee introduces a singu-
larity system to represent two circular cylinders that can be truncated
for numerical simulations. A criterion for the number of singularities
is obtained and emphasis is put on how to deal with discrete vortex
model for the boundary layer. Finally, Cheng and Liao study the flow
of rarefied gas over a rectangular square cylinder. The main focus is
on the transition between continuous flow~low Kn! and molecular
flow ~high Kn!. The analysis involves use of a Monte-Carlo method
for predicting density, velocity, temperature, pressure, skin-friction
and heat transfer coefficient. Results for different Mach and Knudsen
numbers are presented and compared to available data.

Jet and nozzle flows are the subject of three papers. Discharge
coefficients of venturi nozzles forCO2 andSF6 are studied by Nakao
and Takamoto. The measured coefficients are 2% higher than esti-
mates based on isentropic flows, and the difference cannot be ac-
counted for by real gas effects. ForCO2 the deviations can be ex-
plained assuming non-equilibrium flow, whereas for theSF6 , the
reasons are not clear. Yu et al. perform numerical simulations of air
flows at the exit of a nozzle and impinging on a flat plate in a
pneumatic dimensional control system. Their objective is to optimize
the nozzle efficiency, which they achieve with a divergent nozzle
design. Ouellette and Hill use RANS withk-« stress model to simu-
late transient gaseous jets as natural gas is injected into a diesel
engine. The model reproduces the dependence of penetration on mo-
mentum, time and density but accuracy is improved when one of the
k-« coefficients is modified. Simulations are then used to determine
the effects of turbulence, injection duration and wall contact.

A variety of multiphase flow problems are also being addressed.
Murai and Matsumoto perform numerical simulations of the behavior
and microscale characteristics of a 3-D bubble plume and the sur-
rounding flow. A Lagrangian-Eulerian model is formulated and spa-
tial structures, such as swaying and swirling, are identified. The re-
sults agree with experimental observations. Numerical predictions of
gas-liquid flow in a right-angle bend, using Eulerian-Eulerian, two-
fluid model is the subject of a paper by Graf and Neti. They show

that centrifugal forces cause stratification — large void fraction in the
inner part of the bend. Their predictions of pressure drop agree with
measured data. Fluerenbrock derives a theory and equations for a one
dimensional, three-phase flow to determine pressure gradients, chok-
ing and sonic velocity of a steam-water-solids mixture in a pipe.
These mixtures are formed while processing ore slurries at elevated
temperatures and pressures. He concludes that quasi choking may
occur when the flow changes from sub-cooled to flashing conditions.
Viscous, laminar, gravitationally driven thin film flows at moderate
Reynolds numbers are modeled by Ruschak and Weinstein. They
show that including a boundary layer in the model has little effect on
the thickness profile and that the results are similar to profiles ob-
tained using finite-element solutions of the Navier-Stokes Equations.
However, the success of the model depends on the flow geometry.
Finally, a paper by Friedman and Katz examines the rise height of
negatively buoyant fountains and penetration depth of negatively
buoyant jets impinging on interfaces. Using data from a wide range
of systems, including air jets impacting on liquids as well as miscible
and immiscible liquid-liquid systems, they show that the penetration
depth is only a function of the Richardson number scaled with the jet
spreading factor. For turbulent jets, the Reynolds and Webber num-
bers do not affect the penetration depth.

Cavitation and explosions are being investigated in several papers.
Chan et al. study the interaction between explosion bubbles and
structures~a disk and a sphere!. They show that the shape of the
structure affects the pressure loading, jetting and collapse phenom-
ena, whereas the impact of gravitation depends on the jet direction.
Bunnel and Heister use 3-D steady viscous simulations of the flow in
a plain-orifice pressure atomizer fed by a manifold with a cross-flow.
Their geometry replicates conditions in liquid rocket and diesel en-
gine injectors. Both cavitating and non-cavitating conditions are con-
sidered. They show that cavitation affects the discharge coefficient,
inhibits vorticity transport and limits the injection to a sector of the
orifice. Linear stability analysis of cavitation in flat-plate cascades is
performed by Horiguchi, et al. They conclude that in a steady flow
analysis, alternate blade cavitation occurs in impellers with even
number of blades. For 2 and 4 bladed impellers, there are no addi-
tional destabilizing modes to those found in previous analysis assum-
ing inter-blade phase differences. Shi et al. perform observations on
the formation and collapse of ‘‘super cavitation.’’ This phenomenon
occurs during water entry of a projectile that is shot from a rifle at
342 m/s~!!. They examine the cavity closure near the surface, sub-
sequent cavity breakup below the surface and formation of bubbly
flows.

New instruments and measurement techniques for multiphase
flows are introduced in two papers. Kigger and Pan discuss a new
Particle Image Velocimetry~PIV! method for studying solid-liquid,
two-phase flows. They use a 2-D media filter to separate images of
the two phases. Their approach is validated for different filters and
particle sizes. Errors introduced by the filter become negligible for
ratio of particle diameters~dispersed phase vs. tracers! exceeding
three. Klausner et al. introduce a conductance-based instrument that
measures the solid concentration in slurry pipelines ranging from
50–150 cm in diameter. Data on the concentration distribution is
provided in real time and agreement with other methods is
demonstrated.

Two additional papers focus on uncommon subjects. Gutman ana-
lyzes the equilibrium of a flexible cable in water flow when the cable
is loaded with an arbitrarily distributed load. An optimal load, which
provides maximum deflection of the cable, is defined. Gibson focuses
on turbulent mixing, viscosity, diffusion and gravity in the formation
of cosmological structures, the fluid mechanics of dark matter. His
model includes fluid mechanics, gravity, density and gravitational
diffusion at critical scales.

Joseph Katz
Technical Editor
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Geometric Parameters
Influencing Flow in an
Axisymmetric IC Engine Inlet Port
Assembly: Part I—Valve Flow
Characteristics
Discharge characteristics in an IC engine inlet port and the dependency on geometrical
parameters are examined for two valves having seat angles of 40 and 45 deg. The
characteristics were established under steady-state conditions over a range of valve lifts
up to L/D50.25 and pressure differentials up to 100 mm H2O. The detailed boundary
layer characteristics, indicating flow separation and reattachment on the valve seats,
were established with the aid of heat transfer data using the transient liquid crystal
technique. Details of the experimental methods for obtaining discharge coefficients and
heat transfer coefficients are presented. The discharge and heat transfer data established
the expected sequential progression, with lift through the four flow regimes for the valve
with a 45 deg seat angle. For the valve with a 40 deg seat angle the four flow regimes
were not present. The results demonstrate the extreme sensitivity of the valve flow and
boundary layer state to small changes in valve geometry.@S0098-2202~00!00504-6#

Introduction
Today’s internal combustion~IC! engine designs demand low

emissions, fuel economy, and reliability with maximum volumet-
ric efficiency and, therefore, high power output. These high design
standards for more efficient and environmentally clean IC engines
result in the need for detailed fluid flow data around the valve and
port regions.

The flow through an inlet port discharges over the valve into
the cylinder as a jet, which separates from the sealing faces of
valve and seat for specific lift conditions producing shear layers
with large velocity gradients. Such areas of flow separation inside
the valve gap have to be reduced for optimum volumetric
efficiency.

The presence of flow separation in the valve passage and the
occurrence of different flow patterns has previously been identi-
fied in a number of investigations of different valve geometries. In
the extensive work carried out by Tanaka in 1929@1#, it was
observed that discontinuities in the flow occurred when investigat-
ing the flow quantity across the valve for different valve lifts.
These discontinuities in flow were represented by change over
points in the slope of the graph when plotting mass flow rate or
discharge coefficients versus valve lift. From these results Tanaka
postulated four flow regimes in the valve passage, illustrated in
Fig. 1, to explain the discontinuities of the mass flow rate with a
variation of valve lift. The fourflow regimeswere described as
follows: In flow regime I, occurring at low valve lifts, the flow is
attached to both sealing faces of valve head and seat. A vena-
contracta occurs at entry into the passage and due to viscous en-
trainment, the flow after the vena-contracta is able to expand
again and to fill the whole passage. Discharge coefficients are
generally high during this flow regime and may decrease slightly
for increasing lifts. A decrease in discharge coefficient in the low
lift range may be a result of the steady enlargement of the sepa-
ration areas formed at the entry into the passage as the lift is

increased. With further increase of valve lift, a first transition in
the flow pattern takes place, as the flow is fully detached from the
valve seat. The effective flow area is further reduced by flow
separation and the discharge coefficient decreases. This state of
flow is known asflow regime II. The shape of the valve head
diverts the flow in an outward direction and the velocity just up-
stream of the valve passage influences the flow in the passage.
Further increase in valve lift causes the flow to break away from
the port seat face giving rise toflow regime III. A vena-contracta
is formed downstream of the geometrical minimum area limited
by the valve head and the seat. For high valve lifts, the valve head
is assumed to exert less influence on the flow since the flow is
directed downwards and reattaches to the valve face. This final
state of flow is commonly denoted asflow regime IV. Discharge
into the cylinder is not affected by any reduction in flow area and
the only influence on the discharge coefficient is assumed to be
surface friction on the valve sealing face.

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division
January 11, 2000; revised manuscript received June 6, 2000. Associate Technical
Editor: D. Williams. Fig. 1 The four flow regimes
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Tanaka@1# was first to verify the above flow regimes by con-
ducting static pressure measurements along the valve and seat
wall at different lift conditions. Visualization of the valve passage
flow in a transparent model displayed the four flow configurations
and confirmed the observation of the pressure measurements
described.

Kastner et al.@2# also identified the four flow regimes on the
basis of discharge coefficient measurements. An attempt was con-
ducted to verify the characteristics of the four flow regimes in a
two-dimensional valve port model by measuring the pressure dis-
tribution in the valve passage to indicate regions of flow separa-
tion from the boundary walls. Subsequently, Vafidis and
Whitelaw @3# reported on flow measurements at the exit plane of
the valve passage using Laser-Doppler Anemometry~LDA ! with
the aim to quantify the four flow regimes over a practical lift
range for a typical intake valve. Prior to the detailed flow mea-
surements, the authors conducted discharge coefficient measure-
ments over the full range of lifts to identify the transition points in
the flow regimes and therefore to define the lift conditions of
interest for closer examination. Steady-state measurements of ra-
dial and axial mean velocity were then conducted at four nondi-
mensional lift conditions to indicate the direction of the discharge
jet into the cylinder and the recirculation areas in the valve pas-
sage.

Weclas et al.@4# presented a comprehensive investigation into
flow separation in the inlet valve passage using measurement
techniques such as discharge coefficient measurements, surface
flow visualization using an oil streak technique and detailed flow
measurements using LDA. Their study concentrated on the flow
characteristics of two intake port geometries~an idealized directed
port of a research engine and a helical port of a direct injection
Diesel engine! and the effect of two different valve geometries on
flow characteristics in the valve passage. The detailed flow mea-
surements at the valve exit plane and the surface flow visualiza-
tion showed the flow separation in the valve passage and identi-
fied its distribution around the valve periphery for generic inlet
port geometries.

Despite such a large number of papers examining the flow
through the intake valve, the flow separation phenomenon and its
dependence on geometrical parameters remains poorly analyzed.
However, one should be aware that a systematic variation of all
the influencing factors is not feasible because of the diversity of
geometries applied in real engine configurations.

The current work investigated the influence of valve geometry
on the passage flow characteristics by varying incrementally the
key parameters

• fillet radius
• cone angle
• seat angle

of the valve geometry which are illustrated in Fig. 2.
In the present investigation, the initial interpretation of the flow

regimes in the valve passage was made from the discharge coef-
ficients. As with previous investigations it was felt necessary to
obtain corroborating evidence from another source. Flow visual-
ization and LDA methods were not practical because of the nature
of the equipment and oil streak techniques would have been ex-
tremely time consuming as the rig would need to be stripped
down to gain access to the valve. A measurement indicating the
state of the boundary layer at the seat surface would give a direct
indication of separated and attached flows. This could then be
used with the discharge data to determine the flow regime. As the
experimental facility was also being used to obtain detailed spatial
distribution of heat transfer coefficients over the seat faces it was
determined that the same heat transfer data would be sufficient
corroborating evidence and hence give a high degree of confi-
dence in determining the flow regime~Ireland @5#!.

This paper establishes the measurement techniques of the
present work to identify the boundary layer flow inside the valve

passage and examines the flow characteristics of two valve geom-
etries varying in their seat angle~details of the geometry are given
in Fig. 2! to illustrate the sensitivity of the inlet port flow to small
variations in valve geometry. The results shown in this paper form
part of a parametric investigation of the influence of valve geom-
etry on valve flow characteristics, which will be presented in Part
II of this paper.

Experimental Equipment
The flow into the combustion chamber of a four-stroke internal

combustion engine is pulsatory and time-dependent. Therefore,
investigations in an actual engine under real operational condi-
tions are practically limited to measurements of engine perfor-
mance, operational characteristics, and emission levels. However,
such test conditions are not suitable to investigate the detailed
mechanism of valve flow characteristics. The investigations of
inlet valve flow, described above, have therefore been conducted
in mainly steady-flow tests and the conclusions on flow character-
istics have been drawn on the basis of a ‘‘quasi-static’’ assump-
tion for the induction process. The basis for this approximation is
the assumption that the flow responds almost instantaneously to
changes in valve lift and pressure difference across the valve pas-
sage. The inlet valve and the piston move at maximum speeds of
approximately 8–15 m/s under normal engine operating condi-
tions. The speed of the moving components is therefore signifi-
cantly lower than the sonic velocity, at which the perturbations of
the flow travel, so that dynamic effects would become negligible.
The values for valve flow and performance characteristics ob-
tained from steady flow experiments are hence considered repre-
sentative for the dynamic flow behavior of the valve in an oper-
ating engine.

Kastner et al.@2# conducted an investigation to evaluate valve
and port performance characteristics under conditions closely
similar to real engine conditions and compared the findings to
performance data obtained under steady flow. The results showed
that the performance of an inlet valve and port, operating under
actual engine conditions, can be derived with reasonable accuracy
from discharge coefficient data obtained from static experiments.
Fukutani and Watanabe@6# also attempted to correlate the dy-
namic discharge coefficientCDd to the static coefficientCD by
making use of a velocity coefficient (va / v̄v). For values of
(va / v̄v)>100, the static and dynamic discharge coefficients be-
come approximately the same. Since this value is usually ex-
ceeded in production engines, the authors concluded that the in-
fluence of the valve motion on the flow in the valve gap is

Fig. 2 Valve geometry
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negligible and the static coefficientCD provides a good indication
of the valve performance under actual operating conditions.

Those investigations tested the validity of the ‘‘quasi-steady’’
assumption on the basis of comparing a cycle averaged static and
dynamic discharge coefficient. However, no verification is pro-
vided from those results to correlate detailed flow characteristics
in and around the valve and port under static and reciprocating
conditions. Evidence that steady-flow results can also be used to
characterize inlet port flow under actual engine conditions has
therefore been obtained by investigating the detailed flow charac-
teristics at the exit plane of the valve passage during the induction
stroke using measuring techniques such as LDA and HWA~Hot-
Wire Anemometry!. Bicen and Whitelaw@7# conducted an inves-
tigation of the air-flow through an intake valve in a model engine
under both steady and unsteady conditions. The engine was oper-
ated at 200 rpm and LDA measurements of the velocity field at
the valve exit plane were taken at a number of fixed lift condi-
tions. Similar measurements were carried out by Vafidis and
Whitelaw @3# and Bicen et al.@8#. The latter authors extended the
investigation and included the effects of valve operation. The pro-
files of the mean velocity at the valve exit plane showed close
qualitative and quantitative agreement under steady and unsteady
flow conditions. The investigation therefore concluded that the
mean velocity distribution at the exit plane can be accurately es-
timated from steady-flow experiments, at least in a low speed
engine. Ho¨fler et al.@9# presented a comparison of the inlet valve
flow arranged in a helical port under steady-state and operating
engine conditions. The investigation aimed to justify the use of
steady-flow data as inlet conditions for CFD modeling of engine
cylinder flow. Measurements of the flow at the valve exit plane
using LDA were taken between 40 deg CA and 170 deg CA
~valve opening period was from 10 deg BTDC to 220 deg ATDC!
at a fixed valve lift under motored conditions. The flow velocity
profiles from the steady-flow measurements showed good qualita-
tive and quantitative agreement around the valve periphery with
those measured in the operating engine when the instantaneous
mass flow rate was congruent for both experimental conditions.

These works clearly indicate the validity of using steady-flow
data to model inlet port flow characteristics under operating en-
gine conditions.

The parametric investigation of the various valve geometries of
the present work was therefore conducted in the steady-state flow
field of an axisymmetric engine valve test facility, which was used
for flow and heat transfer measurements. This configuration was
aimed at investigating the detailed characteristics of the flow phe-
nomena in and around the inlet valve in isolation from the com-
plex flow structure of an actual inlet port and the processes of a
real engine. Such a simplified engine port model therefore allowed
easy change of the flow parameters for the detailed comparative
investigation.

The actual test section of the experimental rig is shown in Fig.
3 in a cross-sectional view and displays the axisymmetric arrange-
ment of valve and port. Ambient air enters a bellmouth intake for
flow measurement. It then passes a heater section, which imparts a
near step change to the air stream temperature, prior to flowing
through the valve and port. The high differential pressures across
the valve were produced by a centrifugal blower, which is located
downstream of the test section. The valve lift was adjusted from
outside the port by a linear traverse, which was controlled by a
lead-screw on both sides of the traverse. The valve position was
measured using two linear variable differential transducers at-
tached to either side of the traverse. The size of the test rig was
designed so that the valve models were in the range of 3 times the
scale of a medium sized production engine valve in order to im-
prove the spatial resolution when applying the transient liquid
crystal technique for the heat transfer measurements. This resulted
in a valve head diameter of 123.9 mm with an inlet port bore

diameter of 108.0 mm, a parallel passage and a seat width of
t/D50.063. The valves were characterized with sharp corners
between valve head and the valve seat face.

Flow Measurements
The flow characteristics of the valve and seat geometries were

examined under steady-flow conditions by measuring the dis-
charge coefficients for various pressure differentials across the
cylinder head. The discharge coefficient is a nondimensional mea-
sure of the valve/port performance and defined as the ratio of the
actual~measured! flow to the theoretical flow through the aperture
of the valve for the same pressure drop

CD5
ṁ

ṁtheor.

The theoretical flowṁtheor. is calculated using the analysis of a
one-dimensional isentropic flow from a reservoir through a re-
striction at subsonic conditions including compressibility effects
and expressed by the following equation

ṁtheor.5A3A2p0r0

g

g21 S p

p0
D 2/gF12S p

p0
D ~g21!/gG

where p0 and r0 are the stagnation conditions for pressure and
density respectively andg is the specific heat ratio. The reference
areaA was taken as the valve curtain area

A5p3D3L

since this area varies linearly with valve lift and is, furthermore,
easier to determine than the minimum flow area used in other
analysis~i.e., Vafidis and Whitelaw@3#!.

The upstream pressure was measured at approximately one inlet
bore diameter from the cylinder head. The pressurep at the throat
was taken as the pressure at passage exit, which was taken the
same as the pressure measured in the cylinder head plane.

Discharge coefficients were measured for nondimensional valve
lifts L/D between 0.02 and 0.24 with an estimated uncertainty
DL/D of 61.631023 for the adjusted valve lift. After adjusting
the pressure drop with the sliding gate valve, a reading of the
pressure upstream and the pressure drop across the bellmouth in-

Fig. 3 Cross-sectional view of test section
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take was taken using a micro-manometer. Confidence intervals
and the test conditions for the mass flow rate and discharge coef-
ficient measurements are summarized in Table 1.

Heat Transfer Measurements
The transient liquid crystal technique was applied to determine

local convective heat transfer coefficients on the valve seat. A
comprehensive overview of the liquid crystal technique can be
found in Baughn@10#. The valve and seat were coated with micro-
encapsulated thermochromic liquid crystals to indicate the surface
temperature change during the transient heat transfer experiment.
Convective heat transfer coefficients were then calculated based
on the transient conduction into a semi-infinite model using the
following relationship~Schultz and Jones@11#!:

Tsurf.2Tinit.

T`2Tinit.
512expS h2t

rcpkDerfcS hAt

Arcpk
D

The liquid crystal color change was recorded using a mono-
chrome CCD camera to resolve the time temperature relationship
for the surface temperature history to compute heat transfer coef-
ficients. The recorded images were digitally processed using the
full intensity history of the liquid crystal color change~Wang
et al. @12#! to obtain a full heat transfer coefficient map of the
surface area investigated. Confidence intervals for the measured
heat transfer coefficient and the test conditions are presented in
Table 1.

Results and Discussion
Valve flow and performance characteristics were identified

from discharge coefficient measurements for a range of fixed
valve lifts for steady-flow conditions. The discharge coefficient
characteristic was determined from the measured and the calcu-
lated theoretical mass flow rates for nondimensional valve lifts
L/D ranging from 0.02 to 0.24 which covered the range of prac-
tical valve operations~Heywood@13#!. The static pressure differ-
ential was varied from 20 mm H2O to 100 mm H2O to investigate
a variation of port flow velocity on valve performance. Results for
mass flow rate and discharge coefficient characteristics are pre-
sented for two valve geometries, denoted as valve I and II~Fig. 2!
in the following discussion. The valves only differed in the valve
seat angle which was 45 deg for valve I and 40 deg for valve II,
respectively.

The mass flow rate and the discharge coefficient characteristic
based on the valve curtain area are presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,
respectively, for valve I. The results showed that a variation of
pressure drop had no influence on the general discharge coeffi-
cient characteristic. However, a small influence was observed on
the magnitude of discharge coefficients with increasing valve lifts.
For small valve lifts, discharge coefficients slightly increased as
the pressure drop and therefore flow velocity inside the passage
increased. The flow velocity was relatively low and viscosity ef-
fects were assumed to be dominant in the passage, which would
result in the observed small increase in discharge coefficients for
higher differential pressures at low lifts. In the medium lift range
(0.05,L/D,0.15), with transitions in flow regimes taking place,
indicated by a change in slope in the mass flow rate in Fig. 4,
discharge coefficients decreased as the pressure drop was in-
creased. The characteristic may be explained on the basis that
discharge coefficients are proportional to the effective flow area in

the valve passage and are consequently determined by flow sepa-
ration. For increasing flow velocities, the separation area in the
valve passage would be enlarged and hence the effective flow area
reduced, which resulted in a decrease in discharge coefficients in
the region of flow transition. At high lifts (L/D.0.20), discharge
coefficients were found to be almost independent of pressure drop
suggesting that the flow in the valve passage was highly turbulent
and viscosity effects had no effect on the boundary layer flow.
This finding agreed with the investigations carried out by Tanaka
@1#, who concluded that discharge coefficients were approximately
constant and therefore independent of the pressure drop at a par-
ticular lift condition. Vafidis and Whitelaw@3# presented results
for discharge coefficient measurements carried out for pressure
drops ranging from 50 mm H2O to 200 mm H2O. They found that
an increase in pressure drop increased discharge coefficients and
its influence was shown to be stronger at small lifts and low pres-
sure drops as a result of the increased contribution of viscous
effects under these conditions. However, the authors stated that

Table 1

Exp. Cond. Conf. Interval

ṁ L/D50.0220.24 61.1%
CD L/D50.0220.24 63.6%
HTC L/D50.06, 0.12, 0.18,

0.23
610.2%

Fig. 4 Mass flow versus lift; valve I

Fig. 5 Discharge coefficient characteristic versus lift; valve I
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for even higher pressure drops, for which results were only partly
presented, the discharge coefficient curves almost collapsed into
one. This result was reflected in the present investigation for the
highly turbulent flow at high valve lifts.

An analysis of the mass flow rate versus valve lift plot showed
three changes in slope, illustrated in Fig. 4, from which transition
points in the valve flow characteristic and the four flow regimes
were identified. ForL/D,0.11, the flow was assumed to be in its
first flow regime. The boundaries of the passage are very close
and the flow is forced to attach to both sealing faces as illustrated
in Fig. 1~a!. Discharge coefficients, presented in Fig. 5, increased
at low lifts as a result of the pronounced influence of Reynolds
number and viscosity effects in this range of lifts (L/D,0.05).
This was continued by slightly decreasing or approximately con-
stant discharge coefficients as the lift was increased up toL/D
50.08. The latter characteristic was due to a recirculation area
formed at the passage entry which was enlarged as a result of the
radially directed flow and the steep angle of the 45 deg seat face
as the valve lift was increased.

At L/D50.11, a first transition point in the flow took place and
for 0.11,L/D,0.18, the flow was thought to be separated from
the valve seat face. ForL/D50.18, the flow was assumed to
detach from the seat face and hence to form a free discharge jet. A
vena-contracta was therefore formed inside the passage as a result
of the recirculation area formed on either side of the discharge jet
with a corresponding reduction in discharge coefficients.

In the transition atL/D.0.20, the flow started to reattach to the
valve face since the flow was directed in downward direction at
high valve lifts. The flow was therefore in its final mode~flow
regime IV!. Discharge coefficients were steadily falling in this
range of lifts as a result of growing frictional effects as the flow
velocity increased for increasing valve lifts.

Due to the continuous change in slope of the mass flow rate
curves, presented in Fig. 4, the transition process between the flow
patterns in the valve passage were thought to be produced by
steadily increasing separation areas from the valve and seat seal-
ing faces which eventually extended to the passage exit plane.

The results for the mass flow and discharge coefficient charac-
teristics for valve II, presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively,
showed a similar behavior in the low to medium lift range as
identified for valve I with discharge coefficients approximately
constant up toL/D50.09, with the flow being assumed in flow
regime I. A peculiar characteristic was observed in the low to
medium lift range up toL/D50.14 with a sharp increase and

sudden drop in discharged coefficients as the lift was increased.
This sharp increase in discharge coefficients in the medium lift
range with values ofCD approaching 0.9 results in a very efficient
flow performance in the medium to high lift range, which could be
of significant interest for actual engine valve designs. This char-
acteristic of valve II was attributed to a delayed flow separation
from the seat face as a result of the flat valve shoulder inducing a
large radial momentum to the flow. AtL/D50.14, a sharp drop in
mass flow rate occurred with the flow assumed to enter its final
mode. At lift conditions higher thanL/D50.14 the passage flow
was presumably in flow regime IV and discharge coefficients
matched those observed of valve I for lifts larger than
L/D50.20.

Those interpretations of the flow characteristics for the different
lift ranges can only be inferred from the discharge coefficient
measurements. Therefore the behavior of the flow in the valve
passage was analyzed and verified in detail from the boundary
layer flow interpretations obtained from heat transfer experiments
using the transient liquid crystal technique. Measurements of the
detailed distributions of heat transfer coefficients on the seat seal-
ing faces were conducted at four lift conditions and four Reynolds
number conditions for the inlet port flow. Distributions of heat
transfer coefficients are shown in Fig. 8~a,b! on the valve seat and
seat sealing face of valve I for the lowest lift condition and the
four Reynolds number conditions investigated.

Points of flow reattachment generally correspond to peaks in
local heat transfer coefficients as a result of the high turbulence
intensity of the locally impinging flow which is illustrated in Fig.
8~a,b!. Boundary layer separation is always associated with the
formation of small vortices, which is reflected in a decrease of
heat transfer coefficients toward the leading edge of the valve seat
face~Fig. 8~a!! as a result of the lower velocities in the separation
region. A similar pattern with a peak heat transfer coefficient at
approximately mid-face position in the passage was shown in the
heat transfer results for the seat sealing face and decreasing coef-
ficients toward the trailing edge of the passage~Fig. 8~b!!. The
characteristic of decreasing heat transfer coefficients downstream
of the reattachment position was as a result of a growing boundary
layer after the flow reattached to the valve surface where a local
thinning of the boundary layer occurred.

As the Reynolds number was increased, the separation area
from the valve seat face was shown to grow which was reflected
in the peak heat transfer coefficient moving in a downstream di-
rection ~illustrated in Fig. 8~a!!. This effect was reversed on the

Fig. 6 Mass flow versus lift; valve II Fig. 7 Discharge coefficient characteristic versus lift; valve II
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seat sealing face with the location of the peak heat transfer coef-
ficient moving toward the leading edge of the seat face~shown in
Fig. 8~b!!. The characteristic was a result of the separation area
from the port seat face being suppressed by the increased separa-
tion area from the valve seat face. The latter was attributed to the
increased inertia of the flow in radial direction for a flat valve
shoulder at low lifts. The results therefore clearly reflect an influ-
ence of port flow Reynolds number and therefore pressure differ-
ential across the valve on the separation area. This was already
indicated in the varying discharge coefficients for increasing pres-
sure differentials in the transition region of flow regimes.

Heat transfer coefficient distributions in the valve passage for
the four lift conditions and the highest Reynolds number investi-
gated are shown in Fig. 9~a,b! for valve I. At the lowest lift
condition (L/D50.06), the flow separated from the sharp corners
leading into the passage and reattached to both sealing faces in-
side the passage as detailed above. This characteristic corresponds
to flow regime I with the flow fully attached to the seat sealing
faces at passage exit and a small separation bubble formed at
entry into the passage. Therefore, in flow regime I, the flow is

either continuously attached, or separates and reattaches, to both
sealing faces of valve head and seat. This latter point was not
identified in previous studies~i.e., Tanaka@1#! and results from
the superior experimental techniques used in this investigation. At
the lift conditionL/D50.12, the low heat transfer coefficients and
the liquid crystal pattern during the transient heat transfer experi-
ment indicated separated flow from the valve seat face~Fig. 9~a!!.
Flow separation and reattachment on the seat sealing face were
shown by a local peak in heat transfer coefficients with the reat-
tachment point being at approximately 6.2 mm into the passage.
The inertia of the flow in radial direction at this lift condition
therefore caused the flow to fully separate from the valve seat face
with the separation area only slightly increased on the seat sealing
face for this lift condition. The flow was in regime II in agreement
with the flow interpretations from the discharge coefficient mea-
surements. For an increased valve lift (L/D50.18), the reattach-
ment position on the seat sealing face moved considerably down-
stream with a locally high heat transfer coefficient observed at the
trailing edge of the seat sealing face. The flow therefore separates
from the seat sealing face atL/D50.18 and a transition takes
place from flow regime II to III verifying the interpretations of the
passage flow from the discharge coefficient measurements at this

Fig. 8 „a… Heat transfer coefficient versus lift; valve seat I;
L ÕDÄ0.06; „b… Heat transfer coefficient versus lift; port seat I;
L ÕDÄ0.06

Fig. 9 „a… Heat transfer coefficient versus lift; valve seat I; „b…
Heat transfer coefficient versus lift; port seat I
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lift condition. For increasing lifts, the passage flow formed a free
discharge jet with a recirculation area formed on either side of the
jet.

At the highest lift condition (L/D50.23), the liquid crystal
data showed a very broad band of relatively high heat transfer
coefficients in the lower part of the valve seat face, illustrated in
Fig. 9~a!. This characteristic reflected reattaching flow on the
valve seat face and would indicate that the transition from flow
regime III to IV is not a sudden process but a continuous one,
which is also indicated in the smooth change in slope in the mass
flow rate plot illustrated in Fig. 4.

The complete analysis for the four lift conditions resolved in
detail the complex mechanism of inlet valve flow and showed the
occurrence of the four flow regimes.

The heat transfer characteristic of valve II, presented in Fig.
10~a,b! for the valve seat and seat sealing face, respectively,
showed a similar characteristic as valve I at the lowest lift condi-
tion (L/D50.06). The flow separated from the sharp corners
leading into the passage and reattached at approximately mid-
position on both seat sealing faces indicated by a locally high heat
transfer coefficient. This heat transfer pattern reflects flow regime
I in agreement with the flow interpretation from the discharge

coefficient measurements at this lift condition. The liquid crystal
results atL/D50.12 showed that the reattachment position on the
seat sealing face moved downstream with the flow being fully
separated from the valve seat face indicated by low heat transfer
coefficients which slightly decreased toward the leading edge of
the passage. At the lift conditionL/D50.18, the flow was reat-
tached to the valve seat face with the reattachment position at
approximately mid-position into the passage. The seat results in-
dicated fully separated flow from the seat sealing face with the
flow being in its final mode.

The characteristic atL/D50.18 with the flow being reattached
to the valve seat face together with the flow behavior on the seat
sealing face atL/D50.12 probably explains the sharp increase in
flow performance observed forL/D,0.14. Transition from flow
regime II at L/D50.12 was therefore presumably back to the
effective mode of flow regime I explaining the high discharge
coefficients in the medium lift range. This was continued by a
direct transition from flow regime I to IV, reflected in the heat
transfer data atL/D50.18, which resulted in the sudden steep
drop in flow performance. At the lift conditionL/D50.23, the
heat transfer data on the seat sealing faces for valve II indicated
attached flow on the valve seat face. The reattachment position
moved in upstream direction as compared withL/D50.18 as a
result of the now mainly axially directed flow. The flow on the
port seat face was fully separated flow. The passage flow therefore
prevailed in flow regime IV at lift larger thanL/D50.14 in agree-
ment with the discharge coefficient data.

The detailed resolution of the boundary layer flow inside the
passage clearly identified the four flow regimes for valve I. Valve
II having a 40 deg seat resulted in a peculiar discharge coefficient
characteristic showing a high flow performance in the medium lift
range. The analysis of the modes of flow for this valve geometry
indicated that the progress in flow regimes is not from I, II, III, to
IV and the four modes of flow did not occur in sequence with
valve lift for this valve geometry. The present results therefore
clearly indicate the sensitivity of valve flow characteristics to
small modifications in valve geometry. A detailed parametric
study of the influence of inlet valve on flow characteristics is
presented in Part II of this paper.

Conclusions
The detailed flow characteristics of inlet valve flow were ana-

lyzed on the basis of discharge coefficient measurements for two
valve geometries from which the different regimes for the passage
flow were identified. The detailed boundary layer flow was then
verified from heat transfer measurements applying the transient
liquid crystal technique. The heat transfer data for the various
flow and lift conditions were applied to resolve in detail flow
separation and the positions of flow reattachment inside the
passage.

The heat transfer data shown for the low lift conditions showed
that the separation areas at the leading edge of both seat sealing
faces interact with each other making the flow separation in the
valve passage a complex process dependent on flow conditions
and valve lift.

The results presented for the two valve geometries illustrated in
detail the sensitivity of flow characteristics on changes in valve
geometry. For valve I, having a 45 deg seat, the heat transfer data
for the four lift conditions verified the occurrence of the four flow
regimes. The data for the 40 deg seat geometry indicated that the
flow regimes did not occur in sequence with valve lift and the
small modifications in valve geometry resulted in a significant
difference in flow characteristics.

The influence of valve geometry will therefore be scrutinized in
the parametric investigation presented in Part II of this paper.

The present work introduced a methodology to analyze in detail
the flow characteristics in and around an IC engine inlet valve,

Fig. 10 „a… Heat transfer coefficient versus lift; valve seat II;
„b… Heat transfer coefficient versus lift; port seat II
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which was applied to a parametric study to investigate the influ-
ence of valve geometry on port flow characteristics and inlet valve
heat transfer.

Nomenclature

A 5 area
ATDC 5 after top dead center
BTDC 5 before top dead center

CA 5 crank angle
CD 5 discharge coefficient

CDd 5 dynamic discharge coefficient
cp 5 specific heat capacity at constant pressure
D 5 valve head diameter

Dp 5 inlet port diameter
h, HTC 5 heat transfer coefficient

k 5 thermal conductivity
L 5 valve lift
ṁ 5 mass flow rate
m 5 kinematic viscosity
p 5 pressure
R 5 valve fillet radius

Re 5 Reynolds number$rDpva/m%
t 5 time, seat width

T 5 temperature
va 5 velocity of inlet flow
v̄v 5 average valve velocity
g 5 ratio of specific heats
r 5 density

Subscripts

0 5 property at stagnation point
theor. 5 theoretical condition
surf. 5 condition at surface

init. 5 initial condition
` 5 final condition
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Geometric Parameters
Influencing Flow in an
Axisymmetric IC Engine Inlet Port
Assembly: Part II—Parametric
Variation of Valve Geometry
The influence of inlet valve geometry on IC engine port flow characteristics was investi-
gated systematically by varying the key valve geometric parameters of fillet radius, cone
angle, and seat angle. The analysis of flow through the port was measured for 36 valves
having geometries determined by R/D50.20–0.30, cone angle 0–20 deg and seat angle
30–45 deg. Discharge coefficients were measured to gain an understanding of the general
flow performance. These were used in conjunction with heat transfer data to gain a clear
understanding of the state of the boundary layer on the valve and port seats for varying
lifts and pressure drops. This established the presence or otherwise of the four flow
regimes within the valve passage. The results demonstrate that the cone and seat angle
have major effects on valve flow performance and enable engine designers to choose
more readily the valve characteristics they desire.@S0098-2202~00!00404-1#

Introduction
In an internal combustion engine, volumetric efficiency, and

therefore power output, could be increased with improvements to
the design of the inlet port and particularly the inlet valve. Part I
of this paper clearly identified the sensitivity of valve flow char-
acteristics to small changes in valve geometry by presenting data
for two valve geometries varying in only their valve seat angle.
The present work conducted a parametric investigation into the
influence of valve geometry on valve flow characteristics by test-
ing a range of inlet valve geometries.

Previous studies paid much attention to testing specific valve
geometries with respect to their flow performance. Luke@1# was
the first to indicate that the geometry of valve and port plays a
significant role in determining the performance characteristics of
the induction system. Although no geometrical details were given,
the so-called ‘‘conical-seated’’ valve showed a performance supe-
rior to that of the ‘‘flat-seated’’ valve. Lewis and Nutting@2#
investigated the arrangement of valves in pairs as compared with
single ones and valves of different sizes. Aspects of valve geom-
etry and its influence on the performance of the valve/port assem-
bly were extensively investigated by Tanaka@3#. The study fo-
cused on the influence of fillet radius, valve head angle, seat
width, and seat angle. The valve models were tested under steady
flow conditions in an axisymmetric port/cylinder arrangement.
The effects of varying parameters defining the valve geometry
were examined by scrutinizing the variation in mass flow rate
through the valve passage for different lift conditions at a fixed
pressure differential across the port. Generally, the fillet radius did
not have a significant effect on the flow quantity, but a large fillet
radius was found to have a rather bad influence on flow charac-
teristics. The effect of valve cone angle was investigated on the
basis of four valve cone angle geometries ranging from 0 to 45
deg. The study showed a pronounced effect of the upper valve
face corner on flow separation, which was delayed to higher lifts
for a larger valve cone angle. The investigation of the seat width

revealed that a wide overlap gave better flow performance. Seat
angle variations were examined using four seat geometries be-
tween 0 and 60 deg to quantify its effect on valve flow character-
istics. The 45 deg seat angle valve showed a distinct transition
between the four flow regimes observed for various valve lifts.
The valve with a 30 deg seat angle showed the transition between
the different flow pattern less clearly.

In the subsequent investigations of Wood et al.@4# and Kastner
et al. @5#, attempts were made to reduce the tendency of the flow
to separate from the sealing faces of the valve passage.

Wood et al.@4# described various attempts to reduce the flow
resistance by rounding the sharp corners of the valve and seat
faces, by varying the radius of the port elbow and by varying the
fillet radius of the valve head in order to approach the perfor-
mance of a perfect venturi nozzle. Kastner et al.@5# also reported
on a range of modifications to the valve and port to improve its
flow performance. The modifications included a tapered port to
avoid abrupt area changes reducing wall separation and shaping
the passage to a converging-diverging nozzle. Although these at-
tempts produced considerable improvements in discharge coeffi-
cient CD , which were however mostly in the low lift range
(L/D5020.10) with values exceeding unity, the modifications
resulted in complex geometrical configurations, which might
prove impractical for production engine designs. Annand@6# fur-
ther investigated the effects of seat width, fillet radius, and seat
angle on discharge coefficientsCD with an isolated valve and
results mainly agreed with the findings of Tanaka@3#. Valves with
a 45 deg seat angle clearly showed the transition between the
different flow regimes whereas the 30 deg seat indicated the tran-
sition points less distinctly. However, Annand recommended tak-
ing into account mechanical considerations proposed by Pope@7#
for the final choice of the appropriate seat angle.

An extensive study of the flow structure at the valve exit plane
and of the flow field in the cylinder was carried out by Bicen and
Whitelaw @8# and Vafidis and Whitelaw@9# who measured dis-
charge coefficients and the detailed velocity distribution using
LDA for various valve geometries.

Vafidis and Whitelaw@9# investigated a 45 deg seat angle valve
with and without rounded inner corners of the valve and seat
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sealing faces upon their effect on flow transition. The results sug-
gested that only the valve with sharp corners exhibited the four
flow regimes.

Bicen et al.@10# presented a summary of the work reported by
Bicen and Whitelaw@8# and Vafidis and Whitelaw@9# in compar-
ing discharge coefficients for the 45 and 60 deg seat angle valves
and additionally the detailed flow characteristic at the exit of the
valve passage. The results showed that the performance of the 45
deg seat was generally superior to the 60 deg seat over the range
of lifts tested (L/D,0.26).

Gosman and Ahmed@11# subsequently reported on the mea-
surements of discharge coefficients, mean velocity and turbulent
stress fields obtained by Hot-Wire Anemometry~HWA! at various
valve lifts in an axisymmetric valve/port assembly with a valve
geometry~45 deg seat angle and rounded corners! similar to the
one investigated by Bicen et al.@10#.

Weclas et al.@12# presented a comprehensive investigation into
the flow separation in the inlet valve passage. Their study concen-
trated on the flow characteristics of two intake port geometries: an
idealized directed port of a research engine and a helical port of a
direct injection Diesel engine. Furthermore the investigation con-
sidered the effect of a variation in valve geometry. Two valves
with a 45 deg valve seat angle that differed in the fillet radius and
the valve head angle were examined for their discharge character-
istics in the directed port.

Those studies identified that the inlet valve flow is clearly de-
pendent on valve geometry with the general flow characterized by
the four flow regimes~Tanaka@3#!. The occurrence of the four
flow regimes and the transition points were found to be influenced
by the valve and port geometry. The investigations showed that
with certain geometrical modifications the transition points can be
altered leading to improvements in the valve flow characteristic
and therefore the performance of the inlet port. However, the in-
vestigations described were mostly limited to specific valve ge-
ometries and did not provide a complete analysis of the flow
through the intake valve, the flow separation phenomenon and its
dependence on geometrical parameters.

No comprehensive and systematic data exist about the influence
of valve and port geometries on discharge coefficients. Neither
has there been any previous detailed investigation into the various
flow regimes that influence flow performance. The present work
therefore investigated in detail the influence of valve geometry on
the passage flow characteristics by varying incrementally the key
parameters

• fillet radius
• cone angle
• seat angle

of the valve geometry using discharge coefficient measurements
and heat transfer data from the transient liquid crystal technique to
resolve the boundary layer flow in the valve passage.

The Valve Models
To carry out the parametric investigation, a relevant range for a

variation of the valve geometry had to be developed to cover
practical inlet valve designs. Apart from having a very good flow
performance, the overall design requirements of an engine inlet
valve can be summarized as follows:

• Adequate seating area~contact area between valve head and
seat! to improve cooling of the valve during the valve closing
period.

• Shape of the valve to keep thermal stresses to a minimum.
• Valve head as light as possible since it is an accelerated mass

and therefore exerts high forces on the valve train; it is possible
that for high engine speeds the resonant frequency of the valve
train is approached.

• Valve shapes that are not subject to engine deposits and wear.

Those criteria clearly identify that practical valve design may dif-
fer from the recommendations for optimum flow performance. A
parametric study was therefore designed to investigate the behav-
ior of valve flow with the limits of the geometry variation taken
from general design criteria for the inlet valve within the automo-
tive industry ~TRW Automotive Systems Ltd@13#!. The three
most influential valve parameters, which are illustrated in Fig. 1,
determining valve flow were varied as follows:

Geometrical Range Incremental
Parameter Change

Fillet Radius R/D 0.20–0.30 0.05
Valve Cone Angle 0–20 deg 10 deg
Valve Seat Angle 30–45 deg 5 deg

This resulted in a total number of 36 valve geometries to form the
present parametric study.

Results and Discussion
The magnitude of discharge coefficients, transition in flow re-

gimes, and the various flow patterns occurring in the valve pas-
sage are dependent on the valve geometry as Part I of this paper
clearly identified. The combination of the geometrical parameters
valve fillet radius, cone angle, and seat angle and their influence
on the valve flow characteristics in terms of discharge coefficients
was investigated for the full range of 36 valve geometries de-
signed for the present investigation. Measurements were carried
out for lift conditions ranging fromL/D50.02 to 0.24 at pressure
differentials across the valves between 20 mm H2O and
100 mm H2O in incremental steps of 20 mm H2O.

The detailed behavior of the boundary layer in the passage was
resolved using heat transfer data from the transient liquid crystal
technique. The measurement techniques and the data interpreta-
tion applied for the present parametric study were established in
Part I of this paper. The results in this paper are presented and
discussed on the basis of the largest pressure differential investi-
gated since it was found that the pressure drop across the passage
had no influence on the discharge coefficient characteristic. The
measurements showed good repeatability with the differences
well within the estimated uncertainty of63.6 percent for the dis-
charge coefficient results.

Influence of Valve Cone Angle
The effect of the valve cone angle on discharge coefficient

characteristic was examined for the various seat geometries inves-
tigated. Results of the mass flow rate and discharge coefficient
characteristics for the three valve cone angles for a 45 deg seat
geometry are presented in Fig. 2~a,b!, respectively, and reflect the
pronounced effect of valve cone angle on valve flow characteris-
tics which were consistent for all the other seat geometries
investigated.

Fig. 1 Valve geometry
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A flat valve shoulder~0 deg cone angle in Fig. 2! showed a first
change in slope at aboutL/D50.11 in the mass flow rate versus
valve lift plot ~Fig. 2~a!! with a corresponding reduction in theCD
value, indicating a transition in flow regime, whereas the 10 and
20 deg cone angle continued the effective mode of flow regime I
up to L/D50.14. However, the 10 deg cone angle showed an
immediate change in slope again atL/D50.16. This would sug-
gest that the flow separated from the valve seat face atL/D
50.14, with the effective flow area remaining constant over a
small range of valve lifts, resulting in a small recovery in dis-
charge coefficient, which was followed immediately by the flow
also detaching from the seat face~transition from flow regime II
to III !. The latter was assumed to have produced the continuous
drop in discharge coefficients atL/D50.16 as shown in Fig. 2~b!.
At L/D50.19, the flow was thought to reattach to the valve face,
which was consistent with flow regime IV.

The results for a 20 deg valve cone angle suggested that the
separation process from valve and seat face was a continuous one
in the lift range betweenL/D50.125 and 0.16. Tanaka@3# and
Annand@6#, however, concluded that a 20 deg cone angle in com-

bination with a 45 deg seat would not show flow regime II and III
and transition was assumed to be directly from flow regime I to IV
in the medium lift range. The assumed steady increase in the flow
separation would therefore be restricted to the seat face which
may be a result of the increased axial flow momentum induced by
a large cone angle.

The cone angle of the valve therefore affected the discharge
characteristic over the full range of lifts. A large cone angle was
thought to direct the flow in a more axial direction resulting in
high discharge coefficients in the low lift range. This influence
had the opposite effect in the medium to high lift range with a
small cone angle resulting in earlier transition to flow regime II
and latter transition to flow regime IV. A small valve cone angle
was assumed to direct the flow toward the plane of the cylinder
head, which suppressed flow separation from the seat face and
resulted in a superior flow performance in the medium to high lift
range.

The influence of the valve cone angle on the passage flow char-
acteristics was examined by means of heat transfer coefficient
data, which was used to resolve the detailed behavior of the
boundary layer inside the valve passage. Distribution of heat
transfer coefficients on the valve seat and seat sealing face is
presented in Fig. 3~a,b! and Fig. 4~a,b! for the lift conditions
L/D50.06 andL/D50.18, respectively. For the low lift condi-
tion the heat transfer data indicated that the flow separated and
reattached to the seat sealing faces for all three cone angle con-
figurations, reflected by a local peak in heat transfer coefficient in
Fig. 3~a,b!. The passage flow was therefore in regime I for all
three cone angle geometries at this lift condition. The heat transfer
results on the valve seat and seat sealing face clearly illustrated
the effect of the valve cone angle on the flow direction into the
valve passage. A 0 deg valve cone angle directed the flow in a
more radial direction and produced the largest separation area
from the valve seat face. This influence of valve cone angle on
flow direction into the passage resulted in a reversed characteristic
on the seat sealing face with a small valve cone angle suppressing
the flow separation area.

At L/D50.18, those influences of the valve cone angle were
continued. The results on both seat sealing faces reflected the
significance of the valve cone angle on flow direction into the
passage with the flow being fully separated from the valve seat
face for the 0 deg valve cone angle configuration and separating
and reattaching for the 10 and 20 deg cone angle geometries. The
liquid crystal data indicated that the separation area on the valve
seat face was decreased with an increase in valve cone angle. This
effect was reversed on the seat sealing face with the separation
area being increased with a larger valve cone angle. The 10 and
20 deg cone angle geometries showed fully separated flow from
the seat sealing face with the passage flow being in regime IV for
these cone angle configurations. For the 0 deg cone angle geom-
etry, the flow reattached at the trailing edge of the seat sealing
face which reflects transition to flow regime III for this
valve geometry as concluded from the discharge coefficient
measurements.

The influence of valve cone angle on passage flow characteris-
tics can therefore be summarized as follows. A large cone angle
suppresses flow separation from the valve seat face resulting in an
improved flow performance in the low lift range. This influence of
cone angle is reversed in the medium to high lift range since a
small cone angle directs the flow toward the plane of the cylinder
head, suppressing flow separation from the seat face. The flow
performance of a small valve cone angle was therefore superior in
the medium to high lift range as compared with a large valve cone
angle. This behavior was consistent for all seat angles investi-
gated. However, the effect became more significant as the valve
seat angle was increased in that the flow separation from the valve
seat face was most pronounced for large seat angle configurations.

Fig. 2 „a… Mass flow rate versus lift; variation of valve cone
angle; „b… discharge coefficients versus lift; variation of valve
cone angle
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Influence of Fillet Radius
Three fillet radius ratios (R/D50.20, 0.25, and 0.30! were in-

vestigated and their influence on the flow behavior was examined
for the various valve seat and valve head configurations. Results
for the discharge coefficients are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
respectively, for a 35 and 45 deg seat angle geometry, which
reflect the general behavior of the influence of fillet radius on
valve flow.

The results for the 35 deg seat angle, shown in Fig. 5, suggested
that there was almost no influence of the fillet radius on the gen-
eral discharge characteristics over the full range of lifts investi-
gated. However, a small influence of the fillet radius was shown in
the low lift range (L/D,0.08) and therefore in the region where
flow transitions were assumed for this geometry. A larger fillet
radius resulted in slightly higher discharge coefficients since it
was assumed to direct the flow in a more downward direction
suppressing flow separation from the valve seat face at low lifts
which results in slightly higher discharge coefficients. In the me-
dium to high lift range, where the flow was attached to the valve

seat face, the effect of fillet radius for the 35 deg seat valves was
found to be insignificant and discharge coefficient curves almost
matched for the various fillet radii investigated.

As was observed for the valve cone angle, the effect of fillet
radius was most pronounced for the 45 deg valve seat geometries
presented in Fig. 6 for a 0 deg valve cone angle geometry. For this
geometry, a large fillet radius resulted in an improved flow per-
formance in the lift range smaller than 0.05 with the influence
almost diminishing in the medium to high lift range 0.12,L/D
,0.25. It was reasoned that a large fillet radius would not induce
as much radial momentum in the flow as a small fillet radius,
resulting in a decreased flow separation area from the upper valve
face corner and consequently producing higher discharge coeffi-
cients in this range of lifts. The investigation of Vafidis and
Whitelaw @9# showed that for a 45 deg seat geometry a small
separation area was formed at the upper valve face corner at low
lifts. The present results would suggest that the fillet radius had
some influence on the flow separation from the upper valve seat
face corner, which would therefore explain its pronounced effect

Fig. 3 „a… Heat-transfer coefficient versus lift; valve seat; L ÕD
Ä0.06; „b… heat transfer coefficient versus lift; port seat; L ÕD
Ä0.06

Fig. 4 „a… Heat transfer coefficient versus lift; valve seat; L ÕD
Ä0.18; „b… heat transfer coefficient versus lift; port seat; L ÕD
Ä0.18
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in the low lift range for only the 45 deg seat geometry. The small
separation area formed at the upper corner of the valve seat
face was therefore suppressed by the axially directed flow for a
larger fillet radius resulting in an improved flow performance
in the low to medium lift range for that valve configuration. In
the high lift range, however, the differences for the various fillet
radii were shown to be insignificant within the experimental error
band.

Influence of Valve Seat Angle
The seat angle was varied between 30 and 45 deg in incremen-

tal steps of 5 deg in the present parametric study and results for
discharge coefficients are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for a 0 and
20 deg valve cone angle respectively.

A 30 deg seat angle generally showed very high discharge co-
efficients at low lifts ~i.e., Fig. 8!. In this lift range, the valve
shoulder and the 30 deg seat formed the passage similar to a

nozzle shape, which resulted in high discharge coefficients at low
lifts as compared with the other seat geometries. Furthermore, it
was assumed that any flow separation area formed at the upper
valve face corner was decreased or suppressed for the 30 deg seat
geometry as the cone angle was increased. This characteristic of
the 30 deg seat geometry resulted in an improved flow perfor-
mance at low lifts. A sudden drop in discharge coefficients oc-
curred at a relatively low lift for a 30 deg seat (L/D50.05 in Fig.
8!, which was assumed to be caused by early flow separation from
the shallow seat face. This transition point from flow regime I to
IV was the only discontinuity observed in the discharge coeffi-
cient versus lift plot for a 30 deg seat as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig.
8 and hence the only change in flow pattern in the valve passage
for this seat geometry. This characteristic resulted in a poor flow
performance in the medium to high lift range for this valve con-
figuration. The present findings would therefore support the rec-
ommendations of Tanaka@3# and Annand@6# to use a 30 deg
valve seat angle for valves that are predominantly operated at low

Fig. 5 Discharge coefficients versus lift; variation of fillet
radius

Fig. 6 Discharge coefficients versus lift; variation of fillet
radius

Fig. 7 Discharge coefficients versus lift; variation of seat
angle

Fig. 8 Discharge coefficients versus lift; variation of seat
angle
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lifts due to their superior performance in this region, even though
the range of effective operation for a 30 deg seat configuration
was very small according to the current results.

For a 35 deg seat angle, the sudden drop inCD observed for the
30 deg valve seat geometry at aroundL/D50.06 was diminished
and resulted in a sharp but continuous decrease in discharge co-
efficients for increasing valve lifts, as shown in Fig. 8 for a 20 deg
valve cone angle. This characteristic was further relaxed as the
seat angle was increased to 40 and 45 deg, which may be ex-
plained by the fact that the early separation from the seat face for
the 30 deg seat angle was a sudden one and resulted in a sharp
decrease in discharge coefficients, whereas for a larger seat angle
this separation process was delayed and produced a continuous
decrease in flow performance. The latter characteristic was indi-
cated in Fig. 8 in that the transition from flow regime I to presum-
ably IV for a 20 deg valve cone angle was considerably delayed as
the valve seat angle was increased.

The recovery in discharge coefficient, which occurred at ap-
proximatelyL/D50.04 for the 30 deg seat geometry having a flat
valve shoulder, was also reflected for the 35 deg seat geometries
with a 0 and 10 deg valve cone angle atL/D50.06 as shown i.e.,
in Fig. 7 for a 0 deg valve cone angle. However, this temporary
improvement in discharge coefficients at relatively low lifts was
decreased for a 40 deg valve seat angle. The recovery in flow
performance was assumed to be produced by an increased radially
diverted flow in case of a small valve cone angle suppressing flow
separation from the seat face which resulted in the effective flow
area remaining constant over a small range of valve lifts. The
effect was consequently most pronounced for a shallow seat and
continuously decreased as the seat angle was increased.

The large increase in discharge coefficients in the medium lift
range was observed for only the 35 deg and 40 deg seat angle
geometries having a flat valve shoulder~0 deg valve cone angle!,
shown in Fig. 7, with valves forCD exceeding 0.9 in case of a 40
deg seat angle, which could be of significant interest for practical
inlet valve designs. This peculiar characteristic was therefore a
combined effect of valve shoulder and valve seat angle and it was
explained in Part I of this paper as a result of a delayed flow
separation from the seat face leading to a significant pressure re-
covery in the valve passage and consequently high flow perfor-
mance. However, the steep rise was followed by a sharp drop in
flow performance with discharge coefficients being similar to the
other seat geometries investigated at high lifts (L/D.0.16).

The 45 deg seat angle valve had a generally inferior perfor-
mance in the low lift range and showed the transition to the four
flow regimes as outlined in Part I of this paper for a 0 and 10 deg
valve cone angle~see Fig. 7 for a 0 deg valve cone angle!. The
transition from flow regime I to II was delayed for the 10 deg
valve cone angle as a result of suppressed flow separation from
the valve seat face caused by the larger valve cone angle. The
change to flow regime II was immediately followed by a further
transition presumably to flow regime III atL/D50.14 and con-
tinued toL/D50.18 where the final state of flow was reached for
this valve geometry.

The 20 deg cone angle showed only one clear transition for the
45 deg seat geometry~shown in Fig. 8 atL/D50.15) in agree-
ment with the findings of Tanaka@3#. The transition was therefore
assumed to be from flow regime I to IV with suppression of flow
regime II and III, which resulted in a smooth change in the slope
of the discharge coefficient graph for increasing valve lifts.

The occurrence of the different flow regimes was verified from
heat transfer data in the valve passage which are presented for the
lift condition L/D50.12 andL/D50.18 in Fig. 9~a,b! and Fig.
10~a,b!, respectively, for a 0 deg valve cone angle. The heat trans-
fer results clearly reflected the pronounced effect of the valve seat
angle on flow separation and the location of flow reattachment at
low lifts. The results at the lift conditionL/D50.12 clearly illus-
trated that the reattachment location on the valve seat face moved
in downstream direction for an increase in valve seat angle with

the flow being fully separated for the 40 and 45 deg seat angle
configuration, respectively. This effect of the seat geometry on
flow separation was the opposite on the seat sealing face with the
flow for the 30 and 35 deg being fully separated and therefore in
flow regime IV for these seat configurations, which was in agree-
ment with the flow interpretation from the discharge coefficient
measurements. For the 40 and 45 deg seat geometry, the passage
flow was in regime II and attached to the sealing face at passage
exit at this lift condition. The 40 and 45 deg seat geometries
represented the only seat configuration indicating flow regime II
in the present investigation.

The data presented for the lift configurationL/D50.18 in Fig.
10~a,b! continued this trend of the influence of valve seat angle on
flow separation. The reattachment location on the valve seat face
moved in downstream direction as the seat angle was increased
with the flow being fully separated from the valve seat face for the
45 deg seat configuration at this lift condition. The heat transfer
coefficient distribution on the seat sealing face indicated fully

Fig. 9 „a… Heat transfer coefficient versus lift; valve seat; L ÕD
Ä0.12; „b… heat transfer coefficient Fig. versus lift; port seat;
L ÕDÄ0.12
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separated flow for the 30, 35, and 40 deg seat geometries with
the flow reattaching to the trailing edge for the 45 deg seat
configuration.

The liquid crystal data therefore confirmed an early transition to
flow regime IV for the 30 and 35 deg seat geometry with the flow
being fully separated from the seat sealing face, which resulted in
the inferior performance in the medium to high lift range for these
seat configurations.

The variation in seat angle had the most pronounced effect on
the discharge characteristic of all three valve parameters varied in
the present investigation. In the low lift range discharge coeffi-
cients steadily decreased as the valve seat angle was increased
from 30 to 45 deg, which was reversed in the high lift range~flow
regime IV! when the flow started to reattach to the valve seat but
was fully separated from the seat face. The four flow regimes
were thought to be exhibited only by the 45 deg seat geometry
having a 0 and 10 deg cone angle. Three discontinuities in the
mass flow characteristic were solely observed for these seat ge-

ometries indicating the transition points to the four modes of flow.
For the other valve geometries investigated in the current study,
flow regime II and III were suppressed.

Conclusions
The present parametric study of the influence of valve geometry

on inlet port flow showed that a variation of valve cone angle
defined the flow into the passage over the full range of valve lifts
with its influence decreasing towards high valve lifts. A small
valve cone angle directed the flow radially, which suppressed flow
separation from the seat sealing face in the medium to high lift
range but enhanced the tendency of the flow to separate from the
valve seat face. This influence resulted in a reversed effect at low
lifts. A large valve cone angle induced an increased axial momen-
tum in the flow and guided it into the passage, which resulted in
high discharge coefficients in this lift region.

The fillet radius was found to have a minor influence on the
flow characteristics for 30, 35, and 40 deg seat geometries. Some
influence of the fillet radius was observed at low valve lifts and
was most pronounced for a 45 deg seat geometry.

The influence of the valve seat angle on the valve performance
characteristics was most significant of all the geometrical param-
eters varied. In the low lift range, discharge coefficients continu-
ously decreased as the valve seat angle was increased. In the
medium to high lift range this effect was shown to be reversed
with a 45 deg seat geometry becoming the best performing
geometry.

An interesting characteristic was observed for the 35 and 40
deg valve seat geometries having a flat valve shoulder with the
discharge coefficients rising to relatively high values in the me-
dium lift conditions making these geometries of significant inter-
est for actual engine valve designs.

The current study presented the first large scale investigation of
the valve geometry effects on port flow characteristics by combin-
ing experimental data from flow and heat transfer measurements
to obtain highly detailed information about the influence of the
geometrical parameters on the flow characteristics in and around
the valve passage.

Nomenclature

CD 5 discharge coefficient
d, D 5 differential

D 5 valve head diameter
Dp 5 inlet port diameter

h, HTC 5 heat transfer coefficient
L 5 valve lift
m 5 kinematic viscosity
P 5 pressure
R 5 valve fillet radius

Re 5 Reynolds number$rDpva /m%
va 5 velocity of inlet flow
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Measurements and Predictions of
a Highly Turbulent Flowfield in a
Turbine Vane Passage
As highly turbulent flow passes through downstream airfoil passages in a gas turbine
engine, it is subjected to a complex geometry designed to accelerate and turn the flow.
This acceleration and streamline curvature subject the turbulent flow to high mean flow
strains. This paper presents both experimental measurements and computational predic-
tions for highly turbulent flow as it progresses through a passage of a gas turbine stator
vane. Three-component velocity fields at the vane midspan were measured for inlet tur-
bulence levels of 0.6%, 10%, and 19.5%. The turbulent kinetic energy increased through
the passage by 130% for the 10% inlet turbulence and, because the dissipation rate was
higher for the 19.5% inlet turbulence, the turbulent kinetic energy increased by only 31%.
With a mean flow acceleration of five through the passage, the exiting local turbulence
levels were 3% and 6% for the respective 10% and 19.5% inlet turbulence levels. Com-
putational RANS predictions were compared with the measurements using four different
turbulence models including the k-«, Renormalization Group (RNG) k-«, realizable k-«,
and Reynolds stress model. The results indicate that the predictions using the Reynolds
stress model most closely agreed with the measurements as compared with the other
turbulence models with better agreement for the 10% case than the 19.5% case.
@S0098-2202~00!00804-X#

Introduction

As highly turbulent flow exiting the combustor of a gas turbine
engine passes through a downstream airfoil passage, this flow
experiences high rates of strain as a result of acceleration and
streamline curvature. Airfoil surface heat transfer measurements,
particularly on the pressure side, have local convection coeffi-
cients for a highly turbulent flow as much as two times that for
low turbulence conditions~Ames @1# and Radomsky and Thole
@2#!. One of the goals for the turbine industry is to predict heat
loads on the turbine airfoils through the use of either a boundary
layer or a full Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes~RANS! code.
Prior to making boundary layer and, ultimately, heat transfer pre-
dictions, it should be proven that the core flow inside the passage
can be accurately predicted since it would provide an external
boundary condition for the boundary layer calculations.

Although predicting these turbulence levels might be thought of
as a first step, there is a lack of experimental data used for veri-
fying these computational predictions. This scarceness in quality
benchmark data is particularly evident at turbulence levels rel-
evant to those exiting a gas turbine combustor, which can be as
high as 20 to 30%~Goldstein et al.@3#!. This paper presents both
experimental measurements and computational predictions of a
highly turbulent flow convecting through a turbine vane passage
at inlet turbulence levels of 0.6%, 10%, and 19.5%. In the passage
the flow encounters strong streamline curvature and an accelera-
tion where the exit velocities are five times faster than the inlet
velocities. The experimental measurements include all three com-
ponents of mean and fluctuating velocity quantities measured with
a laser Doppler velocimeter. RANS calculations were completed
using four different turbulence models including the following:
standardk-«, RNG k-«, realizablek-«, and Reynolds stress model.

Past Studies
The effect of streamline curvature on the structure of the turbu-

lent boundary layer flows was extensively discussed in a review
by Bradshaw@4#. In this discussion, Bradshaw noted that eddy
viscosity models tend to underestimate the effects of the second-
ary strain on the Reynolds stresses since the coefficients of the
primary and secondary strains are modeled to be equal. Bradshaw
@4# noted that extra rates of strain, such as streamline curvature,
had a large impact on the Reynolds stresses and suggested that a
multiplier of ten be placed in front of the extra strain rate term to
account for the increased turbulent stress.

Launder et al.@5# performed an analysis on a boundary layer
flow over a curved surface using a full Reynolds stress closure
model. By combining the effects of the generation as well as the
pressure-strain effects Launder et al.@5# showed an eight fold
amplification of the secondary strain term, which is close to the
multiplier of ten suggested by Bradshaw@4#. Their analysis sug-
gests that the full Reynolds stress closure models give a better
representation of the effects of extra rates of strain, such as
streamline curvature.

Durban and Speziale@6# examined the assumption of local isot-
ropy in the presence of mean strain. Analysis of the transport
equation for the dissipation tensor showed that for the local isot-
ropy to be a valid assumption, the ratio of the turbulent time
scales to the mean rate of strain should be small,Sk/«!1. This
ratio is rarely satisfied for many applications and particularly for
turbomachinery flows where both high levels of turbulence and
streamline curvature are present.

Lakshminarayana’s@7# review on computation of turbomachin-
ery flows is in agreement with the above discussion in that for
flows with high streamline curvature a full Reynolds stress closure
model should give improved results over two-equationk-« mod-
els. Lakshminarayana@7# suggested that the isotropic assumptions
in the two-equation models do not allow accurate flowfield pre-
dictions when there is streamline curvature. Lou and Lakshmi-
narayana@8# predicted the effects of streamline curvature on wall
turbulence for flow in 90 and 180 deg ducts. Their results showed
the standardk-« model failed to predict the damping of the turbu-
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lence near the convex wall and failed to predict the enhancement
of the turbulence near the concave wall. The Reynolds stress
model, with the standard transport equation for dissipation, was
able to predict the suppression of the turbulence near the convex
wall but still somewhat underestimated the increased turbulence
near the concave wall.

With respect to streamline curvature, flow through a turbine
vane passage can be compared to that through a curved duct. The
difference between these two flows, however, is that there is an
added strain due to the flow acceleration through the passage in
the case of a turbine vane. Another difference is that higher inlet
turbulence levels are being considered for the turbine vane case as
compared to those in curved wall simulations. These differences
warrant an evaluation of the various turbulence models for high
turbulence flows through a turbine vane passage.

Experimental Facility and Instrumentation
For these studies, a first stage gas turbine vane geometry was

scaled up by a factor of nine to allow for high measurement reso-
lution. The vane test section is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
Although the inlet Reynolds number was matched for the engine
operating at altitude conditions, the Mach number was not
matched. Prior to predicting the more complicated case of com-
pressible flow, however, assessing turbulence models at incom-
pressible conditions is needed.

The construction and development of the scaled-up stator vane
test section have been previously documented by Kang et al.@9#,
Kang and Thole@10# and Radomsky and Thole@11#. The test
section consists of a central vane with leading edges of two adja-
cent vanes to give two vane passages. The initial portion of the
outer sidewall exactly matches the profile of an adjacent vane. At
the point where an adjacent vane geometry stops for the outer
vane, the flexible wall was positioned such that the pressure dis-
tribution on the central vane matched an inviscid pressure distri-
bution numerically predicted for a two-dimensional periodic cas-
cade at low-speed conditions. As will be shown later in this paper,
tailboards and sidewall bleeds insured periodic flow in the two
passages surrounding the central vane. The thickness of each end-
wall boundary layer at one chord upstream of the vane was 9% of
the total span. A description of the turbine vane geometry and
operating conditions is given in Table 1.

An active-grid turbulence generator, described in detail by
Bangert et al.@12#, was placed at 1.9 chords upstream of the vane
stagnation. The turbulence generator used high velocity jets blow-
ing in both the upstream and downstream directions to generate
turbulence levels between 10% and 20% measured at 0.33 chords
upstream of the vane stagnation location. The integral length scale

at 0.33 chords upstream for the 10% and 20% cases wereLx /P
50.11 and 0.12, respectively, and were uniform across the span to
within 4%.

For the results reported in this paper, the velocity field measure-
ments were taken at the vane mid-span from mid-pitch to mid-
pitch around the central vane. A Cartesian coordinate system, with
the origin at the flow stagnation point, as shown in Fig. 1, was
maintained for all measurements. Flowfield measurements, which
included all three velocity components and rms velocities, were
made with a two-component laser Doppler velocimeter~LDV !
with digital burst correlator processors. For the 0.6% freestream
turbulence experiments, 10,000 data points were taken for the
mean and rms statistics. For the 10% and 19.5% freestream tur-
bulence experiments, 25,000 data points taken in coincidence
mode were averaged to determine the mean, rms values, and Rey-
nolds shear stress. The measured velocities were corrected for bias
errors using the residence time weighting correction scheme. Au-
tocorrelation length scales were measured with a single sensor
hot-wire having a length of 1.5 mm, and diameter of 4 microns. A
complete description of the measurement techniques is given in
Radomsky and Thole@11#.

The uncertainty estimates were made using the procedures out-
lined by Moffat @13#. The precision uncertainties for the 10% and
20% inlet turbulence levels were estimated using a 95% confi-
dence interval. The precision uncertainty for the mean velocities
was 0.8% for both the 10% and 20% turbulence levels while the
bias uncertainty for both was estimated to be 1%. The precision
uncertainty for the rms of the velocity fluctuations was 2.0% for
the 20% inlet turbulence case while the uncertainties in the mea-
sured Reynolds shear stress was estimated to be 12%. The preci-
sion uncertainty for the rms of the velocity fluctuations was 2.2%
for the 10% inlet turbulence case while the uncertainties in the
measured Reynolds shear stress was estimated to be 11%. For the
hot-wire measurements, the precision uncertainty for the 20%
case for the mean and rms velocities were 3.5% and 4.8%, respec-
tively, while the uncertainty in the integral length scale was esti-
mated to be 12.4%.

Computational Methods and Turbulence Models
The RANS calculations were performed using a pressure-based

flow solver whereby the pressure and velocity are coupled using
the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations
~SIMPLE! algorithm ~Patankar@14#!. Second-order discretization
was used for the turbulence and RANS equations. The solver
chosen for this study was from the commercial package FLUENT/
UNS ~FLUENT 5 @15#! providing solution adaptive grid capabili-
ties and offered a number of different turbulence models for
comparisons.

The two-dimensional computational domain used in this inves-
tigation is illustrated in Fig. 2. The inlet boundary condition was
placed one chord length upstream of the vane stagnation where
the incoming velocity field is unaffected by the presence of the
vane. The outlet boundary location, determined through a number
of CFD studies to insure that the location did not affect the cal-
culations, was placed at one and a half chord lengths downstream
of the trailing edge of the vane. Periodic boundary conditions,
whereby the domain was split at the flow stagnation location,
were used everywhere except for the inlet, outlet, and vane sur-Fig. 1 Schematic of stator vane test section

Table 1 Geometrical and flow conditions for the stator vane
geometry
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face. The inlet boundary condition was set to a uniform velocity to
match the turbine inlet Reynolds number given in Table 1. The
boundary condition at the exit was specified as an outflow bound-
ary condition, which assumes that the flow gradients are small. A
no-slip boundary condition was imposed at the vane surface.

A hybrid-meshing scheme, available in GAMBIT~FLUENT 5,
Inc., 1998! was used in which quadrilateral cells were placed near
the surface of the vane and tetrahedral cells were used in the
freestream region. The near-wall region, which was not the focus
of this study, was modeled in all of the stator vane simulations
using non-equilibrium wall functions given by Kim and
Choudhury @16#. The near-wall cell was located between 30
,y1,60 to insure proper usage of the wall functions. A grid
sensitivity study was performed in which a series of increasingly
finer meshes were examined. Figure 3 shows the normalized total
velocity, uUu/U inlet , and turbulent kinetic energy,k/U inlet2 , at a
location just downstream of the flow stagnation location atX/P
50.06 for grid sizes ranging in size from 12,000 to 154,000. Very
little difference is observed in either the total velocity or turbulent
kinetic energy for the cases with greater than 31,000 cells. The
results presented in this paper for all the turbulence models are for
the larger mesh with 154,000 cells. Convergence for the cases
presented in this paper was typically achieved after 6000 itera-

tions. Numerical uncertainty, in terms of the convergence criteria,
was assessed by comparing the lift coefficient for what was con-
sidered to be a converged case and comparing that with a case
with more iterations. The lift coefficient was determined by inte-
grating the vertical force around the airfoil. The difference in lift
coefficients between these two cases was 0.07% for over 600
iterations.

As discussed earlier, several turbulence models were compared
for predicting the high turbulence convecting through the turbine
vane passage. The turbulence models used were thek-« model
~Launder and Spalding@17#!, RNGk-« model~Yahkot et al.@18#!,
realizablek-« model ~Shih et al.@19#!, and the Reynolds stress
model ~Launder et al.@5#!.

The standardk-«, RNG k-«, and realizablek-« models are simi-
lar in that the models use an eddy viscosity and mean velocity
gradients to calculate the Reynolds shear stress as in the following
equation

2rui8uj85m tS ]Ui

]xj
1

]U j

]xi
D2

2

3 S rk1m t

]Ui

]xj
D d i j (1)

The eddy viscosity is calculated for both thek-« model and the
RNG k-« model at high Reynolds models using the following
relation

m t5rCm

k2

«
(2)

whereCm is a constant value of 0.09 for thek-« model and 0.0845
for the RNGk-« model. Note that no changes were made to any of
the model constants when using these models for the predictions
presented in this paper. At low Reynolds number conditions an
additional differential equation is solved for the turbulent viscos-
ity. The difference between thek-« and RNGk-« model is that for
the RNG k-« model the constants were optimized to give im-
proved performance. In addition, the RNGk-« model has a higher
order expansion term in the transport equation for the turbulent
dissipation rate, defined below

R5
Cmrh3~12h/h0!

11bh3

«2

k
(3)

In Eq. ~3!, h is the ratio of the time scales,h[S k/«, previously
discussed. This additional term affects the amount of destruction
of dissipation in the transport equation. For small values ofh, R
→0, but for large values ofh, h will exceedh0 , and theR term
becomes negative increasing the overall dissipation rate and de-
creasing the turbulent viscosity. Since the Reynolds stress is com-
puted using Eq.~1!, it should then be expected that in regions of
high strain rates the RNGk-« model would predict lower Rey-
nolds stresses than would thek-« model.

The realizablek-« model used in this study, developed by Shih
et al. @19# also calculates the Reynolds shear stress based on a
turbulent viscosity and the mean velocity gradients. The differ-
ence for this model is that there are imposed constraints such that
the normal stress is always positive (u82.0) and that the
Schwarz inequality is not violated. From Eq.~1! it can be easily
seen that when a large strain rate occurs a negative normal stress
can result. To satisfy these constraints, a variable form ofCm that
is a function of the mean strain rate, turbulent kinetic energy and
dissipation rate was developed. Shih et al.@19# also used a differ-
ent form of the dissipation equation that was developed from the
dynamic equation of the mean-square vorticity fluctuation at large
turbulent Reynolds numbers. In this formulation, the production
of dissipation is proportional to the mean rate of strain. The form
of the dissipation transport equation used in the realizablek-«
model is thought to provide a better representation of the spectral
energy transfer.

The Reynolds stress model used in this study is in the form
given by Launder et al.@5#. To reduce numerical instabilities, the
turbulent diffusion term,Di j

T , was modeled following the sugges-

Fig. 2 Computational domain modeling a single passage of a
vane cascade

Fig. 3 Normalized total velocity, zUzÕUinlet , and turbulent ki-
netic energy, k ÕUinlet

2 , for different grid sizes at XÕPÄ0.06 for
the 19.5% case
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tion of Lien and Leschziner@20#. The pressure strain term was
modeled using a second order technique suggested by Speziale
et al. @21# since it was suggested to be more accurate for stream-
line curvature flows. The final term requiring modeling is the
dissipation tensor, which is modeled assuming the dissipative mo-
tion is isotropic. The dissipation transport equation used for the
Reynolds stress model is the same as that used in the standardk-«
model.

Computational Benchmark in a 180 Degree Duct
As a validation of the computational code used in the present

study, simulations of flow through a 180 deg duct were compared
to experimental data by Monson and Seegmiller@20# at a Reinlet

513105. This particular benchmark served to validate the com-
putational models for a flow having strong streamline curvature.
To be consistent with the stator vane simulations, a hybrid-

meshing scheme was employed. To accurately resolve the separa-
tion region near the end of the turn, however, the first grid point
near the wall was located aty151 and a two-layer zonal model
was used~Wolfstein @23#!. Note that no separation occurs for the
turbine vane case. The inlet boundary condition was specified at
four channel widths upstream of the turn. The inlet conditions
used were tabulated mean and turbulence values reported by Mon-
son and Seegmiller@22# from their experimental measurements.
The outflow boundary condition was located twelve channel
widths downstream of the end of the turn. After performing grid
sensitivity studies, the resulting mesh contained 210,000 cells.
Results from these simulations are shown in Figs. 4~a! through
4~c!.

Figure 4~a! shows the mean component of the streamwise ve-
locity taken at the 90 deg location, which is halfway through the
turn. Note thatn/W is the normal coordinate measured outward
from the inner convex wall. As can be seen, with the exception of
the standardk-« model, the turbulence models are able to predict
the high velocity region near the inner wall. The mean velocity
near the outer wall is underpredicted by each of the turbulence
models, which is similar to the results by Lou and Lakshmi-
narayana@8# who also performed simulations on the U-duct but at
a higher Reynolds number. The difference between measurements
and predictions near the outer wall may be the result of three-
dimensional effects in the experimental measurements that are not
being modeled in these two-dimensional predictions.

Figures 4~b! and 4~c! show the measured and predicted turbu-
lent kinetic energy and Reynolds shear stress at the 90 deg loca-
tion. The standardk-« model greatly over-predicts the magnitude
of both the turbulent kinetic energy and shear stress. The RNGk-«
model fails to predict the damping of both the turbulent kinetic
energy and Reynolds shear stress near the convex inner wall and
underestimates the turbulence increase near the outer concave
wall. The realizablek-« model results do indicate a suppression
and an increase of the turbulent kinetic energy for the convex and
concave wall, respectively. As shown in other studies, the Rey-
nolds stress model was able to accurately predict both the damp-
ing near the inner wall as well as the enhancement near the outer
wall. Figures 4~a!–4~c! give validation that the code used in this
study predicts results similar to that already published for flows
with streamline curvature alone. The next step is to determine
whether the turbulence models can adequately predict the turbu-
lence for flow with the additional strain of flow acceleration, as in
the turbine vane passage.

Inlet Conditions for the High Turbulence Turbine Vane
Studies

The inlet turbulence conditions for the computations at one
chord upstream were determined from measured values at one-
third chord upstream~optical access for the measurements was not
available at one chord!. The turbulent quantities,« andk, were set
at one-chord upstream by performing trial-and-error simulations
until the predicted values at one-third of a chord upstream
matched the experimental measurements.

The dissipation rate was determined from measured energy
spectra of the streamwise velocity fluctuations. Typical energy
spectra for the streamwise fluctuations, measured at one-third
chord upstream at both turbulence levels, are shown in Fig. 5
along with a comparison to the von Karman spectra and the uni-
fied relation given by Mayle et al.@24#. The measured spectra
agree well with both correlations and show the existence of a
well-defined inertial subrange. The inertial subrange region was
used to calculate the dissipation rate by performing a curve fit to
the following formula~Hinze @25# and Ames@1#!

E1~k1!51.62~18/55!«2/3k1
25/3 (4)

Table 2 gives the measured and predicted turbulent kinetic energy

Fig. 4 „a… Comparison of measured and predicted streamwise
velocity profiles, UÕUinlet , „Monson and Seegmiller †22‡… at the
90 degree location in the turn; „b… comparison of measured and
predicted normalized turbulent kinetic energy, „u 82¿v 82

…ÕU`
2

„Monson and Seegmiller †22‡… at the 90 degree location in the
turn; „c… comparison of measured and predicted normalized
Reynolds shear stress, u 8v 8ÕUinlet

2
„Monson and Seegmiller

†22‡… at the 90 degree location in the turn
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values and dissipation rates at one chord (X/C521) and one-
third chord. (X/C520.33) upstream of the vane for both 10%
and 19.5% inlet turbulence levels.

To determine the turbulent kinetic energy~k!, measurements
were taken across the entire pitch of the two flow passages sur-
rounding the central vane. Figure 6~a! shows the normalized rms
levels of the streamwise (u8/U inlet), cross-stream (v8/U inlet), and
the spanwise (w8/U inlet) velocity fluctuations as well as the nor-
malized turbulent kinetic energy measured at one-third chord up-
stream of the vane stagnation for the high turbulence case. The
average turbulence level at this location is 19.5%. All three rms
levels are close to the same value with only slightly lower span-
wise fluctuations,w8/U inlet . The maximum deviations relative to
the average for the streamwise, cross-stream, and spanwise fluc-
tuations were 7.5%, 10%, and 6.9%, respectively. The maximum
deviation of the streamwise rms velocities to the average value
across the vertical span of the turbine vane was 2.8% for the
19.5% case. Figure 6~a! also illustrates that the rms levels of the
streamwise fluctuations measured using a hot-wire agree well with
the LDV measurements. The turbulent kinetic energy levels given
as the inlet boundary conditions at one chord upstream for all of
the turbulence models are reported in Table 2. Figure 6~a! shows
that for the given« and k value at one chord upstream, the pre-
dictedk value for all of the models agrees with that measured at
0.33 chords upstream. Figure 6~b! shows the same information as
in Fig. 6~a! but for the lower turbulence level case of 10%. Again,
it can be seen that the measured and predicted turbulent kinetic
energy agrees well at this location.

A comparison between the measured and predicted normalized
turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate approaching the vane
stagnation are illustrated in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! for the 19.5%
turbulence case. Although the initial conditions specified for the
turbulence models at one chord upstream are higher than at the
0.33 chord location, the majority of the reduction occurs well

Fig. 5 Comparison of measured and predicted one-
dimensional energy spectra at one-third chord upstream of the
vane stagnation

Fig. 6 „a… RMS levels of the velocity fluctuations in addition to
the computed and predicted normalized turbulent kinetic en-
ergy distribution, k ÕUinlet

2 , at the inlet to the test section at
XÕCÄÀ0.33 for the 19.5% case; „b… RMS levels of the velocity
fluctuations in addition to the computed and predicted normal-
ized turbulent kinetic energy distribution, k ÕUinlet

2 , at the inlet to
the test section at XÕCÄÀ0.33 for the 10% case

Fig. 7 „a… Comparison of measured and predicted normalized
turbulent kinetic energy, k ÕUinlet

2 , approaching the vane stagna-
tion for the 19.5% case; „b… comparison of measured and pre-
dicted dissipation rate, «CÕUinlet

3 , approaching the vane stagna-
tion for the 19.5% case

Table 2 Measured and predicted inlet turbulence conditions

X/C521 X/C520.33

Measured 10% inset No optical access k/U inlet
2 50.015

«C/U inlet
3 50.0098

Predicted 10% inlet k/U inlet
2 50.026

«C/U inlet
3 50.027

k/U inlet
2 50.015

«C/U inlet
3 50.0098

Measured inlet 19.5% No optical access k/U inlet
2 50.0584

«C/U inlet
3 50.0519

Predicted 19.5% inlet k/U inlet
2 50.134

«C/U inlet
3 50.245

k/U inlet
2 50.0584

«C/U inlet
3 50.0519
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upstream of the test section. At 0.33 chords, both the turbulent
kinetic energy and dissipation rate are relatively flat but increase
when approaching the vane. Note that the dissipation rates are
only reported up toX/P520.2 because the velocity is quickly
decreasing and the turbulence levels are very high making the
hot-wire measurements invalid. All four turbulence models pre-
dict a rapid increase in the turbulent kinetic energy, but with vary-
ing peak levels. The RNGk-« and Reynolds stress turbulence
models predict more realistic peaks when comparing with the ex-
perimental measurements. Both experimental measurements and
predictions show that the dissipation rate is essentially constant up
to X/P520.2. Closer to the stagnation point, all four turbulence
models overpredict the kinetic energy and predict a dramatic in-
crease in the dissipation rate.

Figure 8 shows the streamwise and pitchwise mean velocity
profiles at low and high freestream turbulence levels across the
two flow passages around the central vane. Even though the gen-
erated turbulence levels from the active-grid are very high, the
mean flowfield is unaffected. Figure 8 also shows the predicted
mean velocity profiles using the Reynolds stress model. Although
not shown, at this streamwise location, all of the turbulence mod-
els agree well with each other and the experimental measure-
ments. Near the edges of the test section, the measurements devi-
ate slightly from the predictions due to the development of
boundary layers on the sides of the test section. This measurement
location is upstream of a suction slot that is designed to remove
the upstream boundary layer. Figures 6–8 show that at the inlet,
good agreement has been achieved for both the mean and turbu-
lent conditions between the experiment and CFD simulations. The
following sections will discuss the results for the highly turbulent
flowfield in the core region surrounding the stator vane.

Comparison of Experimental Data With Predictions
From the Turbulence Models

The inviscid velocity distribution around the vane surface, cal-
culated from the total and local static pressure measurements, as
compared with the inviscid and viscous predictions is given in
Fig. 9. The measured distribution on the pressure surface (s/C
,0) agrees well with the inviscid prediction as well as on the
suction surface (s/C.0) indicating that the outer wall placement
was correct. The only difference between the inviscid and viscous
predictions occurs on the trailing edge of the suction side with the
viscous models predicting slightly lower velocities than observed
in the measurements. This can be attributed to the flow slowing
down in the wake region for the viscous cases whereas in the
inviscid simulations, no wake occurs.

Figures 10~a!–~d! compare the normalized total velocity con-
tours between experimental measurements at 0.6% and 19.5% and
the CFD predictions at the 19.5% turbulence level. The flowfield
measurements were performed between the mid-pitch of the two

passages surrounding the central vane. To allow for an easier
comparison with predictions, the pitch (Y/P) position for the data
was numerically shifted to show contour levels between two ad-
jacent vane stagnation points. The smoothness of these contours
indicates the good periodicity between the two passages. The
measured total velocity contours at an inlet turbulence level of
19.5% ~Fig. 10~b!! is similar to that of the low inlet turbulence
condition~Fig. 10~a!! with the exception that there is a larger high
speed region on the suction side of the airfoil for the high turbu-
lence. This larger high speed region is due to the transition of the
boundary layer occurring earlier when the turbulence level is
higher causing a thickening of the boundary layer and a higher
speed inviscid region. Figures 10~c! and 10~d! show total velocity
contours for thek-« and Reynolds stress models for the 19.5%
case. The total velocity contours for the RNGk-« and realizable
k-« models are very similar to that of thek-« model predictions.
All four turbulence models predict the low speed region near the
stagnation region as well as the acceleration as the flow enters the

Fig. 8 Profiles of normalized streamwise, UÕUinlet , and pitch-
wise, VÕUinlet , velocity at the inlet to the test section at XÕC
ÄÀ0.33

Fig. 9 Measured and predicted normalized freestream veloc-
ity, zUzÕUinlet , around the vane at several turbulence levels

Fig. 10 Comparison of normalized total velocity, zUzÕUinlet ,
contours between „a… 0.6% experiment, „b… 19.5% experiment,
„c… 19.5% k-«, and „d… 19.5% RSM
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passage. Downstream of the vane shoulder, however, the three
eddy viscosity models predict that the high speed fluid moves
away from the suction side of the vane. In the experimental mea-
surements, as well as the Reynolds stress model, the highest speed
fluid remains adjacent to the suction side of the vane.

Figures 11~a!–11~b! compare normalized turbulent kinetic en-
ergy (k/U inlet2) and Reynolds shear stress (u8v8/U inlet2) across the
pitch at the geometrical stagnation location (X/P520.011). The
geometrical stagnation location is the farthest upstream axial po-
sition of the vane. At this location, the Reynolds stress model
adequately predicts the levels of turbulent kinetic energy in the
center of the passage whereas the eddy viscosity models greatly
overpredict the levels. Similar to the curved channel, there is an
overprediction of the turbulent kinetic energy near the surfaces of
the turbine vanes~Y/P;21 and20.2! due to the acceleration
along the pressure side. Although it is not shown here, the predic-

tions for the low freestream turbulence case of 0.6% indicated
very high turbulence levels for thek-« and the RNGk-« models.
These high levels of turbulence result from the high straining rates
and are in disagreement with the experimental measurements for
the 0.6% turbulence case. As discussed previously, thek-« and the
RNG k-« eddy viscosity models use a Boussinesq approximation
for calculating the normal stresses from the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy. This approximation gave negative values of the streamwise
normal stresses (u82) because of the high turbulent viscosity and
high strain rates. These unrealistic values demonstrate the limita-
tions of the standardk-« and RNGk-« models for turbomachinery
flows. The realizablek-« model, developed to insure positive val-
ues for the Reynolds stresses, performed only slightly better than
the other eddy viscosity models. The Reynolds stress model over-
predicts the peak in the turbulent kinetic energy by approximately
20%.

Figure 11~b! compares measured and predicted normalized
Reynolds shear stresses (u8v8/U inlet2) across the pitch at the geo-
metrical stagnation location. All four models overpredict the re-
gion of positive shear stress near the suction surface (Y/P
520.2), with the standardk-« model showing the largest dis-
agreement with the measurements and the Reynolds stress model
showing the closest agreement with the measured values. The
three eddy viscosity models predict negative shear stress values in
the middle of the passage where the experiments and Reynolds
stress model show very low positive values ofu8v8/U inlet2 .

Figure 11~c! shows the measured normalized rms levels of the
streamwise, u8/U inlet , pitchwise, v8/U inlet , and spanwise,
w8/U inlet , fluctuating velocities at the geometrical stagnation
point for the 19.5% turbulence case. At this location, the strong
flow acceleration has caused considerable anisotropy in the rms
levels of the fluctuating velocities. The streamwise acceleration
near the suction surface causes a decrease in the streamwise fluc-

Fig. 11 „a… Normalized turbulent kinetic energy, k ÕUinlet
2 , at a

line at the geometrical stagnation for the 19.5% case; „b… nor-
malized Reynolds shear stress, u 8v 8ÕUinlet

2 , at a line at the geo-
metrical stagnation for the 19.5% case; „c… comparison of
streamwise, u 8ÕUinlet , pitchwise, v 8ÕUinlet , and spanwise,
w 8ÕUinlet , turbulence levels at a line between geometrical stag-
nation points for the 19.5% case

Fig. 12 „a… Comparison between measured and predicted nor-
malized turbulent kinetic energy, k ÕUinlet

2 , at XÕPÄ0.295 for the
19.5% case; „b… comparison between measured and predicted
normalized Reynolds shear stress, u 8v 8ÕUinlet

2 , at XÕPÄ0.295
for the 19.5% case
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tuations. A redistribution of the turbulent energy results in in-
crease in the pitchwise fluctuations at the same location. An in-
crease in the spanwise fluctuations is observed near the vane
surfaces.

Figures 12~a! and 12~b! show the comparisons of turbulent ki-
netic energy and shear stress at a location ofX/P50.295 for the
19.5% case. Again, the Reynolds stress model provides the best
agreement with the measurements. As in Figs. 11~a!–11~b!, all of
the eddy viscosity models greatly overpredict the magnitude of
the turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds shear stress.

A comparison of the measured and predicted turbulent kinetic
energy,k/U inlet2 , and Reynolds shear stress,u8v8/U inlet2 , for the
10% case at the vane geometric stagnation location (X/P
520.011) and atX/P50.295 are shown in Figs. 13~a! and
13~b!. As with the 19.5% case, good agreement with experimental
measurements is observed in the middle of the passage at the
geometrical stagnation point. The Reynolds stress model slightly
overpredicts the turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds shear
stress near the vane surface. Farther into the vane passage, the
Reynolds stress model overpredicts the magnitude of both the
turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds shear stress. However, the
agreement between computation and experiment is better for the
10% case than it was for the 19.5% case.

Comparison of 10% and 19.5% Turbulence Levels
Examination of Figs. 11–13 show that all of the eddy viscosity

models ~k-«, RNG k-«, and the realizablek-«! overpredict the
turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds shear stress. The largest
overprediction occurs near the convexly-curved suction surface of
the airfoil, similar to the overpredictions for the convexly-curved
wall for the U-duct simulations. It is also evident that the Rey-

nolds stress model provides much better agreement with the ex-
perimental measurements than either of the eddy viscosity
models.

Figures 14~a!–14~d! compare the measured and predicted nor-
malized Reynolds shear stress,u8v8/U inlet

2 , for the 10% and
19.5%, respectively. Comparison of the experimental measure-
ments and predictions at the different inlet turbulence levels show
that although the magnitudes are different, the sign of the Rey-
nolds stress are in agreement. Positive values of the Reynolds
shear stress are found near the geometrical stagnation location on
the suction side of the vane, while negative values of shear stress
occur further downstream in the passage center. The lower turbu-
lence level of 10% has much lower values of the Reynolds stress
as compared to the 19.5% case. The lower values of Reynolds
stress can be explained by examining the production term for
u8v8 given as

P~u8v8!5u82S 2r
]V

]XD1v82S 2r
]U

]Y D (5)

Equation ~5! shows that for this two-dimensional flowfield the
production of the Reynolds shear stress has two terms that are
functions of mean velocity gradients and normal stresses. The
nearly identical mean flowfield between the 10% and 19.5% cases
indicate that the derivates of the velocity field should be nearly
identical. Thus, the difference in production between these two
cases is caused by different magnitudes of the velocity fluctua-
tions. Equation~5! shows that the lower turbulence levels will
result in less production of Reynolds shear stress for the lower
turbulence condition. Both terms in Eq.~5!, indicate that near the
geometrical stagnation point on the suction side of the vane, pro-
duction of positive Reynolds stress occurs due to the flow turning
down and around the suction surface. Moving into the passage,
both terms in Eq.~5! show that negative Reynolds stress will be
produced as the flow is being turned up through the passage. Near
the trailing edge of the vane, only small mean velocity gradients

Fig. 13 „a… Comparison between measured and predicted nor-
malized turbulent kinetic energy, k ÕUinlet

2 , at the geometric
stagnation and XÕPÄ0.295 for the 10% case; „b… comparison
between measured and predicted Reynolds shear stress,
u 8v 8ÕUinlet

2 , at the geometric stagnation and XÕPÄ0.295 for the
10% case

Fig. 14 Comparison of normalized Reynolds shear stress con-
tours, u 8v 8ÕUinlet

2 , between „a… 10% experiment, „b… 19.5% ex-
periment, „c… 10% RSM, and „d… 19.5% RSM
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exist and the production of Reynolds shear stress reduces to zero.
The Reynolds stress model predictions, shown in Figs. 14~c! and
14~d!, indicate the same sign but larger magnitudes as compared
with the experiments for both the 10% and 19.5% cases.

Figures 15~a!–15~d! compare the normalized turbulent kinetic,
k/U inlet2 , between experimental measurements and the Reynolds
stress model predictions at 10% and 19.5%, respectively. Signifi-
cant differences exist between the development of the turbulent
kinetic energy at the different turbulence levels. The experimental
measurements for the 19.5% case show that the turbulent kinetic
energy levels increase by as much as 31% in the vane passage. At
the lower inlet turbulence level of 10%, the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy through the passage increases by 130%, which is signifi-
cantly higher than for the 19.5% case. Although the turbulent
kinetic energy is significantly increasing through the passage, it is
important to recognize that the mean velocity has accelerated up
to five times the inlet velocity. This means that the turbulence
level at the passage exit has decreased to approximately 3% for
the 10% inlet turbulence case and 6% for the 19.5% inlet turbu-
lence case.

The difference in the measured turbulent kinetic energy con-
tours between the two turbulence levels can be explained by ex-
amining the mechanism for turbulent kinetic energy production
given as

P~k!5urms
2 S 2r

]U

]X D1u8v8S 2r
]U

]Y
2r

]V

]XD1v rms
2 S 2r

]V

]YD
(6)

As a result of the identical mean flow field and geometry, the ratio
of turbulent kinetic energy production between the two high tur-
bulence cases can be examined by comparing the measured Rey-
nolds stresses. The gradients in Eq.~6! were evaluated from the
CFD solution, which is a reasonable assumption given the good
agreement between measurements and predictions, at locations
where direct measurements of the Reynolds stresses were taken.
The CFD solution was used because of the higher resolution

thereby giving more accurate gradients than the experimental
measurements. Figures 16~a! and 16~b! show contours of turbu-
lent kinetic energy production for the 10% and 19.5% using the
CFD mean velocities and the measured Reynolds stresses. For
both these cases the largest production occurs near the shoulder of
the vane passage in the high acceleration region. Over the major-
ity of the flowfield, the 19.5% case has nearly three times the
production as compared to the 10% case. The measurements in-
dicate, however, that the 19.5% case has only a 31% increase in
the turbulent kinetic energy through the vane passage, while the
10% case has a much larger increase at 131%. This difference can
be explained by the fact that the dissipation at the inlet for the
19.5% case was about six times that for the 10% case. The higher
value of the dissipation appears to counteract the higher produc-
tion rates causing only a slight rise in the turbulent kinetic energy
in the vane passage for the 19.5% case as compared to the 10%
case.

The Reynolds stress model predictions shown in Fig. 15~d! for
the 19.5% case give an overprediction of the turbulent kinetic
energy in the vane passage by as much as 125%. At the lower
turbulence level of 10%, shown in Fig. 15~c!, the turbulent kinetic
energy in the passage is overpredicted by only 25%. The Rey-
nolds stress model predictions indicate a 160% and 125% increase
in turbulent kinetic energy through the vane passage as compared
to the measured 130% and 31% increase for the 10% and 19.5%
cases, respectively.

Although the Reynolds stress model performed better than the
eddy viscosity models, the levels of turbulent kinetic energy and
shear stress were overpredicted. One possible explanation is that
the Reynolds stress model used in this investigation used the same
transport equation for the dissipation rate as the standardk-«
model. The limitations of this transport equation for the dissipa-
tion rate have been discussed in Lou and Lakshminarayana@26#
and Shih et al.@19#. In this transport equation, the production of
dissipation is set equal to the production of turbulent kinetic en-
ergy. Figures 17~a! and 17~b! show contours of a normalized dis-
sipation rate for the 19.5% turbulence case. In the transport equa-
tion for the dissipation rate used in the realizablek-« model, the
production of dissipation is proportional to the mean strain rate of
the flow. Comparisons of dissipation contours between the realiz-
able k-« and Reynolds stress model showed that the Reynolds
stress model had dissipation levels much less than the realizable
k-« prediction. The use of a different transport equation for
the dissipation rate, such as the one used in the realizablek-«
model, could produce better agreement with the experimental
measurements.

Another possible reason for the over prediction of the turbulent
kinetic energy involves the constants used in the RSM. These
constants were evaluated for flows not too far removed from
simple shear flows. The validity of these constants for flows with

Fig. 15 Comparison of normalized turbulent kinetic energy
contours, k ÕUinlet

2 , between „a… 10% experiment, „b… 19.5% ex-
periment, „c… 10% RSM, and „d… 19.5% RSM

Fig. 16 Comparison of normalized turbulent kinetic energy
production, P„k …CÕrUinlet

3 , contours between „a… 10% experi-
ment and „b… 19.5% experiment
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high freestream strain rates at elevated turbulence levels is not
known. Supporting this reason is the fact that the results from the
10% case do indicate much better agreement with the measure-
ments than the 19.5% case.

Conclusions
Experimental measurements in a stator vane passage at high

freestream turbulence levels of 10% and 19.5% were compared to
RANS predictions using a variety of turbulence models. The ex-
perimental measurements indicated increases in the turbulent ki-
netic energy of the flow as the flow convected through the turbine
vane passage with much larger increases for the 10% turbulence
case as compared with the 19.5% case. This difference was attrib-
uted to the fact that the dissipation was much higher for the 19.5%
case.

The eddy viscosity models greatly overpredicted the turbulent
kinetic energy in the vane passage as a result of the overproduc-
tion of turbulent kinetic energy in the high acceleration region
resulting in additional strain. On the suction side of the airfoil
where the surface is convex, the standardk-« and RNGk-« model
produced physically unrealistic negative values for the streamwise
normal stresses. The realizablek-« model, developed to insure
positive values of the normal stresses, performed slightly better
than the other eddy viscosity models. The Reynolds stress model
provided the best agreement with the experimental measurements;
however, the Reynolds stress model overpredicted the turbulent
kinetic energy by 125% for the 19.5% case. Considerably better
agreement was achieved between measurements and predictions
for the lower turbulence case of 10%. At this turbulence level, the
Reynolds stress model overpredicted the turbulent kinetic energy
by only 25%.

The relatively poor predictions, particularly at the high turbu-
lence levels, may be the result of several issues. First, the current
transport equation in the RSM gave very low values for the dis-
sipation rate in the vane passage as compared to the realizablek-«
model. The use of a Reynolds stress model with an improved
transport equation for the dissipation rate, such as the one used in
the realizablek-« model, may give results closer to the experimen-
tal measurements. Second, the constants used in the RSM model
were evaluated from simple shear flows not too far removed from
equilibrium. The better agreement for the 10% case as compared
with the 19.5% case supports this reasoning.
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Nomenclature

C 5 true chord length
E1(k1) 5 spectra for streamwise fluctuations

f 5 frequency
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy,k50.5(u821v821w82)
n 5 distance normal to the convex curved surface
P 5 turbine vane pitch
R 5 radius of curvature for a streamline

rms 5 root-mean-square of the fluctuations
Rein 5 Reynolds number based on chord length and inci-

dent velocity
S 5 freestream strain rate

U inlet 5 upstream incident velocity
u8v8 5 Reynolds shear stress

u, v, w 5 local mean velocities along a streamline
U, u8 5 mean and rms of fluctuating velocity in the

X-direction
V, v8 5 mean and rms of fluctuating velocity in the

Y-direction
w8 5 rms of fluctuating velocity in theZ-direction
W 5 passage width for the curved channel simulation
X 5 fixed coordinate parallel with the inlet flow where

origin is at the flow stagnation
Y 5 fixed coordinate in the cross-pitch direction
Z 5 fixed coordinate in the spanwise direction
« 5 turbulent dissipation obtained from Eq.~1!

k1 5 wavenumber,k152p f /U
Lx 5 streamwise integral length scale

l 5 Taylor microscale
n 5 kinematic viscosity
s 5 Stefan-Boltzman constant
h 5 timescale ratio
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Investigation of the Flopping
Regime of Two-, Three-, and
Four-Plate Arrays
The variation of the base pressure coefficient (Cp) and the characteristics of the power
spectra of the velocity for arrays of two-, three- and four-plates aligned normal to the flow
are presented. The wakes downstream of the plates in the array are shown to exhibit
behavior that varies between stable modes, flopping and quasi-stable behavior depending
on the s/t distance (where s is the spacing between the top and bottom surfaces of
adjacent plates and t is the thickness of the plate). For the two and three-plate arrays with
s/t50.25, peaks in the power spectra of about 48.2 and 98.1 Hz which correspond to
Strouhal numbers of 0.06 and 0.11 are observed. For the four-plate array with s/t
50.192, no clear peaks are visible. Probability density functions of uncalibrated hot-wire
signals show that the peaks in the power do not correspond to continuously periodic
fluctuations.@S0098-2202~00!00604-0#

1 Introduction and Background
Adjacent bluff bodies or plates are often present in many flow

field applications. Thin plates, or vane arrays, are commonly used
to condition or alter flow fields. For example, arrays of flat vanes
placed in ducts are used to either straighten or aid in turning the
flow. Electro-mechanical components or mechanical support
structures often take the general shape of thicker plates or rectan-
gular bluff bodies. All of these rectangular objects can generate
wakes that can alter the downstream flow field in an adverse man-
ner. For example, unstable wakes downstream of combustor swirl
vanes may produce reaction instabilities by altering the shape of
the recirculation zone.

The characteristics of the flowfield about a vane or plate depend
on the aspect ratioc/t wherec is the chord, i.e., the dimension of
the plate in the flow direction, andt is the dimension of the plate
normal to the flow and on the spacing ratios/t where s is the
shortest distance between adjacent sides of plates. These param-
eters also affect the magnitude and temporal variation of the base
pressure coefficient (Cp5(P2P`)/1/2rU`2), which is always
negative. For simplicity in the following discussion, sinceCp is
always negative, only the magnitude ofCp is used when compar-
ing the effect of plate spacing on the averageCp value behind a
plate in the plate array. Hence hereafter, the phrase ‘‘higherCp’’
refers to a more negativeCp magnitude while the phrase ‘‘lower
Cp’’ refers to a less negativeCp magnitude.

For a two-plate array, whens/t is very large, the near wake of
each plate in the array is expected to be similar to that found
downstream of a single plate placed in a flow. Conversely, ass/t
is reduced to nearly zero (s/t'0), the two-plate array is expected
to have the same flow characteristics as a thick single plate in that
a single wake will be observed after a very short downstream
distance.

Although no studies of this transition from multiple indepen-
dent wakes to a single wake have been performed for plates, the
transition has been thoroughly studied for arrays of two cylinders.
For example, Bearman and Wadcock@1# show that, for a two-
cylinder array, when the cylinder spacing-to-diameter ratio (s/d)
is set equal or greater than four, the near wake of each cylinder in
the array is similar to that found downstream of a single cylinder.
Far downstream, the individual wakes amalgamate to form a

single wake which is also similar to that of a single cylinder. They
also show that within a critical spacing-to-diameter ratio, 0.1
<s/d<1.3, the averageCp of each cylinder varies in time and
takes on two different values. Kim and Durbin@2# describe this as
the ‘‘flopping regime.’’ They suggest that flopping occurs sponta-
neously when the wake behind each cylinder alternates between a
wide wake with a low magnitudeCp, and a narrow wake with a
high Cp.

Since past studies have shown that the wakes of closely spaced
bluff bodies may interact in several different ways it is useful to
define terms that describe three types of wake interactions: quasi-
stable behavior, spontaneous flopping, and forced flopping.

• Quasi-stable behavior is the wake behavior observed down-
stream of the plate array in which differentCp values exist behind
each plate. TheCp values do not vary with time. A large ampli-
tude flow perturbation can cause the averageCp values to change,
but the Cp values remain at the new values until another large
perturbation is applied.

• Spontaneous flopping is the behavior observed downstream
of a plate array where the averageCp values are observed to
alternate over time between relatively high and low values, even
when no large perturbation is applied to the flow field.

• Forced flopping is the behavior observed downstream of the
plates in which initially stable wakes exhibit flopping as a result
of a large, one-time perturbation. After the initial large perturba-
tion is applied and flopping occurs, there is no observable differ-
ence between the wake andCp value variations for forced and for
spontaneous flopping.

Kim and Durbin@2# present the first statistical analysis of the
time interval for each period that the averageCp value remains
relatively high combined with the time for each period that the
averageCp value remains relatively low. They find that the prob-
ability density function for the time intervals has a zero event
Poisson distribution and that the time duration between transitions
decreases as velocity increases.

Hayashi et al.@3# with 0<s/t<2.75, 0.014<c/t<0.114, and
63103<Re<1.93104 find quasi-stable behavior and forced but
not spontaneous flopping with two-plate arrays. Only quasi-stable
behavior is observed for three, and four-plate arrays. Specifically,
they find forced flopping to occur only with the two-plate array
when s/t51.75. Flow visualization behind the two, three, and
four-plate arrays show narrow and wide wakes that exchange po-
sitions as a function of time. They also present results that show
averageCp trends over specific ranges ofs/t. Specifically, they
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find that, for 0,s/t,0.75, the value ofCp increases ass/t in-
creases. Further, for 0.75,s/t,2.5, the difference inCp values
for individual plates in the array becomes very large. Finally, for
s/t.2.5, quasi-stable behavior is not observed.

For a two-plate array withs/t,2 and 0.014<c/t<0.114, Ha-
yashi et al.@3# show two values of the Strouhal number down-
stream of a two-plate array. The higher value corresponds to the
narrow wake, i.e., higher averageCp, and the lower value corre-
sponds to the wide wake, i.e., lower averageCp. With the three-
plate array, since only one peak is observed in the power spectra,
only one corresponding Strouhal number is shown. They suggest
that this Strouhal number corresponds to a narrow wake behind a
plate. Hence, they suggest that the plate with the narrow wake,
i.e., higher averageCp, shows regular vortex shedding whereas
the plate with the wide wake shows no regular vortex shedding.
Neither power spectra nor Strouhal numbers are presented for the
four-plate array. Since they find a relationship between the exis-
tence of a Strouhal number, i.e., the presence of regularly shed
vortices, and the change in wake size behind a plate, they con-
clude that the origin of the quasi-stable behavior is strongly re-
lated to the vortex shedding of the plates.

Miau et al.@4# study the flow downstream of a two-plate array
with 0.4<s/t<2.0,c/t50.150, and 1.33103<Re<1.23104 and
find both spontaneous flopping and quasi-stable behavior. They
find periodic vortex shedding near the plate with the narrow wake.
When a wide wake exists behind the same plate, turbulent fluc-
tuations are found downstream of the plate, but no periodic shed-
ding is detected. Further, they find that for 1.5<s/t<1.85, spon-
taneous flopping occurs and the rate of flopping increases with
increasings/t. The time interval between one transition from
wide-wake to narrow-wake, and the subsequent transition from
wide-wake to narrow-wake, appears to follow a zero-event Pois-
son distribution.

Miau et al. @5# with 1.4<s/t<2.1, 6.63103<Re<1.83104,
andc/t56.66 appear to be the first to add grid turbulence to the
freestream flow and study flopping behind plate arrays. They po-
sition a two-plate array withc/t,3.2 and vary the turbulent in-
tensity from 0.23 percent–7.12 percent and the integral length
scale from 0.32t to 0.84t and use flow visualization and hot-wires
to determine the effects of free stream turbulence on spontaneous
flopping. They find that an increase in turbulent intensity shortens
the time interval between one transition from wide-wake to
narrow-wake, and the subsequent transition from wide wake to
narrow-wake with 1.4<s/t<1.9 and has indiscernible effects
with 1.9<s/t<2.1.

In summary, quasi-stable behavior and forced and spontaneous
flopping have been observed for two, three, and four-plate arrays
with c/t,3.2 and the effects of spacing and velocity on flopping
have been determined. Only quasi-stable behavior has been ob-
served for plate arrays with three or more plates. However, no
studies of the effect of spacing on flopping and quasi-stable be-
havior have been presented for arrays of more than two plates
with c/t.3.2 which describe the plate array characteristics typical
in engineering applications. Further, the flow characteristics for
c/t.3.2 can be significantly different than the behavior observed
with c/t,3.2. Hence, the purpose of this study is to determine the
flow characteristics that exist for 0.04<s/t<2 different for planar
two, three, and four-plate arrays withc/t54.

2 Facilities and Approach
The large UCI closed-return windtunnel was used for all the

experiments. The test section had a length of 6.71 m, a cross-
section of 61 by 91 cm, and was preceded by a contraction section
with an area reduction from 5.15 m2 to 0.55 m2 ~a contraction
ratio of 9.36!. For the velocity range of 3 to 24 m/s, the mean
velocity in the central portion of the test section~outside the wall
boundary layer! was constant to within 1 percent, and the
freestream turbulence intensities at both the entrance and exit of
the test section for a centerline velocity of 10 m/s was, respec-

tively, 0.17 percent and 0.22 percent. The temperature in the
windtunnel was maintained to within61.0°C for each data col-
lection period.

For all test plates used in this study,t51.27 cm,c55.08 cm,
and the length in the spanwise direction was 0.30 m. The plates
are mounted at each end to identical 1.27 cm diameter, 0.62 m
high rods that were attached to chemistry stands~Fig. 1!. The
vertical rods were placed 0.29 m apart and mounted so that the
rods passed vertically through the center of the chord of the plates
at the two spanwise ends of the plates. Each plate array was
mounted parallel to the floor of the tunnel and centered between
the floor and the ceiling of the tunnel. The base of each stand had
an approximate width of 16 cm, a length of 27 cm, and a height of
2.54 cm. The leading edge of the base was directly below the
leading edge of the plate array. The downstream coordinate,x,
and the vertical coordinatey, had their origins at the trailing edge
of the plate that is third from the bottom of the six-plate array.
From the results obtained from cylinder arrays using a geometri-
cally similar setup ~cf. Guillaume and LaRue@6#!, three-
dimensional effects were believed to be negligible.

A 0.01 mm diameter pressure port was located at the rear of
each plate at the center plane of each plate. The port intercepted a
0.48 cm diameter passage that was drilled along the centerline of
the plate in the spanwise direction. The passage was blocked at
one end of the plate and the other end was connected to a Setra
~Model 339-1! differential pressure transducer by means of a 2.5
m long silicone tube with an inner diameter of 1.8 mm. The output
of the Setra transducer was connected to a filter, to a Computer
Boards Inc.~CBI! SSH-16 sample and hold board and a CBI
CIO-AD16F 12 bit analogue to digital converter which were con-
trolled by a PC clone. The pressure signal was sampled at 10
samples/s for a three-hour time period and filtered at 5 Hz.

Flow visualization, using smoke which was illuminated with a
laser light sheet, was used to obtain flow images. The nominal 0.8
mm thick laser sheet was produced by passing a 2 W argon-ion
beam through a cylindrical lens. The smoke was produced using
mineral oil and was injected at the leading edge of the plates
through four equally spaced holes. Images were collected with a
Sony video camera~Model CCD-V101! at a shutter speed of
1/1000 s. The images were digitized with ‘‘frame grabbing’’ hard-
ware and software. The use of a video camera has two advantages:
first, since the allowable shutter speed was much faster than tra-
ditional cameras, a continuous light source could be used; second,
the images could be viewed immediately.

The single hot-wire sensor, that was used to obtain the fre-
quency spectra, was made by soldering a 2 mm long, 0.00508 mm
diameter, Wollaston wire to a TSI-1210 sensor holder. The sensor
holder was connected to a traverse that is located 45 cm down-
stream of the hot-wire sensor and had a resolution of 0.1 mm in
the vertical direction. The hot-wire sensor was connected to a TSI
Model 1050 constant temperature anemometer and then to the
same acquisition system used to obtain the pressure data. The data
were collected at a sample rate of 2000 samples/s and filtered at

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of forced or spontaneous flop-
ping downstream of the plate array. The other mode is the op-
posite in that the wide wake is on the bottom and the narrow
wake is on the top.
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1000 Hz for a time period of five minutes. The sensor was posi-
tioned in the flow so that the hot-wire was parallel to the horizon-
tal plane and perpendicular to the air flow.

Three methods were used to apply external perturbations to the
flow field. The first was to simply turn off and on the windtunnel
fan. The second was to open and close a door in the test section of
the windtunnel near the plate array. The third was to block the
flow slightly upstream from the plates with a 25 cm wide and 15
cm long plate and then quickly remove it. All three lead to flop-
ping behavior after the initial perturbation. For the results reported
herein, the third technique was used.

Uncertainties of the velocity measurements were estimated to
the 95 percent confidence using techniques of Kline and Mc-
Clintock @7#. The combination of the uncertainty of windtunnel
velocity and measured wake pressure led to an uncertainty of
60.02 inCp value.

3 Results
In the first part of the results, theCp behavior is presented for

two, three, and four-plate arrays with 0.040,s/t,2.000 andc/t
54.0. Examples ofCp time-series are presented along with cor-
responding flow visualizations. In the second part of the results,
uncalibrated hot-wire power spectra and autocorrelations obtained
downstream of the arrays and the probability density functions
~pdf! of the time lengths betweenCp transitions are compared
during flopping for a two, three, and four-plate arrays.

Figure 2 shows a sampleCp time-series that is exhibiting flop-
ping for a two-plate array withs/t50.25 andU511.08 m/s. Each
time the Cp value behind one of the plate rises, theCp value
behind the other plate falls. Specifically, when theCp value be-
hind the top plate is about20.74 while theCp values behind the
bottom plate is about20.59. Alternatively, when theCp value
behind the top plate is about20.59, theCp value behind the
bottom plate is about20.74.

A summary of the average values ofCp for the two-plate array
with 0.040<s/t<2.000 andU511.08 m/s is shown in Table 1.
Specifically, for 0.040<s/t<0.100, the averageCp values of the
two plates are nearly equal and neither spontaneous nor forced
flopping is observed. No other quasi-stable mode can be produced
within this range even when a large external perturbation is ap-
plied. Hence, the flow is stable. For 0.100<s/t<0.644, forced
flopping is sometimes observed for the two-plate array. When
forced flopping does not occur, one of two quasi-stable modes is
observed. In one of the quasi-stable modes, the averageCp value
of the top plate remains high, and the averageCp value of the
bottom plate remains low. In contrast, for the other quasi-stable

mode, the averageCp value of the top plate remains low and the
averageCp value of the bottom plate remains high. For 0.644
<s/t<2.000, neither forced nor spontaneous flopping is ob-
served. As with 0.040<s/t<0.100, only one stable mode is ob-
served where, after any large applied perturbation, the averageCp
values of the two plates remain nearly equal.

Results for a three-plate array withs/t50.50 andU511.08 m/s
show that the averageCp value behind the middle plate remains
relatively constant at a higher averageCp value than the highest
averageCp value found behind either of the outer plates. Specifi-
cally, the averageCp value behind the middle plate is20.84
while the averageCp values behind the outer plates are about
20.59 or20.74.

Table 2 shows a summary of the average values ofCp for the
three-plate array with 0.040<s/t<2.000 andU58.96. Specifi-
cally, for 0.040<s/t<0.100, a stable mode occurs and the aver-
ageCp values of the two outer plates are nearly equal and high,
and the averageCp value of the center plate is relatively low. For
0.100<s/t<0.375, a different stable mode occurs in which the
averageCp values of the two outer plates are nearly equal and
relatively low, and the averageCp value of the middle plate is
relatively high. For 0.375<s/t<0.625, spontaneous flopping be-
tween the top and bottom plates is observed. For 0.625<s/t
<2.000, only one mode is observed, where, after any large ap-
plied perturbation, the averageCp values of the two outer plates
remains relatively equal and low and the center plate has an av-
erageCp value of20.84.

To present the results of theCp values for the four-plate array,
the plates are distinguished as follows: plate 1 is the top plate of
the array; plate 2 is the upper-middle plate of the array; plate 3 is
the lower-middle plate of the array; and plate 4 is the bottom plate
of the array. Figure 3 shows a sample time-series ofCp with s/t
50.50 andU511.08 m/s. Within thisc/t range, flopping is not
observed between any specific pairs of plates, but appears to ran-
domly occur between different pairs of plates over time. For ex-
ample, as shown in the time series of Fig. 3, the averageCp value
behind plate 1 changes from20.88 to20.57 at about 8.2 s, which
is the same time that the averageCp value behind plate 2 changes
from 20.56 to20.80. Also, at about 16 s, the averageCp value
behind plate 1 changes from20.57 to20.88 and the averageCp
value behind plate 3 changes from20.80 to20.56. Likewise the
Cp values change behind plates 1 and 4 at about 11 s, behind
plates 2 and 3 at about 16 s, behind plates 2 and 4 at about 5.5 s,
and behind plates 3 and 4 at about 19.5 s.

A summary of the average values ofCp for each plot in the
four-plate array is shown in Table 3 with 0.040<s/t<2.000 and
U511.08 m/s. Specifically, for 0.040<s/t<0.070, a stable mode
occurs and the averageCp values behind all four plates are rela-
tively equal. For 0.070<s/t<0.108, a different stable mode oc-
curs in which the averageCp values of the outer plates, i.e., plates
1 and 4, are nearly equal and high, and the averageCp values of
the center plates, i.e., plates 2 and 3, are relatively lower.

Fig. 2 Base pressure coefficient, Cp , as a function of time for
a two-plate array with UÄ11.08 mÕs and s ÕtÄ0.25. Figure 1 „a…
corresponds to the top plate and Fig. 1 „b… corresponds to the
bottom plate.

Table 1 Modes of stability of a two-plate array for various
spacing ranges „UÄ11.14 mÕs, tÄ1.27 cm …

Table 2 Modes of stability of a three-plate array for various
spacing ranges „UÄ8.96 mÕs, tÄ1.27 cm …
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For 0.108<s/t<0.176, spontaneous flopping between the cen-
ter plates, i.e., plates 2 and 3, is observed. TheCp values behind
the outer plates, i.e., plates 1 and 4, are nearly equal and constant
at higher averageCp values than the highest averageCp value
found behind either of the center plates. For 0.176<s/t<0.262,
spontaneous flopping between all four plates is observed.

For 0.262<s/t<0.528, spontaneous flopping between the outer
plates, i.e., plates 1 and 4, is observed. TheCp values behind the
inner plates, i.e., plates 2 and 3, are relatively equal and constant
at higher averageCp values than the highest averageCp value
found behind either of the outer plates. For 0.528<s/t<2.000, a
stable mode occurs in which the averageCp values of the inner
plates, i.e., plates 2 and 3, are nearly equal and high, and the
averageCp values of the outer plates, i.e., plates 1 and 4, are
nearly equal but relatively lower than theCp values for the inner
plates.

The flow visualization of Fig. 4~a! shows narrow wakes down-
stream of plates 1 and 3 while wide wakes are observed down-
stream plates 2 and 4. Consistent with the time series of pressure
coefficient shown in Fig. 3, a new mode can be observed sponta-
neously after flopping has occurred. The flow visualization of Fig.
4~b! shows a second mode in that narrow wakes are observed
downstream of plates 1, 2, and 4 and a wide wake is observed
downstream of plate 3.

The flow visualization of Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! show examples of
two other modes of spontaneous flopping observed downstream of
the four-plate array. In Fig. 5~a!, narrow wakes are observed
downstream of plates 2, 3, and 4 while wide wakes are observed
downstream of plate 1. In Fig. 5~b!, narrow wakes are observed
downstream of plates 1, 2, and 3 while a wide wake is observed
downstream of plate 4.

In order to determine the probability density function~pdf! of
the time interval betweenCp transitions, a threshold is set to
delineate between the high and lowCp values. The length of time
for each period that the averageCp magnitude remains relatively

high or low for the top plate in each plate array is determined and,
with these data, two probability density functions are created as
shown in Fig. 6. The solid line represents the zero event Poisson
distribution,P(t/T)'e2t/T, whereT is the mean interval between
transitions. This agrees with the measured pdf. Hence, consistent
with the observation of Kim and Durban@2# for two-cylinder ar-
rays, the duration of time intervals at both high and lowCp values
for two, three, and four-plate arrays follow a zero-event Poisson
distribution.

Figure 7 shows the pdf of the time intervals between one tran-
sition from low to highCp value and the subsequent transition
from low to highCp value for the top plate in the two, three, and
four-plate arrays. The solid line represents the one-event Poisson
distribution, P(t/Ti)'(t/Ti)e

2t/Ti, whereTi is the flopping pe-
riod. Although the distribution for all plate arrays is very similar,
the measured pdf and one-event Poisson distribution are clearly
dissimilar. Hence, flopping for two-, three-, and four-plate arrays
is not a Poisson process.

Figure 8 shows the power spectra of an uncalibrated hot-wire
signal for two, three, and four-plate arrays withU511.08 m/s,
which are measured in the downstream plane atx/t52.5 from the
trailing edge of the plates in the array. Specifically, Fig. 8~a!
shows the power spectra for a two-plate array withs/t50.25 mea-
sured on the centerplane of the array and Fig. 8~b! show the power
spectra for the same array measured at s/2 above the upper surface
of the upper plate. Peaks in the power spectra that is obtained on
the plane between the upper and middle plates are shown at 48.2
Hz and 98.1 Hz which correspond to Strouhal numbers of 0.06

Fig. 3 Base pressure coefficient, Cp , as a function of time for
a four-plate array with UÄ11.08 mÕs and s ÕtÄ0.192. Figure 3 „a…
corresponds to the top plate, Fig. 3 „b… corresponds to the up-
per middle plate, Fig. 3 „c… corresponds to the lower middle
plate, and Fig. 3 „d… corresponds to the bottom plate.

Fig. 4 Smoke visualization showing spontaneous flopping of
the wakes downstream of the four-plate array with UÄ11.08
mÕs and s ÕtÄ0.192. Figures 4 „a… and 4 „b… show example flow
patterns before and after flopping.

Table 3 Modes of stability of a four-plate array for various
spacing ranges „UÄ11.08 mÕs, tÄ1.27 cm …
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and 0.11. The Strouhal number of 0.11 is fairly consistent with the
Strouhal number of 0.14 observed by Nakamura@8#. Thus the
peak observed at 98.1 Hz is also observed of single plates. The
power spectra measured at s/2 above the plate show the peak at
48.2 Hz but not the peak at 98.1 Hz. Although the peaks in the
power spectra show average dominant frequencies, the informa-

Fig. 5 Smoke visualization showing spontaneous flopping of
the wakes downstream of the four-plate array with UÄ11.08
mÕs and s ÕtÄ0.192. Figures 5 „a… and 5 „b… show example flow
patterns before and after flopping.

Fig. 6 Probability density function for the time duration of
high average and low average Cp values with UÄ11.08 mÕs.
Symbols: zero-event Poisson distribution, —; high average Cp
values „two-plate array, s ÕtÄ0.25…, d; low average Cp values
„two plate array, s ÕtÄ0.25…, s; high average Cp values „three
plate array, s ÕtÄ0.5…, j; low average Cp values „three plate
array, s ÕtÄ0.5…, h; high average Cp values „four-plate array,
c ÕtÄ0.192…, m; and; low average Cp values „four-plate array,
s ÕtÄ0.192…, n.

Fig. 7 Probability density function for the time intervals be-
tween one transition from low to high Cp and the subsequent
transition from low to high Cp with UÄ11.08 mÕs. Symbols: one
event Poisson distribution, —; pdf for the two-plate array with
s ÕtÄ0.25, d; pdf for the three plate array with s ÕtÄ0.5, j; and,
pdf for the four plate array with s ÕtÄ0.192, m.

Fig. 8 Power spectra of the hot-wire signal, E ˜-„hw …, with U
Ä11.08 mÕs and x ÕtÄ2.5. Fig. 8 „a… measured on the centerplane
of the two-plate array; Fig. 8 „b… measured at s Õ2 above the up-
per plate of the two-plate array; Fig. 8 „c… measured in the plane
between the center plate and the upper plate of the three-plate
array; Fig. 8 „d… measured at s Õ2 above the upper plate of the
three-plate array; Fig. 8 „e… measured on the centerplane of the
four-plate array; Fig. 8 „f… measured between plate 1 and plate 2 of
the four-plate array; and, Fig. 8 „g… measured at s Õ2 above the
plate 1 of the four-plate array.
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tion gained from the pdf shows that wake fluctuations that corre-
spond to these peak frequencies are random, and do not corre-
spond to continuously periodic fluctuations.

Figure 8~c! shows the power spectra for a three plate array with
s/t50.50 measured on the plane between the middle plate and the
upper plate of the array and Fig. 8~d! show the power spectra for
the same array measured at s/2 above the upper surface of the
upper plate. Again, peaks in the power spectra that is obtained on
the plane between the upper and middle plates are shown at 48.2
Hz and 98.1 Hz. No clear peaks are visible on the plane at s/2
above the upper surface of the top plate. Further testing shows that
no peaks in the power spectra are found at s/2 above the top plate
with downstream positions ranging fromx/t51.5 to 6.5.

Figure 8~e! shows the power spectra for a four-plate array with
s/t50.192 measured on the centerplane of the array, i.e., between
plates 2 and 3. Figure 8~f! shows the power spectra for the same
array measured on the plane between plate 1 and plate 2, and Fig.
8~g! shows the power spectra for the same array measured at s/2
above the upper surface of the upper plate. No clear peaks are
visible at any of these locations on this plane ofx/t52.5. Further
tests show that no peaks in the power spectra are present at any of
the three locations over anx/t range of 1.5 to 6.5.

4 Summary
This study shows that when plates with a chord-to-thickness

ratio of 4:1 are placed in an array normal to the flow, the pressure
fields generated around the plates may interact and cause the av-
erage magnitude of theCp values in the wakes of the plates to be
unequal. Depending on the separation distance between the plates,
this interaction results in flow field behavior that is either quasi-
stable or flopping. These behaviors produce two distinct peaks in
the power spectra. The frequencies of the wake fluctuations that
correspond to these peaks do not exhibit continuously periodic
behavior.
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Improving Startup Behavior of
Fluid Couplings Through
Modification of Runner Geometry:
Part I—Fluid Flow Analysis and
Proposed Improvement
For the use as a startup device the characteristic of a hydrodynamic coupling has to be
steep at the nominal high speed operation condition and flat in the range of lower speed
ratios. The economical design of the runner requires that the mass and the volume of the
coupling should be as small as possible. The flow field in a starting configuration is
simulated and a detailed analysis of the three-dimensional flow field is performed to
deduce constructional modifications which meet both requests. The analysis shows that
several modifications on pump and turbine runner seem to be successful. The conse-
quences of the variation of the runner geometries will be discussed in detail in Part II of
this paper.@S0098-2202~00!02104-0#

Introduction
Fluid or hydrodynamic couplings belong to the group of hy-

draulic gears. The coupling consists of a pump impeller and a
turbine runner with radial vanes which are aligned face to face in
a single casing which also rotates with the pump~Fig. 1!. Gener-
ally, the impeller and the runner are of symmetrical structure with
nearly the same number of blades (DZ51 – 3), which have no
profile and are not twisted in radial direction. The working fluid is
usually an oil of low viscosity. The pump is driven by a prime
mover. The working fluid flows in the blade channel, leaves the
pump at the tip, enters into the blade channel of the turbine, and
moves toward the hub where the fluid moves back to the pump.
Momentum exchange between the fluid and the turbine blades
makes this wheel turn in the same direction as the pump. The
circulation of the fluid moving from the pump to the turbine, for
which a speed difference or slip is the necessary condition, trans-
ports the torque. Under steady operating conditions the inertia of
the fluid need not be considered, since no other intermediate ele-
ment such as a stator as in a torque converter is present. So the
torque of the turbine runner is equal to that of the pump, see
Formanski@1#.

The advantage of hydrodynamic couplings over mechanical
clutches lies in their ability to absorb shocks and isolate torsional
vibrations and to cut the power transmission by draining the cou-
pling while the prime mover is running. No-load motor startup is
possible and the driven machine is accelerated smoothly by filling
the coupling. In contrast to mechanical clutches, they have no
losses due to friction when accelerating to the operating condi-
tions. Hydrodynamic couplings are used for driving conveyors,
propellers of icebreaking ships, heavy earth-moving and agricul-
ture machineries. The transmitted torqueM for hydrodynamic
couplings is given by:

M5uMTu5uM Pu5ṁ•~r cu
uA2r cu

uE!

where ṁ is the circulating mass flow and (r cu
uA2r cu

uE) is the
specific moment of momentum.

Thus, the torque increases with increasingD(r •cu
) and so it

becomes maximum for the stopped turbine. Obviously, the
amount of fluid in the working enclosure determines the torque
transport. In a partially filled coupling a two phase flow system
consisting of a liquid and a gas~air! appears. The torque is gen-
erally represented by the efficiency numberl5M /(r•vP

2
•D5) in

nondimensional form. The transmission behavior is a function of
the ratio of the rotational speedvT /vP between the turbine and
the pump. This characteristic depends on the flow structure which
depends on the geometry. An experimental determination of the
detailed flow field in order to study the effect of the geometry is
prohibitively expensive and probably not possible. The other al-
ternative is a numerical investigation of the flow field. To this
purpose the authors developed a code in the body-fitted rotating
coordinates in order to solve Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
equations withk-« turbulence model. This code has been used to
analyze the flow field in a standard coupling, see Bai et al.@2# and
industrial couplings, see Huitenga et al.@3#. Bai et al. @4# have
compared the coupling characteristics with experiments in order
to validate the code.

This work focuses on the fluid flow analysis to gain understand-
ing of the time averaged and the time dependent effects. This
knowledge serves as a basis for geometrical modifications which
lead both to improved startup behavior as well as more economi-
cal design. The characteristic of a coupling with good startup
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Fig. 1 Elements of a hydrodynamic coupling and schematic
flow path
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behavior should run horizontal for small speed ratios, see Fig. 2.
This means a constant difference between the torque transmitted
through the coupling and the one provided by the motor so that
the acceleration of the load is constant also. The characteristic
should also have a steep gradient at the nominal point of opera-
tion. This allows the driven to turn with nearly constant speed
while the torque may vary in a wide range. This means also a
small difference of speed between the two runners in order to
minimize the power dissipating into heat. The modifications of the
runner wheels should result in lower mass and construction vol-
ume in order to enable higher loading capacity and compact
machinery.

Basic Equations
In the present study the coupling is assumed to be completely

filled so that a single phase flow can be considered. Furthermore,
constant properties of the fluid i.e., constant viscosity and density
are assumed. The fluid flow can be described by the three-
dimensional unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations
in conjunction with the eddy viscosity concept, which is realized
here through thek-« model, Bai et al.@2#. Since the fluid flow
area in industrial couplings is quite irregular, see Huitenga et al.
@3#, the numerical solution method is suited for nonorthogonal,
contour-fitted grids. Cartesian velocity components are used, so
that the conservation laws are spatially invariant and the momen-
tum equations are in strong conservation form see Peric´ @5#. The
mathematical model is discussed in detail by Bai et al.@2#. The
general transport equation for a specific variableF can be ex-
pressed in contour fitted coordinatesj j with cartesian velocity
components:

]F

]t
1

1

J

]

]j j
~CjF1D j

F!5SF for F5u,v,w,k,«.

The convective, diffusive, and source termCj , D j
F , andSF ,

respectively, vary for mass, momentum, turbulent kinetic energy,
and turbulent kinetic diffusion equation.

Method of Solution
The finite volume scheme is applied and all dependent variables

are defined at the center of each control volume~non-staggered
grid!. The discretization in time is second-order accurate~Schö-
nung@6#!. The deferred correction procedure of Khosla and Rubin
@7# is used to discretize the convective fluxes. The diffusive parts
are obtained by assuming linear variation of the variables.

The coupled equation system is solved through several itera-
tions~sequential solution method!. In the present method, the cou-
pling between pressure and velocities is achieved by the SIM-
PLEC algorithm, see van Doormal and Raithby@8#. In order to
avoid an oscillatory pressure field due to the nonstaggered vari-
able arrangement a special interpolation has been used to deter-

mine the mass fluxes through control volume faces from adjacent
control volume centered quantities, see Rhie@9#. Constant values
for all flow variables are given as initial conditions. A stationary
solution for every relative position is reached after five passages
of the turbine blade through the computational domain. The com-
putational domain is limited by walls in axial and radial direction.
Because the coordinate system is fixed to the pump these walls do
not move, whereas the ones in the turbine turn with the difference
of the circumferential speed against the sense of rotation. Wall
functions are employed to describe the boundary conditions along
the walls of pump and turbine impeller, see Launder and Spalding
@10# and Bai et al.@4#. Since the geometric form of the blades is
simple, it is possible to use one grid block for calculation. The
blades of the turbine runner are treated as internal obstacles mov-
ing relatively to the computational domain~Kost et al.@11#!. This
procedure is suitable to avoid problems arising from matching
grids that move relatively to each other, see Rai@12#. But it is not
suitable for turbo-machines with complex geometrical forms.

Periodic boundary conditions are prescribed at the circumferen-
tial surfaces of the computational domain~Kost et al.@13#!. Since
the matrices that arise from discretizing the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions are symmetric and sparse, an incomplete lower-upper de-
composition method, the strongly implicit procedure is applied, to
solve the equation system, see Stone@14#. Details of the flow
equations and of the computational scheme can be found in Bai
et al. @2#.

Analysis of Flow Field
The torque transport between the pump and the turbine wheels

is achieved by the circulating mass flow. This primary flow is
superimposed with strong secondary flows, which are caused by
the centrifugal and the Coriolis forces in radial direction and by
the flow not aligned to the blades. The area of the secondary flows
is strongly dependent on the working condition and the relative
position of the wheels to each other.

The basic geometry has a rectangular shape of the working
circuit with inner to outer diameterd/D50.28 and blade-width to
outer diameterB/D50.33. The number of blades for the flow
analysis isZ524 andZ548 for later modifications~Part II!.

Time Averaged Flow Field
Figure 3 shows the velocity components in a section along the

coupling axis. The flowfield is averaged first in time for all rela-
tive positions of pump and turbine and secondly in circumferential
direction. The primary flow is directed clockwise in the blade
channel. Only the corners of the geometry show small dead water
areas and secondary eddies. At nominal operation (s50.03) the
center~neutral point! of the circulating flow is fixed in the gap
between the two runners. The radial position of the neutral surface
is situated in such a way that the segment of the circular ring
bounded by the two blades and the hub and tip is divided into two
equal areas. This results in equal average axial velocity in the two
parts.

At the outer diameter the fluid flows from the pump to the
turbine parallel to the outer wall. The alteration toward the hub is
forced by the back wall because the centrifugal force acts against
it. The reduced area toward the coupling axis leads to an increase
of the axial components of velocity and a flow toward the pump.
Immediately after entering the pump the velocity vectors show
increasing radial components because of the increasing centrifugal
forces. The magnitude of the vectors changes only slightly al-
though the free flow cross section increases toward the outer di-
ameter. This can be explained by the superposition of the circum-
ferential velocity due to the secondary flow on the axial velocity.
Velocity components in pure radial direction are found only near
the back wall whereas the velocity vectors near the gap are diago-
nally directed.

A change of the operation condition (s50.50) leads to a
change of the flow structure. The radial position of the neutral

Fig. 2 Operation characteristic for a standard coupling and a
special start-up device
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point sinks down to half the blade height and moves in axial
direction from the gap into the middle of the pump. It is interest-
ing to see that the area reaching from the neutral point to the gap
and a quarter of the blade height radially outwards shows actually
no flow at all. Thus, the circulating mass flow is fixed to a small
area at the back wall.

In Fig. 4 several sections through the machine axis from the
pump over the gap and toward the turbine are presented side by
side to elucidate the spatial flow structure. The flow field is again
time averaged and the vectors represent the relative velocity so
that pump and turbine wheel do not move relative to the flow. The
shaded areas represent the axial components of the relative veloc-
ity in the corresponding section. Areas with negative sign imply a
mass flow from the turbine to the pump and are outlined by
dashed lines. The line of view is along the rotating axis.

In the pump the pressure side is on the front of the blade and
the suction side is on the back. The flow structure below the
neutral point can be described by a frictionless relative flow in a
rotating radial channel~Fig. 4~a! I . . . III !. This results from a
superposition of a throughflow while the wheel is standing still
and a circulating flow without throughflow~relative channel vor-
tex!. The last one is characterized by a homogeneous velocity
distribution along the whole channel which results from the as-
sumptions of the one dimensional theory of streamlines. The cir-
culating flow consists of a vortex and shows the same angular
velocity like the wheel but in the opposite direction. For inviscid
fluid the total rotation of the system~wheel and fluid! should be
zero. This can be achieved only by the fluid having a motion in
the opposite direction as the wheel.

Because the velocities of the relative channel vortex are di-
rected against the throughflow on the front of the blade~pressure
side! only small velocities are there. They influence the flow
structure at small slip so that local backflow~Fig. 4~a! I . . . II!
appears at the blade root which is no longer visible when the
massflow increases~Fig. 4~b! I . . . II!.

With increasing radius the influence of the friction leads to
higher velocities in the middle of the channel opposed to the near
wall region ~Fig. 4~a! III !. They cause higher Coriolis forces
which result in a pressure gradient toward the pressure side. The
forces transport fluid from the middle of the channel to the blade
front so that the flow profile is shifted. The casing defines the
channel in radial direction and the fluid is transported in the
boundary layer there from pressure to suction side. This mecha-
nism in conjunction with the deflection toward the blade root
makes the flow roll up at the blade tip~passage vortex!. Because
the rotation of the vortex is equal to the one of the wheel the
velocities of the particles involved into the vortex are directed
against the circulating mass flow.

In contrast to the pump where the pressure field is impressed
from outside it follows in the turbine as a reaction. Therefore the
suction side develops at the front of the blade and the pressure
side at the back. The effects acting on the flow field are equal to
the ones in the pump but opposite conditions result from the dif-
ferent flow directions. Above the neutral point higher velocities
are found on the suction side and lower velocities along the pres-
sure side because of the superposition of the circulating flow and
the relative channel vortex~Fig. 4~a! IV . . . VI !. The Coriolis
force shifts the flow profile to high velocities on the pressure side.
A secondary eddy develops between the blade roots and causes a
fluid transport in the boundary layer at the hub.

The distribution of the axial flow components shows that the

Fig. 3 Flow field averaged in time and circumferential direc-
tion in a meridional cross section

Fig. 4 Spatial distribution of flow components for two differ-
ent points of operation
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entering and leaving mass flows are divided by an inclined plane
~Fig. 4~a! I . . . VI!. It starts on the front of the blade near the hub
and ends on the back of the blade at 0.3 of the blade height
beneath the casing. The exact radial position on the blade suction
side is defined through the stagnation point and shifts outwards
from the gap to both wheels back wall. Therefore, the pressure
side shows an area where the velocities are distributed against the
entering massflow. In addition to that, the area in the pump shows
no radial components, so the mass flow is blocked here.

The axial velocities are maximum at the hub between the gap
and the middle of the pump, whereas they are maximum along the
blade tip and the back wall of the turbine. The distribution of the
radial flow components changes from pump to turbine because of
the alternating flow direction, but are constant for each runner. In
contrast the axial velocities decrease towards the back wall. With
increased slip the flow through the pump is now mainly aligned to
the back wall~Fig. 4~b! I!. The flow profile is more homogeneous
but is again influenced by the Coriolis force. The increased ve-
locities in contrast to nominal operation dissolve the deadwater
region on the pressure side~Fig. 4~a! I . . . II! and the circulating
mass flow is divided into incoming and out going parts in axial
direction through a radial plane. The location of this plane is given
by the stagnation line of the passage vortex, whose size is reduced
in circumferential direction~Fig. 4~b! I . . . III !.

The mostly axial flow along the first 40% of the blade length
makes the passage vortex more significant. Radial components are
restricted to this secondary flow, so that the mass flow is directed
toward the hub. The stagnation point indicating the separation
plane between positive and negative axial velocities drops to half
the blade height near the hub. Because the direction of rotation of
the passage vortex is identical to that of the wheels, the reorgani-
zation from the gap to the turbine is continuous.

Figure 5 shows the passage from one wheel to the other in two
corresponding levels. The line of view is from the tip to the root
of the blades. Points of operation differing only slightly from
nominal operation show all the same structure and are therefore
represented here bys50.50. Strong secondary flows are present
in both points of operation and reduce the cross-section in circum-
ferential direction.

At small slip the entrance region of the pump shows an ex-
tended vortex along the pressure side, which forces the mass flow
toward the suction side~Fig. 5~a!!. This can be led back to the
action of the centrifugal forces in the meridional cross section.
Due to the boundary layer at the blades the velocities along the

center of the flow channel become higher. This results in a stag-
nation point at the center of the back wall and fluid transportation
along the blade walls toward the gap. These structures are typical
for pipe elbows with two symmetrical vorticies, indeed. Due to
the rotation of the whole blade segment and the resulting pressure
and suction sides the fluid is led away to the blade back, so that
only one secondary vortex persists. The secondary flow between
the tips of the turbine blades develops for identical reasons as it
does in the pump.

At higher slip (s50.5) the circulating mass flow increases, so
that the vortex in the pump vanishes completely~Fig. 5~b!!. Be-
cause of the higher axial flow components the fluid flows over the
whole length of the turbine blades. The large difference between
the speed of the wheels makes the flow detach at the leading edge,
so that this wheel shows velocities directed against the circulating
mass flow over half the channel width in circumferential direction.

Time Dependent-Periodic Flow Procedures
Figure 6 shows the influence of the blade movement on the

pressure field. In both wheels, 4 reference points were chosen to
show the static pressure differenceDps on the blades in the course
of one flow period. The resulting forces from this pressure differ-
ence outweigh all other terms and thus represent the significant
part of the torque transmission. Besides the influence of the rela-
tive movement it shows which part of the blade takes part in
torque transmission.

The amplitudes of the pressure changes are maximum in the
pump at the blade tip and are smoothed with increasing axial
extension~Fig. 6~a! I!. The flow proceeding along the pump pres-
sure side into the other wheel is modified by the pressure field
belonging to the turbine blade. With increasing distance between
these two blades the boundary layer of the turbine front side re-

Fig. 5 Flow path along two different cylinder sections
Fig. 6 Variation of static pressure difference on the blades for
two different points of operation
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duces, so that the axial velocities in the pump reach their maxi-
mum att51/4 T and the pressure increases. The approach of the
two pressure sides causes the flow to dam up on the pump front
side so that the pressure difference is maximum att53/4 T be-
cause the pressure level on the pump blade back is not influenced
due to the steady spatial position of the passage vortex. Immedi-
ately near the gap the turbine wheel shows at timet51/4 T equal
static pressure on both sides of the blade tip resulting from high
axial velocities which show only insignificant change of direction.
In the course of time the pressure on the front side decreases, so
that the difference swings to half the absolute level as in the
pump. Similar pressure history takes place in the turbine middle
with a phase lag. The mean values are reduced by half in the
turbine blade root region in relation to the casing~Fig. 6~a! II !.
The passage vortex stabilizes the flow structure here, so that at
both reference points only small variations are visible. The en-
counter of the circulating mass flow out of the turbine with the
velocity components toward the gap resulting from the secondary
flow inside the pump~cf. Fig. 5! leads to a local stagnation point
on pump pressure side. Att50 it is directly aligned to the turbine
suction side, so that it is fixed immediately in the gap and the
pressure difference increases. Through the relative movement the
pressure field of the turbine shifts the stagnation point in axial
direction to the wheel ground. This leads at timet51/2 T to maxi-
mum results in the middle of the blade.

The effects of the relative movement are limited directly to the
gap at higher slip~Fig. 6~b! I1II !. The amplitudes of the oscilla-
tions have doubled at the turbine blade tip and the pump blade
root. The pressure difference is limited in the turbine to a small
area on the tip near the gap. This area widens at blade front
position att50 from the turbine pressure side to pump suction
side, so that negative pressure differences are found here~Fig.
6~b! I!. The dimension of the pressure bubble in circumferential
direction is so large that it embraces the leading edges att
51/2 T, so that the pressure difference becomes zero.

The oscillations in the turbine result from changes on the suc-
tion side. The widening distance between the blade leading edges
in timespant50 to t51/2 T lower the axial velocities along the
blade front side, resulting to static pressure maximum att
51/4 T. At the hub of the turbine, the absolute of the pressure
difference falls of to one forth of the values at the casing~Fig.
6~b! II !, which means that the momentum transport is limited to
the blade tip. The pressure oscillations in the course of time hap-
pen in the pump for the same reasons as in the turbine.

Torque Transmission
The transmitted torque follows from a balance between the time

dependent change of the moment of momentum of the mass inside
the control volume and the torque acting on the mass through
outer forces.

MW 5
DLW

Dt
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]t Ev
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A
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The moment of momentumLW results from the movement of a
fluid elementrdV with velocity cW relative to reference point with
distancexW . The material derivation follows from a local change
and a convective transport of the moment of momentum over the
free surface of the control volume. The vector equation~3! has to
be evaluated only for the component in machine axis direction and
gives the nondimensional torque transmission coefficient.

Because of the relative movement of the blades the calculated
torque is time dependent over one flow period. The consequences
on torque transmission behavior can be analyzed in more detail by
dividing the material derivation into the convective transport over
the free flow area and the local, time dependent part. For laminar
and turbulent simulations this is documented by Bai et al.@4# and
more parameter analysis is done by Formanski et al.@1#. Here, it
should only be hinted that with increasing slip the time dependent

part shows a phase change against the convective part and in-
creases its importance. Because of the periodicity in circumferen-
tial direction the mean value of the time dependent part is zero
over one flow period.

The operating characteristic follows from simulation of differ-
ent points of operation. Figure 7 shows the calculated in compari-
son to measured values for the two basic geometries, which differ
only in the number of blades. The difference between the values is
for slip s50 to s50.4 lower than 10% and increases to 20% for
blocked turbine, so that the results of the following parameter
studies are transferable to industrial hydrodynamic couplings.

Conclusions
The significant points of understanding which follow from the

foregoing flowfield analysis are summarized below along with the
deduced modifications of the geometry that influence the second-
ary flows with the aim to improve the start up behavior of the
coupling. In Part II of this paper some of these modifications will
be investigated.

1 At high slip the pump shows from the gap to the middle of
the wheel only axial velocity components. The energy transforma-
tion is limited to the wheel ground.

⇒ Reduction of wheel width to half.
2 A secondary flow forms between the blade tips in the pump

and extends in circumferential direction over half the channel
width.

⇒ Fragmented blades fixed at the hub.
3 Along the pump pressure side a dead water area is visible at

nominal operation which extends from the hub to half the blade
height.

⇒ Fragmented blades fixed at the casing.
4 At nominal operation the fluid is transferred along the turbine

blade tips from the pressure to suction side.
⇒ Gap at the back wall.
5 In the turbine a secondary flow forms between the root of the

blades, which extends at nominal operation over half the channel
width.

⇒ Fragmented blades fixed at the casing.
6 At the turbine casing the axial and radial velocities increase

with different gradients when leaving nominal operation.
⇒ Reduction of number of blades.
7 Departing from nominal operation means that maximum

pressure differences are at the corner between blade tip and gap in
the turbine.

⇒ A reduction of blade length as well as height is of disadvan-
tage.
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N. K. Mitra—In Memorium
Professor N. K. Mitra died unexpectedly in October, 1999, at

the age of 60. During my time at Ruhr University, I got to know
and came to appreciate him as a kindly and reserved person. He
was a wonderful teacher of mathematical techniques and their
relationships to physical problems, especially in developing algo-
rithms into numerical procedures. He gave to me not only profes-
sional guidance in my work, but also personal friendship during
my graduate school career. The death of Dr. Mitra is therefore
both a loss of an outstanding scientist, and also a painful personal
loss.
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Improving Startup Behavior of
Fluid Couplings Through
Modification of Runner Geometry:
Part II—Modification of Runner
Geometry and Its Effects on the
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In Part I of this paper, we analyzed the turbulent flow structure and the torque transport
characteristics of a fluid coupling. The results suggested certain modifications of the
geometry which can improve the start-up behavior and reduce at the same time the
material costs. In Part II we perform the numerical simulation of the flow in the modified
geometry and investigate the influence of the modification on the performance.
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Introduction
The numerical analysis of the flow structure in a hydrodynamic

coupling with a chosen base design was carried out in Part I of
this work. The basic equations, boundary conditions and the com-
putational scheme are summarized in Part I and can be found
detailed in Bai et al.@1#.

Typical flow phenomena which affect pump and turbine in dif-
ferent ways are aligned to each point of operation. The following
paragraphs will focus on three of the suggested six modifications.
The missing three are discussed in detail by Huitenga@2#. These
variations represent the first step in the line of improvement, be-
cause only one of the coupling wheels is modified. The difference
between the original and the new geometry is analyzed locally by
means of the flow field and over the whole operation field by
means of the operating characteristic. The second step of improve-
ment is done by reinforcing the single effects through a combined
modification of pump and turbine, using only the most useful
alterations.

Improvement No. 1: Reduction of Pump Wheel Width
to Half

Figure 1 compares a hydrodynamic coupling of standard con-
figuration with a modified one, where the pump wheel width is
reduced by half. Because this modification affects all blades, its
effects are analyzed through the distribution of the dimensionless
static pressure differenceDps on the blades. The pictures on the
right show the pressure in the original geometry and the ones on
the left show the pressure in the coupling with the modified pump
wheel. The dashed lines around the shaded areas indicate negative
values of the pressure difference.

The original geometry shows at operation points50.03 in the
pump the maximum pressure differences, which reach from the
center of the blade to the back wall, while expanding to equal
parts in radial direction. The pressure level decreases weakly
along the region where the passage vortex shows velocity compo-
nents directed toward the hub. At the blade base negative pressure

differences are visible following from the secondary flow fields
there. The minimum pressure in the turbine reaches over the
whole blade width. It is limited toward the hub by a line parallel
to the axis and toward the tip by a diagonal line ending in the
corner between back wall and outer casing. Following this struc-
ture the pressure differences decrease in direction of the outer and
inner diameters.

It becomes evident that the modification of the pump wheel has
nearly no effect on the turbine. The structure of the pressure dis-
tribution is identical to the one in the base geometry, though the
values lie beyond them. The distribution in the pump is similar to
that in the original geometry from the middle of the blade to the

1Deceased.
Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL

OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division
December 4, 1998; revised manuscript received July 10, 2000. Associate Technical
Editor: M. Dhavbhadel.

Fig. 1 Static pressure distribution on modified and standard
coupling
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back wall. The maximum of the pressure difference extends in
radial direction toward the hub as well as to the casing.

With increasing slip the maximum along the back wall of the
pump falls into two pieces, because the circulation mass flow
increases so that the passage vortex moves outwards. Thus, the
stagnation point on the suction side shifts to the blade tip and the
resulting pressure differences decrease. The outwardly directed
throughflow occurs mainly along the back wall, so that the effects
of the secondary flows are visible only to the middle of the wheel.
Beyond that, the pressure on the blade front increases more slowly
than on the back, which results in an area of negative pressure
differences. The nonaligned flow to the blades due to the higher
speed difference becomes noticeable through the detached vortex
in the turbine due to impact. This results in a stagnation point
between tip and leading edge of the blade with high static pres-
sure, respectively, pressure difference minimum.

The modified coupling shows again no difference regarding the
pressure distribution in the turbine. The pump shows the splitted
maximum as in the base geometry but is lacking most of the
negative pressure differences. The resulting operating characteris-
tic for this coupling is compared to the original one in Fig. 4.

Improvement No. 3: Fragmented Blades in the Pump
Fixed at Casing

Figure 2 shows a hydrodynamic coupling with a modified pump
wheel where every second blade has a gap of 20% of the blade
height between the root and the blade foot so that it ends inside
the middle of the deadwater area described in Part I.

As a function of the relative position of the blades to each other
the axial velocity profile in the pump is presented fors50.03 for
the original (su /D50) and the modified geometry (su /D
50.07). The sectional plane is placed midway between the root of
the modified blade and the hub.

At point t50 the blades in both wheels face each other. Be-
cause the axial guiding of the fluid along the blades vanished for
the modified coupling, at all times two parts of the flow coming
from the turbine mix inside the pump. This incident is distin-
guished by the minimum in the velocity profile as a typical wake.
Because of the relative movement of the blades the wake moves
toward the pump’s blade front side during one period. The pres-
sure gradient in circumferential direction shifts the mixture area
inside the channel toward the suction side, so that the velocity
maximum at pointt50 on the blade back moves to the middle of
the channel att52/5 T to the blade front att54/5 T. Because of
the largely homogeneous influx from the turbine the extension of
the mixture zone is equal at all times, so that unrelated to the
relative position the process of mixing is completed at 1/2BP .

The velocity profile in the modified geometry nearly covers the
one of the basic geometry, whereby the deviations on the pressure
side increase faster than on the suction side. Because of the miss-
ing development of a boundary layer in the middle of the channel
more mass can be carried through. The expected massive influ-
ence on the dead water area is not obtained, because the dimen-
sions are reduced by the increased number of blades already~see
Part I!. The effect on the operating characteristic is shown in
Fig. 4.

Improvement No. 4: Gap at the Turbine Back Wall
The next modification focuses on the turbine wheel. A gap at

the wheel ground of 20% of the blade width allows fluid to flow
around the blade in axial direction from pressure to suction side.
In Fig. 3 the flow process into the turbine is presented through the

Fig. 2 Influence of relative motion on axial flow field Fig. 3 Time averaged velocity vectors and streamlines
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time averaged flow field for two different operational conditions.
The cross section is placed near by the casing and shows the
projected velocity vectors together with the calculated stream-
lines. Again, the modified coupling is presented on the left side,
the original one on the right.

Figure 3~a! represents the nominal point of operation. It be-
comes clear that the reduction of the blade length does not lead to
a dissolution of the secondary flow at the back wall. The axial
extend of the vortex in the second channel, looking in the direc-
tion of rotation, is now determined by the gap itself. The limited
extension in axial direction is combined with a smaller one in
circumferential direction. The flow process into the turbine causes
considerable effect on the velocity field in the first channel. The
secondary flow field is shifted from the wheel ground toward the
gap. The diagonal toward the blade directed velocities from the
second channel lead to a stagnation point on the suction side. The
axial flow through the first channel is tied up completely after half
the channel length, so that the mass flow in the second channel is
higher than in the first.

An increase of the speed difference between the two runners
causes the circulating mass flow to increase as well as the mis-
matching flow towards the blades. The inflow concentrates mostly
on the pressure side and shows along the whole blade width no
velocity deceleration. Therefore the vortex found at nominal op-
eration is displaced and the flow structure along the whole channel
is dominated by the detaching vortex. At the wheel ground the
fluid is guided toward the suction side unrelated to the design of
the blades. Only a small amount of mass flows over from the
second channel into the first one, so that neither the order of
magnitude of the velocity vectors nor the dimension of the dead
water area differ from the basic geometry. Figure 4 presents the
resulting operation characteristic.

Evaluation of the Effects on the Operation Characteris-
tic

The effects on the operational characteristic from the modifica-
tion of the runner geometries are presented for all 6 variants~see
Part I! in Fig. 4, where the left-hand side deals with the pump and
the right-hand side with the turbine modifications.

The effects on the flow field were discussed for the first variant
by means of the pressure distribution on the blades~cf. Fig. 1!.
The characteristic of the modified coupling reaches the same
torque level at nominal operation as the basic geometry does~Fig.
4~a!!, because here the pump blade showed negative pressure dif-
ferences near the gap, which don’t show up in the new coupling.
The degree of stiffness~DST! reduces about 10% and the trans-
ported torque decreases to about 95% of that of the starting ge-
ometry independent from slip.

The intention to modify the coupling with a gap between blade
tip and casing, was to influence the passage vortex, which was
found to be dominant at nominal operation. The extension of the
secondary flow is reduced in the blade channel being second in
the rotational sense. At the same time, the axial velocity is in-
creased, so that the torque is raised by 51% and the degree of
stiffness by 18%~Fig. 4~b!!. With increasing slip the high radial
velocities work against the direct flow around the blade tip from
pressure to suction side. So both variants transport the same
torque fromvT /vP50.3 to the blocked turbine.

The dead water area at the blade front is influenced by the blade
height reduction near the hub. The effects were discussed looking
at the axial velocity distribution~cf Fig. 2!. The torque at nominal
operation exceeds the one of the basic geometry by 35%~Fig.
4~c!!. With increasing speed the difference between the character-
istics decrease, so that the lines cross each other atvT /vP50.8.

The gap at every second turbine blade along the wheel back
wall leads to a severe flow around the blade tail~cf. Fig. 3!.
Therefore, the first blade channel is choked and the torque falls to
about 70% of the initial one~Fig. 4~d!!. With increasing slip the
velocity fields in both channels equalize, so that the difference in
torque transport minimizes. Nevertheless, the torque reaches only
90% of the original value at turbine standstill.

The fractional blades fixed at the casing cause the mass to flow
with high circumferential velocities from the second to the first
channel. This results in a common single secondary flow area at
the hub. Additionally, the axial velocities are not affected, so that
the torque is 3% higher at nominal operation~Fig. 4~e!!. The
positive effects intensify untilvT /vP50.9 where an increase of
torque transmission of 17% is found. With the turbine wheel
slowing down the modified geometry reaches atvT /vP50.7 just
the same value and runs nearly parallel to the basic geometry until
vT /vP50.0.

The transition from nominal operation to braking causes, in
conjunction with the detaching vortex in the turbine, low velocity
gradients in the circumferential direction. While increasing the
opening angle between the blades this structure can be used to
increase the circulating mass flow. Two different kinds of blading
are tested. It is obvious that having the number of blades reduces
the start-up torque by 24% and the characteristic runs nearly hori-
zontal untilvT /vP50.7 ~Fig. 4~f!!. The nominal torque is slightly
influenced by an increase of 7%, while the DST increases about
11%. With a blade ratio ofZP /ZT548/36 the tendency is re-
versed. Here the torque is increased at nominal operation by 26%
and the DST by 29%. The whole partial operation shows values of
about 7% beneath the ones of the starting configuration.

The reduction of mass comes to 3% for shortened blade runners
and to 5% and 9%, respectively, for the modification with reduced
number of blades in the turbine. Halving the pump wheel leads to
25% reduction of mass and is of interest since, simultaneously, the
coupling volume becomes smaller.

All characteristics in Fig. 4 represent the modifications of one
single basic geometry. Additional experimental data were ob-

Fig. 4 Comparison of different pump and turbine modifica-
tions
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tained from two hydrodynamic couplings which were tested under
different operational conditions~see Fister@3#!. In both cases, the
calculations again agree well with the experiments.

One geometry was tested with a reduced length of the pump
runner. In Fig. 5 the calculated torque transport is 25% less than
the experimental value over the whole range of slip. But the cal-
culated and measured characteristics of the modified coupling run
both only 10% beneath the original one, so that the tendency
predicted by the presented numerical results is confirmed.

The reduction of the number of blades in the turbine by half has
also been compared with experiments. Although the coupling was
not completely filled with the working fluid, leading to a severely
different operation characteristic, it was found that the experimen-
tal and numerical data indicate a reduction of start-up torque by
10% ~Fig. 6!. On the other hand, the torque at nominal operation
and the degree of stiffness slightly increase, so that this examina-
tion again confirms the results above.

Conclusion
For the optimization of the transmission behavior it is necessary

to combine a pump wheel with fractional blading and a turbine
wheel with 36 blades~Fig. 7~a!!, because the reduced pump wheel
width will at any rate lead to a lower start-up torque, which has to
be compensated. It can be seen that the operational features of
both variants superimpose at low slip, so that the torque at nomi-
nal operation raises about 63% and the DST about 29%. The clear
increase in torque transmission untilvT /vP50.5 results together
with the 90% reduced start-up torque to an operational character-
istic which allows the hydrodynamic coupling to be used for
start-up application. The mass of the coupling is reduced by 8%
from the basic geometry.

If the development focuses on the mass and volume reduction,
a half-width pump runner combined with a turbine runner with 36
blades is suitable. With this wheel combination it is also possible
to increase the torque at nominal operation by 22% and the DST
by 7% ~Fig. 7~b!!. Because the start-up torque sinks to 80% the
operational characteristic has an even expiration. Besides the good
adaptation of the operational condition the mass can be reduced
by 30%.
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Nomenclature

A 5 surface area of blade channel
Cj 5 convective term,j 51,2,3
D 5 outer diameter

D j
F 5 diffusive term, j 51,2,3

DST 5 degree of stiffness, DST5dl/d(vP /vT)us50.03
J 5 Jacobian
L¢ 5 moment of momentum
M¢ 5 torque
SF 5 source term
V 5 control volume
Z 5 number of blades
c¢ 5 velocity vector in relative system
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy

ṁ 5 circulating mass flow
r 5 distance between fluid element and rotational axis
s 5 slip, s5(vP2vT)/vP
t 5 time

u,v,w 5 velocity vector components in relative system
xW 5 distance between fluid element and reference point

Dp 5 dimensionless static pressure difference,Dp5(pFront

2pBack)/(%vP(vP2vT)D2)
« 5 dissipation rate
l 5 nondimensional torque

Fig. 5 Reduced pump wheel width for Ek Ä4.7"10À6, ZÄ45, dÕD
Ä0.40

Fig. 6 Reduced number of blades for Ek Ä2.5"10À6, BÕDÄ0.17,
dÕDÄ0.49

Fig. 7 Optimization of start-up behavior and reduction of
mass
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j j 5 generalized coordinates,j 51,2,3
% 5 density
F 5 conserved intensive property
v 5 angular velocity

Indices

A 5 exit
E 5 entrance
P 5 pump
T 5 turbine

m 5 meridional direction
u 5 circumferential direction
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Large Eddy Simulation of a
Smooth Circular Cylinder
Oscillating Normal to a
Uniform Flow
Results of a numerical evaluation of transitional flow around a circular cylinder forced to
oscillate in a direction normal to a uniform flow are presented. The cylinder is considered
to be a representative of a single riser exposed to a steady current. Numerical simulations
were carried out using the LES method in 2-D and 3-D with a near-wall approach that
was developed without using a ‘‘law of the wall’’ for a finite element code (FEM). The
3-D simulations were compared with the 2-D results and experimental data in order to
assess the relative performance of the 3-D LES simulations. The results show that 3-D
LES gives more realistic flow field predictions and can further remove overconservatism
in the prediction of hydrodynamic force coefficients.@S0098-2202~00!01103-2#

1 Introduction
Offshore risers are essential parts of modern offshore technol-

ogy. The risers may be many hundred meters long and have di-
ameters of around 0.5 meters. The present work is an initial
framework for the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics~CFD!
in the modeling of the hydrodynamic forces on risers connected to
floating oil and gas production systems. Due to the dimensions of
typical risers it is difficult to model them in laboratory scale at
realistic Reynolds numbers, thus the application of CFD to such
studies may be very useful for future offshore projects. While
risers experience higher Reynolds numbers and different oscilla-
tory frequencies to those reported here, there is little experimental
data available for these situations. On the other hand, it is neces-
sary to compare the simulation results with experimental values
that are available in the literature.

The early experimental studies conducted by Tritton@1# and
Achenbach@2# show that even at a relatively low Reynolds num-
ber the flow around a circular cylinder becomes turbulent and the
boundaries of the flow regimes are directly influenced by the
change in the Reynolds number. Bearman and Currie@3# empha-
size the effect of cylinder oscillation frequency and/or amplitude
on the flow as well as that of Reynolds number. The extensive
experimental study of Sarpkaya@4# shows that for rough cylin-
ders, force coefficients depend also on the surface roughness and
differ significantly from corresponding to the smooth cylinder. On
the other hand, Williamson@5# indicates that three dimensionality
plays a role in the wake flow dynamics of the cylinder motion.
The conclusion from these well-known experiments is that oscil-
latory frequency and/or amplitude, three dimensionality, surface
roughness, and Reynolds number are the main governing param-
eters that significantly affect the hydrodynamic forces on the cyl-
inder.

In recent years, there have been a number of numerical studies
to examine these governing parameters and hence to predict their
effects on the flow around a bluff body. The numerical represen-
tation of the cylinder movement in the computational domain and
the modeling of turbulence have been important considerations. In
tackling cylinder oscillation and simulating the effect of cylinder
movement on the flow, Hurlburt et al.@6# and Chilikuri @7# use a

noninertial Eulerian grid system that is fixed to the cylinder oscil-
lating normally to a uniform laminar flow. They modify Navier-
Stokes equations with acceleration terms. Sun et al.@8# use an
inertial Eulerian fixed grid system in which cylinder oscillation is
represented by sinusoidal slip velocity boundary conditions. In
contrast, Namura@9# and Wei et al.@10# carry out successful Ar-
bitrary Lagrangian and Eulerian~ALE! solutions in which the
mesh is moved in the vicinity of the cylinder surface while being
fixed in the far field. Although ALE formulation in these studies
seems promising, it is computationally expensive and time con-
suming as it requires a great number of mesh points to be trans-
formed to their new position in the computational domain. There
is also a chance for meshing errors. In pointing out this fact, Tutar
and Holdo” @11# suggest that for small cylinder displacements, a
flow problem defined with the ALE formulation in a moving do-
main can be remodeled in a fixed inertial Eulerian grid system by
adding a new body force term to the governing equations which
are valid in a fixed Eulerian grid system.

Numerical modeling of turbulence is the another issue to be
tackled. Since the time and space scales of turbulent motion are so
small, the large number of grid points and small size of the time
steps required makes direct computation of turbulent flow still
impractical. Therefore, in order to accomplish the complete solu-
tion of the flow field equations for bluff body, some simplification
of the flow system by using an appropriate turbulence model is
needed. Numerical simulations carried out by Majumdar and Rodi
@12# suggest that the widely used Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes equations~RANS! based standard two-equation turbulence
models ~k2« and k2 l ! are incapable of accurately predicting
turbulent flows where the local isotropy of the turbulent stress
play an important role. However, the nonlinear RNGk2« model
and the anisotropic eddy viscosity model of Launder@13# used by
Tutar et al.@14# improve the resolution of the turbulent flow and
hence the calculation of dynamic loading on a stationary cylinder.
Furthermore, the Large Eddy Simulation~LES! of turbulent flows
based on the Smagorinsky Sub-Grid Scale~SGS! turbulence
model is shown to yield far more realistic flow results than those
obtained by traditional two-equation turbulence models due to Tu-
tar et al.@14#. Zhang and Dalton@15#, Wang and Dalton@16# and
Lu et al. @17# also perform SGS based 2-D LES simulations for
flow around a circular cylinder in order to investigate the fluid-
cylinder interactions within different modes of oscillatory motion.
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It is also concluded that LES-based simulations are not overly
expensive in terms of computing time when compared with real-
istic two-equation based simulations.

The present work deals with the CFD modeling of the hydro-
dynamics of a smooth circular cylinder forced to oscillate trans-
versely at a Reynolds number representative of an actual riser of
small diameter~Re510,000 to 100,000!. At such Reynolds num-
bers it is necessary to include a turbulence model in order to
simulate the effects of turbulence on the flow. Using the conclu-
sion of their previous work, for this the authors have used the LES
simulation of those flows based on a Smagorinsky Sub-Grid Scale
turbulence model.

It is frequently suggested that 2-D simulations can yield ad-
equate results for predicting the load on a riser. The aim of the
present work was to compare typical 2-D results with those ob-
tained from limited 3-D simulations in order to understand any
benefits of 3-D simulations and any limitations of 2-D simula-
tions.

2 Governing Equations
For the present isothermal, incompressible, viscous flow condi-

tions, the flow could be represented by the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. However, as the flow was at a sufficiently high Reynolds
number to become turbulent, it was also necessary to include a
model to cater for the effects of turbulence on the flow field.
Previous work by Tutar et al.@14# using various turbulence mod-
els demonstrated that models based on RANS were inadequate for
this type of flow. Instead the work showed that Large Eddy Simu-
lations ~LES! gave an improved simulation of the flow. LES is
based on the idea that the large turbulent eddies are resolved by
the computational grid, while the eddies which can not be re-
solved or smaller than the grid size need to be modeled. We use
the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, with the subgrid scale
stress term

t i j 5uiuĵ2ûi û j (1)

and its anisotropic part is represented by an eddy viscosity like
model

t i j 52v tS ]ûi

]xj
1

]û j

]xi
D (2)

In the above equation, the relationship for the eddy viscosity is
obtained in a similar fashion to that of the commonly used vis-
cosity model for the Reynolds stress. A natural length scale for the
small eddies is provided by the width of the cell (Dxi). Only one
time scale is required and the natural choice is a velocity deriva-
tive. This leads to the following model due to Smagorinsky@18#

v t5~CsD!2~2Ŝi j Ŝi j !
1/2 (3)

In the present work,D is a characteristic length scale related to
the local average grid size. In the 2-D case and 3-D case the
values are as follows

D5 f ~Dx1Dx2!1/2 or D5g~Dx1Dx2Dx3!1/3 (4)

respectively.
The flows in the boundary layer near the cylinder walls need

careful modeling. This is because of the high velocity gradients in
these regions and the increased anisotropy of the turbulent fluc-
tuations as the wall is approached. There is also a transition from
the near wall laminar sublayer through the buffer layer and all
these mechanisms affect separation and the separation point which
are vital for the prediction of the flow around the cylinder.

Wall effects were taken into account by introducing a damping
term in the calculation of length scale in the vicinity of the cylin-
der surface up to 8 percent of the cylinder diameter. This distance
was considered to be an approximate wall effective layer thick-
ness in the present turbulence flow. The damping term ensured

that the length scale near the wall would become zero at the cyl-
inder surface and had an alternative form of the van Driest damp-
ing function @19# as follows

Dt512expF2S y1

A1D 2G (5)

where y1 is the inner law variable that is considered to be the
dimensionless normal distance from the cylinder surface andA1

is an empirical damping constant which assumes a value of about
26 for the present study owing to the fact that cylinder has smooth
surface. Consequently, the Smagorinsky model was rewritten in
the near wall region of the cylinder with

l s5CsDDt (6)

Another crucial issue was the choice of an optimum value for the
length scale parameter,Cs ~also called Smagorinsky constant! in
the above equation. In most applications to flow with mean shear
smaller values ofCs are found necessary to avoid excessive
damping of the resolved structures. McMillan et al.@20# show that
Cs must decrease with increasing strain rates. Mason and Callen
@21# find that the a valueCs50.20 gives good predictions if the
resolution is sufficiently fine, and conclude that lower values of
Cs are required only if the grid resolution is sufficient. Piomelli
et al. @22#, on the other hand, claim that the optimum value ofCs
to be around 0.10 even with meshes much finer than those used by
Mason and Callen@21#. In conclusion, there is not much agree-
ment on the value ofCs . Values ranging from 0.060 to 0.30 have
been claimed to be optimum by different authors, depending upon
the unclear correlation with the flow conditions, the grid size, and
the numerical methods employed. In the present work, since the
values higher than 0.20 and lower than 0.10 caused excessive
damping of large-scale fluctuations and convergence problem re-
spectively, the optimum value for was then chosen to be 0.15 for
all calculations.

3 Problem Formulation
In order to simulate the effect of cylinder oscillations, a major

issue to address is the treatment of the moving interface between
the fluid and the oscillating rigid body. In the present work, the
moving boundary was treated in a noninertial Eulerian grid sys-
tem which is fixed relative to the oscillating cylinder. This was
carried out by a noninertial coordinate transformation from the
stationary Eulerian frame system to a noninertial Eulerian frame
system moving with the cylinder. If primitive variables are used, it
is clear that Navier-Stokes equations as generally used by CFD
software are only applicable in an inertial fixed Eulerian reference
system. These equations need to be modified with additional terms
in a new noninertial Eulerian frame system.

For an oscillating cylinder in the transverse direction with an
amplitude A and an oscillation frequency 2p f c the motion is
given as

l~ t !52A cos 2p f ct (7)

wherel(t) gives the cylinder displacement in the transverse di-
rection. The noninertial coordinate transformation in the trans-
verse direction enables the time dependent deforming interface to
be treated as a stationary nondeforming new interface. The initial
transformation can be carried out in they-direction as follows

ȳ5y2l~ t ! (8)

Due to the transformation, the velocity and pressure components
in the x andy direction are transformed as follows

ū5u,

n̄5n2
]l~ t !

]t
, (9)

P̄5P
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The constraining of the cylinder motion is only in they direc-
tion and there is thus no relative velocity change between the flow
and the cylinder in thex direction ~or z direction in 3-D simula-
tions!. In the new noninertial coordinate system the cylinder ap-
pears as a stationary cylinder. The governing equations can now
be transformed to a new accelerating frame that is fixed relative to
the cylinder and are spaced averaged as follows

] û̄i

]t
1

]

]xj
û̄i û̄ j52

1

r

] P̂̄

]xi
1

]

]xj
FnS ] û̄i

]xj
1

] û̄ j

]xi
D 2t i j G1Ai~ t !

(10)

] û̄i

]xj
50

In the above equationû̄i is the spaced averaged relative velocity
component, the termAi(t) is the extra term resulting from the
noninertial coordinate transformation from the frame of reference
(x,y,z) to a new frame (x̄,ȳ,z̄) that moves with the harmonically
oscillating cylinder. This term here was treated as an additional
body force per unit mass for the flow field defined in a fixed
Eulerian method and is given as follows

Ai52
]2l~ t !

]t2 52~2p f c!
2A cos 2p f ct (11)

4 Computational Principles

4.1 Solution Method. All simulations were carried out by
using the FIDAP finite element code@23#. The dimensionless time
step (Ut/D) was 0.03 for all simulations.

The computational domain and boundary conditions used for
the 2-D models are given in Fig. 1 while Fig. 2 displays the 3-D
boundary conditions and computational domain. The domain was
extended laterally to minimize the effects of the boundaries on the
flow around the cylinder. The blockage ratio of the cylinder
within the computational domain was 0.071, less than the value
0.08 needed to eliminate blockage effects on the flow following
the study of Ramamurthy and Ng@24#. In the present case there
were also no boundary layers on the side walls of the domain
~boundary layers are of course present on wind tunnel walls! due
to the free-slip boundary conditions; thus effects of blockage
would be less than for a typical experimental case. The domain
extended far enough downstream so that a vortex street with sev-
eral vortices could be attained. The calculations were carried out
with a non-uniformly spaced grid with 21,864 and 34,804 nodes
for the simulations in 2-D to study mesh sensitivity. The LES
simulations contain high a number of nodes because the LES
method is based on the concept of space averaging, and requires
resolving the larger turbulent eddies in the flow by the grid.

For the 3-D case the grid was extended in the direction of the
cylinder axis. The total number of grid points for this mesh was
108,624 and the domain was extended 4D along the cylinder axis
or z-direction. The length of computational domain in the
z-direction was not very large, so that the arguments about the
3-D structures hereafter would be limited to the eddies that were
small compared to the diameter of the cylinder. Since the primary
interest here was to simulate the effects of smaller eddies better
called secondary eddies in the free shear layer and to show the
existence of three dimensionality in the wake, the length of 4D
along the cylinder axis was sufficient. Alternatively, the imposi-
tion of periodic boundary conditions would also simulate the in-
finite cylinder and contribute to the three dimensionality. In the
3-D case the following boundary conditions in a noninertial Eu-
lerian frame were applied:

1 No slip velocity boundary conditions on the cylinder surface
(u5n5w50)

2 Uniform flow at the inlet~u5U, n5w50!
3 Free outflow boundary conditions

4 Oscillatory velocity boundary conditions in they-direction
and uniform flow in thex-direction at the upper and lower side
face of the computational domain (n522p f cA sin(2pfct), u
5U, w50)

5 Periodic boundary conditions at the top and bottom surfaces
in order to simulate an infinite cylinder.

5 Results
The results are presented both as primitive variable plots as

well as integrated values. While the primitive variables can be
obtained directly from the simulation, the integrated values need
to be obtained by manipulation.

The total force acting on the cylinder~in both 2-D and 3-D! was
determined from integrating the pressure and shear stress contri-
butions. The total drag and transverse force coefficients were then
calculated as follows

CD5
Fx

1

2
rU2D

(12)

Ct f5
Fy

1

2
rU2D

The lift force ~coefficient! was corrected for cylinder accelera-
tion by taking the inertia effects into account in the following
formulas:

Fig. 1 Computational domain and the imposition of boundary
conditions for 2-D LES simulations for a cylinder transversely
oscillating in a uniform flow at Re Ä2.4Ã104 and A ÕDÄ0.11; „a…
Global mesh „34,804 nodes …; „b… Imposed boundary conditions
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Ct f5CL1S pD

2U2DCA

d2l~ t !

dt2
(13)

In the above equation the choice of the added mass coefficient
CA was critical. The added mass coefficient for a fixed cylinder as
suggested by Lipsett and Williamson@25# may be expressed as
CA5CM21, whereCM is the inertia coefficient. An extensive
study for the determination ofCM was conducted by Sarpkaya
@26# who investigated the variation of the value ofCM depending
upon the Keulegan-Carpenter number@27#, K ~K52pA/D for
harmonic oscillation!, Re number and viscous parameter,b (b
5Re/K). Sarpkaya@26# shows that over a large range ofb with
measurements carriout out for circular cylinders in a planar oscil-
latory flow of small amplitude,CM has the theoretical valueCM
52 due to the formulation of Wang@28# in the range of 0,K
,4. However, forK larger than about 4 there is a significant
deviation from the valueCM52 and the determination ofCM
needs careful investigation. With this in mind, since the present
work was conducted at relatively low amplitude-to-diameter ratio
of 0.11,CM assumed to have a value of and henceCA had a value
of 1. The drag coefficient on the other hand was not affected by
inertia forces due to transverse oscillations.

5.1 Results From 2-D Simulations. The 2-D case was first
tested for mesh sensitivity. Previous work suggested that mesh
systems based on 21,864 and 34,804 nodes should be studied,
Tutar @29#. First a study for a stationary cylinder at a Reynolds

number of 1.43105 was carried out. The results were compared
with the experimental work of Cantwell and Coles@30#. An illus-
tration of the findings is shown in Fig. 3. Here the time averaged
centerline velocity behind the cylinder is compared for different
cases. It is seen that when the number of nodes is increased to
34,804 then there is a better agreement with the experimental
results. The time averaged recirculation length is increased by 9
percent, which is in better agreement with the experimental data.
An increase in the application of the damping term of the length
scale from 2 percent of the cylinder diameter to 8 percent also
improves the prediction of the time averaged velocity distribution.
This indicates that the turbulence length scale is not only required
to be reduced in the boundary layer but also in the near wall
region of the separated flow. On the other hand, Fig. 4 illustrating
the turbulence levels obtained atx/D51 for the two mesh reso-
lutions suggest that the higher mesh resolution and longer turbu-
lence length scale damping range gives better agreement with ex-
perimental results. Remainder of the work was carried out with
34,804 nodes mesh nodes.

The next 2-D simulation was carried out for a cylinder oscillat-
ing for a range of values of reduced velocities (U/ f cD) at an
amplitude to diameter ratio (A/D) of 0.11. Due to the limited
amount of experimental data available, the test case was based on
the results of Bearman and Currie@3#. The data were obtained at
a Reynolds number of 2.43104 and a stationary cylinder test for
the Reynolds number of 2.03104 was also carried out and com-
pared with the data due to Yokuda and Ramaprian@31#. Typical
2-D results from this test series is seen in Fig. 5~a!–~c!. The in-
stantaneous vorticity contours for each transverse simulation case

Fig. 2 Computational setup for 3-D LES simulation for trans-
versely oscillating circular cylinder; „a… Size of domain and im-
position of boundary conditions; „b… Logical description of the
3-D model

Fig. 3 Time averaged velocity distribution along the centerline
of a stationary circular cylinder at a Re Ä1.4Ã105 for LES simu-
lations containing different mesh resolutions and application
range of damping term

Fig. 4 The comparison of global time averaged shear stress
distribution for LES simulations with different mesh resolu-
tions and experimental data of Cantwell and Coles †30‡ due to
turbulence at x ÕDÄ1.0 for a stationary cylinder in a uniform
flow at Re Ä1.4Ã105
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when the cylinder is at its extreme upper position at the end of the
fourth oscillation cycle. An interesting finding is that the two-
vortex row does not persist in the wake due to its instability. It is
clear that the ratio of the lateral to longitudinal vortex spacing is
much larger than the limit for the stable von Karman vortex street
which contains negative and positive vorticies. For the low re-
duced velocities there is a strong near wake vorticity which causes
the formation length to decrease and this leads to higher lift and
drag forces experienced by the cylinder.

When comparing the 2-D oscillating cylinder results with the
experimental values of pressure distribution~Yokuda and Ra-
maprian @31#!, it is seen from Fig. 6 that while there is good
agreement between the predictions and the experimental results on
the streamwise side of the cylinder there are differences on the
leeward side especially in terms of time averaged base pressure.
Returning to Fig. 5, all the results indicate that the manner by
which the vorticies are formed at the early stage of the vortex
street development shows similarities regardless of the cylinder
oscillation frequency. However, the asymmetry in the flow devel-
ops differently owing to the cylinder oscillation frequency and
causes the cylinder to experience varying unsteady forces. The
secondary eddies have an important role in terms of the determi-
nation of some important features such as the location of the sepa-
ration point, transition of the flow regime in the separated shear

layer and small scale fluctuations which are associated with the
three-dimensional nature of the flow. It is also noticed that the
vortices are dissipated quickly into the wake.

5.2 Results From 3-D Simulations. 3-D simulations were
carried out at Reynolds number of 2.43104 and were based on the
experiments of Bearman and Currie@3# for a transversely oscillat-
ing cylinder at anA/D50.11 andU/ f cD55.4. A few different
presentations of the results of this simulation are shown in Fig. 7.
The boundary layer separates at about time averaged separation
angle of 75 deg from the front stagnation point of the cylinder and
the fluid is also separated from the main flow in the near wake.
The flow departs from two dimensionality at station 3 and this
suggests a development of a 3-D wake zone behind the cylinder.
This is qualitatively in agreement with Roshko@32,33# who ob-
served that the 2-D vortex wake undergoes transition to three
dimensionality at a Reynolds number of 180. The transition was
observed in the form of irregularities in the wake velocity fluctua-
tions and different forms of streamwise vorticity in the wake.

5.3 Comparison Between 2-D and 3-D Simulation Results.
Instantaneous vortex plots obtained from the 2-D and 3-D simu-
lations are compared with each other when the cylinder is at
Ut/D510.8. These are shown in Fig. 8. It can easily be noticed
that the space between the vortices in the transverse and stream-
wise directions and the width of the vortex formation length
change considerably when the simulation dimension is changed
from two to three. 2-D simulation generates a shorter vortex for-
mation length and hence larger lateral spaces of the vorticies com-
pared with those of the 3-D simulations. The elongation of the
vortex formation region in 3-D simulation causes a decrease in
drag. On the other hand, when the vorticity plots presented for
two different spanwise locations are compared with each other
~3-D simulation! there is not a noticeable difference in terms of
vortex strength and vortex elongation in the wake.

The three dimensionality in the near wake of the flow of inter-
est was further assessed by investigating the spanwise variation of
some unsteady quantities related to the vortex shedding fre-
quency, such as the fluctuating pressures. The profiles of the span-
wise correlation coefficient of the streamwise and transverse ve-
locity components and pressure in the near wake are illustrated in
Fig. 9. There is a reduction in correlation coefficient toward the
center of the cylinder in the spanwise direction. The value of the
correlation coefficient of transverse velocity component is re-
duced to 0.85 indicating a 15 percent reduction toward the center
of the spanwise direction. The correlation coefficient of those

Fig. 5 Instantaneous vorticity contours taken with a constant
contour value for 2-D LES simulation for a cylinder trans-
versely oscillating in a uniform flow at Re Ä2.4Ã104 and A ÕD
Ä0.11 with varying reduced velocity UÕf cD; „a… UÕf cDÄ3; „b…
UÕf cDÄ5.4; „c… UÕf cDÄ9.0

Fig. 6 Time averaged pressure distribution over two oscilla-
tion cycles for all 2-D LES simulations for different values of
UÕf cD for a cylinder transversely oscillating in a uniform flow at
ReÄ2.4Ã104 and A ÕDÄ0.11. Experimental data is for a station-
ary cylinder at Re Ä2.0Ã104

„Yokuda and Ramaprian †31‡….
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quantities along the cylinder length changes symmetrically about
the mid-length position due to the use of periodic boundary con-
ditions. This observation emphasize spanwise flow structures and
hence the three dimensionality which is also observed in Fig.
10~a!–~c!. This figure gives typical instantaneous velocity fields
obtained by 2-D and 3-D simulations at two different spanwise
locations at the same nondimensional time ofUt/D510.8. The
phase shift between the timings of first vortex being shed from the

cylinder for both simulations can also be observed in Fig. 10. The
figure clearly shows that 3-D simulation predicts a relatively
larger room for vortices to develop behind the cylinder compared
to 2-D simulation. This leads 3-D model to produce more elon-
gated and slightly weaker vortices growing in size and hence a
longer recirculation length. Finally a summary is presented in
Table 1. Again, there are clearly improvements in the results from
the 3-D simulation.

Fig. 7 Instantaneous velocity fields obtained from 3-D simulation at selected planes along the flow domain at Ut ÕDÄ10.8.
Cylinder oscillates in the transverse direction in a uniform flow at UÕf cDÄ5.4 „ReÄ2.4Ã104 and A ÕDÄ0.11….
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6 Discussion
The present results show that the LES simulation based turbu-

lence model gives reasonable results in terms of forces and flow
structure when compared with experimental values. It is clear
from the limited experimental results that even though the experi-
ments are limited in scope that there exists three dimensionality in
the flow around the transversely oscillating cylinder. The results
that most readily illustrate this are the correlation values which for
even a very short axial distance (2D) are reduced to a value of
0.75. The fluid dynamic mechanisms for this reduction in corre-
lation are not so clearly seen, but they are present and the results
from these CFD simulations can aid the understanding of the
mechanisms. One observation toward this goal is illustrated by the
comparison between the streamwise vorticity plots in Fig. 8. The
space between the vorticies in the transverse and streamwise

directions and the width of the vortex is different for 2-D and 3-D
simulations. This is further reinforced by viewing velocity vectors
in Fig. 10. The figure also shows that there is a phase shift be-
tween the timing at which the first vortex is being shed from the
cylinder for both simulations.

Fig. 8 Instantaneous vorticity plots taken with constant con-
tour values at UÕf cDÄ5.4 and at Ut ÕDÄ10.8. Cylinder oscillates
in the transverse direction in a uniform flow „ReÄ2.4Ã104 and
A ÕDÄ0.11….

Fig. 9 Correlation coefficients from 3-D LES simulation for ve-
locity components and pressure at P „x , y …Ä„8D, 9D… for a
transversely oscillating cylinder at UÕf cDÄ5.4 „ReÄ2.4Ã104

and A ÕDÄ0.11…

Fig. 10 Instantaneous velocity vector fields obtained from 2-D
and 3-D LES simulations at UÕf cDÄ5.4 and at Ut ÕDÄ10.8; „a…
2-D LES; „b… 3-D LES at zÄ2.4D; „c… 3-D LES at zÄ0.8D
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7 Conclusions
Following conclusions can be drawn from the present work:

• 3-D LES simulation for a transversely oscillating cylinder
gives longer time averaged recirculation length than 2-D simula-
tions at a reduced velocity of 5.4.

• A slight phase difference in the calculation of timing of the
initial vortex being shed from the cylinder between 2-D and 3-D
LES simulations was observed.

• 3-D simulations produced 7.5 percent smaller rms pressure
values in the separated region than 2-D simulations and were
found to be in better agreement with experimental data.

• The time averaged values of drag coefficient and the absolute
base pressure for 3-D simulation were also found to be smaller
than the corresponding values of 2-D simulation. The deviations
between 2-D and 3-D results indicate the existence of three di-
mensionality in the near wake flow.
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Nomenclature

A 5 cylinder displacement amplitude
Ai 5 body force term due to noninertial coordinate trans-

formation
bi 5 body force term

C̄D 5 time averaged drag coefficient
C̃L 5 periodic lift coefficient

C̄Pb 5 time averaged base pressure coefficient
CPrms 5 rms fluctuating pressure coefficient

Cs 5 Smagorinsky constant
D 5 cylinder diameter

DT 5 damping term
f c 5 cylinder oscillation frequency
l 5 length scale

P 5 pressure
Re 5 reynolds number
Ŝi j 5 resolvable strain rate
Stn 5 nondimensional vortex shedding frequency

t 5 time
u 5 x-component velocity
U 5 freestream velocity
ui 5 u, n, andw for i 51, 2, and 3, respectively
ūi 5 relative velocity for componentsu, n, andw in a

noninertial frame
ûi 5 space averaged velocity for componentsu, n, andw
n 5 y-component velocity
w 5 z-component velocity
r 5 fluid density
D 5 the averaged grid size
m 5 laminar dynamic viscosity

v t 5 subgrid scale eddy viscosity
y1 5 nondimensional distance
t i j 5 subgrid scale stress term
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Numerical Prediction of Flow
Fields Around Circular Cylinders:
Forced Motion and Dynamic
Response Cases
At Re52000, the predicted flow field around a circular cylinder in forced transverse
oscillation is verified with experimental results. For coupled torsional and transverse
oscillation cases, the numerical results indicate that lock-in depends on the relative phase
between torsional and translational oscillations. The dynamic response of an elastically
mounted circular cylinder in cross flow, obtained by solving the structural equations
simultaneously with the Navier-Stokes equations, is in reasonable agreement with experi-
mental data. The dynamic response results indicate that the change of wake pattern from
2S to 2P with increased frequency ratio, is not always simultaneous with the change in the
relative phase between lift force and cylinder displacement.@S0098-2202~00!02003-4#

I Introduction
Toward predicting the wind-induced oscillation of transmission

conductors, a numerical model is developed to study the flow
fields around moving circular cylinders. Coupled with wind tunnel
tests, a detailed understanding gained through numerical modeling
is expected to lead to modified damper designs. Among different
types of wind-induced oscillation of structures, ‘‘galloping’’ re-
fers to high-amplitude~5–300 conductor diameters! and low-
frequency~0.1–3 Hz! aeroelastic oscillations at wind speeds of
6–25 m/s~Pon et al.@1#!. Several electrical transmission line and
transmission tower failures have been caused by galloping of con-
ductor cables and guy wires, especially after freezing rain storms.
With ice accretion, cables lose their approximately circular cross
sections, and the resulting shapes can have aeroelastic instability.
Due to very high replacement costs of such lines and towers,
conductor cable and guy wire galloping has been widely studied
since the early work of Den Hartog@2#. In the existing analytical
and numerical models for galloping analysis, the assumption of a
quasi-steady flow field has been widely used~Blevins @3#!. Ac-
cording to this assumption, the fluid force on the structure is de-
termined solely by the instantaneous relative velocity and angle of
attack of the flow. However, this assumption is not valid for many
observed field galloping cases~Zdero et al.@4#!.

In this study, the time dependent Navier-Stokes equations are
solved to obtain the instantaneous force coefficients, coupled with
the solution of the appropriate equations of motion for the struc-
ture, thus eliminating the need for a quasi-steady assumption. Af-
ter verification with limited experimental results, the numerical
results have provided more detailed information on the flow struc-
ture than available from experiments. The details of the code are
given in the next section. As indicated in Section 3, the results of
the code have been compared first with benchmark experimental
data of flow fields around stationary circular cylinders at Re
5100, 1000, and 2000. Subsequently, the controlled transverse
oscillation cases were verified with experimental results, and the
flow fields around circular cylinders in controlled translational,
torsional and combined translational and torsional oscillations
were studied in detail. The forced motion results are summarized

in Section 4. The dynamic response of a spring-mounted circular
cylinder in cross-flow was also examined, along with the details
of the flow field. These results are given in Section 5. The con-
clusions are summarized in Section 6.

II Numerical Scheme
Flow fields around vibrating circular cylinders have been stud-

ied numerically, but mostly at Reynolds numbers of less than
1000~Chang and Sa@5#, Chilukuri @6#, Hulbert et al.@7#, Lecointe
and Piquet@8#, to name a few!. The reason is that the wake is fully
turbulent at higher Reynolds numbers, and accurate prediction
becomes more difficult due to problems associated with turbu-
lence modeling and resolution of the numerical grid. The results
presented here were obtained from solutions without a turbulence
model at a Reynolds number of 2000 for comparison with the
forced-motion experimental results of Zdero et al.@4#.

A FORTRAN code is developed based on the framework of the
TEACH code, and a two-step time dependent solution is incorpo-
rated coupling the flow and structural equations. For the flow
solution, the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are dis-
cretized using a finite volume method~Patankar@9#!. The compu-
tational domain is divided into cells, or control volumes, by a set
of radial lines and concentric circles in polar coordinates. For grid
independence, 100 radial cells and 120 circumferencial cells are
used in most cases, with the computational domain extending 40
cylinder diameters radially. The size of the cells is distributed
nonuniformly in the radial direction, with high concentration near
the cylinder surface to resolve the boundary layer. Two layers of
cells are used radially with different linear expansion coefficients.
From the cylinder surface to a distance of 0.4 radius, 20 live cells
are used, with an expansion coefficient of 1.12, and for the rest of
the domain, the expansion coefficient is 1.06. The variables are
stored on a staggered arrangement proposed by Patankar@9#. The
value of the velocity components at the control volume faces is
interpolated using a bounded form~Gaskell and Lau@10#! of
QUICK originally devised by Leonard@11#, arranged in the up-
wind form ~Hayase et al.@12#!. The discretized equations are then
solved with the SIMPLE-C algorithm~Van Doormaal and Raithby
@13#!. Implicit time marching and tridiagonal matrix method are
used with alternate sweep direction.

Since the mesh is fixed relative to the cylinder in the numerical
solution, the translational motion of the cylinder is transformed
into the time dependent boundary condition at the outer boundary
of the computational domain and no-slip condition on the cylinder
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surface, as well as an inertial force acting on the fluid. Takingax
and ay as the longitudinal and transverse accelerations, respec-
tively, of the cylinder in Cartesian coordinates, the inertial terms
(2ax sinu2ay cosu) and (ax cosu2ay sinu) are added to the mo-
mentum equations. Hence, these terms contribute to the source
terms in the discretized equations.

Due to the difficulty of defining an outflow condition, a time
dependent boundary condition is prescribed along the whole outer
boundary. This approach is validated by the fact that it gives the
same result as using an outflow condition for a stationary cylinder.
At each time step, the boundary condition is updated for a moving
cylinder. TakingdVx and dVy as the velocity increments of the
cylinder during one time step, the radial and circumferencial ve-
locity increments at the outer boundary are (dVx cosu
2dVy sinu) and (2dVx sinu2dVy cosu), respectively. This
change in the boundary velocity violates the continuity condition
temporarily, and it takes a number of iterations for the boundary
information to propagate to the cylinder.

In order to reduce the number of iterations for convergence, an
inviscid flow field is also calculated from the incremental radial
and azimuthal cylinder velocities. This correction velocity is
added to the velocity field of the last time step to provide an initial
guess for the present time step. The resulting velocity field is
already a good approximation in the inviscid region considering
the continuity equation. However, the no-slip condition is not sat-
isfied with this velocity field, and as a result, more sweeps are
needed close to the wall. The program is designed to perform
more sweeps in the boundary layer region. This method was
found to accelerate convergence considerably, because the conti-

nuity equation is satisfied even when the boundary velocity is
changed. A dimensionless mass residual of 131026 is used for
convergence.

The present implementation allows three degrees of freedom
for the cylinder: two translational and one torsional. The calcula-
tion of the dynamic response of an elastically mounted cylinder is
achieved through the coupling of the Navier-Stokes equations
with the corresponding structural equations of motion. The total
fluid force exerted on the structure including fluid damping and
inertial forces, are calculated from surface pressure and skin fric-
tion as a result of the flow solution. Although better accuracy
could have been achieved by using the Runge-Kutta method for
the solution of the structural equations, a direct explicit approach
is used here, because the time step as dictated by the solution of
the flow field, is small. For most cases, 500 time steps were used
per period of the cylinder motion to obtain a flow field that is
independent of the time step.

At each time step, the flow field is updated first, and the force
coefficients are computed. The fluid forces are then fed into the
structural equations to update the response of the cylinder. Next,
the results are used to update the boundary conditions, preparing
to move to the next time step. The details of the program as well
as a users’ manual are given by Lu and Turan@14#.

III Stationary Circular Cylinder Cases: Benchmark
Comparisons

To validate the numerical implementation, detailed compari-
sons were made with benchmark experimental and some numeri-

Fig. 1 Regions of vortex synchronization patterns given by Zdero et al. †4‡ based on a map
given by Williamson and Roshko. The flow visualization results of Zdero et al. are shown by the
dashed lines corresponding to A ÕdÄ2 and 7. The details of the synchronized wake regions are
given in the inset where vortices shed per motion cycle are enclosed by dotted lines „S, single
vortex; P, vortex pair; C, coalescence ….
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cal results of the flow fields around stationary circular cylinders.
These comparisons are summarized in this section. The first sta-
tionary case is vortex shedding from a circular cylinder at a Rey-
nolds number of 100, where the wake is laminar. Numerical re-
sults were obtained from a mesh with 90 circumferencial and 70
radial cells. The computational domain extended to 40 cylinder
diameters. A mean drag coefficient of 1.3 and a Strouhal number
of 0.16 were computed, in agreement with the classical experi-
mental data. Here, the drag coefficient is defined as,CD

5D/(rU0
2al), whereD is the drag force on cylinder;U0 is the

free-stream velocity;r is the fluid density;a andl are the cylinder

radius and length, respectively. The Strouhal number is defined as,
St52a fv0 /U0 , where f v0 is the frequency of vortex shedding
from a stationary cylinder.

All other cases employ a mesh with 120 circumferencial cells
and 100 radial cells in order to fully resolve the boundary layer at
a higher Reynolds number. The evolution of near wake structure
at a Reynolds number 1000 is similar to that given by Braza et al.
@15#. The present results give a mean drag coefficient of 1.4 and a
Strouhal number of 0.23, higher than the experimental values of
1.2 and 0.21, respectively. This difference must be due to the
two-dimensionality imposed in the simulation, and it is consistent
with the numerical results of Lecointe and Piquet@8# which give a
Strouhal number of 0.24 at Re5875. The seemingly good agree-
ment with experimental data in earlier results~Jordan and Fromm
@16#, Braza et al.@15#! is probably due to insufficient mesh reso-
lution in the boundary layer and the use of lower order~such as
central difference! schemes.

From a comparison of the numerically predicted von Karman
vortex street formation with the experimental one~Batchelor@17#!
at Re52000, it is observed that the global vortex structure com-
pares well with flow visualization, while the computed drag coef-
ficient and Strouhal number values,CD51.5 and St50.24, are
higher than the experimental values of 1.2 and 0.21, respectively.

From the test cases above, it is seen that the present code gives
results comparable with experiments at Re5100. For Re.1000,
quantitative differences occur, although the qualitative flow field
is still in close agreement with the experimental results. As indi-
cated earlier, these differences are expected to be mostly due to

Fig. 2 Cylinder displacement, force coefficient and separation
point histories for f m Õf v0Ä0.83, ReÄ2000

Fig. 3 Streamline and vorticity contours for f m Õf v0Ä0.83, Re
Ä2000
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the two-dimensional solution, along with the lack of a turbulence
model and possibly not enough resolution of the flow field next to
the cylinder surface. With further comparison of the numerical
predictions with the experimental results for moving cylinders, it
was possible to use the same code to obtain qualitative pictures of
the flow field.

IV Controlled Transverse and Torsional Oscillation
Cases

In this section, forced-oscillation results are presented, starting
with transverse oscillation cases, followed by the cases of tor-
sional oscillation, and combined transverse and torsional oscilla-
tions. In Fig. 1, Fig. 5 of Zdero et al.@4# is given, which is a
variation of the vortex synchronization map of Williamson and
Roshko@18#, with the dashed lines showing the experimental re-
sults of Zdero et al. In this figure,Ur5U0/2a fm is the reduced

Fig. 4 Force coefficient histories for f m Õf v0Ä0.50, ReÄ2000

Fig. 5 Streamline and vorticity contours for f m Õf v0Ä0.50, Re
Ä2000

Fig. 6 Force coefficient histories for f m Õf v0Ä0.33, ReÄ2000
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velocity, A is the peak to peak transverse oscillation amplitude,
andd is the cylinder diameter. The transverse controlled-motion
results given in this section are compared with the experimental
results given in Fig. 1. The Reynolds number is 2000, and the
peak to peak amplitude is 2 cylinder diameters for the transverse
oscillation cases (A/d52) summarized next. The experimental
results of Zdero et al. indicate that stranding does not affect the
flow field at this Reynolds number; and therefore, the numerical
results presented below also hold for stranded cases. The ratios of
the transverse motion frequency to stationary vortex shedding fre-
quency,f m / f v0 , used in the calculations are: 0.33, 0.36, 0.5, 0.83,
0.91, and 1.07.

When a cylinder oscillates transversely at a frequencyf m near
its stationary vortex shedding frequencyf v0 , the vortex shedding
process may become synchronized with the cylinder motion, and
‘‘lock-in’’ occurs. It could also occur when the motion frequency
is near a harmonic (f m / f v052,3, . . . ,n) or subharmonic
( f m / f v051/2,1/3, . . . ,1/n) of the stationary vortex shedding fre-
quency. The latter is more relevant in the study of cable galloping
where the frequency is low. At other frequency ratios, the vortex
shedding frequency may be different from the motion frequency
of the cylinder. These cases are classified as nonsynchronized,
NS, modes.

The cylinder displacement and force coefficient histories for the
case off m / f v050.83 are given in Fig. 2. Also shown in this figure
is the fluctuation of the top and bottom separation points, located
at approximately 124 and 234 deg, respectively, within681 deg.
The time axis in this figure and in other histories to come, is
non-dimensionalized witha/U0 . It can be seen that periodic mo-
tion was obtained after several periods of vibration, indicating that
the vortex shedding frequency is locked onto motion frequency.

The lift and pitching moment coefficients and the top and bottom
separation points fluctuate at the same frequency as the transverse
oscillations; while the drag coefficient fluctuates at twice this fre-
quency. The corresponding Lissajous figures, which illustrate the
relative phase between the force coefficients, do not conform to a
standard form, because the force coefficients are not strictly har-
monic. The evolution of streamlines and vorticity contours in ap-
proximately one period of cylinder motion for the case of
f m / f v050.83 is given in Fig. 3. It can be observed that two pairs
of vortices are shed in one period of motion, the 2P mode. The
in-line spacing between pairs of vortices appears narrow as a re-
sult of over-prediction of the Strouhal frequency. Each opposite-
signed pair of vortices is convected away from the centerline
while moving downstream, thus creating two rows of alternative
vortices and a wide ‘‘dead area’’ near the centerline. The fluctua-
tion of velocity and pressure in the dead area is weak, as observed
from the velocity and pressure histories at several diameters from
the rear stagnation point of the cylinder. Similar fundamental

Fig. 7 Streamline and vorticity contours for f m Õf v0Ä0.33, Re
Ä2000

Fig. 8 Force coefficient histories for f t Õf v0Ä0.36, ReÄ2000
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lock-in was also found forf m / f v050.91 and 1.07. The presence
of the 2P mode forf m / f v050.83, 0.91 and 1.07 is in agreement
with the experimental results given in Fig. 1.

The force coefficient histories for the casef m / f v050.5 is given
in Fig. 4. An example of the corresponding streamline and vortic-
ity patterns is shown in Fig. 5. No periodicity is observed for this
case, as seen from the force coefficient histories. The instanta-
neous streamline and vorticity contour plots suggest that the vor-
tices are shed in pairs but not at fixed points within the motion
cycle ~the phase of shedding changes over time!. This nonsyn-
chronized pattern is in agreement with the results of Williamson
and Roshko@18#. Zdero et al.’s results indicate thatf m / f v050.5
is the boundary of the 2P mode, as shown in Fig. 1. For the case
of f m / f v050.36, a nonsynchronized flow field was obtained, in
agreement with Zdero et al.’s flow visualization results, although
Williamson and Roshko observed the 2P12S mode in their flow
visualization at a lower Reynolds number.

As shown in Fig. 6, for the casef m / f v050.33, the lift and
pitching moment histories have the motion frequency, and the
drag coefficient twice the motion frequency, as the fundamental
frequency component over which higher frequencies are imposed
due to vortex shedding. In fact, six peaks exist per period of the
lift and pitching moment histories, and per two periods of the drag
history. The streamline and vorticity plots in Fig. 7 suggest that
six alternative, equally spaced vortices are shed per motion pe-
riod. Hence, this is virtually the same structure as what was called
3P mode by Zdero et al. as shown in Fig. 1.

Following the favorable comparison between the numerical and
experimental results of forced translational oscillation cases, sev-
eral cases were run to see the effect of torsional oscillations. The
results obtained for six cases of torsional oscillations are summa-
rized next. The first case is of torsional oscillations alone with a
peak-to-peak amplitude of 60 deg and torsional frequency ratio,
f t / f v0 , of 0.91. The second case is of combined torsional and
in-phase transverse oscillations. The third case is of combined
torsional and out-of-phase transverse oscillations. For the second
and third cases,f t / f v05 f m / f v050.91. In the remaining three
cases, the parameters are the same as in the first three cases,
except that the frequency ratio is set at 0.36.

The force coefficient histories of the case of torsional oscilla-
tions alone atf t / f v050.91 had a strong component of the motion
frequency. The streamline and vorticity contour plots displayed
the synchronized 2S mode. When the torsional motion was
coupled with in-phase transverse motion,f t / f v05 f m / f v050.91,

lock-in was present with a sudden drop in the fluctuating ampli-
tude of the pitching moment. The wake pattern had the 2P mode,
and it was similar to the previous lock-in cases. As the cylinder
moved downward, it also rotated counter-clockwise shedding a
strong clockwise vortex and a weakened counter-clockwise vor-
tex, and vice versa. When the torsional motion was coupled with
out-of-phase transverse motion, still keepingf t / f v05 f m / f v0
50.91, all synchronization was lost. The force coefficient histo-
ries indicated a long term of quasi-periodic evolution. The stream-
lines and vorticity contour plots displayed little organization.

At f t / f v050.36, the force coefficients are periodic, as seen in
Fig. 8. Similar to the histories in Fig. 6 forf m / f v050.33, the lift
and pitching moment coefficient histories display the torsional
oscillation frequency, and the drag coefficient twice the torsional
frequency, as the fundamental one. In all three histories, higher
frequencies are imposed on the fundamental frequency. Both the

Fig. 9 Streamline and vorticity contours for f t Õf v0Ä0.36, Re
Ä2000

Fig. 10 Force coefficient histories for f t Õf v0Äf m Õf v0Ä0.36, in-
phase torsional and transverse oscillations, Re Ä2000
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lift and drag coefficient histories have six distinct peaks per pe-
riod. As illustrated in Fig. 9, six alternate vortices are shed during
one period of torsional motion. When combined with in-phase
vertical motion,f t / f v05 f m / f v050.36, the periodicity in the force
coefficient histories is lost, as seen in Fig. 10, and the flow pattern
depicted in Fig. 11 is not synchronized. Interestingly, when the
torsional motion is combined with out-of-phase vertical motion at
f t / f v05 f m / f v050.36, the force coefficient histories in Fig. 12
become almost periodic, and the vortex pattern 2P12S emerges,
as illustrated in Fig. 13. One vortex is shed whenever the cylinder
is near or past the maximum displacement to form a pair, and a
single vortex is shed whenever the cylinder passes the equilibrium
point.

The forced translational, torsional and combined oscillation
cases are summarized in Table 1.

V Dynamic Response Cases
Following the prediction of forced motion cases, the dynamic

response of an elastically mounted cylinder is discussed next. By
solving the flow equations with the structural equations, onset and
development of galloping can be predicted if the shape of the
cylinder is aerodynamically unstable. In the case of a circular
cylinder, a stable cross section, vortex induced vibration results.

Fig. 11 Streamline and vorticity contours for f t Õf v0Äf m Õf v0
Ä0.36, in-phase torsional and transverse oscillations, Re
Ä2000

Fig. 12 Force coefficient histories for f t Õf v0Äf m Õf v0Ä0.36, out-
of-phase torsional and transverse oscillations, Re Ä2000

Fig. 13 Streamline and vorticity contours for f t Õf v0Äf m Õf v0
Ä0.36, out-of-phase torsional and transverse oscillations, Re
Ä2000

Table 1 Summary of vortex modes for forced motion cases at
ReÄ2000
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Unlike the controlled motion cases, the vibration amplitude may
take long to build up in the calculations, especially when the fluid
density is low.

Several experimental results from elastically mounted circular
cylinders are reported in the literature. A hysteresis was reported
by Feng @19# in his experiments on a lightly damped circular
cylinder. The amplitude achieved a higher peak when the reduced
velocity was increased than when it was decreased over the same
range. Similarly, when the reduced velocity was increased, the 2S
mode continued for a longer range of reduced velocities than
when it was decreased. In other words, the 2P mode switched to
the 2S mode at a lower reduced velocity when the reduced veloc-
ity was decreased than when it was increased. Bishop and Hassan
@20# observed a similar hysteresis in their lift and phase measure-
ments with a cylinder in controlled motion, but it occurred over a
somewhat lower range of reduced velocities. Griffin and Ramberg
@21# compared the free vibration experiments on circular cylinders
in air and water. No hysteresis was reported in these experiments.
Hence, it is not clear over what range of damping and mass ratios
hysteresis occurs in the dynamic response of a spring-mounted
circular cylinder. A plausible guess based on Feng’s experiments
is that it may occur when the damping and fluid to structure mass
ratios are both low. Williamson and Roshko@18#, on the other
hand, explained the jump in the lift and phase measurements by
the change of wake pattern, namely, between 2S and 2P modes.
As described below, the present results indicate that the change in
the phase difference between lift and displacement at the motion
frequency may not always be simultaneous with the change of
vortex mode.

The mass ratiosm/2ra251.57 and 7.6 were used in the present
simulations, with the latter matching the mass ratio in Dean
et al.’s experiment in water given by Griffin and Ramberg@21#
~where m is the structural mass per unit length,r is the fluid
density, anda is the radius of the cylinder!. The lower mass ratio
corresponds to equal mass densities of the cylinder and fluid.
Critical damping ratios of 0 and 0.051 were used with the higher
mass ratio, to represent undamped and light damping cases, re-
spectively, the light damping being the same as in Dean et al.’s
experiment. The lower mass ratio cases were run as undamped,
only. Here, the critical damping ratio is defined as,jy

5cy /2(mky)
1/2, wherecy and ky are the damping and stiffness

coefficients, respectively, in the transverse direction. The corre-
sponding natural frequency is,vy5(ky /m)1/2.

In Fig. 14, the amplitude ratio calculated for the dynamic cases
is plotted against the frequency ratiof v0 / f n . Dean et al.’s experi-
mental results in water are given in the same figure. The choice of
the frequency ratiof v0 / f n as the horizontal coordinate, instead of
the reduced velocity,Ur , is discussed first~Ur5U0/2a fn , where
f n is the natural frequency of the cylinder in fluid!. The computed
stationary Strouhal number, St, is 0.24 at Re52000 instead of
being about 0.21. As a result, the predicted resonance range would
be different from the experimental one, if the reduced velocity
were used in Fig. 14. In order to match the two scales, computa-
tional and experimental, the frequency ratiof v0 / f n is employed,
where f v05U0St/d is the vortex shedding frequency of the sta-
tionary circular cylinder, St50.24 for the numerical cases and
St50.21 for the experimental cases.f n was measured in still wa-
ter in the experiments; while for the numerical results, it is ob-
tained by adding the mass of the fluid displaced by the circular
cylinder to that of the structure,f n5 f n0@m/(m1pra2)#1/2,
where f n0 is the natural frequency in air. Using the new param-
eter, f v0 / f n , the response peak appearing near a reduced velocity
of 6 in the experiments occurs at a frequency ratio of 1.2 both
computationally and experimentally. This figure is discussed fur-
ther with respect to the three sets of computational results below.

At a mass ratio ofm/2ra251.57, the dynamic response of the
cylinder was computed at frequency ratios off v0 / f n51.07, 1.22,
1.36, 1.56, 1.71, and 2.14. The response amplitudes shown in Fig.
14 demonstrate wide resonance, with the maximum amplitude ra-

tio of 1.25. The wake pattern was the 2P mode for all these six
cases, and it is illustrated forf v0 / f n51.36 in Fig. 15 with the
streamline and vorticity contours.

Bearman@22# concluded from a compilation of experimental
results that the Reynolds number may not be an important param-
eter for oscillating circular cylinders away from boundary layer
transition. Therefore, the Reynolds number was fixed at 2000 in
the present computations for convenience, while the natural fre-
quency of the cylinder was varied to change the frequency ratio.

Fig. 14 Response amplitudes of a spring-mounted circular
cylinder in cross flow. Present results: h, m Õ2ra2Ä1.57, jy
Ä0; * , m Õ2ra2Ä7.6, jyÄ0.; ¿, m Õ2ra2Ä7.6, jyÄ0.051…; experi-
mental results „Griffin and Ramberg †21‡…: j, m Õ2ra2Ä7.6, jy
Ä0.051.

Fig. 15 Streamline and vorticity contours for f v0 Õf nÄ1.36,
m Õ2ra2Ä1.57, jyÄ0., ReÄ2000
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In the experiments, the flow speed was adjusted, thus changing
vortex shedding frequency of the stationary cylinder and the fre-
quency ratio as a consequence, along with the Reynolds number.

The force coefficient histories forf v0 / f n51.07, 1.22, 1.36,
1.56, 1.71, and 2.14 atm/2ra251.57 show some asymmetry, es-

pecially in the lift coefficient, although the displacement is nearly
symmetrical. The lift amplitude drops to almost zero at a fre-
quency ratio of 1.36, with high frequency fluctuation. This case is
the transitional one from the lift force being in phase with the
displacement to out of phase, as illustrated in Fig. 16. With the

Fig. 16 Relative phase between lift and displacement for f v0 Õf nÄ„a… 1.07, „b… 1.22, „c… 1.36, „d… 1.56, „e… 1.71 and „f…
2.14 at m Õ2ra2Ä1.57, jyÄ0., ReÄ2000
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displacement plotted together with lift coefficient, the change in
the lift coefficient is clearly visible, from being in-phase to out-
of-phase with displacement. The wake pattern obtained in the
range of the frequency ratios investigated is basically the 2P
mode, while the lift is in phase with displacement forf v0 / f n
51.07 and 1.22; during transition atf v0 / f n51.36; and while the
lift is out of phase with displacement forf v0 / f n51.56, 1.71 and
2.14. Close inspection of the vortex formation process in all these
cases indicates that it is virtually identical to the flow pattern
during one period of the cylinder motion given in Fig. 15 for
f v0 / f n51.36. The vorticity contours clearly show that the 2P
mode wake is also similar to those found in forced motion cases
discussed in the previous section. The only difference is that at
higher frequency ratiosf v0 / f n51.71 and 2.14, the vortex in each
pair away from the center line is weakened so that the pairs do not
form closed vortices in the streamline plots. This set of results
indicate that the change of vortex mode from 2S to 2P does not
always occur simultaneously with the change of the lift from in-
phase to out-of-phase with the displacement. The next two sets of
results confirm this conclusion further.

Next, the mass ratio is increased tom/2ra257.6, and the fre-
quency ratios off v0 / f n50.89, 1.11, 1.21, and 1.33 are used. The
relative phase between the lift and displacement is illustrated in
Fig. 17 for this mass ratio. The time histories especially for the
casef v0 / f n50.89 contain significant beat, while the flow pattern
indicated the presence of a 2S vortex pattern. The lift is in-phase
with the displacement for this frequency ratio, as seen in Fig.
17~a!. At frequency ratios of 1.11 and 1.21, the lift patterns are in
the transition process, from being in-phase with displacement to
out-of-phase, and appear to have twice the vortex shedding fre-
quency, as shown in Fig. 17~b! and 17~c!, respectively. The cor-
responding wake patterns for these two frequency ratios have al-
ready changed to the 2P mode. The lift becomes out-of-phase with
the displacement forf v0 / f n51.33 as shown in Fig. 17~d!. The
wake pattern for this case is also the 2P mode. Both the 2S and 2P
modes were identical to those of the forced motion cases.

The maximum amplitude ratio of 1.34 is obtained atf v0 / f n

51.21 andm/2ra257.6, as shown in Fig. 14. This value is lower
than the limit values obtained from simplified mathematical mod-
els such as the wake oscillator and correlation models~Blevins
@3#!, which give limit amplitude ratios greater than 2.0 for an
elastically mounted rigid circular cylinder. In this case, the maxi-
mum amplitude is greater than that obtained at the mass ratio of
1.57, although a fully steady amplitude was not secured in the
latter case, as shown in Fig. 16~b!.

The cases discussed above form/2ra251.57 and 7.6 do not
have any structural damping. In the cases that follow, a damping
ratio of 0.051 is applied to match the value measured in Dean
et al.’s experiment~Griffin and Ramberg@21#!, while the mass
ratio was kept at 7.6. The frequency ratios used aref v0 / f n
50.89, 1.02, 1.11, 1.21, and 1.33. With light damping, the re-
sponse amplitudes drop significantly from the undamped case, as
seen in Fig. 14. The maximum amplitude compares well with the
experimental value, although the resonance peak obtained is nar-
rower than the experimental one. The discrepancy between the
present results and experimental data may have resulted from
lacking a turbulence model and imposed two-dimensionality in
the computations. The relative phase between lift and displace-
ment is plotted in Fig. 18. Forf v0 / f n50.89, 1.02, 1.11, and 1.21,
the vortex shedding was in the 2S mode, while the lift remained in
phase with the cylinder displacement, as shown in Fig. 18~a! to
18~d!. At f v0 / f n51.33, the vortex mode became 2P, and the lift
became almost out of phase with displacement, according to Fig.
18~e!. The result from an FFT analysis of the lift and displacement
histories indicated that the lift now actually lead the displacement
by 145 deg. The departure of phase difference from 180 deg pro-
vided energy to the cylinder to maintain a constant amplitude in

the presence of viscous damping. The 2S and 2P modes were
again identical to the forced motion patterns.

In Fig. 19, the dimensionless response frequency,f / f n , is plot-
ted against the dimensionless stationary vortex shedding fre-
quency,f v0 / f n . The results in this figure indicate that at the low
mass ratio of 1.57, the response frequency is locked on to the
stationary vortex shedding frequency rather than the natural fre-
quency of the cylinder, as it is usually obtained in experiments
with high structure to fluid mass ratio. Hence, high amplitude
resonance is predicted over a wide range of reduced velocities or
frequency ratios for a light structure, in which the response fre-
quency may be controlled by stationary vortex shedding fre-
quency~inverse lock-in!. When the mass ratio is increased mod-
erately to 7.6, the response frequency remains between the natural
frequency of the structure and the stationary vortex shedding fre-
quency. It is interesting to note that adding light viscous damping

Fig. 17 Relative phase between lift and displacement for
f v0 Õf nÄ„a… 0.89, „b… 1.11, „c… 1.21, and „d… 1.33 at m Õ2ra2Ä7.6,
jyÄ0., ReÄ2000
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affects the response frequency as a result of nonlinear interaction,
while viscous damping has little effect on the natural frequency in
a linear spring-mass system at similar damping levels.

A summary of the vortex modes and lift phases is given in
Table 2 for the three sets of dynamic cases.

VI Conclusions
The numerical predictions of the flow fields around stationary

and transversely oscillating circular cylinders, as well as of the
dynamic response of a spring-mounted circular cylinder, have
been found to be in reasonable agreement with the available ex-
perimental data. The predictions were obtained with a FORTRAN
code developed using the SIMPLE-C algorithm with the QUICK
scheme.

From the results of the controlled motion cases, it can be seen
that when torsional motion is coupled with the vertical oscillation,
the lock-in of the vortex shedding is possible, but it depends
largely on the relative phase between the torsional and transla-
tional oscillations. With torsional motion alone, the flow field may
not be modified significantly.

The numerical simulation of the dynamic cross flow response
of a spring-mounted circular cylinder confirm the phase change,
namely, from the lift force being in-phase with the cylinder dis-
placement to out-of-phase, with increased frequency ratio, as well
as the change of wake pattern from 2S to 2P. However, the change
of wake pattern does not always occur simultaneously with
the change of the relative phase between the lift force and
displacement.
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Image Singularity System to
Represent Two Circular Cylinders
of Different Diameter
The singularity system to represent two circular cylinders poised under different ambient
flow fields is considered in the present research. The singularity system, composed of a
series of singularities, has to be truncated for numerical calculations. A rational criterion
to determine how many terms of this series should be retained to maintain the prescribed
accuracy is provided through analysis of the converging property of the series. A par-
ticular emphasis is put on how to deal with the discrete vortex model of a boundary layer,
this possibility being the basis for the development of a tool to simulate vortex shedding
from a structure composed of two circular cylinders. The principle in obtaining the
present singularity system can be applied to more-than-two-cylinders structures. Only the
series becomes more complex with an increase in the number of cylinders.
@S0098-2202~00!01704-1#

1 Introduction
When a single circular cylinder is present in the two-

dimensional irrotational flow field, the complex potential is de-
fined and the singularity system representing the cylinder can be
readily found. The circle theorem~Milne-Thomson@1#! proves to
be an efficient tool in this process, if used with some care.

However, when there is more than one circular cylinder in the
flow field, the singularity system representing each cylinder can-
not be obtained so easily due to the interactions between the cyl-
inders. The circle theorem can still be applied for one cylinder at
a particular stage but the result accompanies violation of the
boundary condition on the other cylinder. This fact makes it more
convenient to compose the singularity system with the concept of
image singularity than with the help of the circle theorem.

Only the case of two circular cylinders has been considered in
the present study. The method proposed herein can be applied
without alteration to other cases with more circular cylinders.
However, the complexity of the singularity system grows rapidly
with an increase of the number of the cylinders.

The method of calculating potential flow around multiple cylin-
drical bodies is useful in connection with several contexts. The
potential flow itself perturbed due to the bodies in a given basic
ambient flow is of some interest for its own sake or as the basis
for further theoretical and/or numerical analysis as can be found in
the study by Mu¨ller @7# who dealt with the dipole system to rep-
resent two circular cylinders in a uniform ambient flow. Another
field of applications can be found in the techniques to simulate
viscous flow through the frame of potential flow with embedded
vortices, as can be found for instance in the series of papers by
Sarpkaya@2#. The investigations by Lewis and Porthouse@3#, Fink
and Soh@4#, and Mook and Dong@5# among many others may
also be referred to to see some variations of the technique. In
these kinds of flow simulations, commonly referred to as the dis-
crete vortex method, the vorticity in the wake region is repre-
sented by a large number of point vortices, all of which have been
released in a step-by-step fashion from the body and convected
downstream in the flow field. The wall boundary condition being
of the Neumann type is usually satisfied through the use of the
concept of image vortex if the body cross section is circular.
When there is only one cylinder this task offers no particular

complexity but when there are more than one it is not so simple
owing to the interaction effects between the cylinders and requires
some remedies such as considered in this paper. The possibility of
this application has in fact been the motivation of the present
investigation.

2 The Complex Potentials
Let us consider the flow situation depicted in Fig. 1 in which

the vortex of the strengthG is supposed to be shed from a par-
ticular cylinder, say the greater one. An image dipole is needed at
the center of each cylinder to satisfy the boundary condition on
the cylinder surface in connection with the free-stream velocity.
Since the dipole within the greater cylinder is an external singu-
larity when viewed from the smaller cylinder, an image dipole is
to appear in the smaller cylinder against this external dipole, and
similarly an image dipole is also to be employed in the greater
cylinder as well. These second step image dipoles bring in further
image dipoles in both cylinders. This process continues indefi-
nitely to compose the whole image dipole system.

As for the shed vortex, an image vortex immediately responds
within the cylinder from which the vortex has been shed. Then
each of these two vortices calls for respective image vortices

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division
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tor: D. P. Telionis. Fig. 1 Uniform flow with a vortex
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within the other cylinder and these latter two image vortices bring
another two image vortices in the first cylinder and so on.

In this process of determining the image singularity system, the
Milne-Thomson’s circle theorem can be used, except for the first
step, to determine the immediate image vortex corresponding to
the shed external one. Here, only one image vortex at the inverse
point is chosen to bring the total circulation together with the shed
vortex to zero.

The resulting complex potential when nondimensionalized with
respect to the radius of the major cylinder and the magnitude of
the free-stream velocity is as follows:

w~z!5e2 iaz1wd~z!1wv~z!. (1)

wd(z) standing for the series of the image dipoles can be obtained
through repeated use of the circle theorem and takes the following
form:

wd~z!5m10

eia

z2j10
1m11

e2 ia

z2j11
1¯1m20

eia

z2j20

1m21

e2 ia

z2j21
1¯ (2)

where

m1k5m2~k21!

1

~ uj2~k21!2 is/2u!2 , (3)

m2k5m1~k21!

r 2

~ uj1~k21!1 is/2u!2 , (4)

j1k5
1

j̄2~k21!1 is/2
1 i

s

2
, (5)

j2k5
r 2

j̄1~k21!2 is/2
2 i

s

2
, (6)

m1051, m205r 2,

j105 is/2, j2052 is/2,

s52l /A, r 5a/A.

wv(z) represents the complex potential due to the shed vortex and
the series of the image vortices and can be expressed as follows:

wv~z!52
iG

2p
log~z2z!1

iG

2p
@ log~z2z11!2 log~z2z12!1¯#

1
iG

2p
@ log~z2z21!2 log~z2z22!1¯# (7)

where

z1k5c1k1 is/2, z2k5c2k2 is/2, (8)

z; dimensionless position of the shed vortex,
G; dimensionless strength of the shed vortex.

z1k andz2k denote the position of the image vortices within cyl-
inder 1 and cylinder 2, respectively, andc1k andc2k represent the
complex position vectors of each of these image vortices relative
to the center of the respective cylinder it belongs to and are given
by:

c1k5
1

z̄2~k21!1 is/2
, c2k5

r 2

z̄1~k21!2 is/2
(9)

with

z105z205z.

It is interesting to see that each term ofwd or wv takes the form of
a continued fraction. Although some properties of continued frac-
tion are available, as can be found in Abramowitz and Stegun@6#,

it might be fruitful to take this problem as the physical model in
investigating further properties of that intriguing mathematical
entity.

When there areN1 and N2 vortices in the flow field shed, re-
spectively, from cylinder 1 and cylinder 2, the complex potential
would be given as

w~z!5e2 iaz1wd~z!1(
j 51

2

(
k51

Nj

wv~z;~G! jk ,~z! jk! (10)

in which wv(z;(G) jk ,(z) jk) is just wv(z) of Eq. ~7! with G andz
replaced, respectively, by (G) jk and (z) jk . This expression may
be taken for the discrete vortex model for the boundary layer and
the wake created around a two-cylinder structure located in the
uniform stream.

3 Truncation of the Infinite Series

3.1 Truncation of the Series for wd. For this purpose, it
would be sufficient to consider the series ofm’s rather thanwd
itself and, moreover, only the series ofm’s within either series.
Let this series be denoted bySm , that is,

Sm5m01m11¯1mm211Rmm (11)

where

Rmm5mm1mm111¯ , (12)

mk5m1k or mk5m2k .

It can be recognized without difficulty that this series converges
slowest when the two cylinders have the same radius, i.e., when
r 51. If so, m’s are expressed as

mk5)
j 51

k

gj
2 for k51,2, . . . with m051 (13)

where

gj5
h1

s2

h2

s2
¯

hj 21

s2

hj

s
(14)

and

h15h25¯5hj51.

If the cylinders are not in contact,s is greater than 2 and hence

gk,gk11,
1

s21
for k51,2, . . . . (15)

From these inequalities, we can deduce that

Rmm,
1

@~s21!221#~s21!2~m21! . (16)

Equating the right-hand side of this expression to a certain pre-
scribed small numberem , we can fix the number of termsMd to
be retained to keep the sum of the neglected terms within the
desired error bound as shown below:

Md21,12
log@ems~s22!#

2 log~s21!
<Md . (17)

3.2 Truncation of the Series for wv. Consider the series
for wv(z) excluding the external vortex term and the two leading
image vortex terms. The remaining serieswv8(z) can be expanded
as the following:
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2 1¯G
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where

Dz1k5z1~k11!2z1k ,
(19)

Dz2k5z2~k11!2z2k .

The inverse pointsz1k andz2k in Eq. ~7! and the above equations
have the following properties:

z1kPV~k21! and z2kPv~k21! (20)

whereVk ; the image region of the regionv (k21) ,
vk ; the image region of the regionV (k21) ,
V0 ; the inner region of the cylinder 1,
v0 ; the inner region of the cylinder 2,

the image region of a region being defined as the set of inverse
points of all the points in the region. Since a subregion will be
mapped into a sub image region, it is not difficult to see that

Vk,V~k21! , vk,v~k21! (21)

and, hence, the absolute values ofDz1k andDz2k are smaller than
unity.

Now, for determination of the truncation position of the series
Eq. ~18! it may be sufficient to consider the following series only,

S1v5Dz121¯1Dz1~2m!1R1v~2m! (22)

where

R1v~2m!5(
k51

`

Dz1~2m12k! (23)

in view of the fact that the series comprised of the first-order
terms converges most slowly. We may think of onlyS1v because,
in fact, the same conclusion is obtained from the consideration of
the series composed ofDz2k . The relative importance of the re-
mainder of this series would become more evident when the first
term is made unit value by dividing both sides of Eq.~22! by
Dz12.

c1k and c2k as defined by Eq.~9! take a form of continued
fraction. Inserting Eq.~8! into Eq.~19! and making use of a prop-
erty of continued fractions, we have, after some manipulation,

Dz1~2k!

Dz12
5 )

j 51

2~k21!

@c1~31 j !c̄2~21 j ! /r # for k52,3, . . . . (24)

The properties in Eq.~21! imply that

uc1kumax.uc1~k11!umax and uc2kumax.uc2~k11!umax. (25)

uc1ku anduc2ku become greatest either whenz5(s/221)i or when
z52(s/22r ) i and we have the maximum values foruc12u and
uc22u

uc12umax5
1

s2r
, uc22umax5

r 2

s21
. (26)

The inequalities shown by Eq.~25! affirm that

UR1v~2m!

Dz12
U,(

k5m

` F r

~s2r !~s21!G
2k

. (27)

Suppose a certain small numberev is specified to the right-hand
side of the above equation, that is,

F r

~s2r !~s21!G
2m 1

12@r /~s2r !~s21!#2 5ev . (28)

The truncation position 2m can be determined from this equation
as the smallest even number just greater than the value satisfying
the equation. In view of the definition ofDz1k , let us denote 2m
so obtained plus 1 byM v . ThenM v is determined as the smallest
odd number satisfying the following inequality

log$ev~12@r /~s2r !~s21!#2!%

log@r /~s2r !~s21!#
11<M v . (29)

4 The Truncated Complex Potential
The exposition of the previous section allows us to truncate Eq.

~1! as follows

w~z!5e2 iaz1(
j 51

2

(
k50

Md

m jk

1

z2j jk
e~21!kia2

iG

2p H log@z2~z!p#

1F(
j 51

2

(
k51

Mv

~21!k log~z2z jk!G1 log@z2z~32p!~Mv11!#J
(30)

wherep; 1 or 2 according to the cylinder from which the vortex is
shed.

The last term in the curly bracket is required, because the image
vortices appear in pairs at all the stages so that the total circulation
vanishes.

5 Calculated Examples
Streamlines obtained from the present investigation are shown

in the following figures for a number of different flow situations.
In each case, the plotted region is covered by a grid system and
the value of the complex potential is calculated at every nodal
point. Then the streamlines are generated by tracing the contours
of constant value of the stream function.

Fig. 2 Uniform flow
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The employed mesh size is typically 0.02 in bothx- and
y-direction but with more dense nodes at the adjacent region of
the cylinders. The series were truncated using 0.0001 as the trun-
cation parameter for bothem andev . The streamlines are chosen
so that difference of the stream function between any two neigh-
boring streamlines is fixed.

Figure 2 shows the streamlines of a uniform stream approach-
ing the cylinders at an angle ofa5230 deg. The number of terms
to be retained in each series of the dipole potentialwd was Md

528. Of course the vortex potential does not exist. Figure 3 shows
the streamlines when there is a single vortex at the position
~1.2,1.6! with the center of the major cylinder at~0,1.2!. In this
case, the stream function was nondimensionalized with respect to
the vortex strength. The other parameters are shown in the figure.
Figure 4 shows the case of two cylinders introduced in the flow
field that has been created by a vortex. This is the situation stipu-
lated by the Milne-Thomson’s circle theorem. The computational
parameters have the same values as those of Fig. 3. In both the
cases of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, no dipole potential comes into existence
and that part of Eq.~30! representing the vortex potential was
determined withM v59. When a uniform flow with the approach-
ing anglea520 deg is superposed with a number of flows of the
nature shown by Fig. 3, we have the streamline distribution shown
in Fig. 5. In the diagram the upper three vortices are supposed to
be shed from the major cylinder while the other four from the
smaller one. The strengths are arbitrarily chosen between 2.4 and
3.2, and so are the locations. These strengths are rather great
compared with those normally encountered in a numerical simu-
lation by the discrete vortex method and are chosen so as to ex-
aggerate streamlines around the vortices.Md andM v were 15 and
11, respectively. The same value ofM v applies to all the shed
vortices since it depends only onev , r, and s. The degree of
violating the exact boundary condition is given theoretically as a
simple addition of that of each single vortex. This calculation
demonstrates that the case shown in Fig. 3 plays the role of the
basic building block for a vortex shedding simulation with a large
number of discrete vortices.

6 Conclusions
The calculated streamlines seem to provide sufficient ground to

believe that the present way of tackling the problem is truly reli-
able.

Treatment of the series in connection with determining the trun-
cation position might have at first sight appeared rather rough. If
the converging property of the series was in question, rigor is, of
course, a crucial factor to be maintained. But to find the truncation
position only, it seems to be justifiable that the present treatment

Fig. 3 Two cylinders with a single vortex

Fig. 4 Flow by a vortex

Fig. 5 Uniform flow with some shed vortices
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is adequate. In fact, the comment may be added that an appre-
ciable margin is expected if the suggested way of truncation is
used to acquire the accuracy in mind.

The same principle of building up the image singularity system
can be extended to the situation of more than two circular cylin-
ders placed in any arbitrary fashion. From a practical point of
view, only the complexity grows almost prohibitively with an
increase of the number of cylinders. However, if the image singu-
larity system is sought through analytical means there can be no
alternative other than the present way of approaching the problem.
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DSMC Analysis of Rarefied Gas
Flow Over a Rectangular Cylinder
at All Knudsen Numbers
The present study is concerned with the flow behavior of the rarefied gas over a rectan-
gular square cylinder. Attention has been focused on the transition regime between the
continuous flow (at low Knudsen number) and the molecular flow (at high Knudsen
number). The direct simulation Monte Carlo method (DSMC) is employed for predicting
the distributions of density, velocity, and temperature for the external cross-flow. Mean-
while the pressure, skin friction, and net heat transfer coefficients on the surfaces of the
cylinder are also evaluated. The length (l) and width (h) of the cross-section of the
cylinder are both fixed at 0.06 m. The Mach number (Ma) ranges from 0.85 to 8, and the
Knudsen number (Kn) is in the range 0.01<Kn<1.0. Results for various parameter com-
binations are presented. For some special cases, the numerical predictions are compared
with existing information, and close agreement has been found.@S0098-2202~00!01404-8#

Introduction
A gas flow may be modeled at either the macroscopic or the

microscopic level. The macroscopic model regards the gas as a
continuous medium, and the continuity and Navier–Stokes equa-
tions provide a conventional mathematical model for analyzing
the flow field. On the other hand, the microscopic~or molecular!
model recognizes the particulate structure of the gas as a myriad
of discrete molecules and provides information for the position,
velocity, and state of every molecule at any instant. One of the
major mathematical models at this level is constructed by using
the Boltzmann equation. In addition, the Monte Carlo method is
an alternative method, which has proven to be useful when ap-
plied to the microscopic model analysis.

The degree of rarefaction of a gas is generally expressed in
terms of the Knudsen number~Kn! which is defined by the ratio
of the mean free path of the gas~l! to the characteristic dimension
of the considered problem~l!. A higher Knudsen number may
result from either a larger mean free path or a smaller character-
istic dimension. Larger mean free path is usually a consequence of
a lower gas density. The lower-gas-density flows, which are
termed ‘‘rarefied gas flows,’’ are encountered in the fields ranging
from hypersonic fluid dynamics to vacuum technology.

Generally, when the Knudsen number exceeds 0.1, the con-
tinuum model is not able to provide accurate results and hence,
the molecular model ought to be adopted instead. However, ac-
cording to the existing information, it seems to be rather difficult
to obtain analytical solutions of the Boltzmann equation. There-
fore, the direct simulation Monte Carlo method~DSMC! proposed
by Bird @1# offers a valuable tool for predicting the flow behavior,
instead of seeking solution of the Boltzmann equation. The
DSMC method adopts a probabilistic procedure which is based on
the assumption that the gas molecules are in a situation of mo-
lecular chaos. Hence, the DSMC method is particularly suitable
for predicting the dilute-gas flows.

The DSMC method has been applied to the analysis of a num-
ber of engineering problems in the past several decades. For ex-
ample, Bird@1# first calculated the drag forces, heat transfer rates,
and flow fields for a hypersonic rarefied gas flow over several
kinds of objects, including sphere, circular cylinder, and flat plate.

Numerical solutions presented by Dahlen et al.@2#, Cuda and
Moss @3#, and Wetzel and Oertel@4# for flows over blunt bodies,
by Jain @5#, Dogra et al.@6#, and Liu et al. @7# for flow past
spheres, by Harvey et al.@8# for hypersonic flows over a flat-
ended circular cylinder, by Stefanov and Cercignani@9# and
Golshtein and Elperin@10# for convective instabilities of rarefied
gases within a horizontal parallel-plate channel, and more recently
by Mavriplis et al.@11#, Wong et al.@12#, and Liou and Fang@13#
for flows in microchannels all exhibit the performance of the ap-
plications of the DSMC method for rarefied-gas flow analysis.
Meanwhile, experimental validation for the DSMC method has
been performed by many authors, such as Dahlen, et al.@2#,
Shufflebotham et al.@14#, Dankert et al.@15#, and Allegre et al.
@16#.

The present study is concerned with the flow behavior of the
rarefied gas over a rectangular cylinder at all Knudsen numbers.
The analysis of the flow over a rectangular cylinder is one of the
major concerns to the researchers related to gas dynamics since it
is frequently encountered in a number of practical engineering
systems. For example, Tai and Muller@17# made a micro beam of
6 microns in width and 150 microns in length by surface micro-
machining. The rectangular-cylinder structure of the micro beam
can be used as a hot-wire probe for flow field research when
surface micromachining is combined with bulk micromachining
~Jiang et al.@18#!. However, although the external rarefied gas
flows over an object have been widely considered in the literature,
problems associated with the external flow over a rectangular cyl-
inder have been considered by relatively few authors. Therefore,
theoretical information regarding the rarefied-gas flow fields about
the rectangular cylinder is still insufficient, not to mention the data
for the micro hot-wire probe, especially for the transition regime
between the continuous and the molecular flows.

Under these circumstances, in this study the DSMC method is
employed for predicting the flow behavior within the transition
regime. Results for the flows ranging from subsonic to supersonic
areas are presented.

Physical model of the present problem is shown in Fig. 1. A
rectangular cylinder with a cross section ofl 3h is placed hori-
zontally in a uniform incoming air stream. The incoming air ve-
locity and the ambient air temperature are denoted byu` andT` ,
respectively. At the far fields, a free-stream condition is specified.
In this study, the length~l! and the width~h! of the cross-section
are both fixed at 0.06 m. Two major parameters are considered in
the analysis. The Mach number~Ma! ranges from 0.85 to 8. The
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second parameter, the Knudsen number~Kn!, is in the range
0.01<Kn<1.0. Note that the range of the Mach number covers
the subsonic and the supersonic flow regimes, and the transition
behavior between a continuous~low Kn! and molecular~high Kn!
flow can be observed within 0.01<Kn<1.0.

Numerical Methods
The DSMC method is a numerical simulation technique which

modeling a real gas flow by at least thousands of simulated mol-
ecules. Each simulated molecule represents a lump behavior of a
group of real molecules. The data of velocity and position of the
simulated molecules at any instant are traced. These molecules
could be in collision with other molecules, or experience bound-
ary interactions in the simulated physical space. The VHS model
proposed by Bird@19# incorporates the hard-sphere scattering law
for collisions, and treats the cross-section of the molecules as a
function of the relative translational energy during the collision.
Therefore, it is adopted to determine real diameter of gas mol-
ecule~d! and the total collision cross-section (sT). An evaluation
of various intermolecular collision models has been made by
Davis et al.@20#. Further information can be found in this report.

The calculations have been performed for air in which rota-
tional energy exchange has been included. However, in this study
the vibration mode is assumed to be negligible. For a nonreacting
air flow at a temperature that are not comparable with the charac-
teristic temperature of vibration, the coupling between the vibra-
tion mode and the rotational and transitional modes are very weak
~Bird @19#, Harvey et al. @8#!; therefore, the assumption is
acceptable.

The determination of the rotational collision number (Zrot) is
based on the model developed by Pullin@21# and Davis et al.@20#,
in which the exchange restriction factorf rot , representing the
fraction of energy elastically scattered during each collision, is
given by

f rot50.14811.018e20.001722~Ecm/2k! (1)

whereEcm is the center-of-mass energy andk is the Boltzmann’s
constant. Then, the rotational collision numberZrot is predicted by
Zrot5C/f rot , whereC is set equal to 1.736, as suggested by Pul-
lin @21#.

The sampling routine is extended to cover the rotational ener-
gies, and hence the output includes both the translational and the
rotational temperatures~Ttr and Trot!. The translational and the
rotational temperatures are equal for the equilibrium gas and the
common value may represent the thermodynamic temperature of
the gas. However, for the nonequilibrium gas considered in the
present study, the gas temperature~T! is represented by an overall
temperature which is a weighted mean ofTtr andTrot as

T5~3Ttr1§Trot!/~31s! (2)

where§ denotes the number of internal degrees of freedom.
The physical region of interest is divided into a network of

spatial cells in the DSMC computation. There can be at least
thousands of cells and grid points as well. Each cell is divided into

four subcells of equal area. The principle of setting the cell size
Dr is that the macroscopic flow properties are not allowed to
experience significant variations within a cell. The variations of
properties are caused by the intermolecular collisions; therefore,
the cell size ought to be in the same order as the mean free path or
even smaller. In addition, an essential feature of the DSMC
method is that the molecular motion and collisions are actually
uncoupled over the period of a specific time step. All the mol-
ecules are moved after a time step, and predictions of the new
positions of the molecules as well as the resulting boundary inter-
actions are followed by the selection of a set of possible intermo-
lecular collisions that are appropriate during the time step. In gen-
eral, the time step ought to be sufficiently small in comparison
with the mean collision time. The mean collision time (t0) is the
inverse of the collision rate. That is

t051/n05
1

4dref
2 n~pkTref /m!1/2~T/Tref!

12v (3)

whereTref anddref are reference temperature and reference diam-
eter of the molecules, respectively, andn0 is the intermolecular
collision rate. With the help of Eq.~3!, one can determine a suit-
able time step for numerical simulation.

The computation starts with a uniform, equilibrium gas condi-
tion which agrees with the free stream conditions in the physical
space. It is assumed that the molecules inside each cell are of
equal number at the beginning of the simulation procedure. The
velocity of a simulated molecule is assumed to be a linear com-
bination of the thermal velocityc8 and the free stream velocityc0.
That is,c5c81c0. At the initial state, in the absence of the free-
stream velocity, a simulated molecule ought to be moving only
with the thermal velocity.

For rarefied gas, the flow is actually subject to a slip-condition
at the solid surface. The velocity of a reflected molecule is deter-
mined by a model involving the gas-surface interaction. Two
widely used models for the gas-surface interaction are the diffuse
and the specular reflection models. The diffuse model, which is
actually a more commonly used model than the specular model,
assumes that the incident and reflected molecules may have dif-
ferent temperatures due to the boundary interaction. An indication
of the extent to which the reflected molecules have their tempera-
ture adjusted toward the surface temperature is given by a thermal
accommodation coefficient (ac), which is defined as

ac5~qi2qr !/~qi2qw! (4)

whereqi and qr are the incident and reflected energy fluxes, re-
spectively, andqw is the reflected energy flux whenTr5Tw . In
this study, the accommodation coefficient is assigned to be unity.

The pressure coefficientCp , the skin friction coefficientCf ,
and the net heat transfer coefficientCh can then be defined in
terms of the incident and the reflected flow properties. A flux is
regarded as positive if it is directed toward the surface. The defi-
nitions of these three quantities are:

Cp5
P2P`

1
2 r`u`

2
5

~Pi1Pr !2nkT`

1
2 nmù2

(5a)

Cf5
t

1
2 r`u`

2
5

~t i1t r !
1
2 nmù2

(5b)

Ch5
q

1
2 r`u`

3
5

~qi1qr !
1
2 nmù3

(5c)

Fig. 1 Rarefield air flow over a rectangular cylinder

Table 1 Properties of air

m @kg# m ref @N-s/m2] Tref @K# dref @m# s v c @m/s#

4.81310226 1.71931025 273 4.19310210 2 0.77 347.21
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where pressureP is the sum of the normal momentum fluxes of
both the incident and the reflected molecules at each time step,
shear stresst is the sum of the tangential momentum fluxes of
both the incident and the reflected molecules at each time step,
and net heat transferq is the sum of the translational and rota-
tional energies of both the incident and the reflected molecules.
The subscripts ‘‘i’’ and ‘‘ r’’ are used to denote the incident and
reflected molecular streams, respectively. Note that for a free-
molecule flow, the pressure, skin friction, and net heat transfer
coefficients on a surface element associated with the incident mol-
ecules at incidencea are derived by Bird@19# as

Cp5
2kT`

mù2 H Fp21/2s sina1
1

2 S Tr

T`
D 1/2Gexp~2s2 sin2 a!

1F S 1

2
1s2 sin2 a D1

1

2 S Tr

T`
D 1/2

~p1/2s sina!G
3@11er f~s sina!#J (6)

Cf5
2kT`

mù2 ~p21/2s cosa!$exp~2s2 sin2 a!

1~p1/2s sina!@11er f~s sina!#% (7)

Fig. 2 Contours of number density, temperature, and Mach
number for flat-plate flow at Ma Ä4 and Kn Ä0.0143, compared
with the data of Bird †19‡. „a… Data provided by Bird †19‡, „b…
present predictions

Fig. 3 Distributions of pressure, skin friction, and heat trans-
fer coefficients along a horizontal flat plate at Ma Ä4 and Kn
Ä0.0143, compared with the data of Bird †19‡ „a… Data provided
by Bird †19‡, „b… present predictions

Table 2 Studied cases

Case
n`

@l/m3]
l

@m#
h

@m#
u`

@m/s#
T`
@K#

P*̀
@Pa#

r`
1

@kg/m3] Ma Kn Remark

1 2.13731019 0.06 0.06 2777.655 300 0.0885 1.02831026 8 1 supersonic
2 2.13731020 0.06 0.06 2777.655 300 0.8851 1.02831025 8 0.1 supersonic
3 2.13731021 0.06 0.06 2777.655 300 8.8512 1.02831024 8 0.01 supersonic
4 2.13731019 0.06 0.06 1736.035 300 0.0885 1.02831026 5 1 supersonic
5 2.13731020 0.06 0.06 1736.035 300 0.8851 1.02831025 5 0.1 supersonic
6 2.13731021 0.06 0.06 1736.035 300 8.8512 1.02831024 5 0.01 supersonic
7 2.13731019 0.06 0.06 694.414 300 0.0885 1.02831026 2 1 supersonic
8 2.13731020 0.06 0.06 694.414 300 0.8851 1.02831025 2 0.1 supersonic
9 2.13731021 0.06 0.06 694.414 300 8.8512 1.02831024 2 0.01 supersonic

10 2.13731019 0.06 0.06 295.126 300 0.0885 1.02831026 0.85 1 subsonic
11 2.13731020 0.06 0.06 295.126 300 0.8851 1.02831025 0.85 0.1 subsonic
12 2.13731021 0.06 0.06 295.126 300 8.8512 1.02831024 0.85 0.01 subsonic

*P`5n`kT`
1r`5n`m
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Ch5
1

2b3u`
3 ~p21/2!F H s21

g

g21
2

1

2 S g11

g21D S Tr

T`
D J

3$exp~2s2 sin2 a!1p1/2s sina@11er f~s sina!#%

2
1

2
exp~2s2 sin2 a!G (8)

Numerical solutions for the case at infinite Knudsen number may
be compared with the values from Eqs.~6!–~8!.

In the present study, typically a uniform 100360 grid is
adopted. Each individual grid cell contains four subcells inside.
Far field boundaries are subject to the freestream condition, with
which the incoming molecules are prescribed with undisturbed
freestream velocity. And, the outgoing molecules across the

Fig. 4 Flow over a rectangular cylinder for various Knudsen numbers at Ma Ä8 „cases 1 to 3 ….
„a… Contours of number density, „b… contours of temperature „c… velocity-vector plot, „d… con-
tours of Mach number.
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boundaries are actually discarded. The working fluid considered is
air, of which the number density is 2.68731025 m23 at standard
air conditions, 1 atm and 0°C. Table 1 gives the properties of air
required by the DSMC method. The physical and geometric con-
ditions for all the studied cases are displayed in Table 2. These
studied cases range from subsonic to supersonic flows so that the
effects of air speed on the rarefied gas flow behavior may be
evaluated. Note that the temperature on the cylinder surface is
maintained at 300 K for all cases considered.

Results are presented basically in dimensionless form. Figures
showing the contours of the Mach number, temperature, and
number density are provided. In addition, to illustrate the flow
patterns, the velocity-vector plots are also presented. The solu-
tions for temperature and velocity enable the distributions of
Cp , Cf , and Ch on the surfaces of the cylinder to be further
evaluated. Computation time required to complete a typical case is
approximately 80 to 90 hours on a Pentium-200 MHz personal
computer.

Fig. 4 „Continued ….
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Numerical Checks. In order to check the validity of the
simulation program, a comparison between the obtained results
and the existing information has been made. For a supersonic
external flow over a horizontal flat plate of finite length, the re-
sults presented by Bird@19# regarding the flow and temperature
fields can be used for verification. Information for the case is
given in the following:

Working fluid: nitrogen
Mach number: 4
Knudsen number: 0.0143

Length of flat plate: 0.9 m~approximately 70 times the mean
free path!

Temperature of flat plate: 1.67T`

Comparisons between the two sets of data for the test problem
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Presented in the left and the right
portions of Fig. 2 are the data of Bird@19# and the present study,
respectively, and contours ofn/n` , T/T` , and the Mach number
are plotted. Figure 3 shows the distributions of pressure, skin
friction, and heat transfer coefficients along the horizontal
flat plate. Visual inspection shows a good agreement between

Fig. 5 Contours of Mach number for various Knudsen numbers „cases 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, and
12…. „a… KnÄ0.01, „b… KnÄ1
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the two sets of data. Notice that the values ofCp andCf for the
free-molecule flow are also given in Fig. 3~a! for validation.

Results and Discussion
Figure 4 shows the flow over a rectangular cylinder for various

Knudsen numbers at Ma58. Results for cases 1 to 3 are presented
in this figure. It is found that a strong normal shock is developed
in front of the rectangular cylinder at Kn50.01. However, the
normal shock is gradually smeared when the Knudsen number is
increased. Note that the case at Kn50.01 is close to the continu-
ous flow, and the case at Kn51 approaches the molecular flow. It
is seen that the structure of the shock is not visible at Kn51. Also
note that the air experiences remarkable temperature and density
increases in the stagnation zone. The maximum temperature and
density reached in the stagnation zone is obviously decreased by
an increase in the Knudsen number. The temperature increase is
attributed to compression heating in the stagnation zone. This fig-
ure shows that when a continuous flow is converting to a molecu-
lar one, the smearing of a shock wave is accompanied by a reduc-
tion in the compression heating. Meanwhile, according to the
velocity-vector plot shown in Fig. 4~c!, it is obvious that the ve-
locity field experiences a discontinuous drop across the shock
wave. However, the discontinuity of velocity field is not observed
at Kn51.

Contours of Mach number at various Knudsen numbers and
free-stream Mach numbers are shown in Fig. 5. The flows at Kn
50.01 and Kn51 are investigated. The results tend to confirm the
expectation that at Kn50.01, the normal shock takes place in front
of the rectangular cylinder as Ma is changed within the range
between 2 and 8; however, at Kn51.0 the shock wave structure is
not observed for Mach number varying within the same range.
When the Mach number is reduced to 0.85, which is associated
with a subsonic flow, a rather different flow behavior is seen. As
shown in Fig. 5, the flows with cases 10 and 12 do not display a
shock-wave structure at all Knudsen numbers, and the local Mach
number is less than unity throughout the domain.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of pressure coefficientCp along

each surface of the rectangular cylinder for cases 4–6. The effects
of the Knudsen number at Ma55 are considered. The solutions
are basically symmetric with respect to the central line ofy/h
50.5. Due to the stagnation effects in front of the rectangular
cylinder, in general the pressure coefficient is greater on the front
surface than on other three surfaces. At Kn51, the pressure coef-
ficient on the front surface is nearly a constant value of 1.97, and
the magnitude of pressure coefficient on this surface decreases
with the Knudsen number. However, an inverse trend is observed
on the bottom and the top surfaces. The pressure coefficient on
these two surfaces is basically increased by a decrease in Kn. On
the bottom and top surfaces, the distribution of the pressure coef-
ficient for the case at Kn51 is more uniform than those for Kn
50.1 and 0.01. A local maximum value is observed at approxi-
matelyx/ l 50.15 for the curves for Kn50.1 and 0.01. In general,
the curves for all Knudsen numbers display a trend of slow de-
scent on the bottom and the top surfaces. In addition, on the rear
surface, it is found that the pressure coefficient becomes negative
and is uniformly distributed. To sum up, the distribution of pres-
sure coefficient is more uniform at each surface with a large
Knudsen number. That is, when a flow approaches the molecular
flow regime, the distribution ofCp will become uniform. This
observation exactly agrees with the behavior of the free-molecule
flow, in which the pressure coefficient is constant on each surface.

Figure 7 shows the distributions of skin friction coefficientCf
along each surface of rectangular cylinder at different Knudsen
numbers for the same cases. On the front surface, the distributions
of Cf for all Knudsen numbers are nearly identical. The range of
Cf is between20.3 and 0.3 on the front surface, and zeroCf
occurs at the stagnation point (y/h50.5!. On the rear surface, the
distributions ofCf for all Knudsen numbers are also identical, but
the distributions are uniform and close to zero along the surface.
The value ofCf appreciably increases with Knudsen number on
the top and bottom surfaces. On these surfaces, the value ofCf
becomes more uniform at larger Knudsen numbers.

Distributions of net heat transfer coefficientCh along each sur-
face of rectangular cylinder for different Knudsen numbers are
shown in Fig. 8. The net heat transfer coefficientCh represents the

Fig. 6 Distribution of pressure coefficient Cp along each sur-
face of rectangular cylinder for various Knudsen numbers at
MaÄ5 „cases 4–6 …

Fig. 7 Distribution of skin friction coefficient Cf along each
surface of rectangular cylinder for various Knudsen numbers
at MaÄ5 „cases 4–6 …
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ratio of the sum of translational and rotational energies of both
incident and reflected molecules to the term 1/2ru`

3 , as defined in
Eq. ~5!. On the front surface, the net heat transfer coefficientCh
increases with the Knudsen number significantly. On the top and
the bottom surfaces, the trend of the distributions of net heat trans-
fer coefficient is basically similar to that of the skin friction coef-

ficient shown in Fig. 7. A nonzero but small value ofCh is ob-
served on the rear surface as Kn50.1 or 0.01; however, at Kn51,
Ch is found to be zero nearly on the rear surface. This again
shows the features of the free-molecules regime.

Figures 9, 10, and 11 provide the distributions ofCp , Cf , and
Ch for different Mach numbers at Kn51. In Fig. 9, it is found that

Fig. 8 Distribution of net heat transfer coefficient Ch along
each surface of rectangular cylinder for various Knudsen num-
bers at Ma Ä5 „cases 4–6 …

Fig. 9 Distribution of pressure coefficient Cp along each sur-
face of rectangular cylinder for various Mach numbers at Kn Ä1
„cases 4, 7, and 10 …

Fig. 10 Distribution of skin friction coefficient Cf along each
surface of rectangular cylinder for various Mach numbers at
KnÄ1 „cases 4, 7, and 10 ….

Fig. 11 Distribution of net heat transfer coefficient Ch along
each surface of rectangular cylinder for various Mach numbers
at KnÄ1 „cases 4, 7, and 10 …
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the magnitude ofCp is decreased by an increase in the Mach
number on the front surface, while it tends to increase with the
Mach number of the rear one. Note that on the top and the bottom
surfaces the value ofCp becomes negative for the subsonic flow
at Ma50.85. Significant difference inCp between the supersonic
~Ma55 and Ma52! and the subsonic flows~Ma50.85! is seen on
each surface of the rectangular cylinder.

Distributions of skin friction coefficientCf along the surfaces
are displayed in Fig. 10. On both the front and the rear surfaces,
the distribution ofCf is not sensitive to the Mach number. How-
ever, on the top and bottom surfaces, the value ofCf significantly
increases as the Mach number is decreased, and the distribution of
Cf is uniform along the surface for each Mach number.

Figure 11 shows the distributions of net heat transfer coefficient
Ch . The distributions ofCh for Ma55 and Ma52 are nearly
identical, and the values are approximately 0.7 and 0 on the front
and the rear surfaces, respectively. However,Ch for Ma50.85
displays an oscillatory feature, and the average magnitude ofCh
for this subsonic flow is larger than those for the supersonic flows
~Ma55 and Ma52! on all surfaces.

Concluding Remarks
The flow behavior of the rarefied gas over a rectangular cylin-

der at all Knudsen numbers is investigated. The solution method
based on the DSMC method has been developed. Effects of air
speed on the flow and thermal fields for wide ranges of parameters
are investigated. The Mach number is varied from 0.85–8, and the
Knudsen number ranges between 0.01 and 1.0. Cases considered
in this study cover the subsonic and the supersonic flow regimes.
Numerical predictions for some special cases have been compared
with existing information for validation, and good agreement has
been found.

For the supersonic flows, a normal shock wave is formed in
front of the rectangular cylinder only when the Knudsen number
is sufficiently small. The shock wave is gradually smeared by an
increase in the Knudsen number. It is noted that for the flow at
Kn51, the shock wave is not observed even though the Mach
number is elevated to 8. This implies a great discrepancy in the
flow behavior between the continuous and the rarefied gas flows.
Furthermore, when a continuous flow converts to molecular flow
due to the increase in Knudsen number, the smearing of the shock
wave is accompanied by a reduction in the compression heating
effects in the stagnation zone. However, the results tend to con-
firm the previous finding that the strength of the shock wave as
well as the compression heating are both significantly increased
with the Mach number. But for the subsonic flow at Ma50.85, it
is found that no shock wave exists in the entire solution domain.

Results for the distribution ofCp , Cf , andCh along the sur-
faces of the rectangular cylinder for various combinations of the
Knudsen and the Mach numbers are provided. It is observed that
when a flow approaches the molecular flow regime with a large
Knudsen number, the distributions of these coefficients become
uniform on each surface. This observation exactly agrees with the
behavior of the free-molecule flow.
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Nomenclature

ac 5 accommodation coefficient, see Eq.~4!
c 5 speed of sound
c 5 molecular velocity vector

c0 5 macroscopic velocity vector
Cf 5 skin friction coefficient, see Eq.~5b!
Ch 5 net heat transfer coefficient, see Eq.~5c!
Cp 5 pressure coefficient, see Eq.~5a!

d 5 molecular diameter
Ecm 5 total center-of-mass energy

h 5 the height of rectangular cylinder
k 5 Boltzmann constant,k51.380622310223 J/K

Kn 5 Knudsen number, Kn5l/l
l 5 the length of rectangular cylinder

m 5 molecular mass
Ma 5 Mach number, Ma5u` /c

n 5 number density
P 5 pressure
q 5 energy flux
R 5 gas constant
s 5 speed ratio,s5c0b
t 5 time

T 5 overall temperature
u 5 velocity component in thex-direction
v 5 velocity component in they-direction

Zrot 5 rotational collision number
a 5 angle of incidence
b 5 reciprocal of the most probable molecular speed,b

5(2RT)21/2

f rot 5 exchange restriction factor
g 5 specific heat ratio,g5~§15!/~§13!
§ 5 number of internal degrees of freedom
l 5 mean free path
m 5 kinetic viscosity

n0 5 collision rate, see Eq.~3!
r 5 density

sT 5 total collision cross-section
t 5 viscous stress

t0 5 mean collision time
v 5 empirical coefficient,v50.77

Subscripts

i 5 inward or incident molecule
r 5 reflected molecule

rot 5 rotational mode
ref 5 reference quantity
tr 5 translational mode
w 5 surface of rectangular cylinder
` 5 freestream
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Discharge Coefficients of Critical
Venturi Nozzles for CO2 and SF6
The discharge coefficients of critical Venturi nozzles were measured for CO2 and SF6 on
the Reynolds number range from 33103 to 23105. The results showed that the measured
discharge coefficients for both gases were about 2 percent larger than the theoretical
estimation based on the assumption of isentropic flow of a perfect gas and this large
deviation could not be reduced even by introducing real gas effects. The experimental
results also showed that the large deviation for CO2 could be explained through the
assumption of a nonequilibrium flow at the throat. On the other hand, the reason of the
deviation observed for SF6 has not been clear yet, but one possible explanation would be
the inadequate estimation of the boundary layer at the throat because the theory is based
on the laminar boundary layer of a perfect gas.@S0098-2202~00!02004-6#

1 Introduction

Many kinds of gases are used as process gases in semiconduc-
tor industries or as calibration gases for instruments used in envi-
ronmental measurements and so on. Presently, a thermal type
mass flow controller~MFC! is mainly used to control and measure
gas flow rates in these fields. However, when a gas flow rate is
measured by a MFC, which is not calibrated by that gas, the
output of the MFC must be corrected with a questionable correc-
tion factor. Thus, the reliability and accuracy of flow measure-
ments is questionable in such cases. Therefore, the development
of a highly accurate flow measurement technique independent of
the kind of gas is required.

National Research Laboratory of Metrology~NRLM! has de-
veloped the flow measurement technique using the critical Venturi
nozzles to transfer the standard of small mass flow rates of gases
~Nakao and Takamoto@1#! to accreditation laboratories. Ishibashi
et al. @2# designed super-fine manufactured critical Venturi
nozzles, which have exactly the same shape as the nozzle used in
the theoretical analyses of Geropp@3#, and found that the mea-
sured discharge coefficients of these nozzles were within60.03
percent of the theoretical estimation which was developed by Ishi-
bashi and Takamoto@4# based on the analysis of Hall@5# and
Geropp@3#. The theoretically determined discharge coefficient is
described by two parameters determined under the assumptions
that a core flow is isentropic and a perfect gas, which are a func-
tion of the specific heat ratio and the nozzle shape. Thus, if a gas
is close to the perfect gas state, the discharge coefficient of the
critical Venturi nozzle for that gas can be theoretically determined
using these two parameters. Nakao et al.@6# measured the dis-
charge coefficients of the critical Venturi nozzle for ten gases
including CO2 and SF6 . And the results showed that the measured
discharge coefficients for the gases tested, except CO2 and SF6 ,
were within60.6 percent of the theoretical estimation developed
by Ishibashi@4#. However, the results of CO2 and SF6 were 2
percent larger than the theoretical estimation.

This paper describes the results of the discharge coefficients for
CO2 and SF6 measured for the four critical Venturi nozzles with
different throat diameters, and the behaviors of the two parameters
describing the discharge coefficient were investigated and the flow
fields at the throat were discussed to explain the large deviations
found in these gases.

2 Theoretical Estimation of the Discharge Coefficient
of a Critical Venturi Nozzle

The discharge coefficient of a critical nozzle,Cd , is defined by

Cd5Qm /Qmth (1)

whereQm is the actual mass flow rate andQmth is the theoretical
mass flow rate calculated from the throat condition and is written
as

Qmth5A3r* 3c* , (2)

whereA is the throat area,r is the density of gas, andc is the
sound speed. The theoretical Reynolds number, Reth , is given by

Reth5Qmth3D/~A3m0! (3)

whereD is the throat diameter andm0 is the viscosity of gas at the
stagnation condition. The superscript ‘‘* ’’ refers to the throat con-
dition. The throat condition is determined from the stagnation
condition using the isentropic relation of a perfect gas. Thus, the
throat condition can be calculated from the measurements of the
upstream pressure and temperature of a critical nozzle.

When the boundary layer at the throat is laminar, the discharge
coefficient can be generally described as follows~ISO 9300@7#!;

Cd5a2b/~Reth!
0.5. (4)

The two parameters in Eq.~4!, ‘‘ a’’ and ‘‘ b’’, can be determined
theoretically on the assumption of a perfect gas isentropic flow.
The details of the theoretical analyses are described in Hall@5#
and Geropp@3#. Therefore, only brief explanations of the results
are given here.

2.1 Determination of ‘‘a’’. ‘‘ a’’ reflects the defect of the
mass flow rate through the nozzle due to the distortion of a veloc-
ity profile at the throat, which is caused by the acceleration flow
from the entrance region to the throat. Hall@5# calculated analyti-
cally the velocity components near the throat using the expansions
in inverse powers of the radius of curvature of the nozzle wall at
the throat,R. In his calculations, he assumed axially symmetric
irrotational flow and used the isentropic relations of a perfect gas.
Finally, ‘‘a’’ is written using the first three terms of the series
solution as follows

a512~g11!/K23@1/962~8g121!/~4608K !

1~754g211971g12007!/~552960K2!2 . . . # (5)

whereK5R32/D, D is the throat diameter andg is the specific
heat ratio of gas.
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2.2 Determination of ‘‘b’’. Another parameter influencing
the mass flow rate through a nozzle is the displacement thickness
of a laminar boundary layer developing at the throat, which re-
duces the effective area of the throat. Geropp@3# and Tang and
Fenn @8# obtained analytically the exact solution of the Prandtl
boundary layer equation for axially symmetric flow with an ap-
propriate boundary condition, which gives a nozzle profile. They
also used the assumption of isentropic flow and a perfect gas.
Finally, ‘‘b’’ is written as follows

b54/m3@~g11!/2#1/~2~g21!!3~3A222A31~g21!/A3! (6)

where the nozzle shapem is defined by

m5@8/~K~g11!!#1/43@~g11!/2#~2g21!/~2~g21!! (7)

As found from Eqs.~5! and~6!, the parameters, ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘ b,’’
are functions of the specific heat ratio and the nozzle shape. The
nozzles used in the present paper have a similar shape andK is
equal to 4 because the radius of curvature of the throat is twiceD
as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘ b’’ become functions of only
the specific heat ratio, and consequently, the discharge coefficient
of the critical Venturi nozzle can be theoretically determined us-
ing Eq. ~5! and Eq.~6! with Eq. ~7!.

3 Experimental Results
The discharge coefficient of the critical Venturi nozzle was de-

termined by the gravimetric calibration facility of NRLM~Nakao
and Takamoto@1#!. When the test gas was changed, the whole
facility was purged with the new test gas for two whole days. As
the vapor rate included in the bottled gases used here was less
than 0.01 percent, the vapor effect on the gas density was ne-
glected. The critical nozzles used here are an ISO type toroidal
throat Venturi nozzle as shown in Fig. 1. The radius of curvature
at the throat is twiceD, and the diffuser with a half angle of 3
degrees is three timesD in length. The throat diameters of the
critical Venturi nozzles used here are listed in Fig. 1. The critical
nozzles were manufactured at the center of the disk by the ma-
chining technique and the throat diameter was measured along
four different diameters by the profile projector with the resolu-
tion of 1 mm and the averaged value of the four measurements
was used as the throat diameter.

The Reynolds number dependency of the discharge coefficient
was investigated for each gas by changing the upstream pressure
of the critical nozzle from 30 kPa to 300 kPa. The results are
shown in Fig. 2, in which the symbol ‘‘3’’ is the result of the
gases in Nakao et al.@6#, that is, N2 , Ar, He, H2 , O2 , CH4 ,
C2H2 , and C2H6 . It is found from this figure that the discharge
coefficients strongly depend on the kind of gas and the smaller the
Reynolds number, the stronger the Reynolds number dependency
of the discharge coefficient. The transverse axis of this figure is
the theoretical Reynolds number defined in Eq.~3!. The results in
Fig. 2 are plotted in Fig. 3 versus the square root of the inverse of
the theoretical Reynolds number. The symbol ‘‘3’’ is also the
results of Nakao et al.@6#. Figure 3 shows that the linear relation
of Eq. ~4! can be applied to all gases tested. The maximum stan-
dard deviation of the residual between the experimental results

and the fitted curve determined by the least square method from
the data in Fig. 3 was 0.05 percent for SF6 . It should be noticed
that the results for CO2 and SF6 are quite different from other
gases.

The uncertainty of the discharge coefficient consists of the
components summarized in Table 1. The standard uncertainty of
the calibration facility, by which the discharge coefficient of the
critical nozzle is determined, depends on the flow rate and the
kind of gas, and the maximum values for N2 , CO2 , and SF6 on
the present flow rate range are listed in Table 1. The repeatability
of the measurement, which is determined from the measurements
of the upstream pressure and temperature of the nozzles, was
0.043 percent under the present experimental conditions. Another
important component is the uncertainty of the throat diameter,
which depends on the resolution of the measuring tool. The throat
diameter of the critical nozzle was measured by the measuring
tool with the resolution of 1mm. Therefore, the relative standard

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the ISO type toroidal throat Ven-
turi nozzle and their throat diameters

Fig. 2 The variations of the discharge coefficients versus the
theoretical Reynolds number „Ã: from Nakao et al. †6‡…

Fig. 3 The linear relation between the discharge coefficient
and the inverse of the square root of the theoretical Reynolds
number

Table 1 The sources and magnitude of the uncertainties of the
A1 sonic nozzle for gases
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uncertainties of the throat diameters were 0.04 percent for the B1
nozzle, and 0.34 percent for the A3 nozzle. The thermophysical
properties like a specific heat ratio were given by polynomial
functions of the pressure and the temperature, which were deter-
mined from the tables of JSME Data Book@9#. The standard
deviations of the curve fit residuals were less than60.03 percent
in each thermophysical property. Finally, the combined standard
uncertainties of the discharge coefficients of the nozzles were 0.1
percent for the largest nozzle and 0.68 percent for the smallest
nozzle as shown in Table 1.

The ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘ b’’ values of Eq. ~4! were derived from the
fitted curve for each gas in Fig. 3. The theoretical results calcu-
lated from Eq.~5! and Eq.~6! are also indicated by the solid lines
in these figures. The variations of ‘‘a’’ versus the specific heat
ratio are shown in Fig. 4, which includes the results of Nakao
et al. @6# ~symbol ‘‘3’’ !. The result for CO2 deviates from the
theoretical value by more than 2 percent, but that of SF6 is very
close to the theoretical estimation. The behavior of ‘‘b’’ versus
the specific heat ratio is shown in Fig. 5. The results show that the
displacement thickness of a laminar boundary layer becomes thin-
ner as the specific heat ratio decreases, and the result of SF6 is
rather smaller than the theoretical value, but that of CO2 is close
to the theoretical one. This suggests that the large deviations be-
tween the theoretical estimations and the experimental results for
CO2 and SF6 are caused by different reasons; the wrong estima-
tions of the defect of the mass flow in the core flow in CO2 and
the boundary layer thickness at the throat in SF6 .

4 Discharge Coefficients of CO2 and SF6

As the theoretical analyses of Hall@5# and Geropp@3# are based
on the assumption of isentropic flow of a perfect gas, the dis-

charge coefficients for CO2 and SF6 were recalculated introducing
real gas effects according to Johnson’s method~Johnson@10#!. By
doing this, the differences were decreased by about 0.5 percent.
The results were slightly improved, but this correction did not
bring any essential changes to the results. Therefore, the discharge
coefficients of the four critical Venturi nozzles with different
throat diameters were measured for CO2 and SF6 to investigate
how the characteristics of their discharge coefficients were
changed by the nozzle size.

The discharge coefficients of the four critical Venturi nozzles
for CO2 are shown in Fig. 6. The transverse axis is the square root
of the inverse of the theoretical Reynolds number and the solid
line indicates the theoretical estimation. All of the experimental
results are on the same curve, which is slightly curved in the range
of large theoretical Reynolds numbers. Thus, the two parameters
of the discharge coefficient, ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘ b’’ were determined for
each nozzle by the least square method. The variations of ‘‘a’’ in
CO2 versus the throat diameter of a critical nozzle are shown in
Fig. 7. The figure indicates that ‘‘a’’ decreases toward the theo-
retical value as the throat diameter increases. This means that the
mass flow defect in the core flow depends on the throat diameter
~i.e., the size of the flow field!.

When a flow property such as pressure or temperature is
changed, a gas redistributes its internal energy to a new flow
condition exchanging the energy between translational, rotational,
and vibrational modes through the collisions between molecules.
In a nozzle flow, the gas temperature of the core flow quickly
decreases toward the throat so that the gas is about to redistribute
the internal energy to a new flow condition. However, when the
flow passage is short and narrow like the present nozzle, the time
that the flow passes through the passage is shorter than the relax-
ation time of the energy mode, and thus the gas will be unable to

Fig. 4 The variation of ‘‘ a’’ with specific heat ratio „Ã: from
Nakao et al. †6‡…

Fig. 5 The variation of ‘‘ b ’’ with specific heat ratio „Ã: from
Nakao et al. †6‡…

Fig. 6 The discharge coefficients of the four nozzles for CO 2
versus the inverse of the square root of the theoretical Rey-
nolds number

Fig. 7 The variation of ‘‘ a’’ versus the throat diameter for CO 2
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have enough collision number to relax that energy mode~Levine
and Bernstein@11#!. As a result, that energy mode is considered to
be unable completely to recover to the equilibrium condition.
Generally, the relaxation time for vibrational mode is quite longer
than that for translational and rotational modes, and that of CO2 is
about 1025 s at the present experimental condition~Simpson et al.
@12#!. And as the time that the flow passes through the present
nozzles is from 1025 s to 1026 s, it is the same order as the re-
laxation time for vibrational mode of CO2 .

Another important parameter to determine the flow condition,
equilibrium or nonequilibrium, is the characteristic temperature of
vibrational mode,uv . The vibrational temperature which deter-
mines the vibrational motion is a function of the characteristics
temperature of vibrational mode. In a nozzle flow, the gas tem-
perature decrease largely toward the throat, but the vibrational
temperature changes slightly in the case of the gases with the high
characteristics temperature, for example in N2 (uv53340 K)
~Leipmann and Roshko@13#!. On the other hand, in the gases with
the low characteristics temperature, for example in CO2 ~uv
5954 K: this is the lowest value.! ~Leipmann and Roshko@13#!,
the vibrational temperature has a large increase. In this case, if the
relaxation time for vibrational mode is longer compared with the
time that the gas passes through a nozzle, the vibrational tempera-
ture will be unable to recover to the value of the equilibrium
condition, that is, the flow will be in nonequilibrium. A gas under
nonequilibrium condition must have a specific heat ratio between
an equilibrium flow and a frozen flow. In nonequilibrium flow, the
specific heat ratio is related to the internal freedom, and it be-
comes larger in a nonequilibrium flow, in which the internal free-
dom reduces.

The discharge coefficients for CO2 were recalculated from both
the actual mass flow rates experimentally determined and the new
theoretical mass flow rates calculated with the specific heat ratio
of g51.38, the value between an equilibrium flow and a frozen
flow. Next, the discharge coefficients for CO2 were theoretically
determined from Eq.~5! and Eq.~6! with g51.38, that is, the
discharge coefficients for a fictitious perfect gas which has the
same viscosity and the same molecular weight as CO2 , but the
specific heat ratio of 1.38. The specific heat ratio is actually not
the same for the four nozzles because the level of nonequilibrium
is different in the different nozzles. However, the same value was
used for the four nozzles in the above calculations because there is
no way to determine the specific heat ratio of a nonequilibrium
flow. Both results shown in Fig. 8 are in very good agreement.
This suggests that the large deviation between the theoretical es-
timation based on Eq.~5! and Eq.~6! and the experimental results
for CO2 is explained by assuming that the flow at the throat is
nonequilibrium. This estimation that the flow is nonequilibrium at
the throat is supported by the reasons that CO2 has the low char-
acteristic temperature for vibrational mode and the time that the
gas passes through the nozzle is the same order as the relaxation
time of vibrational mode.

The results of the discharge coefficients of the four critical Ven-
turi nozzles for SF6 are shown in Fig. 9. All experimental results
make the line gradually curved over the whole range and here the
solid line indicates the theoretical estimation. The deviation be-
tween the theoretical and the experimental results is larger than 2
percent in the lower Reynolds number range. As in CO2 , the two
parameters of the discharge coefficient for each nozzle were de-
termined from the data of Fig. 9. The results of ‘‘a’’ are shown in
Fig. 10. In this figure, ‘‘a’’ seems to increase with increasing a
throat diameter, but the change of ‘‘a’’ is very small, the order of
the measurement uncertainty. Therefore, it is likely that ‘‘a’’ is
independent of the throat diameter and the mass flow defect in the
core flow for SF6 must be estimated accurately by the theoretical
analyses. From the results that the standard deviations of the re-
sidual between the fitted curve and the experimental results were
around 0.1 percent in the four nozzles, it is suggested that the
linear relation of Eq.~4! based on a laminar boundary layer cannot
be applied to SF6 , that is, Eq.~6! cannot be used to estimate the
boundary layer thickness at the throat for SF6 .

5 Discussion and Conclusion
The measured discharge coefficients for CO2 and SF6 were

about 2 percent larger than the theoretical estimation based on the
assumption of isentropic perfect gas, although those of any other
gas tested were within 0.6 percent of the results theoretically es-
timated. The large deviations for CO2 and SF6 could not be ex-
plained even by introducing real gas effects.

Fig. 8 The comparison of the measured discharge coefficients
and the theoretical discharge coefficients with gÄ1.38 under a
nonequilibrium flow condition for CO 2

Fig. 9 The discharge coefficients of the four nozzles for SF 6
versus the inverse of the square root of the theoretical Rey-
nolds number

Fig. 10 The variation of ‘‘ a’’ versus the throat diameter for SF 6
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Therefore, the discharge coefficients of the four critical nozzles
with different throat diameters were measured for CO2 and SF6 to
investigate how the discharge coefficients are changed. The re-
sults for CO2 showed that the narrower the flow field, the larger
the discharge coefficient deviates from the theoretical value. This
suggests that the flow is nonequilibrium at the throat because the
gas cannot completely redistribute the internal energy to a new
flow condition due to a short and narrow flow field. The discharge
coefficients theoretically recalculated with the specific heat ratio
between an equilibrium flow and a frozen flow were in good
agreement with the experimental results. Yokogawa and Nishioka
@14# carried out the numerical simulations of nonequilibrium
nozzle flow for CO2 on the basis of N-S equation using TVD
scheme and showed that the results were within 0.5 percent of the
experimental results for the four critical Venturi nozzles. And
Johnson et al.@15# confirmed numerically the influence of non-
equilibrium flow on the discharge coefficients for CO2 and they
also investigated the nonequilibrium effects in vibrational mode
on the discharge coefficient by the experiments using mixtures of
CO2 and water vapor.

On the other hand, the large deviation between the theoretical
estimation and the experimental results found in SF6 may be ex-
plained by the wrong estimation of the boundary layer thickness at
the throat, not by the mass flow defect in the core flow. Back@16#
reported in his paper that the laminar boundary layer becomes
much thinner when the boundary layer develops on the strongly
cooling wall in an acceleration flow. Meanwhile, a nozzle flow is
accelerated from the entrance to the throat and the temperature
drop in the boundary layer at the throat is considered to be fairly
large as the gas temperature decreases largely toward the throat.
However, as such a temperature drop in the boundary layer is
realized for other gases, it would be difficult to explain the results
of SF6 from the analogy the Back’s study. Further study about the
boundary layer of SF6 , maybe from the viewpoint of the heat
transfer, will be required. And also the possibility of nonequilib-
rium flow like in CO2 may have to be discussed when considering
the fact that the characteristics temperatures of some vibrational
modes are comparable with that of CO2 .
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Numerical Simulation on the Flow
Structure Around the Injection
Nozzles for Pneumatic
Dimensional Control Systems
A numerical simulation on the airflow exiting from a nozzle in a pneumatic dimensional
control system has been conducted using computational fluid dynamics code FLUENT (V.
4.3), which solves finite-difference equations. The important changes occurring in the
velocity and pressure fields in the vicinity of the nozzle, as the air exiting from the nozzle
and impinging on a flat plate, are the prime objectives of the present studies. Simulation
studies were first focus on examining the flow characteristics of the system with the
conventional nozzle geometry design. Some comparisons with the experimental results
previously obtained by Crnojevic et al. (Crnojevic, C., Roy, G., Bettahar, A., and Florent,
P., ‘‘The Influence or the Regulator Diameter and Injection Nozzle Geometry on the Flow
Structure in Pneumatic Dimensional Control Systems,’’ ASME J. Fluids Eng.,119, pp.
609–615) were also made. Further simulation studies were conducted with particular
attention to a more efficient nozzle geometry. It was found that a divergent type of nozzle
design could effectively eliminate the flow separation regions within the nozzle head. By
allowing the divergent angle of the nozzle head (a) to vary (from zero to about 25
degrees), a more extensive and sensitive measurement range can be achieved at a given
pressure regulator diameter to nozzle diameter ratio.@S0098-2202~00!02404-4#

Introduction
Many industrial metrology applications employ pneumatic di-

mensional control for various calibration and manufacturing pro-
cesses. The principle behind the method is in fact relatively
simple. As shown in Fig. 1, air under a constant supplied pressure
(Pal5constant) flows through two orifices, A and B, arranged
coaxially and in series and separated by a large chamber. The
pressure rise in the chamber between the two orifices is a function
of their area ratio~Wattebot@1#!. If the areas of the two orifices
are fixed, and the exit of nozzle B is situated at a small distance
~d! from a nearby flat plate positioned perpendicularly to the
nozzle axis, the chamber pressure is also a function ofd. Through
detailed calibration, the magnitude of chamber pressure can be
used to measure or controld. Depending on the supply pressure, it
is possible to have any one of the following four flow regimes:
subsonic at both A and B, subsonic at A and sonic at B, sonic at
A and subsonic at B, or sonic at both A and B.

If the absolute pressure inside the chamber isP1 and the size of
the chamber is much larger than the size of the exiting nozzle, the
flow condition at the exit of the nozzle relative to the chamber can
be approximated as

P1>P21
1

2
rU2

2 (1)

whereU2@U1 . As the flow exiting from the nozzle enters the gap
laterally, Eq.~1! can be written as

P1>P21
1

2
rU2

25P31
1

2
rU3

2 (2)

Consider the mass continuity between stations 2 and 3, i.e.,

m5rU2A25rU3A3

5rU2pr s
25rU32pr 3d (3)

Substitute Eq.~3! into Eq. ~2!, after simplifying, the following
expression can be obtained.

P15P31
1

2
rFU2r 2

2d G2

5P31r
U2

2r 2
2

8d2 (4)

SinceP3 equals to the atmospheric condition, the gauge pressure
at the chamber becomes

P1gar
U2

d2 (5)

From the above expression, the chamber gauge pressure varies
inversely with the square of the gap height. At sonic condition,
compressibility effect would also have an important influence to
the above correlation. Experimentally~Crnojevic et al.@2#!, it was
found that a region of linear relationship existed betweenP1g and
d, when the gap height approaches zero. This range of linearity is
rather narrow. For a typical dimensional control system, i.e.,
D/d50.5 and 2 bar,Pal,3 bar, the linearity range is within 60
mm,d,200 mm. It is obvious that the effective range of the
system is to be increased at value lower than 60mm and higher
than 200mm.

In typical pneumatic dimensional control applications~i.e., 50
mm,d,400mm!, as the air flows through the gap between nozzle
head and flat plate, flow separation occurs in several regions in the
vicinity of the nozzle head. This was marked by the annular de-
posit of oil and dirt on the flat plate surface as well as at regions
near the lips of the nozzle. It was also found that some restrictions
to the air flow through the gap~d! appears over a period of time as
a result of the deposits built-up. This may eventually lead to the
wrong interpretation on the displacementd at a given chamber
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pressure. Thus, the principal objective of the present study is to
numerically visualize the flow field in the vicinity of the injection
nozzle which reveals the distributions of velocities, pressure, and
any possible flow separation regions.

Due largely to the experimental difficulties associated with the
small size of the nozzle head, previous experimental investiga-
tions onto this topic are rare~Roy et al.@3# and Crnojevic et al.
@2#!. Only some comparisons between the simulation results with
the pressure measurements on the flat plate of Crnojevic et al.@2#
can be made here. After establishing the detailed flow character-
istics of the system with the existing nozzle design. Further simu-
lation studies will then focus on obtaining the most optimum
nozzle design which would be able to avoid some of the adverse
effects encountered in the existing design.

Physical System and Computational Analysis
The system considered here is similar to that of Crnojevic et al.

@2#. As shown in Fig. 2, air flows from compressed air source
towards a chamber with internal diameter of 8 mm. The chamber
inlet has a regulator of diameter~D! 0.2 mm, 1 mm, or 2 mm
while the nozzle exit has an internal diameter~d! of 2 mm and
external diameter (Ds) of 4 mm. There is a converging shape
before the end of nozzle exit, so that any unwanted recirculations
at the corresponding region can be eliminated.

The air is assumed to obey ideal gas law,r5(P1P0 )/RT
where Patm is the atmospheric pressure. The dynamic viscosity
~m! of air is 1.7231025 kg/m.s.

Assumptions for the physical model used are:

• axis-symmetric flow~about the center axis atr 50!,
• compressible and steady flow,
• turbulence is described by a two equationk-« model,
• the wall is considered as adiabatic,
• upstream of the flow is assumed to have constant total gauge

pressure of 2–3 bar and
• downstream of the flow~exit of nozzle head, lateral surface

parallel to external diameter nozzle head,DS! is at atmospheric
pressure.

FLUENT ~V4.3! is a two-part program consisting of a prepro-
cessor preBFC, and a main module. The preBFC was used to
define geometry and a structured grid for our model. Subse-
quently, the grid information was transferred from preBFC to
FLUENT via a grid file ~FLUENT User Manual@4#!. FLUENT
solves the governing partial differential equations for the conser-
vation of mass, momentum, energy and chemical species in a
general form which can be written in Cartesian tensor notation as

]

]t
~rf!1

]

]xi
~ruif!5

]

]xi
FGf

]f

]xi
G1Sf (6)

wheref is the conserved quantity and terms are the convection
~LHS!, diffusion, and source terms. The equations are reduced to
their finite difference analogs by integration over the computa-
tional cells into which the domain is divided. A second-order
upwind scheme is used for interpolation between grid points and
to calculate derivatives of the flow variables. The numerical solu-
tions for velocities (u,v), enthalpy ~h! and pressure~P! were
solved using a semi-implicit iterative scheme.

The truncation errors could be assessed by grid independence
tests and comparison with experimental data. Four options of grid
density have been assessed: 41~r! by 81~z!, 61~r! by 151~z!, 81~r!
by 193~z!, and 101~r! by 251~z!. No significant difference is dis-
covered for the results between the grid density of 81~r! by 193~z!
and 101~r! by 251~z!. Therefore, the grid independent or grid con-
vergent results had been established. In view of the cost effective
of computation run, the grid density of 81~r! by 193~z! is used for
the analysis of the computational model.

The numerical solutions are validated by comparisons with ex-
perimental results obtained by Crnojevic et al.@2#. This is the only

Fig. 1 Schematic of the pneumatic dimensional control
system

Fig. 2 Geometry of the pneumatic dimensional control system
and the coordinate system adopted in the present simulation

Fig. 3 Grid generated for the pneumatic dimensional control
system „81„r… by 193 „z……
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set of measurements available for comparison in literature. Good
agreement between simulated results and measurements are ob-
tained and are shown in Figs. 5 and 6~they will be elaborated
further later!. As a result of the above tests, the truncation errors
arise from the discretization of the governing equations are ex-
pected to be very small.

Figure 3 shows the grid distribution~813193! that was being
applied in the numerical simulation. Grid density is higher at the
region between the nozzle head and flat plate, as that is the region
of interest. Constant pressure and enthalpy were applied at both
inlet and outlet boundary conditions. Zero velocity with no slip
conditions at solid wall boundary were used. For turbulent flow,
the standard wall function was applied at the solid wall boundary.

The Reynolds numbers of the flow investigated, based on the
nozzle exit diameter and the volume flow rate (Re54V/pnd) at
the nozzle exit plane was within the range of 1400,Re,3000.
The range of the gap height investigated was of 10mm,d,400
mm. The range of the orifice diameter ratio was 1,D/d,0.1. All
the computations were run on a IBM PC with Pentium processor
platform and the converged solutions were obtained until the re-
sidual level reached 1024 after 3000 iterations.

Results and Discussion

„a… General Features of the Flow With the Conventional
Nozzle Design

(i) Pressure Distribution on the Flat Plate.Initial studies
were performed by the simulation under different flow conditions
and turbulence models. Figure 4 shows the comparison of pres-
sure distribution obtained by simulation and experiments
~Crnojevic et al.@2#! along the flat plate atd5400 mm and Pal
53 bar. If laminar incompressible flow model was being used in
the simulation, no pressure drop at the stagnation point~at r 50,
relative to the supply pressure,Pal! could be found as the gap
distanced increased from 100 to 400mm. On the other hand,
using incompressible flow assumption together with turbulence
k-« model, the expected trend of the pressure drop at the stagna-
tion point asd increased could be captured correctly. However,
the best agreement with measurements was obtained when the
compressible flow assumption together with turbulencek-« model
was applied. It appears that the incompressible flow assumption
had overestimated the magnitude of the flow acceleration before
entering the gap and this in turn gave rise to higher-pressure loss
~from r 50.5 mm to 1 mm! at the corresponding region.

Using the compressible turbulence flow equations as the basis,
simulations were further carried out by varying the distanced
from 5 mm to 400mm and thePal from 1–3 bar. More compari-
sons of wall static pressure distribution on the flat plate can then
be made between the simulated results and the experimental re-
sults of Crnojevic et al.@2#. As the wall pressure distribution in
the experiments was determined by a 0.2 mm diameter tap~con-

necting to a pressure transducer! drilled on a movable flat plate,
the estimated positional accuracy should be within the range of
60.1 mm.

Figures 5 and 6 show good agreement between experiments and
simulation for the supply pressure of 2 and 3 bars, respectively.
For each pressure distribution curve, an almost uniform region
appears from the center (r 50) to the entrance of the gap (r
51 mm). This is followed by a rapid decrease in static pressure
from the entrance to about the middle section of the gap (r
51.5 mm). The rapid decrease in pressure indicates a correspond-
ing acceleration of the velocities. The pressure recovers quickly
back to atmospheric conditions as the flow reaches the end of the
gap. Thus, a low pressure region (,Patm) is found to exist at
around 1.2 mm,r ,2.2 mm for both values ofd. This low pres-
sure region, however, would disappear whend is less than 150
mm ~Fig. 7!.

(ii) Flow Separation Regions.Within the range of gap di-
mensions~10 mm,d,400 mm! and supplied pressure investi-
gated (1 bar,Pal,3 bar), three flow separation regions were
generally found in the vicinity of the nozzle, as shown in the
schematic sketch of Fig. 8. The first region~S1! appeared at the
gap ceiling, as may have been expected from the pressure distri-
bution in Figs. 5 and 6. As the air exiting from the injection
nozzle hit the flat plate and changes its direction laterally, the flow
would accelerate through the gap due to a reduction in the cross-
sectional area. The area (A35dpd) at the entrance~e-e8! of the
gap is very much smaller than the nozzle exit area~A25pd2/4,
whered52 mm!. As the change in the flow direction was rather
rapid near the entrance of the gap, the flow was not able to follow
the contour of the gap closely and hence gave rise to the flow
separation at the gap ceiling~S1!.

Fig. 4 Comparison between experiment and simulation using
different flow models

Fig. 5 Comparison between experiment and simulation on the
wall static pressure distribution at PalÄ2 bar

Fig. 6 Comparison between experiment and simulation on the
wall static pressure distribution at PalÄ3 bar
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The magnitude of the velocities along the centerline of the gap,
as shown in Fig. 9, shows further that the flow accelerated even
before entering the gap. A maximum increase of more than six
times for the velocities appeared within the range of 1.25 mm
,r ,1.35 mm, depending on the gap height. The location where
this maximum velocity appeared is known as critical section and
is denoted by the radial coordinater * ~e.g., r * 51.25 mm for
d5400mm! and the corresponding effective gap height is denoted
as d* . After the critical section, as the distancer continues to
increase, the velocity would decrease correspondingly. Due to the
presence of the flow separation region~S1!, the flow did not oc-
cupy the entire area between the top and bottom surfaces of the
gap. Hence, in order to maintain mass continuity through the gap,
flow acceleration must appear underneath the separation bubble.
The velocity variation along thed/2 plane in Fig. 9 clearly shows
that the flow through the gap resembled closely to the convergent-
divergent compressible nozzle flow characteristic whend.100
mm. The flow accelerates until the critical~minimum cross-
sectional area atr * ! section. The air velocity at the critical section
achieves a maximum value corresponding to the local speed of
sound. From Fig. 9 and for the case ofd,100 mm, the flow was

found to accelerate even after reaching the critical section and it
thus exhibited supersonic flow characteristic, until it encountered
atmospheric pressure at section s-s8.

Within the range ofd investigated here, no shock wave was
found. It should also be noted that the locations of the maximum
velocity within the gap shifted towards the exit of the gap asd
approached zero. As the distance~d! increases further~.220
mm!, the maximum velocity region moves upstream into the
chamber because its cross-sectional area becomes the same as the
minimal area section i.e.,A* 5D2p/4,r * pd* . Figure 10 shows
clearly the critical sectionr * was inside the gap whend5100mm,
and it shifts upstream to the inlet chamber whend increased to
400 mm. Under this situation, the flow is subsonic after orifice A
~c.f. Fig. 1!. Hence,d would no longer vary linearly with the
chamber pressure~c.f. Eq. ~1! when the variation of the density
became negligible!. Thus, the results shown in Fig. 10 confirm the
speculations of Crnojevic et al.@2#.

At the exit section of the gap at aroundr 52 mm, a sudden
expansion in cross-sectional area was encountered where atmo-
spheric pressure conditions exist. Since the airflow cannot follow
closely to the sudden sharp change of the nozzle contour, a sepa-
ration bubble was formed on the flat plate~S2! ~c.f. Fig. 8!. The
circulation bubble on the flat plate~S2! is relatively small and
would quickly disappear whend is greater than 400mm.

(iii) Measurement Range and Sensitivity.The volume flow
rate through the gap was obtained and compared with experimen-
tal results. The measurement accuracy for volume flow rate was
estimated to be65 percent, as shown by the error bar in Fig. 11.
There are good agreements between the simulation and the experi-
mental results. Two distinct regions can be observed from the
graph. From 0 to about 220mm, the volume flow-rate increases
almost linearly with the distanced. Sonic flow occurs in region
between the nozzle and flat plate. Beyondd5220 mm, the flows
would be choked~c.f. Fig. 9!, sonic flow occurs in the chamber
inlet and the flow-rate could not increase any further, even by
increasing the gap heightd. This is outside the pneumatic control

Fig. 7 Pressure distribution on the flat plate at PalÄ3 bar and
at different d

Fig. 8 Schematic of the streamlines between nozzle frontal
area and flat plate

Fig. 9 Velocity along the dÕ2 plane

Fig. 10 Critical section for „a… dÄ100 mm and „b… 400 mm
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range. However, by increasing theD/d ratio, it is possible to
increase the effective range of the system. For example, compare
the cases forD/d51.0 and 0.1 in Fig. 12.

The simulation results on the variation in stagnation point pres-
sure on the flat plate as a function of the distanced for different
D/d ratio is shown in Fig. 13. There are three distinct regions for
D/d50.5. Zone 1~60 mm,d,220mm! corresponds to the linear
pressure drop region, with a pressure gradient of 0.01091 bar/mm.
This value is an important parameter to define the pneumatic sen-
sitivity (s5]p/]d) of the setup. As for zone~220 mm,d,330
mm!, the pressure curve is also relatively linear~0.00385 bar/mm!
but is not as sensitive as zone 1.

It is interesting to note that there was a pressure discontinuity
exists outside the pneumatic dimensional control range at zone 3
~d'330 mm!. It is in the form of sharp increase, occurring over
very short distance~0,d,5 mm!. The existence of this ‘‘jump’’
was first noted by Markow@5# and subsequently, Crnojevic et al.
@2#. The present numerical studies prove further that the ‘‘jump’’

is caused by an oblique shock wave created at the exit section near
the flat plate. This flow phenomenon, however, did not affect the
operating range of the pneumatic system.

As pointed out in the preceding paragraph, it is possible to
increase the effective range of the system by increasing theD/d
ratio. However, as shown clearly in Fig. 13, the sensitivity would
be reduced significantly if the ratioD/d became too high. For
example, for the case ofD/d51.0, the operating range can be
increased but the sensitivity was reduced by about almost 100
percent when comparing to case ofD/d50.5. It appears that a
compromise between the two factors is required for a particular
range of application.

„b… Flow Features for the New Nozzle Design. It is very
likely that the existence of the circulation bubbles~S1 and S2! can
cause the accumulation of oil and dirt. If they are being unat-
tended over a period of time, they will eventually affect the accu-
racy of the gap measurements. Therefore, they should be avoided
in a good nozzle design for dimensional control applications. Fur-
thermore, the pressure drop from the supply pressure to the stag-
nation point should also be maximized~as d increased! so as to
increase the sensitivity of the system~c.f. Fig. 13!. Based on the
preceding analysis on the conventional nozzle design, the three
important factors affecting the efficiency of the control system are

~i! the supply pressure
~ii ! the injection nozzle geometry, and
~iii ! D/d ratio

Wall pressure distribution shown in Fig. 14 are for the cases of
d5200 mm with Pal51, 2 and 3 bar, respectively. It can be seen
from the figure that there is a small region of negative pressure
from r 52 to 2.5 mm. This corresponds to the small recirculation
region of S2 in Fig. 8~Although it will disappear whend.400
mm, it is outside the range of the pneumatic control system.! The
recovery of the pressure from negative to atmospheric condition
provided an adverse pressure gradient against the flow close to the
wall causing it to separate~at region S2!. In addition, at a fixed
value ofd, the variation of the supply pressure had little effects on
this region of negative pressure.

Injection nozzle geometry, by contrast, may have greater influ-
ence on the flow development and wall pressure distribution. As
shown in the preceding sections, the separated flow regions
around the vicinity of the nozzle head were essentially caused by
sudden change of the flow direction as the air exiting from the
nozzle. The situation may be rectified through the modification on
the nozzle head geometry, for example, a bevelled nozzle. Based
on this proposition, several different types of nozzle head had
been designed and analyzed numerically in order to match the
requirements for the above mentioned good nozzle design. The
shapes and names of the nozzle heads are tabulated in Fig. 15.
They can basically be divided into two categories, i.e., the con-

Fig. 11 Comparison between experiment and simulation for
the volume flow rate as a function of d for DÕdÄ0.5 and Pal
Ä3 bar

Fig. 12 Volume-flow rate as a function of d for different ratio of
DÕd with PalÄ3 bar

Fig. 13 Stagnation pressure as a function of d for different
ratio of DÕd with PalÄ3 bar

Fig. 14 Wall pressure distribution on the flat plate at different
supply pressure for dÄ200 mm and DÕdÄ0.5
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vergent nozzle type~b and c! and the divergent nozzle type~d, e,
and f!. The conventional nozzle design is denoted as the NS type
in Fig. 15.

(i) Pressure and Velocity Distribution in the Vicinity of the
Nozzle Heads. Comparing the first three~i.e., convergent type!
nozzle head designs~at Pal53 bar andd5200 mm!, i.e., NS, N1
and N2, N2 nozzle head is able to eliminate the low-pressure
region on the flat plate, see Fig. 16. As the design changes from a
converging shape~i.e., N1 and N2! to a diverging shape~INV N1,
INV N2, and TIP! of nozzle inlet in Fig. 17, the pressure distri-
bution along the flat plate for INV N2 is always greater than the
atmospheric pressure. By examining carefully the best nozzle de-
sign from both groups, i.e., the N2 and INV N2, respectively, in
Fig. 18, certain important observation can be summarized below.
First, both types of nozzle design can minimize the low pressure
region. Second, it was noted that the vectors in the vicinity of the
gap for the N2 case~Fig. 19! were not parallel to the wall and

appeared to be the effects of the large divergent angle. For the
vectors distribution in case INV N2, the converging shape of the
nozzle accelerated the flow such that it exited from the nozzle in a
direction almost parallel to the wall. Although the recirculation at
the vertical lip of the nozzle head cannot be eliminated com-
pletely, the built-up of the oil and dirt deposit at the corresponding
region should not have any significant effects to the effective op-
eration of the system.

It should be noted that the pressure drop at the stagnation point
on the flat plate for the divergent type~INV N2! is far greater than
that of the convergent type~N2!. As it will be shown later, the
former will be more effective in enhancing the sensitivity of the
system.

(ii) Measurement Range and Sensitivity.The angle of diver-
gence~a! in Fig. 20 is a key factor to the effective application of
the divergent shaped nozzle~INV N1, INVN2, and TIP!. The
sensitivity curves for the cases of NS and N2 are shown in Fig.
21. The N2 nozzle basically has the same sensitivity range as the
conventional design.

On the other hand, for the INV N2 nozzle, more sensitive re-
sponse can be found by varyinga, as shown in Fig. 22. However,
the linearity range is relatively shorter than that of the conven-
tional design. The NS~a50! has a linear range from 60mm to
about 200mm. Whena increased to 5 deg, the sensitivity~gradi-
ent of the curve! will be improved by 50 percent, but the linearity
range would be reduced and shifted to the lower end~from 10mm
to 110 mm!. For a522.5 and 45 deg, better sensitivity can be
obtained, but the linearity zone will be reduced further from 10
mm to 80mm. Based on the results obtain from Fig. 22, it may be
advisable to have nozzle head design of variable divergent angle
so that a wider range of measurements with acceptable sensitivity
can be obtained.

Figure 23 shows the sensitivity curve at differentD/d ratio. As
already shown in Fig. 14 that atD/d51.0 andPal53 bar, the

Fig. 15 Schematic of different nozzle designs

Fig. 16 Wall pressure distribution for convergent type of
nozzle inlet at dÄ200 mm, DÕdÄ0.5 and PalÄ3 bar

Fig. 17 Wall pressure distribution for divergent type of nozzle
inlet at dÄ200 mm, DÕdÄ0.5 and PalÄ3 bar

Fig. 18 Wall pressure distribution for N2 and INV N2 nozzle at
dÄ200 mm, DÕdÄ0.5 and PalÄ3 bar
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operating range is from 100mm to 400mm, but the sensitivity is
rather low ~0.00016 bar/mm!. Hence, an alternate solution is to
increase the anglea, so that a more extensive and sensitive mea-
surement can be obtained. From Fig. 23, using the INV N2 nozzle
at a55 deg can effectively increase the sensitivity to 0.00024
bar/mm, while for a522.5 deg, the sensitivity can be increased
further to 0.003 bar/mm ~a increase of 10 fold! and it is still able
to maintain the range of linearity. Thus, the simulated results

shown the INV N2 nozzle design would be useful for increasing
the operation range at both the lower and higher ends, in conjunc-
tion with the value ofD/d ratio.

Concluding Remarks
The numerical simulation results presented in the present paper

on the studies of the flow in a pneumatic dimensional control
system lead to the following conclusions:

Fig. 19 Velocity vector for N2 and INV N2 nozzle, with PalÄ3 bar, DÕdÄ0.5 and dÄ200 mm
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~i! Flows in the vicinity of a nozzle head in a pneumatic di-
mensional control system is best modeled by using ak-« turbu-
lence model together with the compressible flow equations.

~ii ! Two flow separation regions were found in the conven-
tional nozzle design within the range of the flow conditions inves-
tigated here. The first one appeared at the gap ceiling. The second
appeared on the flat plate just outside the nozzle head. They will
have significant effects on the long term performance of the sys-
tem, due to possible oil and dirt built-up over a period of time.

~iii ! By varying the convergent shaped nozzle head at various
angles, N2 is able to eliminate the two separation regions men-
tioned in ~ii ! but the sensitivity range of the system cannot be
improved.

~iv! The divergent shaped nozzle head, INV N2, is able to
eliminate the first two separation regions mentioned in~ii ! and the

sensitivity range of the nozzle can also be improved. For example,
at Pal53 bar andD/d50.5, the operating range becomes from 10
mm to 80 mm at sensitivity 0.02 bar/mm while that for the con-
ventional design is 60mm to 220mm at much lower sensitivity
0.01 bar/mm. Hence, a controllable divergent angled nozzle thus
offer the advantages of a larger dynamic measurement range.

~v! Furthermore, the divergent shaped nozzle head can also
improve the operating range for the case of largeD/d ratio. For
example, atPal53 bar andD/d51, the operating range is be-
tween 100 to 400mm but with very low sensitivity. Incorporating
the divergent shaped nozzle can improve the sensitivity by 50
percent at the same operating conditions.

Nomenclature

A 5 area
A* 5 minimal cross-section area
Pal 5 supply gauge pressure

P 5 static gauge pressure
Patm 5 atmospheric pressure

d 5 distance separating nozzle and flat plate
d* 5 effective gap height at the critical position
d 5 injection nozzle inner diameter
D 5 regulator diameter

Ds 5 nozzle external diameter
r 5 radial coordinate

r * 5 position of critical section
r 5 density
a 5 angle variation for INV N2 nozzle
m 5 mass flow rate

Re 5 Reynolds number
V 5 volume flow rate
m 5 dynamic viscosity

Subscripts

1 5 upstream
2 5 downstream

Superscripts

* 5 value at the critical cross-sectional area
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Fig. 20 Angle variation for INV N2 nozzle

Fig. 21 Variation of stagnation pressure for nozzle NS and N2
with DÕdÄ0.5 and PalÄ3 bar

Fig. 22 Variation of stagnation pressure at various a for INV
N2 nozzle with DÕdÄ0.5 and PalÄ3 bar

Fig. 23 Variation of stagnation pressure for nozzle at different
a and DÕd ratio for PalÄ3 bar
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Turbulent Transient Gas Injections
Compressible transient turbulent gaseous jets are formed when natural gas is injected
directly into a diesel engine. Multi-dimensional simulations are used to analyze the pen-
etration, mixing, and combustion of such gaseous fuel jets. The capability of multi-
dimensional numerical simulations, based on the k-« turbulence model, to reproduce the
experimentally verified penetration rate of free transient jets is evaluated. The model is
found to reproduce the penetration rate dependencies on momentum, time, and density,
but is more accurate when one of the k-« coefficients is modified. The paper discusses
other factors affecting the accuracy of the calculations, in particular, the mesh density
and underexpanded injection conditions. Simulations are then used to determine the im-
pact of chamber turbulence, injection duration, and wall contact on transient jet penetra-
tion. The model also shows that gaseous jets and evaporating diesel sprays with small
droplet size mix at much the same rate when injected with equivalent momentum injection
rate. @S0098-2202~00!02304-X#

Introduction
The prospect of reducing emissions from heavy-duty diesel en-

gines, while retaining their inherently high fuel economy, drives
continuing research on direct injection of natural gas in diesel
engines~Hodgins et al.@1#, Nylund @2#, Willi and Richards@3#,
Meyers et al.@4#!. When a gaseous fuel is directly injected in a
diesel engine, it forms transient turbulent jets that are typically
underexpanded. Under free conditions, the penetration of these
jets obeys a linear dependency with the square root of time, and
scales with the 1/4 power of the ratio of momentum injection rate
to chamber density. This dependency is described in Hill and
Ouellette@5# and is briefly reviewed in the following. In engines,
however, the jets are submitted to various conditions that may
affect these experimentally observed characteristics. For example,
the jets are of finite injection duration, they propagate in chambers
where turbulence levels and swirl may be significant, they may be
in contact with either the top or piston wall, and finally, but not
least, they at some point ignite and burn. In an effort to understand
the injection and combustion of directly injected gaseous fuel in
diesel engines and to help establish the optimum injection charac-
teristics, multi-dimensional numerical simulation was undertaken.
The ultimate purpose of the simulation is to include all phenom-
ena, including piston motion, swirl and combustion. This paper,
however, concentrates on transient turbulent gas injection into a
large chamber with no bulk fluid motion.

The first objective of this paper is to show that multi-
dimensional numerical simulations of transient jets using the k-«
turbulent model and performed over grids typical of those used in
engine simulations today are compatible with experimentally con-
firmed relationships. A second objective is to establish, using the
numerical model, the effects of finite injection duration, engine
combustion chamber turbulence levels and wall contact on the
penetration rate of the jet. A third objective is to relate the pen-
etration and mixing of gaseous jets and that of evaporating sprays
of small droplet size. The mesh and injection boundary conditions
for underexpanded jets present particular challenges, which are
the focus of discussions in the paper.

Experimental Knowledge of Transient Jets
Miyake et al.@6#, Chepakovich@7#, and Ouellette@8# have mea-

sured the penetration rates of gaseous jets under conditions similar
to those prevailing in direct injection engines. These experimental
observations showed that the penetration of the fuel jets obeys a

linear dependency on the square root of time. These jets are there-
fore of the transient type rather than of the puff jet type, which
obey a 1/4 power dependency on time~Hill and Ouellette@5#!.
The observed jets had Reynolds number of the magnitude of 5
3105, and are therefore fully turbulent. The jets are also typically
underexpanded, that is the pressure at the exit of the nozzle is
greater than the chamber pressure, and the gas velocity is sonic.

Rizk @9# measured the penetration rate of incompressible jets.
His photographs reveal that the jets reach a self-similarity ex-
pressed by a constant ratio of the jet maximum width~D! to jet
penetration length (zt). This ratio is found to reach a valueD/zt
of 0.2560.05. This observation is corroborated by the compress-
ible data of Miyake et al. In Hill and Ouellette@5#, this self-
similarity observation is used in conjunction with a momentum
conservation argument to establish that the penetration of jets can
be expressed by

zt

~Ṁn /ra!1/4t1/25G (1)

wherezt is the jet penetration,Ṁn is the momentum injection rate
at the nozzle,ra is the density in the chamber,t is the time from
the beginning of injection, andG a constant whose value is 3.0
60.1 for turbulent jets issued from round nozzles. To derive Eq.
~1!, the mass entrainment rate correlation of Ricou and Spalding
@10# was used. The jet penetration measurements of Rizk@9#,
Witze @11#, Miyake et al., Chepakovich, and Ouellette all have a
slope in agreement with aG value of 3.060.1 when scaled with
the above ratio of momentum injection rate to chamber density.
The data of Miyake et al. for 2 different nozzle diameters are
presented as an example in Fig. 1. As the above-cited experimen-
tal data cover incompressible and compressible jets, including un-
derexpanded, sonic and subsonic ones, the above expression has a
wide range of applicability. The expression is valid for distances
greater than about 20 nozzle diameters, for free jets~no wall con-
tact!, for jet Reynolds number greater than 33104 and for times
shorter than the injection duration. The expression states that the
penetration is not directly dependent on the injection pressure,
velocity or nozzle diameter, but strictly on the momentum injec-
tion rate. Equation~1! can be transformed directly to the follow-
ing form, which is often cited~for example, in Abraham et al.
@12#!, showing the similarity length and time scales employed:

zt

deq
5GS p

4 D 1/4S tUn

deq
D 1/2

(2)

where the equivalent diameterdeq is equal todn(rn /ra)1/2,dn is
the nozzle diameter, andrn andUn are the density and velocity of
the injected gas at the nozzle.
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The above relationships provide a simple understanding of the
influence of many engine operating parameters on the penetration
of gaseous jets. For examples, the effect on penetration of cham-
ber pressure and temperature, of injection pressure and of nozzle
diameter can all be understood with Eq.~1!.

Modeling of Transient Jets
Kuo and Bracco@13# modeled transient incompressible jets us-

ing a finite difference solution to the equations of motion includ-
ing the k-« turbulence model. Their results compared well with
experimental data, but comparison was presented only for the
early stages of the jet development. Their results pertained to
incompressible turbulent jets with Reynolds number between
8650 and 135,100. They provided a correlation similar to Eq.~2!,
but included a Reynolds number dependency, as the lower Rey-
nolds number jets were not fully turbulent. Assuming a Reynolds
number of 13105 in their correlation leads to a value ofG of
2.75. The comparison is, however, uncertain because of the Rey-
nolds number dependency, which should disappear at Reynolds
number greater than 33104.

Gaillard @14# used a similar model to predict the penetration of
transient turbulent jets. Gaillard noted the known inadequacy of
the k-« model in reproducing the spreading rate of steady-state
jets issued from round nozzles and proposed different coefficients
for the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation equation.

As noted by Gaillard, it is well known that for steady-state
round jets, the k-« turbulent model leads to an overestimate of the
spreading rate. Malin@15# and Hanjalic and Launder@16#, among
others, reported that the k-« turbulent model leads to an over-
estimation of the spreading rate~ratio of the jet half-width, i.e.,
the radius at which the velocity is half of that at the axis, to the
distance from nozzle! of steady-state turbulent jets. For round free
jets of air into air, the turbulence model is reported to predict a
spreading rate of 0.11, while the accepted experimental value is
0.085–0.09. The reason for the inaccuracy is related to the as-
sumption of isotropy in modeling the turbulence. The assumption
apparently does not hold for jets, in which strains normal to the jet
axis differ from aligned ones.

Algebraic corrections have been proposed~Hanjalic and Laun-
der, and Malin! for steady-state turbulent jet modeling, but the
corrections require knowledge of the jet centerline position and
velocity. This may be difficult to obtain in complex, varying vol-
ume geometry such as engine combustion chambers.

Changing the coefficients in the modeled transport equation for
the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation« is reported to improve
the situation, though this means giving up the idea that the estab-
lished coefficients are universals. Pope@17# reported an improve-
ment of the steady-state prediction by changingC«1 from 1.44 to
1.6. Gaillard adjusted the model coefficients to better reproduce
the mass entrainment rate in steady-state jets. Using the optimized
coefficients~Ce151.52 instead of 1.44, andCe251.89 instead of
1.92! in the « equation, the spreading rate of simulated steady-
state jets,r 1/2/z, was reported to be 0.08. Despite the improve-
ment, the penetration constantG of the jets modeled by Gaillard is
about 2.5, which is lower than the expected value of 3.0. Mesh
density effects may be the cause of this low value.

Abraham@18# and Abraham et al.@12# noted that the equivalent
diameter as used in Eq.~2! is a valid length scale for the scaling of
calculated transient jets that differ in density from the surrounding
fluid. They also reported the square-root dependency on time.
Abraham@18# used the standard k-« turbulent model to calculate
the mass entrainment rate in transient jets. The calculations in-
cluded jets of different densities but did not discuss underex-
panded jets.

Johnson et al.@19# modeled hydrogen jets and found that the jet
penetration was severely under-predicted when computed over a
three-dimensional cylindrical mesh. They attributed the discrep-
ancy to increasing mesh coarseness in the radial direction. This
coarseness induces unrealistic turbulent length scales, resulting in
too large diffusion. They proposed a solution by limiting the mag-
nitude of the turbulent length scales within the cone of the jet.
Although the approach gives good results, it may be equally dif-
ficult to implement in an engine situation, where the jet location is
affected by piston motion, wall effect and swirl.

The Numerical Model
The KIVA-II code ~Amsden et al.@20#!, developed for engine-

based modeling, was modified to include gaseous jet injection
capabilities and was used in this study. KIVA-II offers a solution
for gas phase flows and for the propagation of a liquid evaporating
spray~liquid phase! within a chamber. The gas phase flow mod-
eling is a finite-volume solution to the unsteady equations of mo-
tion for compressible turbulent chemically reactive flows in two-
or three-dimensions. An arbitrary number of species can be speci-
fied, and are treated as ideal gases. The equations are Navier-
Stokes equations for a mixture of gases. The k-« model used in
this work is the standard one~Launder and Spalding, as referred to
in Amsden et al.!, corrected only for compression effects. The
equations are not modified, and a complete description can be
found in Amsden et al.

Injection Boundary Conditions. There are a number of pos-
sible strategies for representing specific experimental conditions.
One is to include the details of the nozzle flow in the computa-
tions. This is the method followed by Zhang et al.@21#. In en-
gines, the length scale difference between the nozzle and the
chamber dimension is of the order of 100. To resolve the details
of the velocity profile at the nozzle exit, one must compute at
scales maybe 10 times smaller than the nozzle diameter, such that
a difference in scale of 1000 would be required. Because of this
difference in scale, only codes which have a multi-grid scale ca-
pability can be practically used to resolve both nozzle and cham-
ber flows. The computations of nozzle flow details remain time-
consuming.

Another method is to use specific, detailed computations to
establish the velocity and gas flow parameters at the nozzle, and
then use the computed profile in a coarser computation. This is the
method proposed by Johnson et al.@19#. When the chamber con-
ditions are changing, as they are in a reciprocating engine, the
boundary conditions are also changing in time, such that a large
number of preliminary computations may be required to handle,
for example, a study of injection timing.

Fig. 1 Nondimensional penetration rate of turbulent methane
jets issued from round nozzles of 2 different diameters. U n
Ä409 mÕs, rn ÕraÄ3.2. Data from Miyake et al. †6‡. Both axis
have units in †s1Õ2

‡.
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A third method, which is used in this work, is based on the
observation that far from the nozzle~at zt /d.20!, the jet penetra-
tion is predominantly dependent on the nozzle momentum injec-
tion rate, as expressed by Eq.~1!, and not on the details of the
conditions at the nozzle. In this work, the momentum at the nozzle
is estimated for each experimental condition and an equivalent
momentum is imposed at the injector/chamber interface. The mo-
mentum may be calculated from provided experimental condi-
tions, such as velocity and discharge coefficient, or can be calcu-
lated from one-dimensional flow with friction when the pressure
ratio across the nozzle is known. Compressibility effects may be
taken into consideration when significant.

The velocity, temperature, and density of the incoming gas
were accordingly set at the computational cells lying at the
injector/chamber interface. Figure 2 shows the injector/chamber
interface for an axisymmetric grid with downward injection origi-
nating from the center of the top wall, at the symmetry axis. The
chamber in this case would have the shape of a cylinder, with the
jet propagating along its axis, as can be seen in Fig. 3. The veloc-
ity and temperature must be provided at the vertices within the
nozzle/chamber interface~a, b, andc!. The density, internal en-
ergy, turbulent length scale, and turbulent kinetic energy flux
across the cell faces (a-b,b-c) in the interface region must also be
provided. The specifications of the temperature, velocity, and den-
sity are inputs to the solution and are discussed further. The inter-
nal energy is obtained from the JANAF tables once the tempera-
ture has been calculated. The influx of specific turbulent kinetic
energy and of the turbulent length scale must also be specified. In
this work the specific turbulent kinetic energy influx was set at 10
percent of the nozzle flow specific kinetic energy, while the tur-
bulent length scale was set at 50 percent of the nozzle diameter.
These values are similar to those used by Gaillard@14# and
MacInnes and Bracco@22#. The sensitivity to these choices was
assessed in Ouellette@8# for turbulent transient jets, and it was
found that the jet rapidly creates its own turbulence properties and
numerical simulations were not sensitive to the above choices in
the downstream region of the jet.

Jet Penetration Definition. When computing the penetration
of a transient jet, the definition of penetration must be established.
Figure 4 shows the details of the methane mass fraction value
along the axis of the chamber and in the region of the jet tip
corresponding to Fig. 3. It may be seen that the jet forefront is
well defined but not absolutely sharp because of the grid resolu-
tion. An appropriate penetration definition may be to take the
point of intersection of a tangent to the steepest part of the fore-
front with the axis ~point B!. But at large distances from the
nozzle, the steepness of the front is not as easily defined as that
shown in Fig. 4 and it becomes difficult to determine the fore-
front. The change of slope that identifies the beginning of the jet
head~point A on Fig. 4! remains on the other hand obvious at all

times for the cases studied. This point however is not at the fore-
front but rather at some point near the back of the vortex head.
Here the jet tip was taken as half way between points A and B.
For the jet travel distance of interest here, from about 20 to 100
nozzle diameters, the half way point between A and B corre-
sponded to a mass fraction of methane of roughly 3 percent.

Grid Size Effect. The effect of mesh density on the jet pen-
etration was investigated in this work, particularly the maximum
grid size in the chamber and the grid size in the nozzle area. In all
computations, the number of cells in the nozzle exit area and the
size of the cell immediately adjacent to the nozzle are specified;
the grid is geometrically expanded from the nozzle to the wall, in
both the axial and radial directions, as may be seen in Fig. 3. For
each case, the jet penetration was calculated then expressed in
terms of Eq.~1!, and the corresponding value ofG is established.

The number of cells within the nozzle was increased from 2–4,
with a modest reduction of 1 percent in the value ofG. The maxi-
mum grid size in the chamber was increased from a maximum of
1 mm ~2 nozzle diameters! to 2 mm, with a change of only 0.5
percent in the value ofG. However, the size of cell adjacent to the
nozzle has a more significant effect and is reported in Table 1.
The parametersdxmin anddzmin denote the size of the cell adjacent
to the nozzle area, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For all cases, the maxi-

Fig. 2 Injector Õnozzle interface for 2-d computational mesh

Fig. 3 Mesh and methane mass fraction for axisymmetric tran-
sient jet study

Fig. 4 Axial methane mass fraction at the jet forefront, corre-
sponding to jet in Fig. 3
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mum cell size in the chamber~at the outside and bottom walls!
was kept at 1.5 mm, resulting in more cells being used as the
adjacent cells size was reduced in size.

Table 1 reveals that the calculated value of the constantG de-
creases further from the experimental value of 3.0 as the mesh
density is increased, and furthermore that although the change is
small between the two last cases, grid independence is not yet
reached with a cell sized corresponding to 1/4 diameter. It should
be noted that in these simulations, the chamber turbulence was set
to zero and that the jets created their own turbulence.

When modeling an engine, a cylindrical three-dimensional
mesh is used; this offers another challenge as the size of the cells
in the circumferential direction is increasing with the radius. It
was found necessary to use at least two cells in the nozzle area in
the circumferential direction while performing three-dimensional
computations. A comparison was made between the penetration of
round jets computed in two-dimensions~axisymmetric! and in
three-dimensions. The three-dimensional mesh consisted of a 60
deg portion of a cylindrical chamber divided into 30 axial cells, 32
radial cells and of 12 circumferential cells. The cylindrical cham-
ber was 6.1 cm in radius and 2.5 cm high. When modeling engine
cycles, the injection boundary injections are placed on the side of
a protruding injector tip, as depicted in Fig. 5. The nozzle was
recessed further in the chamber such that wall effects would be
avoided in this comparison. The same adjacent cell sizes were
kept. The test showed that three-dimensional simulations resulted
in a value of G 7.5 percent smaller when compared to two-
dimensional simulations. Furthermore, because of the increase in
cell size in the circumferential direction, the linear dependency
with the square root of time was not as good at further distances
from the nozzle. Early tests and literature data indicate that further
to the grid density requirement in the nozzle area, three-
dimensional cylindrical calculations also require that r-z planes
~where r is the radial axis and z the axial axis! be spaced every 2
to 3 degrees.

Adjustment of k-« Coefficients. The k-« model used in
KIVA-II is the standard one~Launder and Spalding, as stated in

Amsden et al.!, only corrected for compression-induced turbu-
lence. It therefore yields an inaccurate steady-state jet spreading
rate, as discussed above. This was demonstrated by performing
axisymmetric calculations and identifying the half radius from the
quasi-steady-state stem of transient jets. A value of 0.10 was ob-
tained, which compares to experimentally determined values be-
tween 0.085 and 0.09. This inaccuracy translates into a jet width-
to-penetration ratio of 0.30, compared with the value of 0.25
60.05 as observed in Rizk@9# and Miyake et al.@6#, and in an
under-predicted penetration rate, with a slope of 2.7 instead of 3.0
as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Following Pope@17# and Gaillard@14#, the coefficientsC«1 and
Ce2 of the turbulent kinetic energy equation were modified to best
reproduce transient jets and their quasi steady-state stem. Compu-
tations using cell sizes in the nozzle area of 1/2 diameter~0.25
mm! were performed with the coefficients change proposed by
Pope and Gaillard, and the corresponding values ofG and r1/2 are
presented in Table 2. Other coefficient changes were also consid-
ered as indicated. There is an improvement of the penetration
constant asCe1 is increased from 1.44 to 1.52. It appears also that
the value ofCe2 is best unchanged~at 1.92! for the current model
and for the mesh density used. The effect of this coefficient
change will need to be assessed when considering engine flow.

Underexpansion and Virtual Nozzle Injection. When con-
sidering the direct injection of a gaseous fuel in a compression
ignition engine, the resulting jet may be underexpanded, that is the
nozzle exit pressure is higher than the chamber pressure. Under-
expansion of natural gas occurs when the upstream-to-chamber
pressure ratio is greater than approximately 1.85~assuming per-
fect gas behavior of methane!. At underexpanded conditions, the
flow chokes at the exit of the nozzle. Underexpansion is a com-
plex adjustment process involving expansion and compression
waves, which form a barrel-shaped shock pattern. Figure 7 shows
a schematic of the expansion process outside the nozzle.

Fig. 5 Three-dimensional chamber and chamber-nozzle inter-
face

Fig. 6 Nondimensional penetration rate and ratio of head vor-
tex to jet tip for uncorrected and corrected turbulent model
„simulations …

Table 1 Effect of grid size in vicinity of nozzle, penetration
constant based on an average forefront definition „free jet …

Dxmin , dzmin G % Change

1.0d ~0.5 mm! 2.94
0.75d ~0.375 mm! 2.80 4.8
0.5d ~0.25 mm! 2.67 4.6
0.25d ~0.125 mm! 2.60 2.6

Table 2 Effect of change in the value k -« coefficients, as ob-
tained in this study with a grid density of 1 Õ2 d in nozzle area

C«1 C«2 r1/2 G

Original k-«
Amsden@20#

1.44 1.92 0.100 2.69

Pope@17# 1.60 1.92 0.066 3.42
Gaillard @14# 1.52 1.89 0.078 3.15
This study #1 1.50 1.92 0.083 2.94
This study #2 1.52 1.92 0.084 2.99
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KIVA-II solves compressible equations of motion, and can in
principle handle the underexpansion. Since the expansion process
outside the nozzle involves some shocks, it is doubtful that the
predicted flow field near the nozzle will be accurate unless a very
fine grid is used. It was decided to evaluate methods of avoiding
the computations of this expansion process.

One method consists in using Eq.~1! as the basis to provide a
correctly expanded nozzle with equivalent momentum injection
rate. Equation~1! states that the penetration will be the same as
long as the momentum injection rate is duplicated for a given
chamber density. The assumption is made that no mixing takes
place over the expansion region. To satisfy momentum conserva-
tion, the corrected diameter must then satisfy

dc

dn
5S rn

rc
D 1/2 Un

Uc
(3)

where the subscriptc refers to a nozzle which provides a correctly
expanded jet andn to the real nozzle exit conditions. Fixing arbi-
trarily the corrected diameter’s Mach number at Mc, and since the
Mach number at the nozzle exit is unity, the corrected diameter
becomes, under the assumption of perfect gas law:

dc

dn
5S rn

rc
D 1/2 AgRCH4Tn

McAgRCH4Tc

5
1

Mc
S rnTn

rcTc
D 1/2

(4)

The gas density at the nozzlern is Pn /RCH4Tn , and the density
at the corrected nozzle must be taken at chamber pressurePa and
is Pa /RCH4Tc . Replacing in Eq.~4! leads to

dc

dn
5

1

Mc
S Pn

Pa
D 1/2

(5)

The nozzle pressure can be readily calculated assuming perfect
gas law and having unity Mach number at the nozzle:

Pn5PoY S 11
~g21!

2
Mn

2D g/g21

50.546Po (6)

wherePo is the pressure in the reservoir, and takingg to be 1.3.
Replacing into Eq.~6! leads to:

dc

dn
5A0.546

Mc
2

Po

Pa
(7)

which is valid under the assumption of perfect gas law. The cor-
rection is equivalent to providing a nozzle with lower stagnation
pressure but same momentum. The validity of this scaling is fur-
ther supported by the fact that Ewan and Moodie@23# scaled
underexpanded steady-state jets generated by pressure ratios as
large as 70 using Eq.~7! with Mc equal to 1. This observation is
further discussed in the paper by Hill and Ouellette.

For the corrected diameter to reproduce not only the momen-
tum injection rate at the nozzle but also the mass injection rate,
the corrected diameter’s injection velocityUc must be the same as
the nozzle injection velocityUn . Under the assumption that no
mixing takes place during the expansion process, the stagnation
temperatureTo remains constant, and the Mach number Mc is
equal to Mn, which is unity. If a subsonic velocity is chosen to
speed up calculations, the mass injection rate is no longer the
same as that of the actual nozzle. For example, if a corrected
nozzle Mach number of 0.75 is chosen, the corrected nozzle di-
ameter isdc /dn5A.971Po /Pa and the associated drop in velocity
yields a mass injection rate reduced by 23 percent.

When using a correction for underexpansion in numerical simu-
lations, the nozzle conditions are first calculated~temperature,
density, velocity!, then the corrected diameter is calculated with
Eq. ~7!, while the temperature, density and velocity are calculated
as

Tc5ToY S 11
~g21!

2
Mc

2D ,

rc5
Pa

RTc
, Uc5McAgRTc

Figure 8 shows the predicted penetration rate obtained with
different assumptions for a nozzle operated at a pressure ratio of
5. In the first case, underexpanded conditions were set at the in-
jection boundary conditions~no corrections!. In the second, third
and fourth cases, equivalent diameters with Mach numbers of 1,
0.75, and 0.5 were provided. The mass injection rate differs from
that of the original case for subsonic Mach numbers, but the same
total mass of methane is injected, such that the injection duration
differs, as indicated. The reduction in computing time is also in-
dicated in percentage in the legend.

It may be seen that all corrected cases predict a somewhat
larger penetration than that of the uncorrected case, by about 5
percent, despite the identical momentum injection rate. This could
be explained by the fact that a much denser grid would be re-
quired to treat the pressure adjustment of the underexpanded case.
For the two corrected cases with Mach numbers of 1 and 0.75, the
penetration is nearly identical, despite the difference in injection
duration and rate. This observation re-enforces the momentum
dependency of the jet penetration. The two corrected cases lead to
a reduction in computing time of 18 percent and 42 percent, re-
spectively~for the Mc50.75 case, the reduction is linked to a 22
percent shorter injection duration!. For the Mach 0.5 case, the

Fig. 7 Underexpansion process „from Ewan and Moodie †23‡…

Fig. 8 Nondimensional jet penetration for different underex-
pansion treatments. P o ÕpaÄ5. Tinj is the injection duration and
dc is the corrected diameter. The percentage value indicates
the reduction in computing time. Units of both axis in †s1Õ2

‡.
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computing time is reduced by 60 percent~injection duration 45
percent shorter!, but the penetration is not as well reproduced,
particularly in the early stages. The potential core, the region of
the jet near the nozzle where the injected fluid has not mixed with
the surrounding, extends further downstream for a larger nozzle,
which may explain the early difference.

To compensate for the difference in mass injection rate, another
correction strategy can be followed. A subsonic jet of equal mo-
mentum and methane mass injection rate can be obtained if a
mixture of methane and air is initially injected. This corresponds
in essence to replacing nozzle boundary conditions by averaged
conditions existing a few diameters downstream of the nozzle. For
a desired Mach number, a percentage of air can be found that
provides equal momentum and methane mass injection rate. Two
such cases are presented in Fig. 8, with Mach numbers of 0.75 and
0.5, and corresponding air fractions of 19 and 41 percent. Again
the predicted penetration rate for the case of Mach 0.75 is equiva-
lent and equal to that predicted by the pure methane injection at
the same speed. The reduction in computational time is 35 percent
this time. The small distance over which the mixing would really
take place was not considered in the penetration of Fig. 8.

Which of the above methods is best to use depends somewhat
on the application. For engine modeling, it can be argued that
reproducing the mass injection rate is important to reproduce the
combustion rate following the end of injection. In that respect a
corrected diameter with unity Mach number that provides a match
for both the mass and momentum injection rate is a better choice
and has been used in the current work.

Results

Comparison With Penetration Formula. Numerical simula-
tions were performed to evaluate the capability of reproducing
transient jet characteristics. Methane was injected at a velocity of
50 m/s and at a density of 19.3 kg/m3 through a nozzle of 0.5 mm
in a chamber filled with air at a density of 34.8 kg/m3. The Rey-
nolds number was then approximately 50,000. The methane was
injected in a chamber of 25 mm in radius and 50 mm in length. In
these simulations, a square velocity profile was imposed at the
nozzle, and the momentum calculated accordingly. The new coef-
ficient C«1 equal to 1.52 was used. Figure 6 shows the penetration
rate of a simulated jet, rendered dimensionless according to Eq.
~1!. The square root of time dependency is well reproduced by the
simulations. The slope is 2.99 which compares well with the ex-
perimentally confirmed value of the value of 3.060.1 presented in
Eq. ~1!.

Direct Comparison With Experimental Data of Witze †11‡.
To further verify the proper implementation of injection boundary
conditions and estimate the capability of KIVA-II to reproduce
transient jets, a computational case was compared with the experi-
mental data of Witze@11#. Witze took hot wire measurements on
the centerline of a suddenly started air jet. For the case considered
here, the nozzle was 1.2 mm in diameter and steady-state nozzle
velocities of 53 and 103 m/s were tested. These jets are essentially
incompressible, but not fully turbulent as the Reynolds numbers
are approximately 6000 and 12,000.

The nozzle conditions were reproduced in KIVA-II, and air was
injected in a cylindrical chamber of radius 25 mm and length 100
mm. These dimensions were chosen to minimize wall effects over
the time period considered. An axisymmetric calculation was per-
formed over a mesh of 100 axial cells and 30 radial cells. For this
particular case, the penetration definition of Witze was used; the
penetration time is obtained at one location when the axial veloc-
ity is 70 percent of the steady-state velocity at that location. Fig-
ure 9 shows the results of the comparison between the experimen-
tal penetration data of Witze~reported in Kuo and Bracco@13#!
and those obtained with KIVA-II. The agreement is fair, although
there is a penetration difference in the early stages.

Direct Comparison With Experimental Data of Ouellette
†8‡. Simulations were also compared to flow visualization stud-
ies presented in Ouellette@8# and Hill and Ouellette@5#. The flow
visualization experiments consisted of schlieren photographs of
transient methane jets issued from the round nozzles of a gaseous
injector used in engine. The injection took place in a pressurized
optically accessible chamber 18 by 18 cm wide and 5 cm in
height. The injector tip protrudes from the center of the top wall,
as in an engine, and the gas was injected at an angle of 10 deg
from the top wall. The chamber was pressurized at 1.5 MPa, and
injection pressures of 2.3, 3.7, 6, and 8.1 MPa were used, corre-
sponding to nozzle to chamber gas density ratios of 0.63, 0.86,
1.44, and 2.01. The nozzle diameter was 0.5 mm. The penetration
rate was measured from the photograph with an accuracy of 0.1
ms on time. The jet penetration measurements had a standard
deviation of approximately 1 mm. Figure 10 shows the penetrat-
ing jet at different times.

Because of the geometry and the observed contact with the top
wall, the simulation of these experiments required three-
dimensional computations performed in cylindrical coordinate
system. Although the chamber used in the experiments was
square, a cylindrical chamber was used in the simulations. The

Fig. 9 Comparison of predicted penetration rate with experi-
mental data of Witze †11‡. Incompressible air jet into air, d n
Ä1.2 mm.

Fig. 10 Schlieren photographs of jet in fixed volume chamber
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diameter of the chamber was the same as the width of the cham-
ber. The volume differed, but the pressure rise in the chamber due
to gas injection was negligible and would not impact the jet pen-
etration. The simulations were performed over a 60 deg sector as
seen in Fig. 5. There was no contact with the chamber walls other
than with the top wall. Injection boundary conditions were estab-
lished on the side of a protruding injector tip, as illustrated in Fig.
5. The mesh consisted of 30 axial cells, 32 radial cells and 12
circumferential cells. The cells in the nozzle area had sizes
smaller or equal to the nozzle diameter. Grids of higher density
were considered in Ouellette et al.@24#, and it was found that
within 90 diameters from the nozzle, which is the range consid-
ered here, the penetration changed only by 4 percent when going
from the grid used here to a grid nearly twice as dense.

The injection boundary conditions~velocity, temperature, and
density! were calculated based on the measured injection and
chamber pressures. It was found that both friction and real gas
effects affected the flow inside the nozzle, and thus were consid-
ered in determining the nozzle exit momentum and mass flow
rates. The real gas behavior is significant for the conditions con-
sidered, with a compressibility factor of 0.88 at the highest injec-
tion pressure. The calculated momentum from one-dimensional
flow considering real gas behavior and friction differed by less
than 2.5 percent from that made using perfect gas assumption with
friction, but the mass injection rate differed by as much as 8
percent. Details of the nozzle flow conditions estimate can be
found in Ouellette@8#. For the three higher injection pressures, the
nozzle flow was underexpanded, and a corrected diameter was
calculated, based on Eq.~7! and with a unity corrected Mach
number.

Figure 11 shows the results of the comparison between the
simulations and the experimental results. The experimental data
collapse close to the slope of 3, indicating that there is close
agreement with the scaling of Eq.~1!, although the two lowest
density ratio cases deviate substantially at later times from the
linear dependency because of the wall effect. The experimental
case with density ratiorn /ra of 0.63 lies somewhat below the
other data points, yet has much the same slope in the region un-
affected by the wall, indicating that the initial jet development
differs from the other cases. It is possible that the injector needle
opening time has some dependency on the injection pressure.

The computational results scale well with the momentum-to-
density ratio and compare relatively well with the numerical re-
sults. The slope of the computational data is still lower than ex-
pected at approximately 2.65. This lower value ofG is due both to
the circumferential grid expansion in three-dimensional cylindri-
cal computations and to the wall contact. By comparing with

three-dimensional computations of a jet propagating without
touching the wall, it was found that the wall contact reduces the
value ofG by approximately 5 percent.

The Effect of Turbulence and Finite Injection Duration on
Jet Penetration. The dependency described by Eqs.~1! and~2!
does not take into consideration certain engine conditions that
may affect the penetration of gaseous jets. Numerical simulations
were performed to verify the validity of the dependency estab-
lished by Eq.~1! for: i! jets of finite duration, and ii! jets propa-
gating in chambers where the turbulence level is increased to val-
ues found in diesel engines, as discussed below. Realistic chamber
conditions, summarized in Table 3, were set in a two-dimensional
axisymmetric chamber.

Effect of Turbulence. It should be noted that all simulations
above were done in quiescent chambers where the turbulence lev-
els were set to zero. The jets created their own turbulence. In
engines at top-dead-center, turbulent fluctuations are of the order
of 1/2 the mean piston speed~Heywood @25#!. For the engine
considered here, the mean piston speed varies between 2 and 8
m/s. The turbulent fluctuations may be of the order of 1 to 4 m/s,
corresponding to a turbulent kinetic energy of 1.5 m2/s2 to 20
m2/s2. Figure 12 shows three cases with three different initial
turbulence levels; 0, 0.5 and 5 m2/s2. As may be seen, increasing
turbulence reduces the penetration as defined by a 3 percent mass
fraction contour line. The case with 0.5 m2/s2 initial turbulent
kinetic energy is accompanied by a reduction of 5 percent in pen-
etration. The subsequent 10 fold increase reduces the penetration
by another 2 percent. The corresponding values ofG are 2.92,
2.79, and 2.74. The decrease in penetration is accompanied by an
increase in lateral spreading.

Fig. 11 Comparison between experimental data and computa-
tions

Fig. 12 Effects of chamber turbulence on jet penetration „tkei
is the initial turbulence kinetic energy in the chamber …

Table 3 Simulation conditions for studies of turbulence and
injection duration

Chamber dimensions Radius: 20 mm
Length: 90 mm

Grid 25 radial, 100 axial
dxmin, dzmin: 0.5d

Injection pressure and
temperature

Po515 MPa, To5350 K

Chamber pressure and
temperature

Pa55 MPa, Ta5850 K

Wall temperature Tw5450 K
Nozzle diameter dn50.5 mm
Injected mass 3.5 mg

Turbulence level 1.5 m2/s2
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Effect of Injection Duration. Figure 13 shows three injections
with same conditions, but with different injected masses. In the
first case, 5 mg of fuel are injected, with a corresponding injection
duration of 1 ms, while in the second case the injection is con-
tinuous. It is seen that the penetration rate of the interrupted jet
remains the same as that of the continuous jet for up to twice the
injection duration~until 2 ms in Fig. 13!.

Comparison Between Jet and Spray Penetration and Mix-
ing. In the continuing effort to reduce emissions from diesel
engines, much research has been done on the injection rate and
configuration of sprays. In that respect, it is of interest to know
whether gaseous jets behave much like sprays. Kuo and Bracco
@13# compared the penetration of liquid sprays and gas jets. Their
work indicates that for sprays in general it is not enough to say, as
we have shown~Hill and Ouellette@5#! for turbulent gas jets, that
the penetration rate depends only on time and the ratio of nozzle
exit momentum flow rate to chamber density. Their evidence in-
dicates that spray penetration may also depend on liquid-to-gas
density ratio, length-to-diameter ratio of the nozzle and the param-
eters which control atomization and vaporization rate. This is rea-
sonable since these latter parameters affect droplet size and one
would expect large droplets to have a strong effect on momentum
transfer between fuel and air, and thus strongly affect spray mix-
ing and penetration. However, for the case of vanishingly small
droplets, one would expect spray behavior to be essentially iden-
tical to that of the turbulent gas jet.

The particular question considered in the following is whether,
under typical diesel chamber conditions, penetration of turbulent
impulsively injected gas jets is essentially the same as that of
sprays if the typical droplet is small, i.e., of the order of a few
microns. In the absence of experimental data comparing sprays
and gas jets with the same momentum-to-chamber-density ratio,
numerical simulation was employed to investigate the question.
Though it is recognized, as we outlined in this paper, that numeri-
cal simulation is limited in absolute accuracy due to grid size
effects and to approximations in modeling turbulence, we postu-
late that much the same limitations will appear in calculations of
both jets and sprays if the droplet size in the latter is small.

Two-dimensional axisymmetric numerical simulations of
sprays and gaseous jets with equivalent momentum injection rate
were performed using KIVA-II. The spray model incorporated in
KIVA-II ~Taylor Analogy Breakup, Amsden et al.! was used to
calculate spray penetration and evaporation. The spray model was
only modified to ensure that the momentum injection rate was
identical to that of the gaseous jet. In order to control the spray
cone angle, fine droplets of a specified Sauter mean radius were
injected within a specified cone angle~another option is to inject

larger droplets and to use the aerodynamic droplet break-up sub-
model included in KIVA-II, but this offers less control on the
spray angle!.

Liquid diesel fuel sprays were compared to a gaseous jet, all
injected in air at 17.42 kg/m3 and 1200 K. The initial turbulence
level in the chamber was set at 3600 cm2/s2, corresponding to a
turbulent fluctuation of approximately 0.5 m/s. 5 mg of fuel were
injected in each case at the same momentum injection rate. The
calculations were performed over a mesh made of 23 radial cells
for a radius of 23 mm, and of 45 axial cells for a length of 62 mm.
At the nozzle, the cells had the dimension of the gas nozzle radius,
0.25 mm, and were expanding geometrically in the radial and
axial direction, as seen in Fig. 14.

The first spray was specified to have a cone angle of 26 deg,
which is the approximate spreading angle of the gaseous jet, and
droplets of Sauter mean radius of 5mm. The simulated diesel
nozzle was 0.13 mm in diameter, such that the grid to diesel
orifice radius ratio was about 4. This is within the range used in
the literature as reported by Abraham@26#. Methane was injected
through a 0.5 mm diameter nozzle at an injection pressure of 150
bar.

Figure 14 shows the grid, along with the methane and diesel
equivalence ratio for the case of 5 micron droplets injected within
a cone of 26 deg at 1 ms after the beginning of injection. It may be
seen that the penetrations and fuel distributions are very similar.
Figure 15 shows the corresponding mixing rate based on mixture
strength. A mixture equivalence ratio below 0.5 was arbitrarily
considered lean, while a mixture equivalence ratio above 2.0 was
considered rich. It may be seen that the flammable and lean mix-
ture formation rates are nearly identical for the gaseous jet and
this controlled spray. The rich mixture formation is different,
since only the vapor was considered when calculating the amount
of fuel within each region.

Increasing the droplet Sauter-mean-radius to 10mm resulted in
an increase in fuel vapor in the lean mixture, but in a decrease in
vapor in the flammable mixture. There is now little fuel within
rich regions, as more fuel is left within the droplets. It seems that
larger droplets overall reduced the mixing of the diesel vapor with

Fig. 13 Effects of injection duration on jet penetration „tinj is
the injection duration …

Fig. 14 Mesh and equivalence ratio contour lines for gaseous
jet „left … and for a diesel spray „right … for an equivalent momen-
tum injection rate „dimensions in cm, df2 is diesel #2 …
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the air. Reducing the droplet size would most likely provide a
mixing rate even closer to that of the gaseous jet. To simulate the
effect of a different nozzle, the cone angle was changed to 35 deg
with the main effect of broadening the spray while reducing its
penetration. This was not found to affect the mixing significantly
as shown in Fig. 15.

Thus numerical calculations indicate that for droplet sizes of
the order of a few microns, and with injection into air of typical
diesel chamber density, the penetration and mixing of sprays will
be essentially the same as those of impulsively injected gaseous
jets as long as the momentum injection rate is the same. For
droplets of a few microns the spray cone angle specified in the
simulation had apparently little effect on the calculated mixing
rate.

It should be noted that, in practice, achieving the same momen-
tum injection rate is not a major difficulty. The natural gas density
at the nozzle may be 15–20 times less than that of diesel fuel, but
this is easily compensated by using larger holes. Since the diesel
holes are typically less than 0.15 mm, an area 15 times greater
calls for holes of the order of 0.6 mm. Diesel fuel injection re-
quires small holes to facilitate atomization, a requirement which is
not existent for natural gas.

Conclusions
The following conclusions pertain to transient turbulent gas in-

jections in quiescent chambers and issued from round nozzles
with Reynolds number above 33104 and which are possibly
underexpanded.

• With small modification of coefficients, and small grid size
near the nozzle, the k-« turbulence model can correctly represent
experimental data on jet penetration at distances greater than
10–20 diameters from the nozzle.

• Near grid independence requires spacing near the nozzle of
the order of 1/4 of the nozzle diameter for two-dimensional axi-
symmetric flows. For three-dimensional simulations performed on
a cylindrical coordinate mesh, a further requirement is thatr -z
planes be spaced at less than 2–3 degrees.

• The downstream penetration of underexpanded jets can be
satisfactorily calculated with the use of a corrected nozzle diam-
eter which provides the same momentum injection rate as the
actual nozzle but at completed expansion to chamber pressure.

• With jet Reynolds number~based on nozzle exit velocity and
diameter! greater than 105, increasing engine chamber turbulence
intensity from 0 to 0.5 percent~ratio of fluctuation to nozzle exit
velocity! affected the jet penetration rate only slightly.

• With constant rate of injection, the jet penetration is approxi-
mately independent of the injection duration for times less than
twice the injection duration.

• Simulations and measurements show that wall contact affects
the penetration rate of turbulent jets, with lower momentum jets
being more sensitive. The scaling remained however largely valid
in the region of interest for jets in contact with the wall for jets
with higher momentum.

• Comparative numerical simulations of sprays and impul-
sively injected turbulent gas jets with the same momentum injec-
tion rate, same chamber air density and over the same grid con-
figuration show that the penetration and mixing rates are closely
similar as long as the spray droplets diameter is less than about 5
mm.
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P. G., 2000, ASME J. Fluids
Eng., 122, pp. 743–752…

John Abraham
School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University,
West Layfayette, IN 47907

It has been established during the last 2–3 years that spray
computations that employ the Lagrangian-Drop-Eulerian-Fluid
~LDEF! model, as in KIVA-II, do not show grid independence
~Abraham @1#, Iyer and Abraham@2#, Aneja and Abraham@3#,
Subramaniam@4#!. This difficulty arises, in part, because the
LDEF approach assumes that the droplets are uniformly distrib-
uted in the computational cells where droplets are present. In rep-
resenting a Diesel spray, this assumption is rarely valid. The drop-
lets stay close to the axis of the spray~Aneja and Abraham@1#,

Siebers@5#!, where typical numerical cells sizes are limited to a
minimum value of about twice the orifice diameter. Such grids do
not resolve the core region of the spray near the orifice. As ex-
plained by Aneja and Abraham@2#, this would imply that as the
grid resolution is changed, the number density and, hence, the
collision frequency and the coalescence rate of the drops would
show dramatic changes. This effect is seen for all drop sizes.
Furthermore, it has been shown that for transient gas jets and
sprays, when relatively coarse grid resolution is employed, typi-
cally where the grid size is greater than the radius of the orifice,
the computed results become very sensitive to the specified initial
values of k and« ~Abraham@1#, Iyer and Abraham@2#!. In the
case of gas jets, it is possible to employ relatively high resolution
as the authors have done in this paper but not for sprays. The
result is that one can get arbitrary results for sprays, dependent on
the selection of grid resolution and on the specification of initial
values of k and«. Hence, computational approaches that compare
spread rates or penetration of gas jets and sprays, using the LDEF
approach, are not meaningful. It may be possible to compare com-
puted gas jets, where adequate resolution can be employed, with
measured sprays, when the same mass and momentum flow rates
are used for the two. This has been reported by Iyer and Abraham
@2# and it has been shown that they penetrate at about the same
rate under Diesel conditions. Ultimately, even for gas jets there
are challenges in reproducing the spreading rates with the stan-
dard k-« model constants. Pope@6# reported a spreading rate value
of 0.125. The authors report a value of 0.1. Pope@6# modified the
k-« model constants to obtain a spreading rate of 0.09. The au-
thors employed these modified constants. However, since the
spreading rate was 0.1 prior to changing the constants, whereas it
was 0.125 for Pope@6#, it is possible that the modified constants
may reduce the spreading rate to values less than the desired
0.08520.09. The value of 0.1 obtained in the computations by the
authors when employing the standard model constants, rather the
value of about 0.12 generally reported for round jets~Wilcox @7#!,
is also likely to be an indication of inadequate grid resolution even
in the gas jet computations. Conclusions that may be drawn from
such computations would have to be qualitative and problem
dependent.
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P. Ouellette and P. G. Hill

The authors thank Professor Abraham for his discussion of nu-
merical problems in simulating jets and sprays using the KIVA
code with thek-« turbulence model. On the issue of predictinggas
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jets with thek-« model, we seem to be in agreement with Prof.
Abraham in noting the difficulty of identifying betterk-« con-
stants independently from the details of the mesh. Newk-« con-
stants are needed to alleviate the limitations associated with the
isotropy assumption. Given this difficulty, it appears our results
are very much in line with the work of other authors~as seen in
the literature and in Prof. Abraham’s discussion! and are in good
agreement with reported steady-state jet spreading. Our computed
transient jet penetrations with the modifiedk-« constants are also
in good accord with experimental measurements of transient gas
jets. We feel our results not only add to this knowledge but also
provide other insights not previously reported, such as 1! the
equal if not greater importance of the size of the cells adjacent to
the nozzle over that of the nozzle cells themselves; 2! the agree-
ment of the simulations with the experimentally determined pen-
etration constant for gas jets; 3! the numerical treatment of under-
expansion; 4! the effect of limited jet injection period and 5! the
possible impact of injection adjacent to a wall.

On the issue of whether sprays can be successfully represented
by the model used in KIVA-II, we appreciate Prof. Abraham’s

point that there are difficulties additional to the problem of grid
sensitivity. We recognize that similarity assumptions applicable to
transient gas jets cannot be transferred to coarse sprays. It is clear
that, in general, transient spray penetrations depend not only on
time and the ratio of nozzle exit momentum to chamber density,
but also on liquid droplet size, vaporization parameters and pos-
sibly other variables. Large droplets must affect turbulence levels
and spreading rates. However it is not unreasonable to suppose
that gas jets and sprays with vanishingly small droplet size should
display similar dynamic behavior, In their discussion of sprays,
we had no intention of treating the general behavior of real and
computed sprays, but focused solely on the question of whether
with very small droplet size the penetration and mixing of sprays
and gas jets are similar for given ratio of nozzle exit momentum to
chamber density. Numerical analysis using the KIVA code with
the adjustedk-« turbulence model and the properties of a typical
diesel spray indicates that this similarity of behavior is obtained as
long as mean droplet diameter is less than about 5m. This finding
has not yet, to our knowledge, been verified experimentally.
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Numerical Study of the
Three-Dimensional Structure
of a Bubble Plume
The whole behavior and the micro scale flow characteristics of a three-dimensional
bubble plume are investigated numerically. The bubble plume drives liquid convection in
a tank due to strong local two-phase interaction so that the Eulerian-Lagrangian model is
formulated with emphasis on the translational motions of the bubble. In this model, each
bubble motion is tracked in a bubbly mixture which is treated as a continuum. The
three-dimensional numerical results reveal several particular structures, such as swaying
and swirling structures of the bubble plume. These simulated flow structures show quali-
tatively good agreement with the experimental observations. Furthermore, the detailed
behavior in the bubble plume is clarified by various analysis to discuss the dominant
factors causing such the strong three-dimensionality.@S0098-2202~00!00904-4#

1 Introduction
A variety of flow structures come out in bubbly two-phase

flows owing to the strong interaction between two phases and the
complexities of the translational motion of a bubble. Performance
of various industrial systems, such as chemical plants, nuclear
power plants, and bioreactors are consequently dominated by the
two-phase flow pattern. A great number of numerical investiga-
tions to establish the prediction tool for two-phase flow was done,
especially for nuclear engineering research by Wijngaaden@1#,
Ransom@2#, and Liles@3#. Their basic equations were constructed
for simulating one-dimensional flows based on two fluid formula-
tion model, i.e., two-fluid model. In the last ten years, the con-
struction of governing equations to be applied for the multi-
dimensional prediction were advanced as reported by Kataoka and
Serizawa@4#, Stewart and Crowe@5#, and Zhang and Prosperetti
@6#. However, the modeling of multi-dimensional phase interac-
tion is still roughly treated, such as partial empirical formulation
and over-ranged extrapolation. On the other hand, further micro-
scopic simulation techniques were recently proposed by develop-
ing a new numerical method for free surface, such as Unverdi and
Tryggvason @7#. Their direct numerical simulations showed a
great possibility for further accurate modeling for phase interac-
tion terms. The ‘‘inverse energy cascade’’ in a bubbly flow which
is discussed based on the DNS by Esmaeeli and Tryggvason@8#
indicated the importance in the simulation method for fine scale
flows.

With this viewpoint, the Eulerian-Lagrangian model~hereafter,
E-L Model! has much better potential to solve the detailed flow
structure than the Eulerian-Eulerian models~Murai and Mat-
sumoto @9#, Druzhinin and Elghobashi@10#!. The latter model
moreover cannot provide correct solution for some cases that the
dispersion phase does not have enough number density and spatial
continuity. Therefore, the E-L model has the following advantages
in principle.~1! Lagrangian description of each bubble motion has
much higher spatial resolution than the Eulerian description,~2!
the E-L model can treat exactly the deviation of bubble size with-
out increasing computer’s memory,~3! bubble-bubble interaction
for dense cases can be treated by constructing some models,~4!
boundary conditions of the bubbles at wall, free surface, and
bubble injection part can be exactly expressed. In addition, equa-
tion of motion for the bubble is easily revised and examined by

referring recent new information for bubble dynamics. For in-
stance, the experiments reported by Hassan and Canaan@11#,
Sridhar and Katz@12#, are available. Many theoretical works on
the force components can also be useful, such as Ruetsch and
Meiburg @13# and summarized paper of Michaelides@14#.

In this study, the E-L model is applied for predicting a three-
dimensional bubble plume. Controlling the bubble plume is
known to be very difficult due to its strong unsteady two-phase
interaction as reported by many experimental researchers~Ri-
etema and Ottengraf@15#, Hussain and Siegel@16#, McDougall
@17#, Alam and Arakeri@18#, and Iguchi et al.@19#!. Measuring
the liquid flow induced by the interaction is still important work
as done by Leitch and Baines@20# and Gross and Kuhlman@21#.
The fundamental mechanism of driving the liquid flow due to
buoyant bubbles is estimated by the wake of single bubble~Bhaga
and Weber@22#!. While the liquid flow rate can be approximately
estimated by integrating the flow generated by the single bubble,
it does not agree with the integrated value when high void fraction
is supplied. The reason is the energy dissipation owing to the
three-dimensional structurization. The performance of substance
mixing, phase separation, and chemical reaction are significantly
affected by the three-dimensionality. The authors have shown its
two-dimensional flow in a previous paper~Murai and Matsumoto
@23#!. In the present paper, its three-dimensional flow structures
are shown. Detailed correlations between the motion of rising
bubbles and spatial development of the liquid flow inside the
bubble plume are discussed.

2 Governing Equations
The present governing equations for bubble flow are described

by the Eulerian form equations for continuous phase and the La-
grangian form equations for disperse phase. The following as-
sumptions are employed for the construction of the present set of
equations:~1! Bubble size is smaller than the characteristic length
of the flow. Local bubble motion in a control-volume is described
by the volumetric and translational motion equations.~2! Coales-
cence and fragmentation of the bubbles are neglected since void
fraction in the bubbly flow is less than 0.1 for the present simu-
lation. ~3! Local bubble-bubble interaction owing to the liquid
flow near the bubble interface is neglected.~4! Gas inside the
bubble is noncondensable and obeys the perfect gas law. Also,
there is no mass diffusion of gas near bubble interface. Therefore,
the amount of gas inside the bubble is constant.
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• Gas Volume Fraction

f G5
1

VEV
f dV, f L512 f G , (1)

here, f G and f L are the gas and liquid volume fractions. The
kernelf is the phase indicator, i.e.,f 51 in gas phase andf 50 in
liquid phase.V is an averaging volume. The Lagrangian variables
for gas phase is expressed by subscriptk indicating each label
number.

• Equilibrium Equation of Bubble Volume

pG0kVG0k5~pL2CprLuuSku2!VGk , uSk5uGk2uLk , (2)

here, suffix 0 indicates standard condition of gas.pG andVG are
the pressure and the volume of the bubble. The inertial oscillation
of bubble volume, which was known as Rayleigh-Plesset equa-
tions ~e.g., Plesset and Prosperetti@24#! is not considered here
because its time scale is enough short that it does not contribute to
the whole flow structure. The viscosity of ambient liquid does not
affect directly the volume change while the slip velocity of the
bubble against the liquid reduces the mean pressure on the bubble
interface. In Eq.~2!, Cp is the pressure coefficient for a spherical
bubble, which is analytically given by 1/4 according to Euler’s
equation. Incidentally,Cp becomes smaller in case of low Rey-
nolds number, andCp50 for Stokes flow.

• Conservation Equation of Liquid Mass

] f LrL

]t
1¹• f LrLuL50, → ] f l

]t
1¹• f LuL50, (3)

• Conservation Equation of Total Momentum

] f LrLuL

]t
1¹•~ f LrLuLuL!1

] f GkrGkuGk

]t
1¹•~ f GkrGkuGkuGk!

52¹p2~ f LrL1 f GrG!g

1¹•~11 f G!mLH ¹uL1~¹uL!T2
2

3
~¹•uL!I J (4)

heremL is viscosity of liquid,g is the gravitational acceleration.
The right-hand side of Eq.~4! is derived by summing the external
force components for both phases. Therefore, momentum ex-
change terms between the two phases are eliminated because of
Newton’s third law. The viscous term is modeled by using con-
tinuous phase component of velocity and the effective viscosity
due to the presence of dispersed bubbles. The effective viscosity
is given by Einstein’s theoretical formula as written by Batchelor
@25#.

• Translational Motion Equation of Bubble

d

dt
$~rGk1brL!VGkuGk%2

DL

Dt
~brLVGkuL!

5VGkH 2¹p1mLH ¹2uL1
1

3
¹~¹•uL!J J

2
1

2
rLpr Gk

2 CDuuSkuuSk2CLrLVGk

3$uSk3~¹3uL!%2rGVGkg, (5)

Equation~5! consists of the following force components: self
inertia force, added inertia force, pressure gradient force, viscous
force, drag force, lift force, and gravity force. Here, the viscous
force is necessary while it has been frequently neglected in con-
ventional models. The reason can be explained by considering an
example for a pipe flow in which a small liquid tracer particle is
suspended. If the viscous term is neglected, the particle moves

faster than the liquid due to the pressure gradient force, which is
induced by wall friction. The correct response of the particle does
not have such a slip velocity since pressure gradient force and the
viscous force are balanced. In other words, the drag term ex-
presses the viscous1pressure effects which are determined by the
bubble-generated local flow in the vicinity of the bubble surface.
On the contrary, the viscous flow term stands for the force coming
from the shear stress in the circumferential liquid flow, which is
not caused by the bubble.

History force like the Basset force for the bubble can be ig-
nored because the shape of the bubble is almost spherical and
there is little vorticity generation at the bubble interface. It is also
the reason that the modeling of the actual history force on the
bubble has not yet been generalized in the current state.

In Eq. ~5!, b is added mass coefficient for a spherical bubble,
CD is drag coefficient,CL is lift force coefficient of Auton@26# or
Auton et al.@27# and these are given by

CD5maxH 48

ReS 12
2.21

ARe
D ,

16

ReJ , Re5
2r GkrLuuSku

mL

, (6)

DL

Dt
5

]

]t
1uL•¹, CL5

1

2
, b5

1

2
, (7)

here, the drag coefficient is given by combining Moore’s and
Stokes theoretical results~Moore @28#!. These formulas approxi-
mate well the experimental result for a spherical gas bubble with-
out surfactant when the bubble Reynolds number is smaller than
200.

• Tracking Equation of Bubble Position

XGk~ t !5XG0k1E
0

t

uGk~ t !dt, (8)

hereXG0k is the initial position vector of the bubble.

3 Numerical Method
The set of governing equations are solved by a semi-implicit

method based on the HSMAC algorithm~Hirt and Cook@29#! for
incompressible viscous flow. The original HSMAC method is ex-
tended to the bubbly two-phase flow analysis using the following
equation for pressure correction.

dp5v«Y S ]«

]pD ,
]«

]p
52rLdt2S 1

dx2
1

1

dy2
1

1

dz2D 1
f GrL

p
,

(9)

wherev is a relaxation coefficient.« is the over-estimated volume
fraction given byf L1 f G21. dt anddx are the time step and the
spatial interval for discretizing the governing equations. The de-
rivative of « with respect top is derived by coupling the differ-
entiated equations of Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~4!.

By using this equation, the bubble-containing region and non-
bubble region can be simultaneously solved provided that an ad-
equate under-relaxation coefficientv is adopted. Using the HS-
MAC algorithm makes it quite easy to develop a compact
simulation code. The present numerical procedure is constructed
as follows.

1 Calculate new translational velocity of bubble by Eqs.~5!,
~6!, and~7!

2 Calculate new weight center coordinates of bubbles by using
the translational velocity by Eq.~8!

3 Calculate new liquid velocity by Eq.~4!
4 Calculate new bubble volume by Eq.~2!
5 Calculate new gas volume fraction by Eq.~1!
6 Calculate new liquid volume fraction by Eq.~3!
7 Calculate the over-estimated volume fraction and pressure

correction value which are described by Eq.~9!
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8 Go to the next time step if the over-estimated volume frac-
tion is converged enough to zero.

Using these procedures, not only the large scale interaction be-
tween two phases, but also a micro scale fluctuation can be validly
simulated. A component for pseudo turbulence~Lance and Ba-
taille @30#! is also calculated by the following numerical process:
~1! a bubble with volumeV enters into a grid,« becomes positive
value due to increase of the void fractiona in the grid, ~2! the
pressure in the grid increases according to Eq.~9!, liquid flow
accelerates in the outer direction from the grid due to the pressure
gradient against the surrounding grids,~3! when the bubble goes
out of the grid, the inverse phenomenon happens.

The mapping method of physical variables between Eulerian
and Lagrangian phases is as follows. Liquid velocity component
around a bubble is calculated by second-order interpolation using
the data of surrounding grids. The velocity gradient tensor needed
for solving Eq.~5! is given by this interpolated profile. Pressure
gradient is given by differential pressure between two grids sur-
rounding the bubble. The effect of the bubble on the liquid flow is
reflected in each grid by variation of the local void fraction. The
maximum time step is determined by the CFL conditions for ad-
vection terms:dt,dx/UL ~here,UL is maximum liquid velocity!,
and viscosity stability:dt,dx2(2v)21 ~here,v is kinematic vis-
cosity of liquid phase! the same as conventional explicit-type
solvers. In the present study, the tolerated value of«, and the
relaxation coefficientv are set 1026 and 0.95, respectively. The
differencing schemes for convective terms are mentioned in the
next section.

High Resolution Scheme. In the conventional numerical
analysis for two-phase flow, numerical viscosity is frequently
added in the discretized equations in order to restrict the numeri-
cal instability which is caused by strong nonlinearity of the system
equations. However, the numerical diffusion is serious for the
prediction of flow instability and micro scale flow. The CIP~Cu-
bic Interpolated Propagation! scheme~Takewaki and Yabe@31#!
is applied in the present analysis for liquid phase advection terms,
and has been confirmed to have almost no numerical diffusion.
For instance, the performance of the CIP scheme is shown in Fig.
1. Here, a scalar distribution whose initial shape is like ‘‘U’’ is
rotated in three-dimensional space by using an advection equation
without any diffusion term. The number of grids used is 20320
320. It is confirmed with the results that the CIP keeps the initial
shape clearly after one rotation while the first order upwind dif-
ference~F.U.! obtains a diffused one. Moreover, it is known that
the CIP does not produce any numerical oscillation because the
spatial gradient of the variable is also tracked by the third-order
spline function. Consequently, it is one of the most suitable
schemes, for convective terms to simulate the local unsteady 3-D
structure of the bubble plume.

4 Three-Dimensional Behavior
The three-dimensional two phase flow structure of a bubble

plume is numerically simulated. A rectangular tank is employed
as a boundary of the flow because of the convenience in finite
difference method using Cartesian coordinates and experimental

visualization. The simulation conditions are summarized in Table
1. Added pressure on the upper free surface is set to 101.3 kPa. 10
percent of standard deviation for bubble radius is taken into ac-
count by Gaussian distribution according to the experimental re-
sults. Non-slip and free-slip conditions are adopted to the
wall boundary and the top free surface boundary conditions,
respectively.

Figure 2 shows the starting structure of bubble plume. Bubbles
accumulate into the core of a starting ring vortex in the case of a
small bubble. More diffused structure appears in a large bubble
case due to larger rising velocity of the bubble than the vortex-
rising velocity. As the flow develops, a thin bubble plume with
high number density near the axis is generated in the case of small
bubble due to surrounding entrainment flow. A three-dimensional
meandering phenomenon appears owing to the increase of buoy-
ancy gradient and strong vorticity generation beside the bubble
plume. This phenomenon is considered to be the three-
dimensional case of the sinuous instability~Alam and Arakeri
@18#!.

Figure 3 represents the numerical results and experimental pho-
tograph in the case ofR51.0 mm. The experiment is done by
stereo-photographing using a mirror. The bubble plume is straight
for large bubble case but has a swirling structure for high void
fraction case. Simulated results have qualitatively good analogy
with the photographs. Here, the bubble distribution itself is not
changed by using a more rough grid resolution~20320380!, so
that the numerical convergence is confirmed. Strictly speaking,
the grid resolution is limited in the E-L model because of limited
spatial resolution of averaged equations. The authors’ idea is that
the ratio of the grid volume to the bubble volume must be larger

Table 1 Simulation conditions

Liquid densityrL5960 kg/m3 Height of liquid H50.400 m
Gas densityrG51.2 kg/m3 Bubble injection area 25325 mm2

Tank size~horizontal! L50.1 m Bubble injection part5bottom
Total liquid volume50.004 m3 Number of needles 535525
Kinematic viscosity of liquidvL5531026 m2/s
Void fraction at bubble injectora50.01 to 0.10
Grid division number for Euler phase54034031605256,000

Fig. 1 Restriction of numerical diffusion by CIP scheme

Fig. 2 Starting structures of bubble plumes „top: RÄ0.2 mm,
bottom: RÄ0.5 mm …
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than 10. For instance, the liquid flow in the vicinity of the bubble
surface cannot be simulated even if further small grid is adopted.

Figure 4 shows the structure of the bubble plume which is
represented by center of gravity of the bubbles. The center of
gravity is calculated by averaging thex-y coordinates of the
bubbles, which belong to each control volume with a thickness of
20 mm in vertical direction. The bottom side in Fig. 4 shows the
top view of the center of gravity. Two experimental results are
also inserted in Fig. 4. The experimental data are obtained by 3-D
image processing. The following matters are recognized by these
results:~1! width of the swirling structure expands with increase
of the void fraction,~2! wave number of the swirling structure in

the vertical direction seems to range from 3–5,~3! radius and
orientation of the swirl changes locally,~4! the orders of the
width, the wavenumber, and the complexity of the swirling struc-
tures in simulated results correspond well with the experimental
results.

The mechanism of generating the swirling structures is not easy
to explain. At least, the dynamic stability of the swirling state can
be related to the following matters:~1! the trigger of the swirling
motion comes from the asymmetric component of liquid in-flow
to the bubble injection area, whose mechanism partially resembles
a tornado~Snow et al.@32#!, ~2! static pressure is lower inside the
bubble plume than surrounding region. This pressure distribution
aligns with the pressure decrease of the core region due to the
swirling flow, ~3! the flow induced by the bubble plume is a kind
of natural convection so that the steady flow pattern is determined
by balancing the buoyancy supply and the momentum dissipation
due to viscosity. The generation of swirling structure is one bal-
ancing mechanism against the increase of buoyancy supply. Fur-
thermore, as mentioned in the later section, the characteristics of
bubble’s translational motion can also be the factor to intensify
the swirling motion because of its very small inertial response
time.

5 Features of Bubble-Generated Turbulence

Bubble Rising Velocity Profile. Figure 5 shows the simu-
lated distribution of vertical velocity component of the bubble
~drawn by open circles! and the tracer particles~drawn by closed
circles! in three horizontal cross sections—0.100 m~l!, 0.225 m
~M!, and 0.350 m~H! from the bottom plane. Here, two different
conditions in bubble radius are compared. The following matters
are recognized by these results.~1! The bubble rising velocity
profiles are almost parabolic like laminar flows at positionL for
both conditions.~2! Since the terminal slip velocities of the
bubble in quiescent liquid are estimated 0.015 m/s forR50.2
mm, and 0.138 m/s forR51.0 mm, it can be said that the maxi-
mum rising velocities in the bubble plume are much larger than
them. ~3! In the case ofR50.2 mm, the liquid velocity profile
corresponds well with the bubble velocity profile. On the contrary,

Fig. 3 Three-dimensional behavior of bubble plume „predic-
tion and experiment …

Fig. 4 Instantaneous structure of center of gravity of the
bubble plume „simulation and experiment …: measurement
uncertainty is estimated 0.01 m due to accuracy of image
processing

Fig. 5 Rising velocity profile of two phases in the bubble
plume „open circle: bubble, closed circle: particle …
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that R51.0 mm is slower than the bubble velocity. The resultant
maximum liquid velocity at the positionH in the case ofR51.0
mm is smaller than that in the case ofR50.2 mm.~4! The bubble
rising velocity has a large deviation like turbulent flows at the
positionH for both cases. However, this fluctuation is not caused
by ‘‘true’’ turbulence but caused by nonuniformity of the bubble
number density which supplies the momentum in liquid phase.
The bubble number density is governed by the motion character-
istics of bubbles, so that it can be considered that the feature of the
turbulent-like fluctuation is essentially different from single-phase
turbulent shear flow as well as single-phase thermal plume.

Liquid Velocity Waveform. Figure 6 shows time serial wave
form of the liquid phase velocity (U) inside and outside the
bubble plume. The thin lines and thick lines denote the ones ob-
tained at the two-phase region on the center position of the tank,
and at the liquid single phase region on the position which is 20
mm from the tank side wall. IndexL, M, andH are the measure-
ment positions the same as Fig. 5. The following interesting mat-
ters are recognized.~1! A large fluctuation is found in the case of
large bubble more than in the case of small bubble.~2! In the case
of large bubble, the fluctuation frequency reduces owing to,
maybe, the two-way interaction effect in which the large bubbles
elongate the liquid vortices in the vertical direction.~3! Also, in
the large bubble case, a very high frequency component in the
liquid velocity wave form is detected. This appears because a
disturbance flow is induced by the migration of a large bubble
which has a large slip velocity.

Here, the high frequency component in factor~3! is of course
not numerical order but a partial component of so-called pseudo
turbulence~Lance and Bataille@30#!. This is because the exact
two-way interaction for volume or kinematic condition, which is
expressed by Eq.~3!, is calculated. However, the bubble-induced
turbulence due to the momentum transportation through the
bubble interface is not taken into account in the present governing
equations. Therefore, the presently obtained component must be
recognized as the ‘‘kinematic’’ pseudo turbulence. Furthermore,
the calculated amplitude depends on the grid volume, because
liquid velocity is defined by spatial averaged value in the grid
volume.

By adapting the Eulerian-Lagrangian model, a partial compo-
nent of pseudo turbulence can be detected according to the setting
grid volume. This kinematic component~or velocity potential
component! is estimated to have a great effect on the local pres-
sure field beyond the grid, because the pressure fluctuation is not
dissipated locally. Also, it can be an important trigger of the tur-
bulent flow transition in bubbly flows. In the near future, the mo-
mentum transportation component of the bubble-induced turbu-
lence is expected to be modeled and introduced to the present
model.

6 Statistics of Bubble Motion

Force Components of Bubble. The force components of
bubble in each direction of the bubble plume is represented in Fig.
7. This diagram is made by statistical averaging for over 30 sec-
onds, which is long enough. In this figure, ‘‘inertia’’ means the
sum of self and added inertia forces. In the vertical direction, drag
and pressure forces are dominant factors. This indicates that the
bubbles rise with a speed close to their terminal slip velocity.
Only about 10 percent of the component is contributed by other
transient force components. In the horizontal directions, four com-
ponents, i.e., inertia force, pressure gradient force, drag force, and
lift force are balanced at almost the same order. This indicates that
the horizontal motion of the bubble is not so simple compared to
that in the vertical direction. This component rate means that the
translational motion of bubble depends on the surrounding liquid
flow which has nonuniform velocity field with transiency. Al-
though it has been frequently reported that the lift force of bubble
is the most significant factor in multi-dimensional bubbly flow, we
have to conclude that every factor of force component is impor-
tant when liquid flow includes micro scale fluctuation like turbu-
lent fluctuation.

On the Bubble-Bubble Interaction. In actual bubbly flows,
the bubble-bubble interaction due to the liquid flow in the vicinity
of the bubble interface is important for dense cases. However, its
effect is neglected as mentioned in assumption~3! because of the
following three reasons.~1! The flow field around the bubble can
be considered as a fluid sphere in case of using silicone oil. There-
fore, the bubble-bubble interaction is not so drastic compared to
that for contaminated bubbles or solid particles.~2! The modeling
methodology for the bubble-bubble interaction has not been estab-
lished yet, especially for a middle Reynolds number bubble~i.e.,
10 to 200!. ~3! The interaction between the flow around the bubble
and the turbulence in surrounding liquid is quite complex.

These problems are to be set as future targets for the E-L
model.

Frequency Response of Bubble. Frequency response of the
translational motion of a bubble is studied analytically to clarify
its traceability to the turbulent fluctuation in liquid phase. For easy
understanding, here, let us consider the one-dimensional transla-
tional motion of single bubble which has no volume change in
liquid single phase medium. The equation is given by

~b1g!
dUG

dt
2~11b!S ]

]t
1UL

]

]xDUL

1
3

8

CD

RG

uUG2ULu~UG2UL!50, (10)

hereb is added mass coefficient,g is mass density ratio given by
rG /rL . The drag coefficientCD for bubble is given byCD
5A/Re since bubble Reynolds number Re is considered to be
small. Here,A is constant in Stokes’ formula. This equation can
be easily derived from Eq.~5! by substituting the above defini-

Fig. 6 Liquid velocity wave form „thick Äoutside, thin Äinside
the bubble plume …

Fig. 7 Force component ratio of bubbles in the bubble plume
„INERTIAÄinertia ¿added inertia, PRESSURE Äpressure gradi-
ent force, DRAG Ädrag, LIFT Älift, VISCOSITY Äviscous stress
from liquid flow …
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tions, and VG5const, r G5RG , uL5(UL,0,0)T, uG

5(U2G,0,0)T, and the next relation between surface force and
inertial force

2¹p1mLH ¹2uL1
1

3
¹~¹•uL!J→DLuL

Dt
. (11)

This relation is the Navier-Stokes equation and exact relation if
the surrounding space of the single bubble is liquid single phase.
As the spatial gradient ofUL is zero, Eq.~11! becomes linear
equation. When periodic flow of liquid phase with frequencyv,
uL5sin(vt) is given, the bubble must also have periodic fluctua-
tion; uG5a sin(vt1w). Then amplification factora and phase
shift w are derived as the following formula

a5A112u cos~f!1u2, u5
~12g!v

A~b1g!2v21h2
, (12)

tan~f!5
u sin~«!

11u cos~«!
, tan~«!5

h

~b1g!v
, h5

3AmL

16rLRG
2

.

(13)

From this result, as shown in Fig. 8, the following matters are
made clear.~1! Amplification factora for bubble~g50! becomes
3.0 in the case of high frequency.~2! a for heavy particle~g.1!
decreases in the case of high frequency.~3! Bubble has a phase
lead~w.0! and heavy particle has a phase lag~w,0!. Their phase
shifts have a maximum value at a particular frequency. This fre-
quency becomes low as the dumping factorh is small. These
tendencies of the translational motion of the bubble are very im-
portant in discussing the behavior of bubbles in bubbly flow with
large fluctuation like turbulent flows.

To evaluate the actual response of the bubble in the bubble
plume, the relation amongh, a, w, and the actual period of liquid
fluctuation is shown in Table 2, where the actual period of veloc-
ity fluctuation in water or Silicone oil~5cSt in kinematic viscos-
ity! is represented in the right side for the case of 1.00 mm radius
bubble. Since these periods are the same time scale of the actual
fluctuation of the bubble plume, it is expected that this phase shift
has some influences on the interaction between the two phases and
turbulence structure in the bubble plume.

7 Concluding Remarks
The Eulerian-Lagrangian model is applied for three-

dimensional numerical prediction of a bubble plume. The set of

governing equations is formulated with emphasis on the transla-
tional motions of the bubble under the condition that maximum
void fraction is 0.1, and maximum bubble Reynolds number is
110. The following matters are revealed from the simulated
results.

~1! Detailed three-dimensional structure of a bubble plume is
numerically simulated precisely by using the Eulerian-Lagrangian
model where each bubble motion is tracked in a bubbly mixture
which is treated as a continuum. The simulated flow structure
shows good agreement with the experimental observations.~2!
Simulated results show three-dimensional swaying and swirling
structures which are induced by the two-way interaction. These
structures are compared with experimental data and confirmed a
good agreement.~3! Local liquid flow velocity inside the bubble
plume has a high frequency component due to the bubble migra-
tion. The present calculated pseudo turbulence is considered to be
the ‘‘kinematic’’ component, since the momentum transportation
through gas-liquid interface is not taken into account in the
present grid-averaged governing equations.~4! The bubbles which
rise up inside the bubble plume has the two dominant force com-
ponents in the vertical direction, i.e., pressure gradient force
~equivalent to buoyancy force! and drag force. To the contrary, a
variety of the force components is contributed to the horizontal
translational motion of the bubble.
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Nomenclature

CD 5 drag coefficient
CL 5 lift coefficient

f 5 volume fraction
g 5 gravity acceleration
p 5 pressure

r ,R 5 bubble radius
Re 5 Reynolds number

t 5 time
u,U 5 velocity

Subscripts

G 5 gas phase
k 5 label of bubble
L 5 liquid phase
S 5 slip component
V 5 averaging volume
X 5 position
0 5 initial condition
a 5 amplification factor
b 5 added mass coefficient
d 5 discritization size
« 5 overestimated volume fraction
r 5 density
¹ 5 spatial derivative operator
m 5 viscosity coefficient
j 5 phase shift

Table 2 Frequency response of bubble

Period
h

Amplitude
a

Phase
c~rad!

Actual period

air-water air-5cSt oil

h→` 1.00 0.00
h520.00 1.05 0.05 42.0s 8.40 s
h50.86 1.94 0.52 1.9s 0.50 s
h50.10 2.95 0.13 0.2s 0.05 s
h50.00 300 0.00

Fig. 8 Frequency response characteristics of a spherical
bubble „gÄdensity ratio of dispersion against continuous
phase, hÄviscosity factor …
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Two-Phase Flow Pressure Drop in
Right Angle Bends
Gas-liquid two-phase bubbly flows in right angle bends have been studied. Numerical
predictions of the flow in right angle bends are made from first principles using an
Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model. The flow geometry includes a sufficiently long inlet
duct section to assure fully developed flow conditions into the bend. The strong flow
stratification encountered in these flows warrant the use of Eulerian-Eulerian description
of the flow, and may have implications for flow boiling in U-bends. The computational
model includes the finer details associated with turbulence behavior and a robust void
fraction algorithm necessary for the prediction of such a flow. The flow in the bend is
strongly affected by the centrifugal forces, and results in large void fractions at the inner
part of the bend. Numerical predictions of pressure drop for the flow with different bend
radii and duct aspect ratios are presented, and are in general agreement with data in the
literature. Measurements of pressure drop for an air-water bubbly flow in a bend with a
nondimensional bend radius of 5.5 have also been performed, and these pressure drop
measurements also substantiate the computations described above. In addition to the
global pressure drop for the bend, the pressure variations across the cross section of the
duct that give rise to the fluid migration (due to centrifugal forces), and stratification of
the phases are interesting in their own right.@S0098-2202~00!01004-X#

Introduction
Bubbly two-phase flows are very common in industry. Such

flows occur in numerous industrial settings including turbomach-
inery, oil refineries, and nuclear reactors. Historically, due to a
lack of understanding, the prediction of these flows and the asso-
ciated transport phenomenon have been very empirical. This
present work deals with the description and the prediction of such
phenomenon from first principles based on some recent successes
by the authors.

The presence of the second phase enhances the transport phe-
nomenon in such flows, and quite often such flows are used to
improve mixing and other processes. While the most common
occurrence of bubbly flows is associated with boiling processes,
the second~gas! phase is some times deliberately added to the
liquid to enhance transport. The pressure drop associated with
two-phase flows is usually larger than that in single-phase flows.
As it turns out, even very small~mass! additions of the second
phase increase the flow pressure drop substantially. For this and
other reasons, measurements and prediction of pressure drop in
two-phase flows are of great interest to the industrial community.
Recent advances in computational fluid dynamics, along with the
availability of larger and faster computer facilities, have made it
possible for the numerical description of two-phase flows using
Navier-Stokes equations. The present work describes the predic-
tion of two-phase flow pressure drop in ducts and right angle
bends.

The flow geometry studied here includes a sufficiently long
inlet duct section to assure fully developed flow conditions into
the bend. The flow in the bend is strongly affected by the centrifu-
gal forces, and results in larger void fractions at the inner part of
the bend. The strong flow stratification encountered in these flows
warrants the use of Eulerian-Eulerian description of the flow, and
the results may have implications for flow boiling in U-bends. The
computed bubble trajectories through the vertical straight section,
ninety-degree bend and the subsequent horizontal bend compared
very well with high speed digital photographs that were made.
However, what is more interesting is the good agreement in over-

all total pressure loss since this is typically the most difficult vari-
able to accurately quantify in any numerical algorithm. The com-
putational model used includes the finer details associated with
turbulence behavior and a robust void fraction algorithm neces-
sary for the prediction of such a flow. Numerical predictions of
pressure drop for the flow with different bend radii and duct as-
pect ratios are presented. The mathematical modeling and numeri-
cal technique are validated by comparison with the authors’ mea-
surements of pressure drop as well as with data in the literature for
straight and curved duct two-phase flows. The authors’ measure-
ments are for an air-water bubbly flow in a bend with a nondi-
mensional bend radius of 5.5.

Review of Two-Phase Flow Techniques
Multi-phase flows are classified into the following flow regimes

based on the interactions between the phases: bubbly, slug, annu-
lar, and dispersed flows. These regimes are essentially based on
the topological differences in the flows. Modern approaches to the
modeling of two-phase flows can be divided into two broad
classes: locally homogeneous analyses and separated flow analy-
ses. The majority of two-phase experimental data is for homoge-
neous flows. Homogeneous flow analysis, as well as the related
experimental analysis, is probably not useful in understanding
stratified flows of the kind in a bend. Separated flow analysis
includes Direct Numerical Simulation, Drift Flux~mixture! mod-
els, Eulerian/Lagrangian models where the continuum is treated
by Eulerian methods and the distributed phase is treated by La-
grangian methods, and the Eulerian/Eulerian~two-fluid! model
where both the fluids are assumed to be part of an inter-
penetrating continuum. Given the processor speeds and storage
capabilities of today’s computers, Eulerian/Lagrangian and
Eulerian/Eulerian models are the most advanced procedures that
can be used to predict turbulent transport phenomena for the com-
plex flow geometries typical of industrial problems.

Low void fraction (a,0.1) turbulent two-phase flows can be
predicted with an Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme~the latter for
bubbles! with a two-equation model to describe the turbulence
~Neti et al.@1#!. Such a model includes the effect of the dispersed
phase on the mean continuum properties~from the Lagrangian
prediction!, the effect of the bubbles on the turbulence, and the
effect of turbulence on the bubbles. For larger void fractions (a
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.0.1), Eulerian/Eulerian methods are more suitable, particularly
for large phase density ratios and if body forces are important. A
number of two-fluid two-phase one and two-dimensional compu-
tations have recently been reported. Satyamurthy et al.@2# consid-
ers a one-dimensional steady-state simulation of liquid metal ver-
tical flows in the bubble, churn turbulent, and slug regimes.
Comparisons are made with data for both void fraction profiles
and total pressure drop. Graf et al.@3#, have presented predictions
of bubbly flow in a driven cavity with an average void fraction of
0.3 ~with local levels even greater!. De Ming et al.@4# have pre-
sented a computation of a two-dimensional bubbly flow in a sud-
den enlargement using a finite volume scheme incorporating a
two-phase modifiedk-« turbulence model.

We present here a robust algorithm for fully three-dimensional
flows and illustrative computations. Graf@5# has presented details
of the three-dimensional flow features for the basic geometries
considered here, including lateral void distributions and bubble
trajectories. Overall pressure loss predictions and comparisons
with data in such complex flows are discussed presently.

Computational Scheme
The salient features of the computational procedures applicable

for the Eulerian/Eulerian procedures are briefly described here and
additional details are presented extensively elsewhere~Graf @5#!.
Steady, incompressible, noncondensing, two-component~e.g.,
water-air!, turbulent, bubbly flows with no phase change are con-
sidered. Density difference between the two phases is large and
thus buoyancy forces can be important. Reynolds numbers are
assumed to be high and the local properties of the gaseous and
liquid phases are not assumed to be the same. The differences in
the individual phase velocities, and other properties, and their ef-
fect on turbulence intensity play a role in determining the overall
pressure drop.

The flows in the duct and the right angle duct bend are three-
dimensional in nature. The axial velocity,w is assumed to be
alongz direction, the primary flow direction. Theu and v com-
ponents of velocity~in the x andy directions! are the cross plane
components. The treatment of the equations for both the phases is
similar except for the source terms. The bubbles in the present
model share ‘‘their space’’ with the liquid in the same control
volumes. As a result, the two fluids can be thought of as inter-
penetrating continua.

Prediction of two-phase flows such as those described above
involves the solution of several coupled partial differential equa-
tions. These include six Reynolds averaged momentum equations
~three for each phase!, a continuity equation for each phase, two
to four for turbulence equations~for a modified isotropick-«
model!, and other equations for the scalars. This translates to the
solution of thousands of coupled linear equations in the dis-
cretized domain.

The equations governing the turbulent flow through the 90 deg
bend are parabolic in nature even for fairly tight bends~Humphrey
@6#!, and thus a marching solution with two-dimensional storage
for all major variables is used. Pressure is stored as a three-
dimensional variable to provide better feedback between the axial
and cross plane momentum equations.

Two-phase flows with large phase density differences pose ad-
ditional difficulties in computation. The lighter phase despite oc-
cupying significant space and moving with a noticeably different
velocity does not contribute much mass. Thus the second phase
has little impact on the mass continuity. Carver@7# has proposed
ways to minimize this problem by normalizing the equations by
their appropriate densities, and these ideas are used in the present
computations.

Care has to be taken in the numerics to ensure that the com-
puted void fraction is bounded̂0,1&. This latter condition is par-
ticularly important and difficult to achieve when the primary
~axial! flow is small or nonexistent. Since the mass conservation
for each finite volume and the whole domain in turn can only be

achieved to within some required tolerance~usually larger than
the gas phase contribution!, unrealistically high or low void frac-
tion results can be computed. This is especially serious in regions
with little flow. Even small mass residuals result in large void
changes. The analysis of two-phase flow in a two-dimensional
driven cavity with a moving wall~Graf et al.@3#! was a particu-
larly good test for evaluating this phenomenon since the flows
entering and leaving the finite volumes at the core of the vortex
were rather small. The solution to this was to add an effective
mass residual term (SP) resulting from the linearization of the
source term. This helps the procedure since then the mass residu-
als are not large enough to destabilize the void fraction
calculation.

The procedures used for the prediction of the bubbly flows are
described in general terms above. The next few sections present
details with regard to the equations solved, turbulence-modeling,
effects of bubbles on turbulence, turbulence modeling of the dis-
persed phase, and issues pertaining to interfacial momentum
transfer.

Equations and Solution Details. The steady, turbulent, in-
compressible, noncondensing, two-fluid, two-phase flow in the
duct bend are described by a set of equations in toroidal coordi-
nates. The governing equations are formulated in primitive vari-
able form: i.e., the dependent velocities,u, v, w, local static
pressure,p, and void fraction,a, are solved for directly. In vector
form the mass conservation, void fraction, and pressure correction
equations are

¹•~arŪ !1

r1ref
2

¹•~arŪ !2

r2ref
50 (1)

¹•~arŪ !1

r1ref
1

¹•~arŪ !2

r2ref
50 (2)

Momentum Equations are:

¹•~arUU !k52ak¹p1¹•akt1akrkḡ1M̄ k50 (3)

wheret is the shear stress,g is the acceleration due to gravity,Mk
is the interphase momentum per unit volume, and the subscript
k51,2, refers to the two phases. The equations for the right angle
bend are in fact solved in toroidal coordinates with rectangular
grids for the cross plane representations. The generalized inter-
phase momentum transfer,Mk , can include all relevant forces,
including drag, lateral lift force, virtual mass, and Basset forces.
The modeling of these forces is considered in a subsequent
section.

The partial differential equations described above are dis-
cretized using hybrid differencing~Patankar@8#! on a staggered
grid, and the resulting set of algebraic equations is solved. This
approach is useful in avoiding pressure-velocity decoupling in the
computation of incompressible flows~Patankar@8#!. The solution
procedure consisted of solving the flow equations using the SIM-
PLEC algorithm~Van Doormal@9#!.

One of the major challenges for a two-fluid bubbly flow model
is an algorithm for computing the void fraction~volume fraction
of dispersed phase!. Since the two phases are of very different
densities~e.g., 1000:1 for water: air!, the effect of the heavier
fluid would totally mask any contributions from the lighter fluid.
To alleviate this, the mass conservation equations are normalized
by their reference densities~Carver @7#!. The Eulerian/Eulerian
scheme needs special attention in handling several aspects of the
second phase such as limiting of void fraction to^0,1&, and other
issues related to the use of the two continuity equations. The
equation for the void fraction shown above was constructed by
subtracting the continuity equations for the two phases from one
another. The volume fraction of the continuous phase, denoted as
phase 1, was eliminated by the relation

a11a251 (4)
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The general form of the equation being solved for the local void
fraction,a2 can be written in the form

apAp5aeAe1awAw1anAn1asAs1auAu1adAd1Sa1
(5)

Such an approach was found to be unstable. It violated the crite-
rion that ~Patankar@8#!:

Ap5( Anb (6)

The coefficient ofAp originally did not meet the criterion above.
It was necessary to subtract from the terms ofAp the sum of the
two continuity equations with each normalized by its reference
density in a somewhat modified form. The continuity equation
contains the local void fraction. So introducing it directly would
bring the void fraction at surrounding nodes~N, S, E, W, U, and
D! into the coefficient for the void fraction at the point of solution
(P). This would not readily permit the solution of the equation set
at each node. A simplifying assumption was made~for this term
only!, that the local void fraction at the neighbors ofP are all
equal to the value atP. This is similar in logic to the approxima-
tions made in the SIMPLE and SIMPLEC algorithms. With this
addition, the criterion for the coefficients ofAP described above is
met.

The iterative solution procedure uses an initial estimate of the
pressure field. Theu, v, and w momentum equations for the
continuum phase and then for the distributed phase are solved.
Next, the difference between the continuity equations~normalized
by the reference density! is used to determine the correction to the
pressure field~Carver@6#!. Theu, v, andw equations are resolved
until a certain convergence is achieved. The sum of the continuity
equations~normalized by the reference densities! is used to deter-
mine the void fraction distribution. Finally, the equations for any
transported scalars are solved and the procedure repeated until
convergence.

Turbulence Modeling. Previous two-fluid algorithms in the
literature have used either algebraic turbulence models or em-
ployed higher-level turbulence models only for the continuous
phase. The dispersed phase turbulent eddy viscosity in these
works has often been assumed proportional to the continuous
phase diffusivity~i.e., a particle Prandtl number!. Another ap-
proach for computing the turbulent eddy viscosity of the distrib-
uted phase is to relate it to the continuous phase turbulent viscos-
ity by means of an algebraic equation. The theory of a particle
dispersed in a turbulent flow field based on the work of Tchen
@10# and Peskin@11# provides such an algebraic equation. This
modeling approach has been by Mostafa et al.@12#. Turbulent
flows reported in a previous work~Graf and Neti@3#! were com-
puted both by using a constant particle Prandtl number as well as
by applying a two-phase modified two-equationk-« model to the
distributed phase as well as the continuous phase. While there was
some improvement noted for high void fraction simulations, in
general it was concluded that the additional run-times and re-
sources required did not warrant the inclusion of two additional
PDEs.

In this work, a modified isotropick-« turbulence model that
accounts for the presence of the bubbles by the addition of source
terms is used. A turbulent viscosity is computed after solving for
k, the turbulent kinetic energy, and«, the dissipation of kinetic
energy. The proposed isotropic turbulence model becomes less
accurate in describing complex flows where significant aniso-
tropic rate-of-strain components might be present~due to stream-
line curvature or rotation or separation, etc.!. Single-phase turbu-
lent flow computations were performed for bends of increasingly
tight radius and compared with existing data. The standardk-«
turbulence model yielded reasonable predictions for normalized
radius ratios as low as 2.3. Due to the segregation of the phases
the two-phase bend that can adequately be computed with an iso-
tropic turbulence model is probably not as tight asR/D52.3. It

was felt that the test geometry, i.e.,R/D55.5, would be a gentle
enough bend for the application of the proposed isotropic turbu-
lence model. We have used various algebraic curvature correction
models as well as solved additional transport equations~i.e., Al-
gebraic Reynolds Stress Models! to improve the quality of single-
phase turbulent computations. It was felt that the first application
of a two-phase modified turbulence model for a fully three-
dimensional problem should not resort to a higher order turbu-
lence model if it could rationally be avoided. Certainly more com-
plex two-phase turbulence models can be tried within the
framework of the present solution algorithm.

The source terms in the transport equations of the turbulence
variables arise naturally from the addition of the interphase mo-
mentum term to the momentum equations. The turbulent kinetic
energy transport equation is

rŪ•¹k5¹•~Gk¹k!1G2r«1Sk (7)

The transport equation for« ~i.e., the rate of dissipation ofk! is

rŪ•¹«5¹•~G«¹«!1
C1«

k
G2

C2r«2

k
1S« (8)

These equations allow for the possibility that the distributed
phase either increase or suppress the continuous phase turbulence
since the bubbles interact with the continuous phase to both create
and dissipate turbulence. The continuous phase turbulence has
been found to be suppressed by the presence of the dispersed
phase in highly turbulent flows. Simpler models that assume that
the total turbulence is the sum of the wall shear-induced turbu-
lence and the bubble induced turbulence always result in an in-
crease in turbulence.

Nondimensionalized bubble ratios between 0.04 and 0.20 were
considered. This range was chosen so as to study flows in which
the bubble diameter was both smaller and larger than the integral
length scale of turbulence expected for single-phase duct flow
~i.e., 0.08!. The interaction of the bubbles with the turbulent ed-
dies associated with duct flow are expected to result in a break-up
of eddies and an overall reduction in the turbulent length scale. A
two-phase modification of the mixing length (l 5ky) is suggested
~Al Taeweel and Landau@13#!, and was also used for two-phase
flows by Neti and Mohammed@1#. For a flow with quality,x, and
with bubble and hydraulic diameters,d andD, respectively,kTP

is written as: kTP5kFL
2 ; and FL

25@12(xd/D)(rg /rL21)#.
This results in a two-phase length scale that is less than it is for
single-phase. Smaller bubbles are considered less likely to cause
the break up of a turbulent eddy. The turbulent viscosity is finally
computed asy t5Cmk2/«, where C1~51.44!, C2 ~51.92!, and
Cm (50.09) are the standard constants in thek-« turbulence
model.

Liquid Turbulence Modification Induced by Bubbles. The
interaction of the dispersed phase~bubbles/particles! with the con-
tinuum phase fluid tends to modify the fluid turbulence. Wang
et al.@14# have reported turbulence measurements in bubbly flows
and have described the effects of the bubbles on the flow. Usually,
the presence of the bubbles in a flow gives rise to an increase of
turbulence. Consider the changes induced in the present curved
duct test rig when bubbles are injected into what is originally a
single-phase flow. There are strong lateral and longitudinal pres-
sure gradients in the flow. These pressure gradients will generate
different fluid and bubble accelerations due to the mass differ-
ences between the two phases. This relative acceleration between
the two phases can be expected to cause additional velocity
fluctuations.

The effect of the dispersed phase on mean quantities of velocity
and void fraction lead to theories in which the von Karman con-
stant is modified by the presence of the bubbles. Hino@15# and
Neti and Mohammed@1# report theories in which the von Karman
constant is modified to account for the local presence of the dis-
tributed phase.
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In the present work a two-phase turbulence model is used that
appears naturally from the derivation of the transport equations.
These equations are derived from the momentum equations,
which for two-phase flows include a momentum interchange
force. When the transport equations are derived additional terms
result, which are included as source terms for both thek and «
equations~these are denoted asSk and S« , respectively!. The
present turbulence model as derived in this work is consistent with
that given by Wang et al.@16#. This is unlikely to be the last word
on two-phase turbulence transport modeling, but a plausible
model that will be improved upon with further experimental and
numerical studies.

The transport equations fork and« given above include addi-
tional source termsSk in the turbulent kinetic energy equation and
S« in the dissipation equation. These additional terms arise in the
development of the two-phase turbulent transport equations from
the momentum equations. The presence of the interfacial
momentum-exchange force term in the momentum equation re-
sults in these terms appearing in the turbulence model.

Sk52* CNST2~Ct21!k (9)

S«52* CNST2~Ct21!« (10)

where,Ct , is the ratio of dispersed phase to continuous phase
turbulent velocity fluctuation. It is set equal to 1.5 in this work
based on Wang et al.@16#.

While these expressions for the source terms are relatively
simple, they permit solutions in which the turbulence is sup-
pressed as well as incremented. Additionally, they satisfy the con-
dition ~de Bertodano et al.@17#! derived from ~7! and ~8! for
bubbles rising in a stagnant duct:

S«5
«

k
Sk (11)

Turbulence Modeling for the Dispersed Phase. It is ex-
pected that for bubbly flows the turbulence in the dispersed phase
will be much less important in determining the overall flow field
compared to the turbulence in the continuous phase~Besnard
et al. @18#!. Then it might be sufficient to model the dispersed
phase turbulent eddy viscosity by treating the bubbles as particles
suspended in a turbulent stream. The theory of Tchen@10# and
Peskin@11# as modified by Soo@19# gives a ratio of particle tur-
bulent viscosity to the continuous phase turbulent viscosity~‘‘par-
ticle turbulent Prandtl number’’! by computing the statistics of an
individual particle interacting with the turbulent eddies of the con-
tinuous phase. The particle turbulent Prandtl number depends on
the ratio of particle impulse response time to the time a fluid
particle remains in a velocity correlated region; this ratio is called
the impulse response parameter and is denoted byK. It is similar
to the momentum exchange coefficient. The ratio of the Lagrang-
ian microscale of turbulence to the Eulerian scale~i.e., l/lE! is
important in determining this relationship. For a spherical particle
or bubble:

K5
Ap

18
Reparticle

rparticle

rcontinuous

dparticle

l
(12)

When the ‘‘particle’’ is an air bubble in a liquid the density
ratio is approximately 1/1000, andK is small. Thus the particle
eddy diffusivity is seen to approach unity. The calculations in this
study were carried out by setting the bubble turbulent Prandtl
number equal to unity.

There is an intermediate approach between assuming a bubble
turbulent Prandtl number equal to unity and solving an additional
two-equation turbulence model. The theory of Tchen@10# and
Peskin@11# can be incorporated into the model, so that a local
bubble turbulent Prandtl number is implicitly calculated. This ap-
proach appears to be promising especially for flows where the

bubble or particle density approaches~or exceeds! that of the con-
tinuous phase. Mostafa and Mongia@12# have used this approach
for turbulent bubbly jet flows.

Modeling of the Interphase Momentum Transfer, Mk. The
numerical algorithm presented in the previous section can be ap-
plied to a wide variety of two-phase flow programs beyond the
work reported herein, e.g., the two-phase driven cavity problem
~Graf and Neti@20#!. The interphase momentum transfer,Mk ,
must include all the relevant forces for the problem under consid-
eration; most commonly:

Mk5FDrag1FLateral Lift1FVirtual Mass1FBasset (13)

Based on the work done at Harwell Laboratory~Jayanti and He-
witt @18#!, the inter-phase friction force added to theUi momen-
tum equation is

Fdrag5
3

4

akCDr1

d
Vrel~Ui12Ui2! (14)

The drag coefficient is:

CD5
24

Reb
~110.1 Reb

0.75! (15)

The above drag coefficient is for a spherical bubble. High speed
photography of all sections of the test loop showed that the frac-
tion of bubbles distorted to aspect ratios greater than 1.1 was not
large; there were, however, some bubbles with aspect ratios as
high as 1.5. A distributed phase that is not spherical will have an
increased average drag coefficient. Computation of the bubble dis-
tortion was not considered necessary for the present problem and
would not have been straightforward. Bunner and Tryggvason
@21# presented results of a direct numerical simulation of a finite
number of bubbles rising in a square cross-section duct. The Rey-
nolds number based on bubble rise velocity was eighteen. A front-
tracking finite difference Eulerian/Lagrangian method was used to
determine bubble shapes. This method is extremely compute in-
tensive and limited to low Reynolds number flows.

Bubbles in the flow are subjected to shear driven lift forces.
These lift forces tend to concentrate bubbles toward near wall
regions. This effect is strongest at the end of the vertical section
and gives rise to the so called ‘‘chimney effect’’ as reported in
numerous experimental studies. Saffman@22,23# calculated these
lift forces for a sphere moving through a simple shear flow, with
results applicable to low Reynolds number, low shear flows. Mei
and Klausner@24# extended Saffman’s work for finite Reynolds
numbers and finite shear rates. Saffman’s theory with Mei and
Klausner’s corrections is implemented in the present computa-
tions to predict the movement of bubbles toward regions of larger
shear rates. The implementation of the Saffman force for the de-
termination of lateral void distributions was found to be better
than the procedure used for pipe flow calculations which was
based on turbulence parameters~Wang et al. @16#!. Saffman
@22,23# computed the lift force for a sphere moving through a
simple shear flow:

F lateral5
81.2

4p

mVrelS d

2D 2

k0.5

n0.5 where: k5¹V̄abs (16)

This result is valid only for very small Reynolds numbers and
low shear rates. Mei and Klausner@24# extended Saffman’s work
for finite Reynolds number and finite shear rates. Their lift force
reduces to Saffman’s as the Reynolds number approaches zero but
has a lower value elsewhere. The present algorithm properly com-
putes the peaking of bubble concentrations at the perimeter of the
duct as the flow mover vertically upwards.

A virtual mass force arises when the bubbles accelerate through
the surrounding continuous phase. A bubble experiences a resist-
ing force equal to one-half the mass of the displaced fluid times
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the acceleration of the bubble. Using the model for the virtual
mass force as given by Drew et al.@25# it can be shown that this
force contribution can be neglected for the steady flow simula-
tions presently being considered. However, for many flows this
will not be the case, e.g., explosive flows with high spatial
accelerations.

The Basset force arises from the acceleration induced changes
of the viscous drag and the unsteady boundary-layer development.
For the present class of problems, this force is also neglected.

Experimental Apparatus and Methods
Pressure drop measurements for a water-air bubbly flow in a

right angle bend with a nondimensional bend radius of 5.5 are also
included in the results presented here. The methods used for the
pressure drop measurements and a description of the apparatus
used are given here.

The test section was made of transparent Plexiglas and con-
sisted of a 25-mm side vertical square duct followed by the 90 deg
bend with a horizontal square duct down stream of it. The vertical
duct was 48 hydraulic diameters long, and the curved duct had a
mean radius to hydraulic diameter ratio of 5.5. The horizontal duct
was 15 hydraulic diameters long. The test section was part of a
two-phase flow loop made up of 37-mm~1.5 in.! stainless steel
piping. It included a pump~1/3 HP, 10 GPM!, a collection tank
upstream of the pump, a water-air tank after the test section, a
flow meter and the necessary flow control valves. The water flow-
meter~drag type float meter! was calibrated by diverting and col-
lecting water into a weighing tank for a measured time. Com-
pressed air at the desired pressure could be injected through a set
of tube manifolds into the water flow at the bottom of the vertical
square duct. The airflow tubes had 0.5 mm diameter holes for the
generation of the bubbles. The injected airflow was measured with
a calibrated gas rotameter.

High-speed digital photographs were made throughout the test
section. This served to quantify the change in the lateral distribu-
tion of bubbles throughout the three different sections of the test
rig. The computed void distributions compared well with this flow
visualization even at the exit of the bend exit where the bubbles
move rapidly from the inside of the bend to the top of the hori-
zontal duct~Graf @5#!.

The test section with the right angle bend was instrumented
with sixteen pressure taps. A schematic of the right angle bend
used in the present experiments with the pressure taps is shown in
Fig. 1. Pressure taps were located on the inside as well as the
outside radius of the duct bend, and care was taken to ensure that
the taps were flush inside the duct. Pressure differences were mea-
sured with a calibrated Validyne DP 15-20 reluctance type differ-
ential pressure transducer. The transducer with the diaphragm
used had range of 88 mm H2O with a resolution of 0.02 mm. The
transducer output could be read with a Validyne CD379 pressure
display meter and was recorded with the help of a Data Transla-
tion DT-2805 A/D board with 12 bit resolution and an IBM com-
patible personal computer. Pressure differences were measured by
connecting the appropriate pressure taps to the transducer ports.
Due to the turbulent nature of the flow, the pressure measurements
were time variant with fluctuations. The data reported here are the
result of averaging such fluctuating data over sufficiently long
~100 data points in 10 second! periods.

Results and Discussion
Results of the computational procedure and the experiments

described above for two-phase bubbly flow in a vertical duct, a
right angle bend, and a horizontal square duct are described here.
Two-phase pressure drop in the ducts and the bend are shown in
terms of the two-phase loss multiplier, which is the ratio of two-
phase pressure drop to the pressure drop that would occur if the

Fig. 1 Schematic of the right angle duct bend with pressure taps used in the ex-
periments
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flow were liquid only. Figures 2–4 show the computationally pre-
dicted and measured values of two-phase loss multipliers along
with available empirical correlations. The two-phase loss multi-
plier for the flow in the right angle bend is shown as a function of
the Martinelli flow parameter,X, as presented by Chisholm and
Laird @26#.

X5S DPL

DPgD 0.5

5S GL

Gg
D ~22n!/2S mL

mg
D n/2S rg

rL
D 0.5

(17)

This expression can be simplified ifn, the power of the Reynolds
number in the friction factor relation, is taken as 0.25~i.e., turbu-
lent flow in smooth tubes!:

X5S GL

GG
D 0.875S mL

mG
D 0.125S rG

rL
D 0.5

(18)

where,G represents the mass flow rates,r andm are density and
dynamic viscosity respectively, with subscriptsL andg represent-
ing the liquid and gas phases. Larger amounts of the lighter phase
~air! correspond to lower values ofX.

The computed and experimentally measured values of two-
phase loss multiplier for the duct bend are compared in Fig. 2 with
the measurements of Chisholm@27# for a right angle bend in a
circular pipe. Chisholm’s data are forR/D values of ` ~i.e.,
straight pipe!, 5.02, and 2.36. A curve fit of the above data cov-
ering the above nondimensional pipe radii has been determined

~Fig. 2!. As per their choice, the square root of the two-phase loss
coefficient is plotted as a function of the Martinelli parameter.
Though the present experimental measurements are for a square
duct bend and Chisholm’s were for a circular pipe bend, the
present pressure drop measurements seem to agree quite well with
their data. The pressure drop predictions from the present compu-
tational show good agreement with Chisholm’s empirical data.
The empirical loss correlation depends only on the amount of the
gas present in the two-phase flow. Our computed pressure drop
data has at least a weak dependence on the bubble size among
other things. The computational predictions plotted are for 5-mm
diameter bubbles. Pressure losses are about 10 percent higher for
1 mm bubbles, and could explain discrepancies based on bubble
sizes. More detailed experiments and additional computations are
needed before more definitive statements can be made in this re-
gard. The present numerical computations appear to somewhat
underestimate the pressure losses for two-phase flow in a right
angle bend.

Pressure drop in a two-phase flow consists of contributions
from frictional loss, acceleration effects and gravitational influ-
ence. The hydrostatic head in vertical ducts is normally not
counted as part of the pressure losses. Thus the Lockhart-
Martinelli two-phase loss multiplier~Wallis @28#! is the same for
horizontal as well as vertical pipes. The two-phase loss coefficient
in the horizontal section down stream of the right angle bend is
shown in Fig. 3. The horizontal duct after the bend is only about
15 diameters long, and the pressure drop in this duct is probably
influenced by the nature of flow coming out of the bend. The
measured pressure losses were larger than those based on the
Lockhart-Martinelli curve as reported by Chisholm and Laird
@26#. The computed pressure losses are again lower than the cor-
relation but the trend appears to be correct. A comparison of the
pressure loss coefficient for a vertical duct is shown in Fig. 4, and
again the computations underpredict the correlation.

The consistent under prediction of the pressure losses by the
computation could be an indication of the need for change in
some basic assumptions made for the boundary conditions. The
near wall velocity~and shear! are determined per the log-law wall
function for the turbulent boundary layer. To accommodate two-
phase flow effects, the mixing length (l 5ky) has been modified
using kTP . For a flow with quality,x, and with bubble and hy-
draulic diameters,d andD, kTP , which is written as a function of
quality, bubble and hydraulic diameters. For the bubbly flows in
question, further modifications of the log-law may be necessary to
predict the wall shear better.

The effect of void fraction on pressure drop in a right angle
bend is shown more explicitly in Fig. 5 where the two-phase
pressure loss coefficient is plotted as a function of void fraction.

Fig. 2 Two-phase multiplier for pressure drop versus Marti-
nelli parameter for a right angle bend

Fig. 3 Two-phase multiplier for pressure drop versus Marti-
nelli parameter for a horizontal duct

Fig. 4 Two-phase multiplier for pressure drop versus Marti-
nelli parameter for a vertical duct
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The loss coefficient is defined as: loss coefficient5Dp/qinlet,
whereDp is the pressure change andqinlet is the inlet dynamic
head. As expected, increase in void fraction results in increased
pressure drop.

The bend radius is an important parameter in determining the
flow conditions and phase segregation. Effects of bend radius on
pressure drop are shown in Fig. 6. Single-phase flow typically
shows a minimum loss at a dimensionless radius ratio~i.e., R/D!
between two and three. Diffusion losses are the major contributor
to overall losses when the radius ratio is less than two. Wall
friction losses begin to predominate for flows with radius ratios
greater than this. For single-phase flow, the predicted pressure
drop is slightly higher than the data reported by Blevins@29#. The
present parabolic predictive scheme is not suitable for computing
flows in smaller radius ratio ducts where elliptic effects and flow
separation may be important. The two-phase loss prediction indi-
cates that a minimum loss occurs for a radius ratio between five
and six. This is higher than that found for single-phase flow. The
phase segregation that occurs with two-phase flows may be the
reason for this difference. The lighter phase fills the inner part of
the right angle bend. It is expected that this blockage will exacer-
bate the increasing pressure loss that occurs~in single-phase flow!
with decreasing radius ratio and thus tends to move the minimum
to a higher value.

Flows in rectangular cross-section ducts are also of interest in
many typical industrial problems. Therefore computations were
also performed for rectangular ducts of different aspect ratios.
Pressure loss coefficient as function of aspect ratio~AR, i.e., the
ratio of the duct’s height in the radial direction to its base! is
shown in Fig. 7. For single-phase flows, the minimum pressure
loss condition was shown by Graf@5# to occur for an aspect ratio
between 1.75 and two. The two-phase minimum is predicted to
occur at an aspect ratio between one and 1.25. For smaller duct
aspect ratios, the pair of counter-rotating vortices that forms inside
the bend results in an increasingly larger percentage of the total
flow being highly sheared. The loss also increases as the aspect
ratio increases but not as strongly as with decreasing aspect ratio.

This is possibly due to the earlier formation of multiple vortex
pairs in the bend with their resulting increase in shear.

The flow in a bend results in substantial phase segregation due
to the body forces. Initially the bubbles enter the vertical duct
bend with peaked values near the walls, and with symmetric dis-
tribution. About half way through the bend, the bubbles are
mostly concentrated at the inner radii with the outer radii of the
bend filled with liquid, see computations and digital photographs
in Graf @5#. The bubbles end up at the outer radii~top of the bend!
near the exit of the bend. Such transport of the phases requires
rather complicated cross plane distributions of pressure in the
duct. These cross plane pressure differences are shown in Fig. 8.
The present experimental measurements of these cross plane pres-
sure variations and the computed gradients are in general agree-
ment. The present data show that some lateral pressure gradient
exists at the inlet to the bend~i.e., at the 0 deg plane!. However,
the present computational method does not predict this effect. The
experimental data indicates that the maximum pressure gradient
occurs at approximately 60 deg in the bend. The computations,
however, predict an increasing cross plane pressure gradient from
bend inlet to exit.

Conclusions

1 Numerical predictions of two-phase bubbly flows from first
principles ~Navier-Stokes equations! with minimal empirical in-
put, in vertical and horizontal ducts and a right angle bend have
been obtained. The computed overall total-pressure loss data are
compared with both the authors’ measurements and existing data
in the literature.

2 Measurements of pressure drop for air-water bubbly flows in
a right angle duct bend of dimensionless radius ratio 5.5 are
reported.

Fig. 5 Variation of pressure drop in a right angle bend with
void fraction

Fig. 6 Variation of pressure drop in a right angle bend with
radius of the bend

Fig. 7 Variation of pressure drop in a right angle bend with
duct aspect ratio

Fig. 8 Pressure variation in the cross section of a right angle
bend
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3 The pressure drop measured in the duct bend is close to that
reported by Chisholm@27# but the computations somewhat
underpredict the pressure drop.

4 The increase in pressure drop~loss coefficient! that occurs
with void fraction is predicted well by the present algorithm.

5 The effect of duct radius ratio on two-phase pressure drop is
similar to that in a single-phase flow. However, the minimum
pressure loss is predicted to occur at a higher radius ratio~be-
tween 5 and 6!.

6 The effect of duct AR on pressure drop is similar to that seen
with single-phase flows. However, the minimum pressure loss is
expected to occur at a lower aspect ratio (;1.25) than seen in
single-phase flow.

7 Cross plane variations of pressure were measured and are
compared to computational predictions. The predicted level of
cross plane pressure gradient is reasonable. However, the maxi-
mum in the measured pressure gradient occurring at 60 deg in the
bend is predicted to occur close to the duct exit.

Nomenclature

AR 5 aspect ratio
CD 5 drag coefficient
C1 5 turbulence model constant
C2 5 turbulence model constant
Cm 5 turbulence model constant

d 5 bubble diameter
D 5 hydraulic diameter

FD 5 interfacial force
G 5 mass flow rate
k 5 turbulence kinetic energy
q 5 inlet dynamic head
R 5 bend radius

Re 5 Reynolds number
Ū 5 velocity vector

u, v, w 5 velocity components corresponding tox, y, z, re-
spectively

u8, v8 5 fluctuating turbulence components
Vrel 5 relative velocity between phases

X 5 Martinelli parameter
x, y, z 5 Cartesian coordinates

x, y cross section plane of duct
z primary flow direction in duct

x 5 quality ~mass fraction of gas!
a 5 void fraction

DPL 5 friction pressure drop for liquid flowing alone in the
duct

DPg 5 friction pressure drop for gas flowing alone in the
duct

« 5 turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate
FL

2 5 two-phase multiplier
G 5 transport parameter for k or«
m 5 dynamic viscosity
r 5 density

r1ref 5 reference density of the continuous phase
(998 kg/m3 presently!

r2ref 5 reference density of the distributed phase
(1.21 kg/m3 presently!

t 5 shear stress
n 5 kinematic viscosity

Subscripts

b 5 bubble
c 5 centerline
i 5 vector direction

rel 5 relative
ref 5 reference
v 5 vapor, lean phase

1, L 5 liquid, continuum phase
2, G 5 gas, lean, dispersed phase
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Pressure Gradient and Choking
Velocity for Adiabatic Pipe Flow
of a Homogeneous Steam-Water-
Solids Mixture
Mixtures containing steam, water, and solids develop when processing ore slurries at
elevated temperature and pressure. Based on homogeneous one-dimensional three-phase
flow theory equations are derived for pressure gradient, choking velocity, and sonic
velocity of a steam-water-solids mixture flowing in a pipe. It is concluded that a quasi-
choking condition may occur when the flow changes from subcooled to flashing
conditions.@S0098-2202~00!00104-8#

Introduction
Mixtures containing steam, water, and solids are encountered in

the mining industry when processing ore by pressure oxidation or
pressure leaching. In these processes ground ore is mixed with
water to obtain a slurry containing up to 50 percent solids. The
slurry is treated in a reaction vessel. Typical operating conditions
for the reaction vessel, called autoclave in the industry, are 2500
kPa/200°C for pressure oxidation and 4500 kPa/250°C for pres-
sure leaching. From the autoclave the slurry is discharged to a
flash vessel, which in the case of single stage pressure reduction is
close to atmospheric pressure. In the case of pressure reduction in
two or more stages all but the last flash vessel are at an elevated
pressure. The pressure reduction is accomplished by means of a
control valve, or a pipe type orifice, or a control valve and a pipe
orifice in a series arrangement. The devices are installed between
the autoclave and the first flash vessel and between the flash ves-
sels themselves. Due to the pressure reduction a water to steam
phase change will occur in each letdown piping system and, if the
number of flash stages is small, the flow is generally choked.

Control of abrasive wear in the letdown piping system is a
serious challenge in the design of the system, including the sizing
of the flow controlling components. A major factor determining
abrasive wear is the flow velocity, which can be very high in
sections where steam is present as a result of flashing. It is clear
that cavitation in components such as control valves also has to be
reckoned with. While there have been numerous papers on flash-
ing water flows, among others by Benjamin and Miller@1#, Allen
@2#, Starkman et al.@3#, Moody @4#, Henry and Fauske@5#, little
has been published on flashing water-solids systems. In this paper
a set of equations is formulated and developed to give an equation
for the pressure gradient that can be integrated by numerical meth-
ods to provide a one-dimensional description of the flow from
inlet to exit. Equations are derived that give the choking velocity
of a steam-water-solids mixture in terms of the local properties of
the fluid. The general methodology employed is similar to that
used in a co-authored earlier paper~Fluerenbrock et al.@6#! on the
hydrogen-water-solids mixture formed during the electrochemical
machining of metals.

Current State of Practice
The flow controlling components are control valves and pipe

type orifices. The typical control valve is an angle valve with
abrasion resistant ceramic plug and seat. Depending on system

design features and operating conditions flashing may occur in
this valve. Valve sizing is accomplished by one of the methods
outlined in American National Standard ANSI/ISA-S75.01 ‘‘Flow
Equations for Sizing Control Valves.’’ The method indicated for a
vaporizing liquid may not be exact for a flashing water-solids
mixture, but due to the very nature of the valve~a variable orifice!
some uncertainty is tolerable.

The size of a pipe type orifice, whether operating downstream
of a control valve or as the only flow restricting element, is first
determined approximately, e.g., by using capacity charts for the
discharge of flashing water~Moody @7#! or experience from simi-
lar plants, and then refined by trial installation of different size
orifices until system performance is satisfactory.

Descriptive Equations
While the slurries processed in autoclaves are not pure water-

solids mixtures, treating them as such allows for a rational ap-
proximation. The model used is that of a homogeneous three-
phase fluid. The underlying assumptions include:

• Adiabatic, one-dimensional, steady flow
• Thermodynamic equilibrium
• In any cross-section pressure, temperature and velocity of the

three phases are the same
• The mass fraction of the solids remains unchanged
• Change to supersonic conditions does not occur, except in

convergent-divergent configurations

For a pipe component with or without area change a momentum
balance over a control volume leads to an equation for the pres-
sure gradient as

dp

dx
52

V

v

dV

dx
2F2G (1)

This equation can be converted to
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dx
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by use of the conservation of mass equation

V5ṁv/A (3)

The energy equation is used in the form

h5e2
1

2
V22gz (4)

wheree is the specific energy. In the absence of the gravity term
e would be equal to the stagnation enthalpy.
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The specific volume of the mixture in terms of component spe-
cific volumes and their mass fractions is

v5xgvg1xfv f1xsvs (5)

and, considering that

xf512xg2xs (6)

it follows from the analogous equation for the specific enthalpy
that

xg5
h2hf1xs~hf2hs!

hg2hf
(7)

The mathematical description of the model is completed by 6
equations of state

hg ,hf ,hs ,vg ,v f ,vs5 f ~p! (8)

Under saturated conditions the temperatureT5T(p). Therefore
the phase properties are a function of pressurep only.

The Pressure Gradient
Equations~3!–~8! present a system of 11 equations, in which

ṁ, xs , ande are known constants andA andz are known func-
tions of x. This leaves 12 unknowns. If of these unknown vari-
ables the pressurep is specified, or predicted by means of Eq.~2!,
all other variables can be determined, though this will involve
iterative methods. It follows thatv may be considered to be a
function of p only, which allows dv/dx to be expressed as
dv/dp* dp/dx. This makes it possible to convert Eq.~2! into

dp

dx
5

V2

vA

dA

dx
2F2G

11
V2

v2

dv
dp

(9)

An expression fordv/dp is developed in the following. Differen-
tiation of Eq.~5! with respect top, and recognizing thatdxs /dp
50, results in

dv
dp

5vg

dxg

dp
1v f

dxf

dp
1xg

dvg

dp
1xf

dv f

dp
1xs

dvs

dp
(10)

Differentiating Eq.~7! gives

dxg

dp
5

]xg

]h

dh

dp
1

]xg

]hg

dhg

dp
1

]xg

]hf

dhf

dp
1

]xg

]hs

dhs

dp
(11)

The partial derivatives in this equation are evaluated from Eq.
~7! as

]xg

]h
5

1

hg2hf
5

1

hf g
(12)

]xg

]hg
52

xg

hf g
(13)

]xg

]hf
52

xf

hf g
(14)

]xg

]hs
52

xs

hf g
(15)

and Eqs.~4! and ~3! yield

dh

dp
52V

dV

dp
52

V2

v

dv
dp

(16)

Substituting Eqs.~12!–~16! into Eq. ~11! gives

dxg

dp
52

V2

vhf g

dv
dp

2
xg

hf g

dhg

dp
2

xf

hf g

dhf

dp
2

xs

hf g

dhs

dp
(17)

From Eq.~6! follows that

dxf

dp
52

dxg

dp
(18)

Replacingdxg /dp anddxf /dp in Eq. ~10! with these expressions,
rearranging and substitutingv f g5vg2v f results in

dv
dp

5

2
v f g

hf g
S xg

dhg

dp
1xf

dhf

dp
1xs

dhs

dp D1xg

dvg

dp
1xf

dv f

dp
1xs

dvs

dp

11
V2v f g

vhf g

(19)

Equations~9! and ~19! present the final form of the pressure gradient.

The Choking Velocity
Considering thatdv/dp is a negative quantity, it is evident that the denominator in Eq.~9! contains a singularity. The denominator

can be rewritten as 12V2/c2 by defining
1

c2 52
1

v2

dv
dp

(20)

This c is the choking velocity.
By setting the velocityV in Eq. ~19! equal to zero and substitutingdv/dp into Eq. ~20!, a quantityc0 can be defined as

c05
v

H v f g

hf g
S xg

dhg

dp
1xf

dhf

dp
1xs

dhs

dp D2xg

dvg

dp
2xf

dv f

dp
2xs

dvs

dp J 1/2 (21)

This c0 represents the choking velocity at constant enthalpy and
may be called the isenthalpic choking velocity. For actual flow
though choking occurs when the flow velocity is equal to the real
choking velocity. SettingV5c in Eq. ~9!, simplifying the equa-
tion by means of Eq.~21!, substituting it into Eq.~20!, and solving
for c results in

c5
c0

S 12
c0

2v f g

vhf g
D 1/2 (22)

The choking velocity can be calculated directly from Eqs.~21!
and ~22!, if local pressure and composition of the mixture are
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known. On the other hand, if pressure and specific energye are
specified, Eqs.~3!–~8! have to be solved simultaneously to deter-
mine specific volume and mixture composition for use in Eqs.
~21! and ~22!.

The Sonic Velocity

A more familiar form of Eq.~20! is c25dp/dr, and, subject to
the assumption of constant entropy,c is also known as the sonic
velocity. An expression for the sonic velocity can be obtained by
evaluating the derivativedv/dp in Eq. ~20! for an isentropic
change. The steam mass fraction in this case is given by

xg5
s2sf1xs~sf2ss!

sg2sf
(23)

and its derivative, for use in Eq.~10!, is obtained by applying the
method used previously~for Eqs. ~11!–~15!! and noting thatsf g
5sg2sf

dxg

dp
52

xg

sf g

dsg

dp
2

xf

sf g

dsf

dp
2

xs

sf g

dss

dp
(24)

Equation ~18! is valid again. Substitutingdxg /dp and dxf /dp
into Eq.~10! and combining with Eq.~20! gives the sonic velocity
as

c5
v

H v f g

sf g
S xg

dsg

dp
1xf

dsf

dp
1xs

dss

dp D2xg

dvg

dp
2xf

dv f

dp
2xs

dvs

dp J 1/2

(25)

This equation is consistent with equations given by Moody@7#
and Leung@8# for steam-water. Comparison of velocities calcu-
lated by Eqs.~22! and~25! shows the results to be virtually iden-
tical for steam-water mixtures. Slight differences exist in the case
of mixtures with large solids mass fractions.

Evaluation ofc or c0 demands elaboration on some of the terms
in Eqs.~21! and~25!. The derivativesdhg /dp, dhf /dp, dsg /dp,
dsf /dp, dvg /dp, and dv f /dp are to be evaluated along the
steam-water saturation curve. This can be done by calculating the
difference quotients¹hg /¹p, etc., around the pressure point of
interest. They can also be determined by differentiation of the
reduced enthalpy, reduced entropy and reduced volume functions
given in Appendix 1 Section 9 of the ASME Steam Tables@9#.
For example, for the reduced entropysg the differentiation takes
the form

dsg

db
5

]sg

]b
1

]sg

]Q Y db

dQ
(26)

where b and Q are reduced pressure and reduced temperature,
respectively.

Using dhs5cpdT gives dhs /dp5cp /(dp/dT). Similarly it
follows from dss5cpdT/T thatdss /dp5cp /(T dp/dT). The de-
rivative dp/dT can be obtained by differentiation of the
K-function given in Appendix 1 Section 5 of the Steam Tables.
Alternatively it may be evaluated by means of the Clapeyron
equation of classical thermodynamics. Furthermore,dvs /dp5

2vs /Es . The modulus of elasticityEs of the solids in the mixture
is often not known. Fortunately, for a typical mixture the choking
velocity is not sensitive toEs . ~For example, using values of 100
MPa and 10,000 MPa for the model mixture of Figs. 1 and 2 does
not produce a difference of more than 0.1 percent in the calculated
choking/sonic velocities.!

Figure 1 shows the choking velocity for a typical steam-water-
solids mixture as a function of steam mass fraction and pressure.
Figure 2 presents choking velocities at incipient flashing. These
were calculated from Eq.~22! and accessory Eq.~21! by setting
xg50.

The Exit Condition
The conditions that may occur at the exit are summarized in

Table 1. The choking conditions identified include only cases re-

Fig. 1 Choking velocity versus steam mass fraction

Fig. 2 Choking velocity at incipient flashing

Table 1 Summary of exit conditions

Case pe xge Ve (dp/dx)e Flow condition

1 5pb , .psat ,0 ,cf s finite nonflashing, not choked
2 5pb 5psat .0 ,c finite flashing, not choked
3 .pb , 5psat .0 5c →2` flashing, choked
4 .pb , 5psat 50 .ci , ,cf s finite nonflashing, choked*
5 5pb 5psat .0 5c →2` flashing, choked
6 5pb 5psat 50 .ci , ,cf s finite nonflashing, choked*

Notes: psat is the saturation pressure corresponding to the temperature in the exit plane
cf s is the choking velocity of a pure water-solids mixture
xg,0 indicates a subcooled condition
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lating to the choking velocity of a steam-water-solids mixture. It
is clear that a choking condition also exists, when the exit velocity
is equal to the choking velocity of a water-solids mixturecf s .
However, this velocity is of the order of 1500 m/s. Such cases are
of little practical significance and hence are not included in the
table. Cases 5 and 6 may be viewed as limits of cases 3 and 4,
respectively.

The two cases marked with an asterisk~* ! present a quasi-
choking condition. This condition arises when upon pressure re-
duction from a subcooled state the saturation pressure is reached
at a velocity that is higher than the choking velocity at incipient
flashingci . A reduction in back pressurepb and the ensuing drop
of exit pressurepe would move the point of incipient flashing
from the exit plane to upstream of the exit plane. Because of the
associated step drop in choking velocity, the exit velocity would
now be higher than the local choking velocity. Under the stated
assumption of ‘‘no supersonic flows’’ this scenario is rejected.
The quasi-choking condition lacks the characteristics of the ordi-
nary choking condition, i.e., the exit velocity is higher than the
choking velocity at incipient flashing and the pressure gradient
remains finite. Whereas the ordinary choking condition is the re-
sult of a singularity in the pressure gradient, the quasi-choking
condition results from the step reduction in choking velocity that
accompanies the change from the two-phase water-solids mixture
to the three-phase steam-water-solids mixture, or, for that matter,
from water to steam-water. Figure 3 may serve to illustrate the
situation.

The step change in the choking velocity at incipient flashing
can be summarily explained by the presence of the termsdxg /dp
anddxf /dp in Eq. ~10!. Both terms are different from zero over
the entire saturation rangexg50 to xf50. It follows that there is
a similar step change, albeit much smaller, at the boundary be-
tween the saturated and the superheated regions.

In a plot of mass flux versus terminal pressure of a depressur-
izing compressible fluid the maximum mass flux is usually indi-
cated by a maximum in the curve. For a steam-water mixture
accelerating from a stagnation condition of sufficient subcooling
the maximum flux is represented by a sharp peak in the curve~see
Moody @7#!. This peak is the manifestation of a quasi-choking
condition.

It has been reported many times that steam-water flows dis-
charging under critical conditions generally exceed the mass flow
rate predicted by a homogeneous equilibrium flow theory. The
explanations given for this behavior include nucleation delay pre-
venting steam-water equilibrium and departure from the homoge-
neous flow pattern. There is some reason to expect that for mix-
tures containing solids the excess flow is less than for steam-
water. For one, the finely ground solid particles provide an

abundance of nucleation sites, thereby reducing the deviation
from equilibrium. Second, because of the higher viscosity of the
mixture with solids, velocity differences between the phases
should develop slower and departure from the homogeneous flow
pattern is possibly delayed.

On the Integration of the Pressure Gradient
The ore processes under consideration are usually, but not

always, operated at an overpressure imposed by oxygen or air.
In this case the mixture consists initially of water and solids,
the water being subcooled. Incipient flashing occurs down-
stream at the locationx, where the pressure has been reduced
to the saturation pressure. The mathematical description devel-
oped for the three-phase mixture is not valid for the two-phase
mixture.

Integration of the pressure gradient can be accomplished by
finite difference methods. When doing so, it may be advantageous
to use the Eq.~2! form of the pressure gradient, since this equation
applies to both flashing and nonflashing flows. The integration can
be effected either by specifying the inlet pressure and varying the
mass flow rate~or inlet velocity! or by specifying the mass flow
rate and varying the inlet pressure, until the exit condition is met.
Equation~2! does not reveal the singularity in the pressure gradi-
ent. Though hidden, it has not gone away and it will be necessary
to monitor the velocity ratioV/c at every step.

Determination of the pressure in the exit plane is a necessary
part of the integration. An accurate determination is difficult with
a pressure gradient that tends towards minus infinity. The diffi-
culty can be overcome by solving Eq.~22! iteratively to determine
the pressure corresponding toc5V and tracking this precursor
choking pressure to the exit. AsV/c approaches unity, the precur-
sor pressure converges to the true choking pressure.

Conclusion
Homogeneous three-phase flow theory is used to develop ex-

pressions for the pressure gradient and the choking velocity of a
homogeneous steam-water-solids mixture. The pressure gradient
can be integrated numerically to give the pressure distribution in
the piping system from inlet to exit. If the flow is choked, the
underlying flow rate is the maximum flow rate for the given inlet
condition.

It is concluded that there is a quasi-choking condition that oc-
curs, when the exit flow velocity is higher than the choking ve-
locity for flashing incipient at the prevailing exit pressure.

Nomenclature

A 5 area
c 5 choking velocity

cp 5 specific heat of solids
e 5 total specific energy
E 5 bulk modulus of elasticity
F 5 pressure loss due to friction
g 5 gravitational constant
G 5 pressure change due to elevation change
h 5 specific enthalpy
L 5 length of pipe
ṁ 5 mass flow rate

Ma 5 Mach number,V/c
p 5 pressure
s 5 specific entropy
T 5 absolute temperature
v 5 specific volume
V 5 velocity
x 5 mass fraction when subscripted, otherwise position vari-

able
z 5 vertical distance
r 5 density

Fig. 3 Quasi-choking occurs if at the point of incipient flash-
ing the velocity V is higher than the choking velocity c i
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Subscripts

b 5 downstream of exit plane
e 5 exit plane
f 5 liquid
g 5 steam, vapor
i 5 incipient flashing
s 5 solids
0 5 zero velocity or inlet condition
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Thin-Film Flow at Moderate
Reynolds Number
Viscous, laminar, gravitationally-driven flow of a thin film over a round-crested weir is
analyzed for moderate Reynolds numbers. A previous analysis of this flow utilized a
momentum integral approach with a semiparabolic velocity profile to obtain an equation
for the film thickness (Ruschak, K. J., and Weinstein, S. J., 1999, ‘‘Viscous Thin-Film
Flow Over a Round-Crested Weir,’’ ASME J. Fluids Eng.,121, pp. 673–677). In this
work, a viscous boundary layer is introduced in the manner of Haugen (Haugen, R., 1968,
‘‘Laminar Flow Around a Vertical Wall,’’ ASME J. Appl. Mech.35, pp. 631–633). As in
the previous analysis of Ruschak and Weinstein, the approximate equations have a criti-
cal point that provides an internal boundary condition for a bounded solution. The com-
plication of a boundary layer is found to have little effect on the thickness profile while
introducing a weak singularity at its beginning. The thickness of the boundary layer
grows rapidly, and there is little cumulative effect of the increased wall friction. Regard-
less of whether a boundary layer is incorporated, the approximate free-surface profiles
are close to profiles from finite-element solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation. Similar
results are obtained for the related problem of developing flow on a vertical wall (Cerro,
R. L., and Whitaker, S., 1971, ‘‘Entrance Region Flows With a Free Surface: the Falling
Liquid Film,’’ Chem. Eng. Sci.,26, pp. 785–798). Less accurate results are obtained for
decelerating flow on a horizontal wall (Watson, E. J., 1964, ‘‘The Radial Spread of a
Liquid Jet Over a Horizontal Plane,’’ J. Fluid Mech.20, pp. 481–499) where the flow is
not gravitationally driven.@S0098-2202~00!01904-0#

Introduction
The regime of flow in thin films where flow is laminar but

inertial effects are significant is important in the film-coating in-
dustry. Experiments show that turbulence develops at Reynolds
numbers between about 250 and 800~Fulford @1#!.

Simplified equations, attractive for ease of use, are possible
when film thickness changes gradually in the flow direction.
These equations are related to the classical equations for a viscous
boundary layer. The nonlinear boundary-layer equation and con-
tinuity equation may be solved numerically~Cerro and Whitaker
@2#!, but more often a velocity profile is assumed for integrating
the equations across the film and reducing the computational
problem to an ordinary differential equation for the profile of film
thickness.

The momentum integral approach is practical because of the
relative insensitivity of the film-thickness profile to the velocity
profile chosen~Anderson @3#!. At low Reynolds numbers, the
clear choice is a semiparabolic profile, which is the exact profile
for fully developed, rectilinear flow determined by Nusselt
~Wilkes and Nedderman@4#!, and which arises in the limit of
small capillary number in the absence of inertial effects~Landau
and Levich@5#, Ruschak@6#!. The resulting equation will be re-
ferred to in this paper as the Nusselt film equation. A higher-order
polynomial introduces additional parameters requiring auxiliary
equations and can lead to less satisfactory results~Anderson@3#!.
Watson@7# generated a velocity profile for negligible gravitational
effects from a similarity solution. Cerro and Scriven@8# used a
velocity profile that is a linear combination of full and semipara-
bolic profiles for flow from a slot onto an incline, but their weight-
ing of the two profiles is arbitrary.

The appropriateness of a semiparabolic profile can be ques-
tioned as the Reynolds number increases. On one hand, the mo-
mentum flux, normalized with the product of mass flow rate and
average velocity, is 1.2 and differs only modestly from unity for a
flat profile. On the other hand, a semiparabolic profile spans the

film thickness and thereby constrains the shear rate at the wall;
underestimating wall friction is potentially a larger source of
error.

A way to capture higher shear rates at the wall is to follow
Prandtl and consider a viscous boundary layer adjacent to the wall
and a region of inviscid flow between the boundary layer and the
interface with air~Schlichting@9#, Watson@7#, Haugen@10#, Yang
and Yarbrough@11#!. A continuously differentiable choice for the
velocity profile is semiparabolic in the boundary layer and flat in
the inviscid region~Haugen@10#!. Bernoulli’s equation for the
surface streamline supplies the additional relationship required
when a boundary layer is introduced. This extended model will be
referred to in this paper as the Prandtl film equation. Once the
boundary-layer thickness becomes equal to the film thickness, the
Prandtl film equation reduces to the Nusselt film equation. The
boundary-layer model has also been solved numerically without
assuming a velocity profile~Bruley @12#!, but the introduction of a
boundary layer is of little advantage when a partial differential
equation remains.

The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the Nusselt film equation for gravity-driven flow. Flow
over a round-crested weir, previously analyzed with this equation
~Ruschak and Weinstein@13#!, is recomputed with a boundary
layer, and numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation are
provided. Additionally, the previously treated problems of devel-
oping flow on a vertical wall and decelerating flow on a horizontal
plane are briefly revisited.

The results support the conclusion that the Nusselt film equa-
tion is accurate for gravitationally driven flow when the underly-
ing assumptions are met. At moderate Reynolds number,
boundary-layer thickness increases so rapidly that the initially
high wall friction has little cumulative effect. The constraint of a
critical point encountered with the approximate equations is found
to be consistent with the numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes
equation obtained with standard boundary conditions.

Equations
As a previous analysis of flow over a round-crested weir~Rus-

chak and Weinstein@13#! is generalized to admit a boundary layer
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in the manner of Haugen@10# and others, the formulation of the
equations can be brief. A Newtonian liquid with viscositym and
densityr flows over the crest of a weir that is quarter round, as in
Fig. 1, or half round, as in Fig. 4, with radiusR. In the former
case, liquid flowing from the reservoir abruptly encounters the
solid wall at the corner of the crest. With gravitational accelera-
tion denotedG and volumetric flow rate per unit widthq, the
length scale for film thickness in gravitationally driven viscous
flow is hc5A3 mq/rG. The two dimensionless groups are Rey-
nolds number, Re5rq/m, and a ratio of length scales,d5hc /R.
For d!1, film thickness changes gradually. For Re@1, vorticity
generated at the wall requires some distance downstream to dif-
fuse across the film. Horizontal coordinatex and vertical coordi-
natez originate at the center of the rounded section. Additional
coordinates arer, a radial coordinate, andu, an azimuthal coordi-
nate increasing from the crest in the flow direction. Radial dis-
tance measured outward from the rounded wall,y5r 2R, is re-
lated to dimensionless coordinateh such thaty5hch and r
5R(11dh). The free surface of the film is given byy5h(u)
5hcz(u), and h ranges from 0 at the wall toz~u! at the free
surface. Dimensionless velocity componentsu and n are defined
such that the azimuthal velocity component isqu/hc and the ra-
dial componentdqn/hc . Pressure is given byrGRp, wherep is
dimensionless, to reflect the essentially hydrostatic pressure field
across the film.

Flow at the corner of the crest~u50! is presumed inviscid, and
a viscous boundary layer grows downstream. The initial velocity
profile is taken to be flat, although this cannot be precisely the
case because the interface over the reservoir is slightly curved.
Additionally, the boundary layer is more realistically given an
initial thickness because viscous boundary layers adjoin all walls.
An initial thickness avoids a singularity in the solution arising
from a discontinuity in velocity at the corner.

For slowly varying film flow, the boundary-layer approximation
to the Navier-Stokes equation is justified~Bruley @12#, Cerro and
Whitaker@2#, Anderson@14#!. For the weir, the approximate equa-
tions are~Ruschak and Weinstein@13#!

RedFu
]u

]u
1n

]u

]hG52
]p

]u
1~11dh!sin~u!1

]2u

]h2 (1)

052
]p

]h
2d cos~u! (2)

where the trigonometric terms are gravitational. The continuity
equation is

]u

]u
1

]n

]h
50 (3)

The surface of the film,h5z, is a streamline and free of stress

n5u
dz

du
;

]u

]h
50; p50 ~h5z! (4)

Velocity is zero at the wall.

u50, n50 ~h50! (5)

Equations~1!–~5! can be directly applied to film flow, and a rect-
angular domain can be obtained through the von Mises transfor-
mation ~Cerro and Whitaker@2#!. In this transformation, the
stream function replaces the cross-film coordinate, and the depen-
dent variable is the square of the streamwise velocity component.

A simpler approach is to assume a continuously differentiable
velocity profile that is semiparabolic across the viscous boundary
layer ~0<h<v! and flat in an inviscid region between the bound-
ary layer and the surface~v<h<z!.

u5U@2h/v2~h/v!2# ~0<h<v!
(6)

u5U ~v<h<z!

This profile is consistent with fully developed, rectilinear flow
once the boundary layer spans the film~v5z!. The streamwise
velocity component in the inviscid region,U, depends onu. Pres-
sure is eliminated through Eqs.~2! and~4!. Equations~1! and~3!
are integrated across the film and evaluated using Eq.~6! to be-
come, respectively

Red
d

du FU2S z2
7v

15D G5z sin~u!~11dz!2dz cos~u!
dz

du
2

2U

v
(7)

U~z2v/3!51 (8)

A third equation needed to solve forz, v, andU is provided by
Bernoulli’s equation for the surface streamline

RedU2/2511H/R2~11dz!cos~u! (9)

where H is the head, the height of the surface of the reservoir
above the crest of the weir approached asU→0 andu→2p/2.
Equation~9! is also a solution of Eq.~7! with v50 and without
the viscous term, the far term on the right. Writing Eqs.~8! and
~9! at u50 and identifying variables evaluated there with a sub-
script 0 gives

H/R5dz01RedU0
2/2 (10)

U0~z02v0/3!51 (11)

Furthermore, Eq.~7! can be rewritten through use of Eq.~9! as

dz/du5N/D (12)

N5sin~u!~11dz!~9z27/U !/522U/v (13)

D5d@cos~u!~9z27/U !/522 ReU2/5# (14)

Flow passes from subcritical in the main body of liquid to su-
percritical as the liquid accelerates~Ruschak and Weinstein@13#!.
At the critical point,D50, and it follows from Eq.~12! that the
slope of the film can be finite there only ifN50 as well. So, if
z5 z̃, and u5 ũ at the critical point, then nonlinear algebraic
equations for the position of the critical point and the film thick-
ness there are

N~ z̃,ũ !5D~ z̃,ũ !50 (15)

These conditions at the critical point propagate upstream and
downstream, and it is natural to integrate Eq.~12! from the critical
point in both directions. Withz̃ and ũ determined by standard
methods for solving nonlinear algebraic equations, the film slopeFig. 1 Definition sketch
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at the critical point follows as the solution to the quadratic
equation

]D

]z S dz

du D 2

1S ]D

]u
2

]N

]z D dz

du
2

]N

]u
50 ~u5 ũ,z5 z̃ ! (16)

The final equations are solved by iteration. The initial
boundary-layer thickness expressed as a fraction of initial film
thickness,v0 /z0 , is assigned a small but nonzero value to avoid
unbounded derivatives atu50, and the value of the initial film
thickness,z0 , is guessed. Equation~11! then givesU0 , the initial
velocity on the surface streamline. The headH follows from Eq.
~10!. U is then known in terms ofz and u from Eq. ~9!, andv
follows from Eq. 8. Consequently, Eqs.~15! and ~16! can be
solved for conditions at the critical point,ũ, z̃, and the corre-
sponding slope. Equation~12! is integrated from the critical point
upstream to the start of the film,u50, thereby determining new
values forz0 and v0 inconsistent with the previously assigned
values. This inconsistency is eliminated in subsequent iterations
by a numerical implementation of Newton’s method.

If the integration were performed in the downstream direction
from the start of the boundary layer, the direction in which infor-
mation usually flows in boundary-layer problems, a local analysis
with an initial boundary-layer thickness of zero would have been
natural to use to start the integration at a position slightly down-
stream from the singularity atu50. However, because of the con-
straints on film thickness at the critical point at Eq.~15! and the
upstream flow of information in subcritical flow, the natural di-
rection of integration in the problem at hand is from the critical
point to the start of the boundary layer. While a local analysis
might be used to extrapolate from a finite boundary-layer thick-
ness at the end of the numerical integration to a boundary-layer
thickness of zero, this additional step was not attempted because
the numerical results were not sensitive to the initial boundary
layer thickness for the conditions studied.

With flow to the critical point resolved, Eq.~12! is integrated
from the critical point downstream until the boundary-layer thick-
ness equals the film thickness~v5z!. From that point onward the
velocity profile is semiparabolic, Eq.~8! simplifies to Uz53/2,
and the integration is continued with Nusselt film equation,

d
dz

du
5

~11dz!sin~u!23/z3

cos~u!26 Re/5z3 (17)

The counterparts of the above equations for the separate prob-
lems of developing flow on a vertical wall and decelerating flow
on a horizontal wall are similarly derived. Withuw the angle of
the wall from horizontal and withhcj distance along the wall in
terms of a dimensionless coordinatej, the above equations can be
converted by dropping the termdz and by replacing sin~u! with
sin(uw), cos~u! with cos(uw), andddz/du with dz/dj. For these
problems initial film thickness is specified, and iterative solution
is not required.

The Navier-Stokes equation was solved for flow over a round-
crested weir and for developing flow on a vertical wall by the
finite-element method as previously described~Ruschak@15#!.
The velocity is piecewise linear and the pressure piecewise con-
stant in triangular elements. The resulting nonlinear, algebraic
equations for the velocity components at nodes and the pressures
in elements were solved by Newton’s method.

The result of Cerro and Whitaker@2# for developing flow on a
vertical wall obtained by numerical solution of the boundary-layer
equation was found to disagree with the finite-element solution of
the Navier-Stokes equation, and so the problem of Cerro and Whi-
taker was solved again. The flow domain was mapped to a semi-
infinite strip by the von Mises transformation, which replaces the
variabley with the streamfunctionc, 0<c<2/3. The transformed
equation was solved by finite differences and the method of lines.
A new variableq is defined that places more mesh points near the
wall, specifically q5@log~c1«!2log~«!#/@log~2/31«!2log~«!#,

0<q<1. The interval forq was divided into 100 segments, and«
was set to 1026. The resulting set of first-order, nonlinear differ-
ential equations in the streamwise coordinate was solved in MAT-
LAB by solver ODE15S, which employs a variable-order implicit
method.

Results
For flow over a weir, the calculation for the Prandtl film equa-

tion assumes as the extreme case a virtually flat velocity profile at
the crest,v0 /z050.01. Film profiles are shown in Fig. 2 for Re
5300 andd50.00616. For this Reynolds number, the critical
point is very near the crest of the weir atũ53.4 deg. Also shown
is the profile according to the Nusselt film equation, for which the
position of the critical point is shifted toũ50.5 deg. The profiles
do not differ much because boundary-layer thickness increases
rapidly, and the cumulative effect of increased wall friction is
small. The purely inviscid solution is also shown, for which the
position of the critical point isũ50 deg. The viscous profiles
depart significantly from the inviscid profile.

The free-surface profile from the Prandtl film equation is com-
pared with that from the Navier-Stokes equation in Fig. 3 for
Re550 andd50.0282. For the finite-element computation, 437
elements were employed, and a semiparabolic velocity profile was
imposed at the inlet. The computations were found to be insensi-
tive to the precise geometry and boundary conditions imposed in
the reservoir, and in Fig. 3 a horizontal solid boundary was added.

Fig. 2 Film profiles for flow over a quarter-round weir for Re
Ä300, dÄ0.00616, and v0 Õz0Ä0.01. The envelope of the bound-
ary layer is additionally shown for the case of the Prandtl film
equation.

Fig. 3 Film profiles for flow over a quarter-round weir for
ReÄ50 and dÄ0.0282. The horizontal solid boundary was added
for the solution of the Navier-Stokes equation.
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The profile for the Nusselt film equation was also computed but is
so close to the others that it is not shown for clarity. The Nusselt
film equation gives a slightly thinner profile nearu50 deg, and
the profile from the Prandtl film equation tracks that from the
Navier-Stokes equation better there. The velocity profile from the
finite-element solution is not flat at the vertical cross section
through the corner at the crest, but instead resembles that shown
below in Fig. 7. Although the solutions for the Nusselt film equa-
tion and Prandtl film equation arise from a critical point internal to
the flow, that for the Navier-Stokes equation involves only stan-
dard boundary conditions. The approximate equations are there-
fore more revealing.

For the half-round weir treated by Ruschak and Weinstein@13#,
changes in the flow are everywhere gradual, and there is no need
to introduce a boundary layer. Profiles from the Nusselt film equa-
tion and from the Navier-Stokes equation for 348 elements are
shown in Fig. 4 for Re550 and d50.0286, and agreement is
excellent.

Developing flow on a vertical wall, being gravitationally
driven, is closely related to the weir flow. Results for developing
flow on a vertical wall were converted to the dimensionless vari-
ables of Cerro and Whitaker@2# to facilitate comparisons. Specifi-
cally, the Reynolds number differs from that defined above by a
factor of 3/2 and has the value 263 corresponding to Re5175.
Film thickness is normalized with that reached asymptotically
downstream,h` . The streamwise coordinate is made dimension-
less with the product of the redefined Reynolds number andh`
and denotedX. The initial film thickness, where the velocity pro-
file is taken to be flat, is 2.63 times the final film thickness.

Figure 5 is a plot ofh/h` versusX and corresponds to Fig. 11
of Cerro and Whitaker. Profiles from the Prandtl film equation, the
boundary-layer equation, and the Navier-Stokes equation are
nearly indistinguishable at this scale. The Nusselt film equation
gives a slightly thinner profile as a consequence of underestimat-
ing the wall shear stress; this curve has the analytical expression
given by Anderson@14#. These results are consistent with the
curves in Fig. 11 of Cerro and Whitaker corresponding to the
analyses of Bruley@12# and Haugen@10#. However, the solution
of the boundary-layer equation by means of the von Mises trans-
formation does not agree with that of Cerro and Whitaker; the
agreement of the present solution with that of the Navier-Stokes
equation supports the conclusion that the computation of Cerro
and Whitaker is in error. Moreover, the curve of Hassan@16# in
Fig. 11 of Cerro and Whitaker, also differing from present results,
is known to be in error~Anderson@14#!.

The discontinuous velocity at the inlet for all cases but the
Nusselt film equation introduces a weak singularity in the profiles
that is evident in Fig. 6, a magnified view of the start of the
profiles. The solution to the Navier-Stokes equation, because of its
streamwise viscous terms, is less singular than the solutions to the
boundary-layer equation or the Prandtl film equation. Figure 7
shows dimensionless velocity profiles very near the inlet. That
from the Navier-Stokes equation shows near the wall a local in-
crease in velocity over the initial value, an effect not captured by
the solution to the boundary-layer equation.

Fig. 4 Film profiles for flow over a half-round weir for Re Ä50
and dÄ0.0286

Fig. 5 Film profiles for developing flow on a vertical wall for
ReÄ175

Fig. 6 Film profiles near the origin for developing flow on a
vertical wall for Re Ä175

Fig. 7 Velocity profiles at XÄ0.001 for developing flow on a
vertical wall for Re Ä175
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Profiles for two additional initial-to-final film-thickness ratios,
1.0 and 1.6, are shown in Fig. 8. In each case the profile for the
Prandtl film equation closely tracks the profile for the boundary-
layer equation. The profile for the Navier-Stokes equation is ini-
tially flatter.

Finally, the Prandtl film equation is applied to decelerating flow
on a horizontal wall. Flow is momentum driven, and the momen-
tum is gradually dissipated by wall friction. Watson@7# neglected
gravity and constructed a viscous boundary layer that grows to
encompass the film. Watson furthermore obtained a similarity so-
lution for the fully viscous flow downstream of the boundary
layer. This similarity solution is in fact a limiting case of Jeffery-
Hamel flow, an exact similarity solution of the Navier-Stokes
equation for radially diverging streamlines~Rosenhead,@17#, Rus-
chak @18#!; as such, Watson’s results should be accurate. Profiles
from Watson’s analysis and from the Prandtl film equation for
Re5300 andz050.4 are shown in Fig. 9. The linear increase in
film thickness along the wall in the fully viscous flow with gravity
negligible has a slope of 1.81/Re by Watson’s analysis and 2.5/Re
by the Nusselt film equation, and so the semiparabolic profile over
predicts wall friction. Eventually, gravity becomes important, and
the solution to the Nusselt film equation ends at a point of infinite
slope, likely the approximate location of a hydraulic jump.

Conclusion
In slowly varying laminar flow of a thin film driven by gravity,

incorporating a viscous boundary layer and an adjacent region of
inviscid flow in approximate equations for film flow is tractable
but does not substantially change the film profile or the conditions
at a critical point. The increased wall shear stress generated by the
boundary layer thickens the film initially and thereby improves
agreement with the Navier-Stokes equation. However, the cumu-
lative effect is not great because the boundary layer thickens rap-
idly. Furthermore, the Navier-Stokes equation generates a velocity
profile near the start of the boundary layer that solutions based on
the boundary-layer equation do not match. Finally, the stress sin-
gularity at the wall at the start of the boundary layer gives rise to
a weak singularity in the film profile not exhibited by the profile
from the Navier-Stokes equation. So, in the weir flow, there is a
discontinuity in slope at the start of the boundary layer. However,
at moderate Reynolds number, an initially flat velocity profile, the
source of the singularity, is not realistic. So, the incorporation of a
boundary layer achieves mixed results and entails a significant
penalty in computational effort and complexity. Therefore, even
when a boundary layer can be expected, the film equation arising
from a semiparabolic velocity profile represents an attractive
choice in practice. However, less accurate results are obtained
with this velocity profile if flow is not gravitationally driven, and
one based on Watson’s analysis is preferable.

The singularity at the critical point is not removable in all prob-
lems. In that event the approximate equations fail and must be
altered. A proposal for generalizing the Nusselt film equation will
be reported in the near future.
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Fig. 8 Film profiles for developing flow on a vertical wall for
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1.0
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for ReÄ300 and z0Ä0.4. Profiles computed with and without
gravity are shown for the Prandtl film equation.
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Rise Height for Negatively
Buoyant Fountains and Depth
of Penetration for Negatively
Buoyant Jets Impinging an
Interface
A vertical jet or fountain, whose velocity is opposite to the direction of its buoyant force,
reverses direction after reaching a maximum penetration depth. This penetration depth is
measured from the jet exit or, if present, the location of the undisturbed interface. This
paper shows that the penetration depth is only a function of a Richardson number divided
by a jet spreading factor. If no interface is present, the spreading factor is one; otherwise
the spreading factor is only a function of distance between the jet exit and the interface.
As long as the jet is fully turbulent, the penetration depth is independent of Reynolds and
Weber numbers. These trends are applicable to a broad range of fluid systems including
air jets impacting liquids as well as miscible and immiscible liquid-liquid systems with
only slight density differences.@S0098-2202~00!00304-7#

Introduction
Jets and fountains with negative buoyancy occur in numerous

situations including oxygen jets directed into molten metal fur-
naces, refueling compensated fuel tanks on naval vessels and the
negatively buoyant overshoot stage of a smokestack discharging
into a stratified atmosphere. In this paper, we develop a universal
correlation for the maximum penetration depths for two related
flows. For the flow in Fig. 1~a!, the jet travels through an identical
fluid before reaching a sharp density interface~density difference
Dr!, where negative buoyancy slows it down until the jet reaches
a maximum penetration depth,h. In this case, the penetration
depth is measured from the elevation of the undisturbed interface.
In Fig. 1~b!, a fountain is injected directly into a fluid with a
different density~in essence,l 52`! and the penetration depth is
measured from the jet exit. Whenl ,0, the magnitude ofl has no
significant effect andh has the same value it does whenl 50.
While numerous technical papers have analyzed the jet and foun-
tain penetration depth, only correlations for narrow data ranges
have been published~a number of these are compared later!. For
simplicity, all the discussions assume a heavy fluid directed up-
ward into a lighter fluid. However, the results are equally valid for
a jet directed downward into a denser fluid. Data for both the
upward and downward cases are compared.

Analysis and Data
Friedman and Katz@1# show that forl 50 the dimensionless

penetration is governed by the following relationship:

h

DP
5fS ReP ,RiP ,WeP ,

l

DP
D (1)

where

ReP5
r jUPDP

m j
, RiP5

gDrDP

r jUP
2 , WeP5

r jUP
2DP

s

The parameterss, r, m, and U are interfacial tension, density,
viscosity and velocity, respectively. The ‘‘j ’’ subscript refers to
the jet fluid and the ‘‘P’’ subscript refers to parameters at the exit
of the jet. It is also shown that the effect of WeP is negligible in
most flows of concern; a conclusion supported in the present pa-
per by collapsing data collected from various sources, over a wide
range of WeP , to a single line. Friedman et al.@2# show that the
viscosity of the penetrated fluid is also an important parameter
that must be considered in the characteristics of droplets formed;
however, for the purposes of the present discussion concerning
penetration by the jet, it is not relevant. This results because the
impacted fluid has relatively little flow apart from interfacial mix-
ing. Friedman and Katz@1# demonstrate that the ReP effect is
limited to laminar jets and can be accounted for with the proper
definition of velocity. Similarly, Cresswell and Szczepura@3# con-
clude that for fully turbulent flow, Re has little effect on the mean
motion. Reynolds number effects for laminar jets are quantita-
tively discussed later. Thus for the flow of Fig. 1~a! whenl 50 or
for the flow of Fig. 1~b!, h is a function of RiP only. Friedman and
Katz @1# experimentally demonstrate a power law forl 50 over a
broad range of RiP :

h

DP
5

Cn

RiP
n (2)

wheren varies between 1/3 and 1 andCn depends onn. For jet
exits that are separated from the interface (l .0), spreading
causes a velocity reduction and consequent increase in interfacial
Richardson number, Rii ,

Rii5
gDrDi

rUi
2

where the ‘‘i ’’ subscript refers to properties at the interface.
Assuming that the only effect ofl .0 is to reduce jet velocity,

Eq. ~2! can be modified with a velocity decay factor,

h

DP
5

Cn

~RiP /F2!n (3)

where F5Ui /UP varies with l /DP . For fountain flow of Fig.
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1~b! or for an interface located within the near field or potential
core of a jet,F51. In the far-field or fully self-similar region, the
centerline velocity decays linearly with the distance from a virtual
origin ~White @4#!,

F5FDPK2

l 2xo
G (4)

Here K2 is an empirical coefficient andxo is the downstream
position of the virtual origin, normally27,xo /Dp,24. Com-
monly cited values ofK2 range from 5.1 to 7.7~Banks and Chan-
drasekhara@5#!. For this paper we choose values ofxo /DP525
andK256.7. For a more detailed treatment of the centerline ve-
locity decay see Papadopoulos and Pitts@6#.

Figure 2 summarizes the measured penetration depths from
various sources: Chatterjee and Bradshaw@7# ~air jet impacting a
water interface!, Cheslak et al.@8# ~air impacting wet cement,
which is allowed to harden during deformation!, Cresswell and
Szczepura@3# ~hot water fountain directed into cold water!, Fried-
man and Katz@1# ~water impacting diesel fuel!, Qian et al.@9# ~air
impacting water!, Shy @10# ~acid impacting a miscible base! and
Turner @11# ~Saltwater fountain directed into freshwater!. Except
for very shallow penetrations with the jet exit close to the inter-
face~Friedman and Katz data at RiP /F2.2), all data collapse to

a narrow band. We will return to the shallow penetration anomaly
later. Figure 2 also contains 3 power law relationships in the form

of Eq. ~2!, wherenP$ 1
3, 1

2,1%.
The n51 trend has been explained in two ways. A number

of studies ~e.g., Shy @10#! use a balance of kinetic and po-
tential energy to derive the trend to within an empirical
constant.

h

Di
5

C1

Rii
or

h

DP
5

C1

RiP /F2 (5)

Friedman and Katz@1# use a momentum balance and derive a
similar expression withC151 ~the trend shown in Fig. 2!. Except
for the shallow penetration anomaly where the pipe exit is in
close proximity to the interface~i.e., l /DP!1!, data from Qian
et al., @8# show that then51 trend continues to very high
RiP /F2.

Banks and Chandrasekhara@5# propose a methodology to ex-
tend the energy argument for deep cavities, but as shown below
their approach is not satisfactory for low values of RiP/F2. They
argue that a stagnation point occurs where the loss in kinetic
energy is balanced by the increase in potential energy. Further,
they propose that the kinetic energy should be based on the cen-
terline velocity of a free jet, which decays through spreading to
the location l 1h. This argument has been widely used, most
recently by Qian et al.@9#. In order to test this theory, some of the
data of Fig. 2 are replotted on Fig. 3, but in this case the jet
spreading factor isF5DPK2 /( l 1h2xo). A substantial deviation
and divergence between data sets occur for low RiP /F2. This
divergence is relatively insensitive to the choices ofK2 and
xo /DP .

As shown in Fig. 2, several papers, including Turner@11#, on
negatively buoyant fountains propose a better correlation than
that of Banks and Chandrasekhara@5#. Turner argues that the
penetration depth is proportional to the length scaleM3/4B21/2

Fig. 1 „a… Fluid below the interface, which is the same as jet
fluid, is separated from the upper fluid by a sharp density in-
terface. Flow exits the jet at velocity and diameter „UP ,DP…,
and spreads to „Ui ,Di… when it reaches the position of the un-
disturbed interface. „b… Fountain rises to a maximum height
and reverses.

Fig. 2 Dimensionless penetration depth as a function of Ri P ÕF2. All data approach one of
three power law trends. Data from Friedman and Katz at high Ri P ÕF2 follow a different
trend than the rest of the data because of the radial pressure distribution established as
flow turns sharply over pipe edge.
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where M5(UP
2pD2)/4 is the momentum flux andB

5gDrUPpD2/(4r) is the negative buoyancy flux. This expres-
sion is equivalent to Eq.~2! with n51/2,

h

DP
5

C

RiP
1/2

Returning to the shallow penetration anomaly, data for
RiP /F2.2 show a distinct bifurcation that is explained by the
underlying physics. With the pipe exit close to the interface
( l /DP!1), data deviate from then51 trend because the penetra-
tion depth is governed by the radial pressure gradient associated
with the sharp 90 deg change in flow direction of the jet fluid as it
bends through the narrow gap between the pipe and the interface.
The higher centerline pressure lifts the interface. Friedman and
Katz @1# develop an expression forh/DP by equating the radial
flow through the gap with the jet flow rate. The analysis is ex-
tended here to cases withl .0. Equating the pipe flux with the
radial flow @pUPDP

2 /45pDPuR( l 1h)# and substituting uR

}(2ghDr/r)1/2 yields

h

DP
S l 1h

DP
D 2

5
C

RiP
(6)

When l 50, Eq. ~6! takes the form of Eq.~2!

h

DP
5

C

RiP
1/3

Reynolds number affects the penetration depth only if the flow
is laminar. When compared with turbulent flow with the same
mean velocity, the laminar parabolic velocity profile has more
momentum and kinetic energy and thus a greater penetration
depth~Friedman and Katz@1#!. To account for this difference, the
Richardson number can be based on the root mean square veloc-
ity, RiP,RMS ~for laminar flow RiP,RMS5RiP/2). In Fig. 2, RiP,RMS
is used for all data from Friedman and Katz@1# with Re,2500
and RiP /F2,5. If RiP /F2.5, then the penetration is governed by
the radial pressure distribution as noted above.

Conclusions
We have shown that three power law relationships explain the

penetration depth of a negatively buoyant fountain or jet,

h

DP
5

Cn

~RiP /F2!n

where

~n,Cn!55
~1/2,2.2!, RiP /F2,0.2

~1,1!, RiP /F2.0.2

~1/3,0.72!, RiP /F2.2 and 1/DP!1

~ i.e., Shallow penetration anomaly!

The correlations fit a wide variety of published data, including
miscible and immiscible fluids, liquid-gas interfaces, liquid-liquid
interfaces and fountains with no interfaces. Weber number effects
are not important in the mean flow and Reynolds number effects,
which are significant only in the case of laminar flow, require only
a slight modification.

A Note About the Data From Turner@11#:

There is an inconsistency between the text and plotted data on
his Fig. 5. We contacted Dr. Turner and he informed us by private
communication that there is a scale error on his Fig. 5. The data
plotted in Fig. 2 are corrected results. We wish to thank Professor
Turner for reanalyzing his 34-year-old data.
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shows significant deviation and is not considered universal.
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Nomenclature

B 5 buoyancy flux
Cn 5 empirical constant
Di 5 diameter of fluid jet at interface
DP 5 diameter of fluid jet at exit

F 5 jet spreading velocity decay factor (F5Ui /UP)
g 5 gravitational constant
h 5 depth of jet penetration in the interface or fountain

rise height
K2 5 empirical jet spreading coefficient

l 5 distance between the jet exit and interface
M 5 momentum flux
n 5 empirical exponent

ReP 5 Reynolds number based on properties at jet exit
RiP 5 Richardson number based on properties at jet exit

RiP,RMS 5 Richardson number using root mean square velocity
Rii 5 Richardson number based on properties at interface
uR 5 radial velocity
Ui 5 jet velocity at interface
UP 5 jet velocity at exit

URMS 5 root mean square average jet velocity
WeP 5 Weber number based on properties at jet exit

xo 5 location of virtual origin
m j 5 dynamic viscosity of jet fluid
r j 5 density of jet fluid

Dr 5 difference in density between lower and upper fluid
s 5 interfacial surface tension
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A Computational Study of
Bubble-Structure Interaction
The complex interaction between underwater explosion bubbles and nearby structures is
studied using two-fluid computational fluid dynamics. Gravitational effects on bubble
jetting are significantly different between jet-up and jet-down orientations. This paper
presents computational results of underwater explosion bubble dynamics near a disk and
a sphere. The results show that the bubble jetting and collapse phenomena and the
consequent pressure loading are affected by the structure’s shape, the orientation of the
bubble to the structure, and the bubble depth. A unifying notion emerges connecting jet
strength at impact to bubble curvature at the time of jet formation.
@S0098-2202~00!01804-6#

1 Introduction
Over the past decade, two-fluid Computational Fluid Dynamics

~CFD! effort has contributed to the phenomenological understand-
ing of explosion bubble dynamics and structural loading at small
and large scales. The oscillation of a bubble generated by detona-
tion of energetic materials underwater involves the exchange be-
tween the potential energy in the bubble and the kinetic energy in
the water. The Rayleigh equation describes the ideal dynamics of
a single bubble in an infinite water medium without gravity~Lamb
@1#!. Closed-form solutions cannot be obtained, however, in the
presence of gravity and/or a nearby solid object. In these cases,
understanding depends heavily on experiments which can be
costly and difficult to perform.

A contracting bubble can produce strong loadings on a nearby
structure with a reentrant waterjet followed by a high-pressure
field when the bubble reaches its minimum~Kan and Stuhmiller
@2#, Blake and Gibson@3#!. Immediately following detonation of
an explosive underwater the initial, high bubble pressure acceler-
ates the water radially outward and causes the bubble to expand to
a large volume with an extremely low pressure. The ambient wa-
ter pressure then causes the bubble to collapse to complete the
oscillation cycle. During the bubble contraction, the hydrostatic
pressure gradient due to gravity can disrupt the symmetry of the
collapse process and cause the formation of a high-speed reentrant
waterjet through the bubble~Cole @4#, Goertner@5#!.

An explosion bubble can be designed to direct its waterjet to-
ward a nearby structure. When a bubble intersects a rigid surface
during the expansion phase the bubble tends to attach itself to that
surface during the contraction phase~Snay et al.@6#!. The col-
lapse is then concentrated on the side of the bubble away from the
structure, leading to the formation of a reentrant waterjet that may
be directed toward the structure. Therefore, a bubble is considered
in a jet-up or jet-down orientation when it is below or above a
rigid boundary, respectively.

While existing tests and the majority of previous computational
studies have primarily addressed the collapse of bubbles generated
by charges located beneath a rigid boundary in the jet-up orienta-
tion, much less is known about bubble dynamics for charges
placed above a rigid boundary in the jet-down orientation. The
objective of this work is to provide a comparison understanding of
underwater explosion bubble behavior between these two orienta-
tions using axisymmetric computations. Simulations were per-
formed for a disk and a sphere to also study the effects of struc-
tural geometry on bubble collapse.

Potential flow has long been used in solving two-phase flow

problems with a sharp interface but increasing difficulties are en-
countered in modeling the bubble jetting and break up behavior
~Chahine@7#, Chahine and Duraiswani@8#!. By taking the inter-
face as a streamline next to a gas region with a uniform pressure,
the potential flow approach can establish an air-water interface as
part of the solution without numerical diffusion~Chan and Chow
@9#!. Potential flow method is limited to providing a solution when
the bubble remains simply connected~Blake @10#, Blake and Gib-
son @3#, Blake and Prosperetti@11#!. However, after jetting, the
bubble becomes a doubly connected shape like a torus and even-
tually breaks up. Some previous numerical studies on the effect of
gravity on bubble migration and jet formation near a rigid bound-
ary were carried out by Blake et al.@10# using the potential flow
method, but their simulation could not continue beyond jet touch-
down or the inception of bubble splitting. Simulation of the com-
plete bubble collapse, jetting and splitting process is essential in
predicting bubble loads on the nearby structure.

We simulate the interaction of explosion bubbles with rigid
boundaries by the method of finite difference solution to the two-
fluid transport equations for the primitive variables. An interphase
tracking algorithm is implemented to preserve the gas-liquid in-
terface. Computational fluid dynamics~CFD! method is attractive
because it poses no restriction of the bubble surface, and it can
handle the jetting and subsequent fragmentation of the bubble
without intervention.

2 Computational Method
The governing equations and numerical method are described

in cylindrical coordinates, withr, u, z, and t representing the ra-
dial, azimuthal, axial and temporal coordinates, respectively. It is
assumed that the liquid and gas phases have equal velocity and the
effects of viscosity and surface tension are negligible. Mass and
energy transfers caused by cavitation can be modeled, but these
effects are not encountered in the present work. The equations are
presented in three-dimensional form for completeness, but com-
putations are performed in axisymmetricr -z coordinates with all
azimuthal components suppressed.

With the subscripts 1 and 2 designating the liquid and gas
phases, respectively, the continuity equations are
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m25a2r2 (4)

where a and r are the volume fraction and material density of
each phase, andu, v, and w are the velocities inr, u, and z
directions, respectively. By conservation of volume

a11a251 (5)

The equation of motion in each direction is the sum of the two
phasic momentum equations
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wherep is pressure, andgr , gu , andgz are the body forces per
unit mass.

Since there is no interphase mass and energy exchange, the
energy equation is not needed by assuming that the liquid phase
stays at a constant temperature with a constant sound speed,c0 ,
and the gas obeys an adiabatic expansion

dr15
1

c0
2 dp (9)

p
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g 5C (10)

whereg is the ratio of specific heats andC is a constant deter-
mined by the initial bubble condition.

The two-fluid computational method used in this work is imple-
mented in the EI quation IIndependent TI ransient AI nalysis CI omputer
CI ode ~EITACC! developed by JAYCOR. The EITACC code has
been successfully applied to single phase blast problems, as well
as two-phase flows with combustion~Klein et al. @12#, Chan and
Klein @13#!.

The system of governing equations is integrated by the
pressure-based semi-implicit finite difference algorithm of Liles
and Reed for two-phase flows~Liles and Reed@14#!, where pres-
sure is solved implicitly while the continuity and momentum
equations are integrated explicitly. A staggered mesh convention
is adopted, with scalar variables placed at cell centers and veloci-
ties across mid-cell faces. The continuity and momentum equa-
tions ~1–2, 6–8! are integrated from time leveln to n11 with
time stepDt as
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By Taylor’s series expansion, Eqs.~5!, ~9!, and ~10! are differ-
enced in the linearized form as
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Equations~11!–~18! are cast in matrix form for each computa-
tional cell

@A#@x#5@s# (19)

where matrices@A# and @s# contain known quantities from differ-
encing and boundary conditions, and@x# is the unknown column
matrix
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By applying Gaussian elimination to Eq.~19!, a banded pres-
sure matrix equation can be derived for the entire computational
domain which is solved by the Alternating Direction Iteration
~ADI ! method~Peaceman and Rachford@15#!. Once the pressure
is known, all other dependent variables are determined by back
substitution using Eq.~19!. Nonlinearities can be removed by
Newton-Raphson iteration~Anderson et al.@16#!.

A hybrid central-upwind difference scheme is used for dis-
cretizing the advection terms in the momentum equations~13!–
~15! to minimize interface dispersion while maintaining accuracy.
If a computational cell is in a single-phase region, the second
order Lax-Wendroff central difference is applied~Anderson et al.
@16#!. For cells that are part of or next to an interface, second-
order upwind difference is used.

The advection terms in the continuity equations~11!–~12! are
differenced by upwind fluxing compatible with the interface-
sharpening algorithm. At each time step for each two-phase cell,
the orientation of the interface, which is assumed as a flat plane,
and its intersections with cell faces are determined. The mass
fluxes of each phase crossing the cell faces are apportioned based
on the old time level velocities such that a donor cell will not be
overdepleted and a receptor cell not overfilled. Numerical errors
will still cause minor countering effects and interphase dispersion
that will be corrected by a sharpening process at the end of each
time step.

The sharpening algorithm is implemented based on the conser-
vation of volume similar to the VOF method~Hirt and Nichols
@17#!, but the marker-in-cell particles are not used. At the end of
each calculation time step, the normals to all interfaces are deter-
mined. Water in the two-phase zones is redistributed in the direc-
tions normal to the interface to remove overfilling, overdepletion
and dispersion until the gas and liquid phases are separated by no
more than one layer of two-phase cells.

At a given depth,Z ~including the atmospheric pressure! an
explosive charge will release a certain amount of chemical energy
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and produce a certain maximum bubble radius,Amax, minimum
bubble radius,Amin , and bubble oscillation period,T. The condi-
tions for each calculation can, therefore, be expressed in terms of
the inverse Froude number, F215gT2/Amax. It is understood that
Amax is the radius of an equivalent sphere with the same maximum
bubble volume since gravity distorts the symmetry of the bubble.
Each of the calculations was started with a high pressure gas
bubble of radiusAmin , with initial bubble pressureP0 , chosen
according to the empirical relationships established by the Naval
Surface Warfare Center~NSWC! ~Snay and Christian@18#; Snay
et al. @6#!.

3 Validation
Validation of the computational method with grid sensitivity

study was first performed for an isolated bubble corresponding to
an inverse Froude number of 0.172. The calculated bubble maxi-
mum radius and period using three resolutions all agree with the
NSWC data~Snay and Christian@18#! as shown in Table 1. To
simulate the bubble oscillation, it is important to use uniform
resolution to cover the maximum bubble volume. The three cell
resolutions used in the bubble region wereAmax/20, Amax/30, and
Amax/40, and computational cells outside of the bubble region
were gradually spanned out to the outer boundary taken to be
10Amax from the charge center. Ambient hydrostatic pressure con-

ditions were imposed at the outer boundary. Table 1 shows that
the simulation with all three resolutions agree with the empirical
results within 0.1%. Our experience indicates that when the
bubble radius is resolved by 40 cells, (Amax/40), adequate jetting
resolution is achieved. For all subsequent calculations, the bubble
resolution was taken as at leastAmax/40 in bothr andz directions.

Validation calculations were also performed for explosion
bubbles generated on a rigid bottom. When a bubble collapses on
a rigid surface from below, gravity and geometric effects work
together to cause the bubble to jet upward. When a bubble col-
lapses on a rigid surface from above in the jet-down orientation,
however, the two effects oppose one another, resulting in signifi-
cant changes to the jetting process. To validate the computation
method for the case of bubble collapse in the jet-down orientation,
simulations were compared to experimental data~Goertner et al.
@19#!. Two calculations for a bubble generated on a bottom sur-
face were made at conditions corresponding to F2150.09 ~rela-
tively deep!, and 0.63~shallow!.

The calculated results agree with the regimes based on a col-
lection of experimental results from Goertner et al.@19# as plotted
in Fig. 1 on the coordinates of the radius ratio (Amin /Amax) and the
inverse Froude number. Figure 1 shows there is a considerable
spread of the compiled data. The data generally show that the
bubble tends to stick to the bottom when the inverse Froude num-
ber F21 is less than 0.2~deep condition!, and the bubble tends to
migrate upward when F21 is greater than 0.5~shallow condition!,
and our validation calculations capture these two conditions~Fig.
1!. Figure 2 shows the calculated bubble shapes near their

Fig. 1 Comparison of calculations for bottom explosion
bubbles with data from Goertner et al. †19‡. Reference cited in
figure is †21‡.

Fig. 2 Calculated bubble shapes near their minima for bottom
explosion bubbles. „a… FÀ1Ä0.09; „b… FÀ1Ä0.63.

Table 1 Single bubble validation results
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minima. The deep bubble collapses in a flattened shape on the
bottom (F2150.09), and the shallow bubble collapses into an
inverted cone with a high pressure zone at the bottom that moves
it upward (F2150.63) ~Fig. 2!. These data comparisons, although
qualitative due to the spread of the data, validate the computation
method in capturing the dynamic behavior of jet-down bubbles.
Detailed jet-down data are very limited at present.

A jet-up computation was validated against test data obtained
by Goertner et al.@20# at the NSWC Hydrotank facility. The tests
were conducted by placing small explosives below the center of a
submersed rigid circular plate at different standoffs with detailed
pressure measurements taken on the plate. The Hydrotank pres-
sure can be controlled to simulate different depth conditions. Cal-

culation was performed for a test conducted at normal atmo-
spheric condition with the bubble placed at 0.75Amax below the
plate.

Figures 3~a! and ~b!, respectively, present the calculated flow
fields of the jet touching down on the plate, with the bubble
shortly forming a torus and becoming fragmented near the mini-
mum. Figure 4 shows the data comparison for the plate center
pressure with the calculation performed at a resolution ofAmax/53.
As shown in Fig. 4, pressure and time are normalized by the
bubble initial pressure and the Raleigh~free! bubble period, re-
spectively. The data show that the jet touch down and bubble
minimum occur att/T of about 1.07 and 1.17, respectively, and
this behavior is well reproduced by the calculation~Fig. 4!. The
presence of the structure has lengthened the bubble period by
about 17%~Fig. 4!. The calculation overshoots the jet impinge-
ment peak, but the overall pressure feature compares favorably
with data ~Fig. 4!. The double peak behavior from 1.15T,t
,1.2T shown in Fig. 4 is due to the fragmentation of the torus
near the bubble minimum~Fig. 3~b!!. We note that in the present
axisymmetric simulation, any fragmentation of the bubble in the
azimuthal direction is precluded, and this limitation of the bubble
dynamics might have slowed down the outward spread of the jet,
hence making the calculated double peaks broader than the data
~Fig. 4!. The data spike neart/T51.15 was due to gauge anomaly.

Grid sensitivity calculations were performed for the jet-up test
with fine, moderate and coarse resolutions, respectively taken as
Amax/53, Amax/40, andAmax/27. As shown in Fig. 5, the calculated
separation time between jet touch down and bubble minimum
decreases by about 15% between the fine and coarse resolutions,
which is a common trend that we have observed from computa-
tional results. However, the bubble minimum time does not seem
to change to any significant extent between the fine and coarse
resolutions ~Fig. 5!. The results for the moderate resolution
(Amax/40) compare favorably with the data, with a significant im-
provement over the coarse resolution in jet loading and timing
~Fig. 5!. Compared toAmax/53, the resolution atAmax/40 captured
the bubble minimum neart/T51.17 as a single peak, but the
entire collapse phase from jet touch down through the bubble
minimum agrees with data well~Fig. 5!. These trends are consis-
tent with those presented earlier for the single bubble with gravity
that Amax/40 is a reasonable resolution for modeling bubble dy-
namics~Table 1!. We chose this resolution to carry out all subse-
quent calculations to perform a phenomenological trend study us-
ing an extensive series of calculations involving jet-up and jet-
down conditions at various inverse Froude numbers with different
geometries.

Fig. 3 Calculated flow field for jet-up test. „a… Jet touch down,
t ÕTÄ1.05; „b… bubble fragmentation near minimum, t ÕTÄ1.17.

Fig. 4 Validation for jet-up test with resolution at A maxÕ53

Fig. 5 Grid sensitivity study for jet-up test
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4 Single Bubbles Above and Below a Disk
To understand the difference between bubbles contracting in

jet-up and jet-down orientations, two-dimensional axisymmetric
calculations were performed for a flat circular disk with diameter
D equal toAmax. The bubble was placed either below or above the
disk for the jet-up or jet-down orientations, respectively~Fig. 6!.
In the latter case, some calculations included a rigid bottom below
the disk at a distance equal to the disk diameter~Fig. 6~b!!. The
standoff distance between the center of the bubble and the disk
was 0.75Amax. The bubble depth was varied, corresponding to
inverse Froude numbers ranging from 0.1 to 0.36.

Because of gravity, a much sharper jet is formed by a bubble in
the jet-down than the jet-up orientation, as shown by the results at
F2150.237~Fig. 7!. Figure 7 also shows the calculated pressure
contours. For a bubble below a disk, the fluids are in a stable
configuration with the gas above the water, and the bubble con-
tracts evenly, like a hemisphere, with the water flowing primarily
towards the disk~Figs. 7~a! and ~b!!. The relatively flat bottom
surface of the bubble results in a broad, relatively slow jet. Con-
versely, for a bubble above the disk, the fluids are in an unstable
configuration with the gas below the water. In this situation, the
bubble, although attached to the plate below, migrates partially
upwards due to its buoyancy and, as a result, is elongated and
attains a high curvature at the top surface~Fig. 7~c!!. As the

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram for calculations for bubble-disk in-
teraction

Fig. 7 Jet formation comparison between jet-up and jet-down
orientations for the disk at F À1Ä0.237. „a… Early jet formation
„jet-up …; „b… fully developed „jet-up …; „c… early jet formation „jet-
down …; „d… fully developed „jet-down ….

Fig. 8 Pressure loading comparison between jet-up and jet-
down orientations for the disk at F À1Ä0.237. „a… Center loading
on the disk; „b… off-center loading on the disk „rÄA maxÕ15….
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bubble contracts, a high pressure region forms above the bubble
tip, which eventually drives a sharp, high speed downward jet
towards the disk~Figs. 7~c! and ~d!!.

Analysis of the pressure loadings on the disk confirms the sharp
intensity of the downward jet. Figure 8 shows the comparison
between jet-up and jet-down pressure loadings, where all pres-
sures are normalized by the initial bubble pressure. The abscissa
for time shows only the jetting phase of interest, but the relative
timings of all results are preserved. Compared to the jet-up orien-
tation, the jet-down bubble delivers a four times stronger peak
center pressure on the disk~Fig. 8~a!!, showing that the downward
jet is much faster. However, at an off-center location,Amax/15
from the plate center, the pressure loading for the jet-down orien-
tation drops off much more rapidly than the jet-up orientation,
Fig. 8~b!, confirming the narrow nature of the downward jet. The
second pulse of the off-center jet-down loading is primarily due to
the bubble reaching its minimum in a torus shape as indicated by
the corresponding bubble pressure behavior~Fig. 8~b!!. Figures
8~a!–~b! also show that the presence of a solid bottom withD
5Amax below the disk slightly delays and weakens the jet impact
on the plate, but the fast, sharp nature of the downward jet is
preserved.

A series of calculations were performed for the disk with no
solid bottom at jet-up and jet-down conditions at F21 of 0.107,
0.172, and 0.237, respectively. The calculated pressures at the
disk center are shown in Fig. 9 for comparison between jet-up and
jet-down conditions with the trend lines representing F21 effects
indicated. In addition, the results shown in Fig. 9 labeled as ‘‘no
gravity’’ were calculated with gravity set to zero, but the ambient
pressures were set to the same hydrostatic values corresponding to
the respective inverse Froude numbers if gravity was present. The
results under no gravity are ‘‘neutral’’ cases since jet-up and jet-
down are immaterial if there is no gravity. Figure 9 also shows
that the load duration increases with F21 ~stronger buoyancy!.

As shown in Fig. 9, as the bubble depth increases, the differ-
ence between the collapse behavior of jet-up and jet-down
bubbles diminishes. With increasing depth~smaller F21!, the
pressure loading from the jet-down bubble decreases, but that
from the jet-up bubble increases~Fig. 9!. Both bubble orientations
should produce identical loadings at infinite depth, F2150, as
indicated by the trend lines~Fig. 9!. Furthermore, as F21 ap-
proaches 0, the loadings should all approach that calculated with
no gravity, as suggested by the merging of the three trend lines in
Fig. 9.

These trends support the notion discussed earlier, that gravity
increases the bubble curvature, hence the jet velocity, for the jet-
down orientation, while blunting the curvature and reducing the

jet velocity for the jet-up orientation. As depth increases, these
differences are reduced and the jet behavior becomes independent
of orientation, depending only on the geometric effects of the
nearby structure.

A comparison with the previous potential flow results obtained
by Blake @10# is noteworthy. The present study has shown that
strong jet-down conditions are possible when the bubble center
standoff is at 0.75Amax above a target. The simulations of Blake
et al. @10# under quiescent ambient conditions were performed
with the standoff at 1 and 2Amax with the emphasis on the migra-
tion trend of the bubbles. Based on Kelvin impulse arguments and
a summary of their numerical results, Blake et al.@10# hypoth-
esized that a bubble will move away or toward a flat boundary
when gd is greater or less than 0.42, whereg is the normalized
standoff andd is (r1gAmax/Dp)1/2 with Dp being the difference
between the ambient pressure and the bubble vapor pressure. For
our present study for the disk,gd is less than 0.24, and our simu-
lated cases indicate all bubbles migrate toward the flat surface in
agreement with Blake et al.@10#. Our results also agree with
Blake et al.@10# that a jet-up bubble tends to be more oblate with
a slower and broader jet. Our simulations were carried out further
than those of Blake et al. in studying the trends of the bubble
loading from jetting through the bubble collapse beyond the mini-
mum ~Fig. 9!. Furthermore, the effects of structural curvature on
the bubble loading are studied as presented in the next section.

5 Single Bubble Above a Sphere
To study the effect of structural shape on jet-down bubble dy-

namics, calculations were performed for a sphere with diameter
same as the disk and sitting on a rigid bottom. The same initial
bubble mass and energy were used with F21 varied from 0.107 to
0.363. The bubble standoff distance from the sphere was 0.75
Amax and the grid resolution was the same as the disk calculations.

A jet-down bubble develops a sharper jet on the sphere than the
disk. Figure 10 shows the calculated bubble shapes shortly after
jet touch down on the sphere for four bubble depths, correspond-
ing to F2150.237, 0.172, 0.134, and 0.107. Due to the curvature
of the sphere, the bubble becomes more conical during the con-
traction phase and does not attach as closely to the sphere as to the
disk as shown by comparing Fig. 10 with Fig. 7. The higher
curvature at the top of the bubble produces a faster, narrower jet
for the sphere. Consequently, at shallow depth, F2150.237, the

Fig. 9 Effect of bubble orientation and depth on pressure
loading on the disk

Fig. 10 Effect of depth on bubble collapse above a sphere. „a…
FÀ1Ä0.237; „b… FÀ1Ä0.172; „c… FÀ1Ä0.134; „d… FÀ1Ä0.107.
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bubble splits above the sphere~Fig. 10~a!!, while a disk would
keep the bubble attached at the same depth~Fig. 7~c!!.

Compared to a disk, the bubble jets down even sharper onto the
sphere. Figure 11 shows the comparison of the jet center loadings
between the disk and the sphere at four F21 conditions as indi-
cated by the trend lines. As shown in Fig. 11 for all four bubble
depths, the jet center loading on the sphere is higher but with
shorter duration than that on the disk. Furthermore, the jet touch-
down time for the sphere nearly coincides with the bubble mini-
mum, resulting in a pressure loading that is nearly single peaked
~Fig. 11!. At shallower depths~larger F21!, the bubble above the
sphere becomes so elongated that the jetting process is impeded
and finally disrupted altogether due to bubble splitting~Fig.
10~a!!. Consequently, the pressure loading on the sphere de-
creases significantly for F21 higher than 0.172 due to bubble split-
ting ~Fig. 11!.

These results demonstrate that for the jet-down orientation the
structural shape affects the shape of the bubble and the dynamics
of the collapsing jet. The greater the curvature of the structure, the
greater the curvature of the jet-down bubble and the faster and
narrower the jet. On the other hand, the greater structural curva-
ture makes the bubble more likely to split at shallow depths, re-
ducing or potentially eliminating the jetting behavior.

6 Conclusion
Two-fluid CFD calculations have been carried out to study the

interaction of underwater explosion bubbles with nearby struc-
tures. Building on previous validation results for jet-up bubbles
~Kan and Stuhmiller@2#!, validation calculations for an isolated
bubble, explosion bubbles on a rigid bottom and a jet-up test show
favorable agreement with experimental data. A phenomenological
study was then carried out using a series of computations over a
wide range of conditions.

In the analysis of each study, a pattern has been noted: the
curvature of the bubble at the time of jet formation correlates
directly with the speed of the resulting jet and the peak pressure at
impact. Many of the relative timing features can be explained by
noting that Rayleigh’s equation shows that the bubble period,
hence the time of impact, increases with the maximum bubble
volume, which in turn is increased by reduced depth or the pres-
ence of the bottom. The studies involved only a single charge
weight and, despite the use of dimensionless parameters to char-
acterize the conditions, may only apply to a limited range. None-
theless, we recount the findings of these studies, pointing out
where the observed trends can be explained by these concepts.

1 Peak impact pressures are higher for jet-down than jet-up
bubble orientations for all structural shapes and depths as studied
~Figs. 8 and 9!. This result follows from the increase in the jet-
down bubble curvature caused by gravity.

2 Peak impact pressures in jet-down orientations are reduced
by the presence of the bottom and are delayed in time~Fig. 8!.
The influence of the bottom flattens the bubble and effectively
reduces the structural curvature. The resulting jet is reduced in
speed.

3 Peak impact pressures for jet-up bubbles increase with depth,
while jet-down bubbles behave conversely~Fig. 9!. Gravity in-
creases the curvature of jet-down bubbles and decreases that of
jet-up bubbles. Gravitational effects are reduced with depth.

4 Peak impact pressures on the sphere are stronger than the
disk ~Fig. 11!. The bubble curvature follows the effective struc-
tural curvature.

Each of the qualitative trends found in the computational stud-
ies can be understood in terms of a notional concept: the velocity
of the jet ~hence peak pressure loading at impact! varies directly
as the curvature of the bubble at the time of jet formation. The
flow field is observed to develop high pressures around the high
curvature regions which accelerate the jet in its early formation.
As a corollary arising from momentum conservation: the jets with
higher velocity are narrower and have a shorter duration.

To understand the factors controlling the bubble curvature we
propose a second notional concept: the bubble curvature is greater
for structures with greater effective curvature, and is either de-
creased by gravity in the jet-up orientation or increased by gravity
in the jet-down orientation. Since the bottom is a large, relatively
distant flat surface: the bottom reduces the effective curvature for
jet-down bubbles.
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Three-Dimensional Unsteady
Simulation of Cavitating Flows in
Injector Passages
Fully 3-D, unsteady, viscous simulations are performed on a plain-orifice pressure atom-
izer being fed by a manifold with a crossflow. This geometry replicates features present in
both liquid rocket and diesel engine injectors. Both noncavitating and cavitating condi-
tions are considered to determine the role of cavitation on the orifice discharge charac-
teristics. The presence of cavitation is shown to affect both the mean and unsteady com-
ponents of the orifice discharge coefficient. The presence of a significant cavitation zone
can inhibit vorticity transport causing nearly all the fluid to be ejected through a crescent-
shaped sector of the orifice exit plane.@S0098-2202~00!01604-7#

Introduction
The influence of injector orifice design has long been known to

be a key feature influencing the jet/spray characteristics from
these devices. In spite of this fact, relatively little analysis or
experiments have been focused on this area in favor of scores of
studies on the effects which have taken place outside the orifice
passage. This state of affairs is explained by the difficulty in ob-
serving these internal flows; transparent test articles must be
manufactured and even in this case light refraction can make vi-
sual observations challenging. In addition, the tiny length scales
involved also complicate visualizations and surface-mounted
instrumentation.

Despite these complications, there is ample motivation to per-
form such experiments since the flow in the internal passages
provides the initial condition for jet/spray development. In many
high-pressure injectors, cavitation has been believed to provide a
substantial contribution to the internal flows. The diesel engine
and liquid rocket engine industries have conducted the bulk of the
experimental studies to date. Several experiments have been con-
ducted over the years using transparent orifices of super-scale
~Bergwerk @1#, Nurick @2#, Lichtarowicz et al.@3#, He and Ruiz
@4#, Strakey et al.@5#, Acroumanis et al.@6#! and actual scale~Ta-
maki @7#, Chaves et al.@8#, Henry@9#, Li and Collicott@10#, Chan-
dra and Collicott@11#, Sanchez and Collicott@12#, Karasawa et al.
@13#! sizes. These experiments have not only shown the presence
of cavitation over a wide array of experimental conditions, but
have documented the unsteadiness created by the alternating
growth and collapse of the cavity in the vena-contracta region just
downstream of the orifice inlet. Recent experimental results have
quantified the length of the cavity~Henry @9#, Sanchez and Colli-
cott @12#! as well as the frequencies of oscillations~Chandra and
Collicott @11#!.

Modeling efforts have also progressed over the past decade or
so such that arbitrary single or multiphase flow can be considered
in a single computation. The bulk of these approaches has relied
on a homogeneous fluid approximation in which the fluid is as-
signed a pseudo-density which varies in extent from the liquid to
the vapor extremes. The creation of this fictitious variable neces-
sitates a constitutive relation to close the set of equations. Several
treatments have been utilized~Delannoy and Kueny@14#, Kubota
et al. @15#, Chen and Heister@16#, Alajbegovic et al. @17#,
Schmidt et al.@18#, Ahuja et al.@19#, most of these have appeared
within the past few years. The present studies focus on a treatment

due to Chen and Heister@16# which casts the physics of the
Rayleigh-Plesset equation for bubble dynamics into an expression
for pseudo-density. Over the past three years, 2-D simulations
using this approach have been validated extensively against ex-
perimental results showing good comparisons with cavitation in-
ception, length, and characteristic frequencies~Bunnell et al.@20#,
Xu et al. @21#!.

Despite these successes, the full 3-D problem has received little
attention due primarily to a limitation in computational resources.
The ever-increasing computational speeds and use of parallel pro-
cessing has now enabled fully 3-D, time-accurate simulations
within the past few years. It has long been known that the pres-
ence of a crossflow at the orifice entrance can substantially alter
the orifice flow patterns and discharge characteristics. The present
studies are aimed at shedding some light on this flow which is
common to liquid rocket engine injectors and diesel engines. The
following section provides a brief description of the model, fol-
lowed by the validation of the code and a summary of results.

Model Description
While most atomizers operate in a turbulent flow regime, the

present calculations are for a laminar fluid assumption. In the
strongly accelerated region near the lip of the inlet where the
minimum pressure occurs, turbulence is not believed to be of
critical influence. However, downstream of the contraction where
flow reattachment and boundary layer development occurs, turbu-
lence can have an influence on the flowfield. Unfortunately, there
is a real lack of turbulence models for cavitating flows. This fac-
tor, combined with the promising results obtained with previous
2-D simulations noted previously, support the use of a laminar
flow assumption. Obviously, this is an area requiring further study
since turbulence itself remains largely unexplained.

The main innovation developed in this model is in the treatment
of the cavitation region itself. Individual bubbles appearing in the
cavitation region are not resolved, rather an average void fraction
~measured by the local mixture density! is predicted by the code.
A single fluid is employed by defining a fluid pseudo-density
which varies in magnitude between the liquid and vapor extremes.
If we nondimensionalize variables using the liquid density, the
pseudo-density becomes a parameter which varies from'1023 to
unity over the range from pure vapor to pure liquid. The advan-
tage of this approach is that it does not require tracking of the
large number of individual bubbles formed in the cavitation re-
gion and that results can be obtained for a fixed computational
mesh.

We choose liquid density, the orifice radius, and the ideal~Ber-
noulli! velocity as dimensions. Following Kubota et al.@15# the
viscosity of the mixture is written:m5amg1(12a)m l wheremg
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and m l are the vapor and liquid viscosities, anda is the void
fraction. Sincemg!m l and ~12a! is the dimensionless pseudo-
density, this result reduces to

m'rm l (1)

The two dimensionless variables pertaining to this flow are the
Reynolds and cavitation numbers

Re5r lVa/m l K5
P12Pv

P12P2
(2)

whereV is the Bernoulli velocity based on the liquid density (r l)
and the orifice pressure drop (P12P2), i.e. V5A2(P12P2)/r l .
Finally, in Eq. ~2!, Pv is the fluid vapor pressure.

Under these assumptions, the dimensionless governing equa-
tions take on the following form:
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While the real flow is most certainly turbulent, previous 2-D
and axisymmetric laminar results have compared well with mea-
sured cavity shapes~Chen and Heister@16#, Bunnell et al.@20#!,
oscillation frequencies~Bunnell et al.@20#! and inception pres-
sures~Xu et al. @21#!. The favorable pressure gradients on the
inflow to the orifice suppress turbulence and the hydrodynamic
instability of the venacontracta, a key element in these flows, is
resolved with a laminar calculation.

The governing equations are solved via a second-order spatial
and 1st-order temporal Marker and Cell discretization which is
described in Chen and Heister@16#. The two-phase treatment re-
quires an additional relation for the pseudo-density,r, in order to
obtain closure for the governing equations. The current treatment
~Chen and Heister@22#! is based on the dynamic response of a
single bubble to changes in external pressure as it is convected
through the flowfield. The constitutive relation represents the
physics described in the Rayleigh-Plesset equation which govern
the dynamics of a single bubble in a quiescent field.

The model presumes that all bubbles are of the same size. Fur-
thermore, coalescence, bubble breakup, surface tension effects,
and slip between the phases are not considered. This greatly sim-
plifies the physics of the flow, but still provides a gross response
to the spatial and time varying pressure field. The resulting con-
stitutive relation for the pseudo-density is similar to the Rayleigh-
Plesset equation in that changes in pseudo-density are governed
by pressure and inertial forces:
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Here, a85A3 12r and P is the local pressure returned by the
Navier-Stokes solver andPa is the fluid vapor pressure under our
assumption of negligible surface tension effects. The relation does
account for hydrodynamic nonequilibrium effects in that the iner-
tia term~Dr/Dt term on RHS of Eq.~7!! does become important
at very small length scales. Scaling effects have been addressed
successfully using the model~Chen and Heister@16#!. Finally, in
Eq. ~7! L0 is a characteristic length scale which is a function of
the site density:

L0
25S 3

4pn0
D 2/3

(8)

Here, n0 is the nondimensional site density. Letting the dimen-
sional site density be represented byn̂0 , then

n05n̂0D̂3 (9)

whereD̂ is a characteristic length used in the nondimensionaliza-
tion of the governing equations. Physically,n̂0 represents the
number of active cavitation sites per unit volume. It has been
estimated to be about 108– 1012 sites/m3 by Fujimoto et al.@23#
for small scale internal flows. However, because currently it is
impossible to measure submicron scale bubbles and site density
depends on the type of liquid, the degree to which it is filtered,
and surface structure, additional sites may exist. Prior studies by
Bunnell et al.@20# have shown that results are not sensitive to this
parameter; a value of 1012 sites/m3 is assumed for this work.

Computational Mesh and Boundary Conditions. A mesh
was developed to treat a circular orifice machined perpendicular
to the local manifold. Flow in the manifold imposes a crossflow at
the entry to the orifice as shown in Fig. 1. The mesh was con-
structed to take advantage of the symmetry about a plane inter-
cepting the center of the orifice passage in alignment with the
crossflow direction~see Fig. 1!. Note that this assumption does
not allow us to treat a ‘‘cyclone effect’’ in which a vortex enters
the orifice and is convected downstream. While this flow is cer-
tainly possible, our computational resources do not permit grid-
ding of the entire physical domain at this time. The mesh was
generated algebraically by warping a square into a circle via use
of exponential stretching. The resulting circular mesh is then ro-
tated through various angles to form the paraboloid inflow bound-
ary depicted in Fig. 1. Additional exponential stretching was em-
ployed to enhance resolution in the region near the inlet lip. Here,
experience gained from prior 2-D models~Bunnell et al.@20#, Xu
et al. @21#! aided immensely.

Flows on both inflow and outflow boundaries are assumed to be
steady in formulating boundary conditions for the problem. Along
the walls of the manifold injector, the no-slip condition was used.
Symmetry conditions were used along the plane of symmetry. At
the exit plane zeroth order extrapolation is used for velocities,
assuming that viscous interactions are unimportant far down-
stream of the orifice lip, and a constant pressure (P2) outflow
condition.

Fig. 1 Boundary mesh and schematic representation of cross-
flow imposed by the manifold
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The upstream boundary represents a unique challenge. Since
the orifice extracts some massflow from the manifold duct the
manifold conditions downstream of the orifice~P3 ,V3 in Fig. 1!
are unknown. Appropriate conditions on this paraboloid surface
were generated by modeling the inflow as a potential flow formed
by a sink in a uniform crossflow. The sink was assumed to lie at
the center of the orifice within the orifice entry plane as shown in
Fig. 2. The velocity potential~f! for a uniform flow superposed
with a sink can be written

f~r ,u!5V1r cosu2
Q

4pr
(10)

whereV1 is the specified crossflow velocity,r is the radial coor-
dinate measured from the sink location,u is the angle measured
from the sink/manifold plane and the volume flux,Q5pa2V.
Writing the Bernoulli velocity,V, in terms of the pressure drop,
P12P2 gives

Q5pa2A2~P12P2!

r
1V1

2 (11)

whereP1 is the pressure upstream of the orifice inlet andP2 is the
exit pressure of the orifice, see Fig. 1.

This procedure gives an approximate pressure distribution on
the upstream boundary. The resulting velocity components on the
inflow boundary are determined directly from the velocity poten-
tial (vW 5¹f) and the pressure on the inflow boundary,P, can be
determined from Bernoulli’s equation:
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Note that the velocities that are set on the upstream boundary
are only used to solve for the viscous terms in the momentum
equations. Since the gradients in this region are small, the error in
using potential flow velocities in this region is negligible. Inves-
tigation of solutions showed smooth velocity profiles in the inlet
region, thereby confirming the supposition that viscous stresses
were of little importance in setting the inflow boundary condi-
tions. Continuity is solved for the entire domain minus the bound-

ary upstream. Thus, the actual inlet velocity is one position in the
mesh upstream of the boundary, and is calculated from the full
equation set~Eqs.~3!–~6!! in order to maintain continuity through
out the domain.

Convergence Study
In order to determine if the solution methodology led to con-

vergence when refining the mesh, and also to determine a satis-
factory mesh for subsequent simulations, a simple grid conver-
gence study was undertaken. A coarse mesh consisting of 80
321321 grid points ~32,000 cells! and a fine mesh of 120
342342 grid points~200,039 cells! was used. Simulations were
performed for a manifold cross-flow over a sharp edged orifice, as
discussed in the next section.

The code was parallelized as described in Bunnell@24# to speed
up the computation. Two dual-450 Pentiums were used in the
computation. The use of 4 processors required an average of 12
seconds of computation time per time step on the 200,039 node
grid for the cases that were simulated. This number is cut in half
when the solver is used for single phase flow. Thus, for the first
30,000 time steps or more, which is equivalent to the amount of
time it would take for a fluid particle to transverse the the injector
6 or more times, the simulation is run as a single phase flow. This
flow field is then used as an initial condition for the two-phase
simulation. This approach saves several days worth of computa-
tion time. Typical runs on the 200,039 cell fine mesh take 2–3
weeks.

Figure 3 shows the cavitation length and discharge coefficient
obtained for the two meshes plotted as a function of time. Here,
the discharge coefficient,Cd , is defined as the ratio of the com-
puted and ideal massflows. The ideal massflow assumes a flow
with the Bernoulli velocity (A2(P12P2)/r) through the available
orifice exit area. The computed massflow is determined via
quadrature of the massflux over the orifice exit plane. Note that
for the coarse mesh the simulation was run as a single phase flow
until a non dimensional time of 20; for the fine mesh single phase
was assumed until a time of 60. A time step of 0.001 was used in
all cases; previous studies~Bunnell et al. @20#! confirmed that
results are insensitive to this parameter at this level. This explains
why the discharge coefficient begins to adjust for the two phase
phenomena at these times in Fig. 3. The coarse mesh has the
effect of smoothing the cavitation length and discharge coeffi-
cient. The mesh is not fine enough to capture the unsteady behav-
ior of these two parameters of interest. The cavitation length is
also predicted to be less and the discharge coefficient greater than
that obtained by the finer mesh. The behavior is quite similar to
the results obtained from the 2-D convergence study in Bunnell
et al. @20#. In the 2-D convergence study it was found that once
the mesh was refined until the oscillatory behavior was obtained
that the overall integral~discharge coefficient! or averaged solu-

Fig. 2 3-D potential flow theory for inlet conditions for mani-
fold cross-flow

Fig. 3 Cavitation length, L c , and orifice discharge coefficient, Cd for two
meshes „KÄ1.2…
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tions were fairly independent of more grid refinement. Therefore,
the 120342342 was used in all of the subsequent simulations.

Results
There are very few experimental measurements suitable for

comparison with calculations from this model. One notable excep-
tion is the recent experiments of Strakey and Talley@5# which
aimed at measuring orifice discharge characteristics in a manifold
similar to those used in liquid rocket engines. An orifice with a
diameter of 2.03 mm and a length of 10.15 mm (L/D55) was
modeled. The inlet pressure,P1 , was 0.69 MPa and the inlet
crossflow velocity,V1 , was 8.9 m/s. By changing the back pres-
sure, the cavitation number was varied over a wide range of val-
ues. Water was used as the fluid in the tests. Three separate con-
ditions were modeled:K51.2, Re585, 400;K51.8, Re570, 850;
andK56.0, Re542, 800.

Cavitation length (Lc) and discharge coefficient (Cd) results
are summarized in Figs. 4 and 5. For the case where the cavitation
numberK56.0, no cavitation of any significance was present.
When K51.8 cavitation developed around the lip of the orifice,
extending only 2 percent of the total length of the injector at its
maximum extent. A small cavity did develop downstream of the
lip at about 16 percent of the injector length early in the simula-
tion, but this quickly reverted back to liquid. This is most likely
due to the fact that when the simulation begins with the single-
phase solution, the cavitation tends to overshoot. It then settles
into a characteristic periodic growth and collapse at some shorter
extent. Finally, forK51.2 the flow field becomes extremely cavi-
tated extending about 80 percent of the length of the channel.
Here, the cavity length was taken as the furthest extent in the
orifice that the local pseudo-density was found to contain at least
2 percent gas. While this choice is somewhat arbitrary, theLc was
quite insensitive to the threshold selected because the density var-
ies rapidly at the outermost edge of the cavity.

The discharge coefficient is shown in Fig. 5. For the two cavi-
tating cases, calculations up tot560 were for single-phase flow.
One can note a dramatic decrease inCd in theK51.2 case as the
two-phase computations are initiated. Clearly, the presence of the
cavitation is to reduce the effective mass flux out of the injector.
Even whenK51.8 and the cavitation is only visible about the lip,
the discharge coefficient drops about 2 percent. In all three cases
the discharge coefficient is found to reach a quasi-periodic state
with oscillations roughly 1–2 percent of the mean. Note that even
under noncavitating conditions (K56) discharge oscillations are
present due to instabilities in the vena contracta formed at the
orifice entrance.

Comparison of the discharge coefficient results with the experi-
mental results of Strakey and Talley@5# shows good agreement as

noted in Table 1. Values ofCd change rapidly withK at the lowK
value of 1.2 which can lead to a substantial change in discharge
for a small change inK.

The value ofCd is over predicted by the code under noncavi-
tating conditions when boundary layer losses on the surface of the
passage play a larger role. Similar effects were noted in axisym-
metric calculations and are generally attributed to the fact that the
present code is laminar while the boundary layers in the device
are turbulent. In addition, the effect of orifice geometry also plays
a key role. Slight rounding or canting of the orifice lip can have a
significant effect on the resulting flow field~Xu et al. @21#, Chen
and Heister@25#!. The numerical results assumed a sharp edged
orifice, where as in practice the manufacture of a truly sharp
edged orifice is not possible. Another source of error could lie in
the mesh used for this simulation. Recall Fig. 3, as the mesh was
refined the discharge coefficient fell in value. It is conceivable that
refining the mesh may bring the results somewhat closer in value.

The frequency of fluctuation for both the discharge coefficient,
Cd , and the cavitation length,Lc , are found to be the same, 3589
Hz, for the cavitatingK51.2 simulation. Physically, this oscilla-
tion is caused by hydrodynamic instability of the vena-contracta.
We have investigated the instability in detail in axisymmetric ge-
ometries~Xu et al. @21#! and found it to exist in both cavitating
and noncavitating flows. When the cavitation length is a maxi-
mum, the discharge coefficient is at its maximum amplitude. As
the cavitation length decreases so to does the discharge coeffi-
cient. This is likely do to the increase in volume downstream of
the cavity region as the cavitation length decreases allowing the
liquid to backfill thus reducing the mass flux exiting the orifice.
This correlation between the cavity length and the mass flow ex-
iting the orifice has previously been seen in the axisymmetric
simulations of Xu et al.@21#.

WhenK51.2, a highly developed, quasi-periodic cavity forms
in the orifice. Figure 6 shows the cavitation via contours of the
pseudo-density at four instances in time.1 The cavity region ini-
tially begins growing from the lip of the orifice and precedes
downstream. After the cavity reaches its furthest extent, the

1A color rendering of Figs. 6, 9, and 10 can be seen on the JFE website.Fig. 4 Cavitation length histories for KÄ6, 1.8, 1.2

Fig. 5 Discharge coefficient histories for KÄ6, 1.8, 1.2

Table 1 Comparison of time-averaged discharge coefficients

Cavitation No.K Strakey/Talley Computational

K C̄d C̄d
6.0 0.68 0.72
1.8 0.74 0.73
1.2 0.65 0.68
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bubbles in the region approximately one diameter downstream of
the lip begins to collapse. In this region the pseudodensity is about
0.5 in magnitude. In other words, about half of the cavity region is
liquid. Beyond this point, a full cavity develops about 2 diameters
further downstream. The next diameter downstream is highly ac-
tive with the collapse and reformation of cavitation. In this region
the cavitation actually separates from the wall due to the circula-
tion of liquid about the circumference of the orifice.

In this case, the period of oscillation is found to be 0.28 msec.
Similar behavior has been noted in both 2-D simulations~Bunnell
et al.@24#, Xu et al.@21#! and experiments~Chandra and Collicott

@11#!. The present results are consistent with the notion that the
frequency is related to the time a fluid element spends in the
orifice passageway.

Streamlines and Velocity Fields. Figures 7 and 8 show the
typical streamlines for a given instant in time. In the noncavitating
case (K56.0) a strong vortex develops about one diameter down-
stream of the lip. For the cavitating case the vortex develops far-
ther downstream. The cavity region tends to act as a slipstream, as
can be seen from the streamlines in Fig. 8. The effect this has on
the exit flow conditions of the injector orifice can be seen in Figs.
9~a! and 10~a!. The figures show orifice exit streamline patterns
for cavitating and noncavitating cases. The crossflow from the
manifold would come from the left in the views shown in these
figures.

Fig. 6 Cavitation profiles at four different instances in time
„KÄ1.2…

Fig. 7 Typical streamline patterns „KÄ6.0: noncavitating …

Fig. 8 Typical streamline patterns „KÄ1.2: cavitating …

Fig. 9 Exit plane velocity characteristics „a… streamlines; „b…
axial velocity contours; „c… transverse velocity, „in direction of
cross-flow …; „d… transverse velocity, „normal to cross-flow …; K
Ä6.0: noncavitating …
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For the noncavitating flow~Fig. 9~a!!, a greater amount of
structure is present, revealing extensive vorticity transport as a
result of the crossflow at the inlet. Several smaller recirculation
zones develop along the edge of the orifice. In the cavitating flow,
these smaller cells of circulation are not present~Fig. 10~a!!. For-
mation of cavitation tends to reduce exit plane gradients and in-
hibit development of streamwise vorticity. The vortical structure
at the exit also tends to move about more in the noncavitating
case. The presence of significant cavitation appears to inhibit this
behavior as well.

Part ~b! of Figs. 9 and 10 shows contours of the axial velocity
at two instances in time forK56.0 andK51.2. This can be
thought of as a representation of the mass flux from the injector.
In both cases, the maximum flux forms a crescent moon shape or
horseshoe like structure on the side of at the exit plane which is
downstream from the crossflow. This region contracts and grows
with time. In the cavitating case, there is a significant stagnant
region where little or no mass flux is present. For the noncavitat-
ing simulation this region has a mass flux which is still approxi-
mately 50 percent of the maximum exit velocity. The peak axial
velocity in the cavitating case is nearly 20 percent higher than in
the noncavitating case due to the fact that substantial flow is ob-
served over a smaller fraction of the orifice exit plane.

Parts~c! and ~d! of Figs. 9 and 10 show contours of the trans-
verse velocities. Part~c! shows the crossflow velocityv, and Part
~d! shows the vertical velocityw. In the noncavitating case, the
transverse velocities in the region of the symmetry plane reach
about 20 percent of the maximum axial velocity at the exit. Out-
side of the this region the transverse velocities are<10 percent of
the maximum axial velocity. In the cavitating flow the transverse
velocities comparable; on the order of 10 to 15 percent of the
maximum axial velocity.

Implications on Atomization. Determining the effects on
overall atomization produced by these orifice flows is a complex
task. The most obvious notion is that the spray will be biased to
the side of the orifice which lies downstream of the crossflow.
Variations induced by the crossflow are known to persist unless
the orifice passage is very long (L/D.10).

The effect of cavitation on the spray is much more difficult to
assess. While the cavitated region tends to serve as a blockage for
a greater fraction of the orifice exit area, this fact leads to higher
exit velocities as compared to a noncavitating case. While tempo-
ral variations in injector massflow occur in both cases, these ef-
fects are more prominent in cavitating orifices. This behavior
could enhance atomization for cavitated flows. However, the slip-
stream behavior of the cavitation surface tends to inhibit vorticity
transport and transverse velocities which can serve to break-up the
exiting flow. In comparing Parts~c! and~d! of Figs. 9 and 10, one
can see that there is a large region of negligible transverse veloc-
ity in the cavitated flow. The lack of appreciable radial/tangential
velocities in this region will serve to inhibit atomization.

Overall, the presence of cavitation tends to accentuate the pres-
ence of the crossflow; nonaxisymmetric discharge characteristics
will be much more evident in an orifice which is cavitating an
appreciable amount. The lack of knowledge of the importance of
all these factors makes it very difficult to assess how the drop
sizes might be affected by these varying conditions.

Conclusions
A series of numerical studies have been performed to assess the

flowfield inside a plain-orifice atomizer driven by a manifold flow
with crossflow. The influence of cavitation within the passage has
been addressed. Results indicate that for a given flow condition,
the presence of cavitation tends to decrease orifice massflow in
addition to contributing noticeable massflow variations in the 1–2
percent range. Comparison of a highly-cavitated case with a non-
cavitated case shows the cavitation boundary to act as a slipstream
which inhibits vorticity transport within the orifice passage. The
cavitation region restricts the orifice discharge to a relatively
small crescent-shaped region in the orifice exit plane. Axial dis-
charge velocities are higher for a cavitated orifice, while trans-
verse velocities and exit plane vorticity are smaller than a non-
cavitated passage. The overall repercussions of these differences
on the atomization process are difficult to assess due to the large
number of considerations and relative lack of knowledge of at-
omization itself.
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Nomenclature

a 5 orifice radius
Cd 5 orifice discharge coefficient
K 5 cavitation number
L 5 orifice length

Lc 5 cavitation length
n 5 bubble number density
P 5 pressure

Re 5 Reynolds number
r 5 radial or transverse coordinate
t 5 time
u 5 axial velocity
v 5 ‘‘ y’’ velocity ~Fig. 1!
V 5 velocity
w 5 ‘‘ z’’ velocity ~Fig. 1!
x 5 axial coordinate

y,z 5 transverse coordinates~Fig. 1!

Fig. 10 Exit plane velocity characteristics „a… streamlines; „b…
axial velocity contours; „c… transverse velocity, „in direction of
cross-flow …; „d… transverse velocity „normal to cross-flow …; K
Ä1.2: cavitating …
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a 5 void fraction
m 5 viscosity
r 5 fluid pseudo-density

Subscripts

1 5 inlet side of manifold~Fig. 1!
2 5 orifice outlet~Fig. 1!
3 5 outlet side of manifold~Fig. 1!
v 5 vapor
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A Linear Stability Analysis of
Cavitation in a Finite Blade Count
Impeller
The linear stability analysis of cavitation in flat plate cascades corresponding to 2, 3, 4,
and 5-bladed impeller was carried out to clarify the effect of the blade count on cavitation
instabilities. Each blade is treated independently so that all possible modes in those
impellers can be found. In steady flow analysis the alternate blade cavitation was found
only for impellers with even number of blades. For 2 or 4-bladed impeller, it was con-
firmed that there exists no additional destabilizing mode to those found in the previous
analysis in which the inter-blade phase difference of disturbance was assumed. It was
shown that the modes with total cavity volume fluctuation depend on the inlet duct length
while the modes without total cavity volume fluctuation are independent on the system.
@S0098-2202~00!01304-3#

Introduction
Various kinds of cavitation related phenomena such as alternate

blade cavitation@1,2#, cavitation surge@3#, and rotating cavitation
@4–7# were examined by a series of our theoretical analyses
@8–11#. In the early studies of cavitation surge, the effect of cavi-
ties are modeled by cavitation compliance and mass flow gain
factor and extensive studies have been made to determine these
factors@12#. It was further found in the actuator disk analysis of
rotating cavitation@13# that positive mass flow gain factor is the
cause of rotating cavitation as well as cavitation surge. In these
analyses modeling the effects of cavities by those factors, the
relationship between the flow details around the cavity and the
instabilities cannot be discussed. To clarify the relationships, Wa-
tanabe et al.@8,9# first proposed a method for the stability analysis
of two-dimensional cavitating flow in cascades. This method has
been applied to various cases by the present authors@10,11#. In
these analyses, the inter-blade phase difference of disturbance is
assumed for the purpose of reducing computational time. These
analyses can predict only the instabilities of assumed modes, and
we need to generalize the treatment to find all possible modes.

It is well known that the alternate blade cavitation, in which the
cavity length changes alternately from blade to blade, occurs in
impellers with even number of blades@1,2,5#. It was found that
alternate blade cavitation can be simulated by a potential flow
calculation@10#, but the effect of blade count has not been clari-
fied theoretically. On the other hand, it is also known that an
asymmetric steady cavitation pattern with one cell occurs at a
cavitation number slightly smaller than that of rotating cavitation
onset. This occurs in 3-bladed inducers@7# as well as in 4-bladed
inducers@5#. No attempts have been made to simulate the asym-
metric steady cavitation.

In the present study, under the above circumstances, attempts
are made to obtain all possible steady and unsteady cavitation
modes in finite blade count impellers. We generalized our previ-
ous stability analysis by removing the assumption on the inter-
blade phase difference. The analysis is made for the cavitation in

flat plate cascades corresponding to 2, 3, 4, and 5-bladed impellers
and discussions are made on the effect of the blade count on
possible destabilizing modes. The system dependence of the cavi-
tation surge modes is also discussed.

Analysis Model
We consider a cascade of flat plates with the chord lengthC,

the spacingh and the stagger angleb as shown in Fig. 1, with a
mean flow of magnitudeU and the angle of attacka at upstream.
The index of blades is defined by taking account of the periodicity
of blade row for the inducer with blade numberZN : the blade
located onx-axis is given the index zero, and the index increases
in positive direction ofy-axis and the index ofZNth blade returns
to zero.

We consider the case of partial cavitation with cavity lengthl n
on the nth blade. It is assumed that steady and unsteady flow
disturbances due to blades and cavities are both small. Based on
this assumption, quadratic and higher order terms of those distur-
bance components are neglected. Inviscid, linear closed cavity
model is employed and the boundary conditions on the cavity
surface are applied approximately on the blade surface. From
these assumptions, the re-entrant jets often observed in experi-
ments are not included in the present analysis. No cavity shedding
is assumed but the cavity length is allowed to oscillate freely.

Assuming the periodicity of the disturbances overZN blades,
we represent the velocity disturbance due to the blades and cavi-

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division
June 3, 1999; revised manuscript received July 18, 2000. Associate Technical Editor:
J. Katz. Fig. 1 Model for present analysis
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ties as follows by source distributionsqn on the cavity region,
vortex distributionsg1n andg2n on the blade and trailing vortices
g tn on wake surface of the blades.
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where s1 and s2 are introduced in order to take account of the
variable cavity lengthl n and defined by

j5 l ns1 ~0,j, l n , 0,s1,1, n50,1, . . . ,ZN21! (3)

j5~C2 l n!s21~2l n2C!

( l n,j,C, 1,s2,2, n50,1, . . . ,ZN21) (4)

The function f n(z,j) represents the effects of infinite number of
singularities of equal strength located atz5j1mZNhej vt,
m52`, . . . ,21,0,1,̀ . The strength of singularities are speci-
fied on these coordinatess1 and s2 moving in accord with the
variable cavity lengthl n . In the present analysis with larger
L (L51000C), f (2L,j) is approximated by2peib/h.

The strength of singularities and the cavity length are divided
into the steady and unsteady components. We consider unsteady
components with the time dependence of ej vt, where v5vR
1 j v I is the complex frequency with its real partvR signifying
the frequency and the imaginary partv I the decay rate.

In the previous analyses of alternate blade cavitation, cavitation
surge and rotating cavitation, the phase of the disturbance on each
blade is assumed depending on the instability considered. In these
analyses only the stability of the phenomenon assumed can be
examined, but the phenomenon with other mode cannot be pre-
dicted even if it exists. To find out all possible modes, we re-
moved the assumption on the phase of disturbance on each blade.

We assume that the outlet duct length is infinite and there exists
no velocity fluctuation at downstream infinity. The inlet duct
length L is assumed to be finite and set to beL51000C in this
study. The inlet duct is connected to a space with constant total
~5static! pressurept along AB at the duct inlet. The complex
conjugate velocity fluctuation there is denoted byÑeibej vt, where
Ñ represents the amplitude of axial velocity fluctuation.

The velocity around the blades is divided into the uniform
steady component (U,Ua), the steady disturbance (us ,vs), and
the unsteady disturbance (ũ,ṽ) components as follows, with the
complex frequencyv5vR1 j v I to be determined from the
analysis.

u5U1us1ũej vt

(5)
v5Ua1vs1 ṽej vt

Here, we assume thata!1, U@uusu, uvsu@uũu, uṽu and lineariza-
tions are made based on these assumptions throughout the present
study.

Because the fundamental flow field and the formulation are the
same as those used in the study@10#, we do not get into details in
the present paper.

Boundary Conditions
All the singularities are distributed on the blades and their ex-

tensions assuming that the flow disturbance is small. The follow-
ing five boundary and complimentary conditions are applied.

1 The pressure on the cavity surface equals to the vapor pres-
sure. From the suggestion of a reviewer, it was found that a term
representing the effect of the centrifugal force due to the curvature
of the steady cavity surface is neglected as second order small
quantity in the present analysis. Wang and Wu@14# pointed out
that this term causes surface waves on the cavity surface. So, the
present analysis cannot predict the instabilities related to the sur-
face waves.

2 The velocity component normal to the wetted surface should
be zero.

3 Cavity thickness at cavity trailing edge is zero~closed cavity
model!.

4 The pressure difference between the pressure and suction
surfaces of blade vanishes at the trailing edge of blade~unsteady
Kutta’s condition!.

5 Downstream condition: As the downstream duct length is
assumed to be infinite, the downstream flow rate fluctuation is
suppressed due to the infinite inertia effect. Thus, the fluctuation
of cavity volume is related to the upstream velocity fluctuation.

Analytical Method
We specify the strength of singularities at discrete pointss

5S1k (k51;NC) on cavity surface andS2k (k51;NB) on wet-
ted surface in the coordinates stretching with the variable cavity
length as unknowns as well as the variable cavity length. The
boundary conditions are applied at the middle of those discrete
points. After linearization, the boundary conditions are reduced to
the following set of linear equations.

For steady components,

@As~ l sn!#5
Cqn

~S11!

:
Cg1n

~S11!

:
Cg2n

~S21!

:
s/2a

6 5$Bs% ~n50,1, . . . ,ZN21! (6)

and for unsteady components,

@Au~ l sn ,v!#

¦

q̃n~S11!

:
g̃1n~S11!

:
g̃2n~S21!

:
ũcn

:
a l n

:

Ñ

§
5$0% ~n50,1, . . . ,ZN21! (7)

whereAs( l sn), Au( l sn ,v) are coefficient matrices,Bs is a con-
stant vector.Cqn , Cg1n , and Cg2n are the functions of steady
components of singularities and defined as follows.

Cqn5qsn~s1!/~Ua!

Cg1n5g1sn~s1!/~Ua! (8)

Cg2n5g2sn~s1!/~Ua!

The value of unknowns onnth blade are shown by the indexn
(50,1, . . . ,ZN21). In the previous analyses, we assumed the
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inter-blade phase difference of the disturbance to decrease the
number of unknowns. In the present study, we consider the un-
knowns on all blades as independent variables to obtain all pos-
sible destabilizing modes in a cascade corresponding to an impel-
ler with finite number of blades.

The steady flow is determined from Eq.~6!, which shows the
steady cavity lengthl sn is a function ofs/2a. Equation~7! is a set
of linear homogeneous equations. For the cases with externally
forced disturbances, Eq.~7! has nonzero vector in the right hand
side. In the present study without any external disturbances, the
determinant of the coefficient matrixAu( l sn ,v) should satisfy

uAu~ l sn ,v!u50 (9)

so that we have nontrivial solutions. The complex frequencyv
5vR1 j v I is determined from Eq.~9!. Thus, the angular fre-
quencyvR and the stability of cavitation depend on the steady
cavity lengthl sn or equivalentlys/2a.

We use the following Strouhal number based on steady cavity
length l se.

St5
vR/2p

U/ l se
, StI5

v I /2p

U/ l se
(10)

where StI represents the nondimensional decay rate.
For rotating cavitation, we define the following normalized

frequency.

kR1 jkI5
~v/2p!ZNh

UT
(11)

The real partkR represents the ratio of propagation velocity of
disturbance to the peripheral velocityUT of cascade, observed in
a frame moving with the cascade. Here, we define the phase dif-
ferenceum,n of the disturbance onnth blade relative tomth blade.
The propagation velocity ratio observed in the stationary framekR*
can be determined from the following equations forkR.0.

kR* 511kR ~0,u0,1,p!
(12)

kR* 512kR ~2p,u0,1,0!

Results and Discussions

Steady Cavitation. The following three types of steady cavi-
tation have been observed in experiments; the equal length cavi-
tation in which the cavities on all blades are identical, the alternate
blade cavitation in which the cavity length differs alternatively,
and the asymmetric cavitation as sketched in Fig. 2. In the present
study a systematic research has been made to determine if steady
solutions exist corresponding to these cavitation patterns in finite
blade count impellers.

The cavity lengthsl sn (n50,1, . . . ,ZN21) are determined for
a given value ofs/2a using the following procedure. To deter-
mine the approximate values, we assume the cavity lengthl sn as
follows.

l sn5A1B sinS 2p
n

ZN
mD (13)

or

l sn5A1B cosS 2p
n

ZN
mD (14)

wherem is a number of cell. By solving Eq.~6! excluding the
cavity closure conditions for these cavity lengthl sn , we obtain the
cavity thicknesshn at cavity trailing edge. We define the residual
of the cavity closure conditions as follows.

d~A,B!

C
5

1

CZN
(
n50

ZN21

uhn~A,B!u (15)

The approximate values of cavity length can be determined from
the values ofA andB which minimize the residuald(A,B). Using
them as initial values, the cavity lengthl sn which satisfies the
cavity closure condition can be found by iterative methods such as
Newton’s method.

Figures 3~a! and~b! show the residuald(A,B)/C of the cavity
closure condition for the cavitation in the cascade with the solidity
of C/h52.0 and the stagger ofb580.0 deg for the blade number
of ZN53 and 4, respectively. These are the results fors/2a
52.4 and the number of cellm is set to be unity, to obtain a
solution corresponding to asymmetric cavitation. In these figures,

Fig. 2 Various types of steady cavitation, adopted from B.
Goiland et al. †5‡. „a… Equal length cavitation; „b… alternate
blade cavitation; „c… asymmetric cavitation

Fig. 3 Residual of cavity closure condition at sÕ2aÄ2.4. „a…
ZNÄ3, mÄ1; „b… ZNÄ4, mÄ1; „c… ZNÄ4, mÄ2; „d… ZNÄ5, m
Ä2
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the residuald(A,B)/C is locally minimum only nearA50.33 and
B50. This indicates that only the equal length cavitation exists,
and no solutions corresponding to the asymmetric cavitation are
obtained.

Figures 3~c! and~d! show the residuald(A,B)/C of the cavity
closure condition fors/2a52.4 andm52 in Eq. ~14! and Eq.
~13! for the cascades withZN54 and 5, respectively. In Fig. 3~c!,
d(A,B)/C becomes minimum not only atA50.33 andB50 cor-
responding to the equal length cavitation but also atA50.26 and
B50.22 corresponding to the alternate blade cavitation. From this
result, it is found that the alternate blade cavitation can exist in
addition to the equal length cavitation forZN54.

In Fig. 3~d!, the minimum point ofd(A,B)/C is not found
except that nearA50.33,B50. Thus, forZN55, only the equal
length cavitation was found and the cavitation pattern correspond-
ing to alternate blade cavitation or asymmetric cavitation was not
found.

We also made other trial calculations for various combinations
of ZN andm at various values ofs/2a in the case of the cascades
with ZN52, 3, 4, and 5. From these results, it was found that the
alternate blade cavitation occurs only in the impeller with even
number of blades. This fact agrees with experimental observa-
tions. However, no steady solution corresponding to asymmetric
cavitation was found.

Giving the cavity lengthl sn predicted by the method mentioned
above as initial value, we obtained the solution for cavity length
l sn by repeating the correction on the cavity length until the cavity
closure condition was satisfied to the order ofd(A,B)/C!1028.
Figure 4 shows the results of steady cavity length obtained finally.
The symbols in Fig. 4 represents the equal length cavitation and
the solid line represents the results obtained by conformal map-
ping method@15#. Symboln shows the solutions corresponding
to alternate blade cavitation found in the cascades with even num-
ber of blades,ZN52 and 4. No other type of steady solution was
obtained.

Unstable Modes of Cavitation
Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the reduced frequency St of un-

stable modes and the phase differenceun,n11(un,n12) for the case
of the cascade with the number of blades,ZN52, 3, 4, and 5,
respectively. Many unstable modes are obtained but only the
lower order modes are shown in the figures. In the previous analy-
ses@10,11#, the stability of the cavitation with assumed mode was
examined. In the present analysis, we can examine the all possible

Fig. 4 Steady cavity length for the cascade with ZNÄ2,3,4,5,
CÕhÄ2.0 and bÄ80 deg

Fig. 5 Unstable modes of the cavitation in the cascade with
ZNÄ2, CÕhÄ2.0 and bÄ80 deg. „a… Strouhal number for equal
length cavitation; „b… Strouhal number for alternate blade cavi-
tation „c… Phase difference for alternate blade cavitation
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modes without any restrictions on the phase of the disturbance.
The length of steady cavity examined is shown in the upper part
of Figs. 5–8.

First, let us focus on the results for the case ofZN52 and 4,
shown in Figs. 5 and 7. In the case of equal length cavitation, the
phase differenceun,n11 is found to be identical in each mode for
any blade indexn. On the other hand, for the case of alternate
blade cavitation withZN54, we have to refer to two phase differ-
encesun,n11 andun,n12 because the phase differences are differ-
ent alternately. For simplicity, we assume a longer cavity on the
0th ~2nd! blade. The phase differenceu0,1 (u2,3) is shown in Fig.
5~c! and Fig. 7~c!. The phase differenceun,n12 for the case of
ZN54 is indicated in Fig. 7~b!.

Mode I shown by the symbols in Fig. 5~a! and Fig. 7~a!,
obtained for the case of equal length cavitation in the cascade with
even number of blades, is a mode in which the frequency equals
to zero and the phase angleu0,1(5u2,3) is 180 deg. This suggests
that the cavity on one blade becomes longer exponentially and the
cavity on the neighboring blades shorter. Mode I indicates the
transition of equal length cavitation to the alternate blade cavita-
tion. Thus, in the region where Mode I exists, the equal length
cavitation is statically unstable. On the other hand, in the results
shown in Fig. 5~b! and Fig. 7~b! for the alternate blade cavitation,
Mode I is not found. Thus, the alternate blade cavitation is stati-
cally stable.

In the results shown in Figs. 6 and 8 for the cascades with odd
number of blades,ZN53 and 5, the divergence type mode with
the frequency 0 is not found. This shows that the equal length
cavitation in the cascade with odd number of blades is statically
stable for all values ofs/2a. This corresponds to the nonexist-
ence of steady ‘‘alternate blade cavitation’’ for the impellers with
odd number of blades.

Mode II and Mode IX, denoted by symbolsn andl, respec-
tively, in Figs. 5~a!, 6, 7~a!, and 8, are the cavitation surge modes
with the same phase for all blades. The Strouhal number of lower
mode, Mode II, depends on the lengthL of the inlet duct while
that of the higher order mode, Mode IX, is independent of the
length L @9#. Here, we examine the reason. Figures 9~a! and ~b!
show the cavity shapes of Mode II and Mode IX ats/2a52.0 for
a54.0 deg, respectively. The cavity shapes in one period are
shown in every one fourth period from the time@~i! in Fig. 9#
when the cavity length is 1.05 times as long as steady cavity
length. And also the ratioṼC /VCS of fluctuation of cavity volume
to the steady cavity volume is shown in the figure. The fluctuation
of cavity volume in Mode IX is significantly smaller than that in

Fig. 6 Unstable modes of the cavitation in the cascade with
ZNÄ3, CÕhÄ2.0 and bÄ80 deg

Fig. 7 Unstable modes of the cavitation in the cascade with
ZNÄ4, CÕhÄ2.0 and bÄ80 deg. „a… Strouhal number for equal
length cavitation; „b… Strouhal number for alternate blade cavi-
tation; „c… Phase difference for alternate blade cavitation
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Mode II. Therefore, the mass flow fluctuation in the inlet duct
does not occur and the frequency of Mode IX is not affected by
the length of the inlet duct.

Mode III–VIII in Figs. 5~a!, 6, 7~a!, and 8 correspond to the
modes of rotating cavitation. They are discussed in the next sec-
tion.

The results in Fig. 7 agree with the results obtained by assum-
ing inter-blade phase difference@10,11#. This proves that there are
no extra unstable modes in addition to the modes which had al-
ready been obtained.

Rotating Cavitation
In this section, we discuss the effect of the number of blade for

the mode corresponding to rotating cavitation. The frequencies of
the lower order modes of rotating cavitation, Mode I and Mode
III–VIII in Figs. 5~a!, 6, 7~a!, and 8, are replotted in Figs. 10~a!,
~b!, and~c! in terms of the propagation velocity ratiokR* observed
in stationary frame.

The first mode shown in Fig. 10~a! represents the conventional
forward rotating cavitation observed in experiments, and the sec-
ond and third modes shown in Figs. 10~b! and ~c!, respectively,
represent the backward rotating cavitation and higher order mode
of forward rotating cavitation respectively. As has been indicated
by Watanabe et al.@8#, the absolute value of propagation velocity
ratio kR* of these modes increase as the inter-blade phase differ-
ence 2pm/ZN of disturbance decreases. As 2pm/ZN decreases,
the regions in which first and second modes appear become
smaller and that in which third mode appears becomes larger.

The results obtained by the present analysis agree with the re-
sults which have been obtained so far using the assumption of
phase of disturbance. Thus, it is found that the unstable modes can
be predicted by the conventional analyses if appropriate phase
difference of disturbance is assumed.

Fig. 8 Unstable modes of the cavitation in the cascade with
ZNÄ5, CÕhÄ2.0 and bÄ80 deg

Fig. 9 Unsteady cavity shapes in first and second modes with un ,n¿1Ä0 deg at sÕ2aÄ2.0 for
aÄ4.0 deg. „a… Mode II; „b… Mode IX
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As shown in Figs. 5–10, many various unstable modes appear
when the cavity length of equal length cavitation becomes longer
than 65% of the pitch. This means that the equal length cavitation
with longer cavity is unstable both statically and dynamically. It
has been shown in@10# that these instabilities are caused by the
interaction of the local flow with small angle of attack near the
cavity closure with the leading edge of the opposing blade. We
should note here that a term representing the effect of the centrifu-
gal force due to the curvature of the steady cavity surface is not
included in the present analysis. This term may affect the higher
frequency modes and may cause additional modes related with the
surface waves on the cavity.

Conclusions
A systematic study has been made to examine all possible

steady cavitation modes for impellers with finite blade count. In
this survey only alternate blade cavitation in even number of
blades cascades was found in addition to the equal cavity mode:
unfortunately, the asymmetric cavitation mode observed in experi-
ments could not be predicted in the present analysis.

Linear stability analyses were then carried out for all the steady
cavitation modes. For even number of blades, it was found that
the equal cavities are statically unstable in the region where the
stable alternate blade cavitation exists. However, the equal cavi-
tation is statistically stable for the case with odd number of blades
for which the alternate blade cavitation does not exist. This shows
clearly that the blade count affects the stability of steady cavita-
tion modes.

All possible instabilities in impellers with finite blade count
were determined by treating each blade independently. No sub-
stantially new instabilities were found. This shows that previous
methods assuming inter-blade phase difference can be perfect as
long as all possible mode is examined.

In the present analysis, the effects of the centrifugal force
caused by the curvature of the steady cavity surface is not taken
into account. This effect may cause additional cavitation instabili-
ties related to the surface wave on the cavity boundary as well as
affecting the higher frequency modes found in the present analy-
sis. The authors would like to study the effect of surface waves on
the cavitation instabilities in the near future.
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Nomenclature

A 5 coefficient matrix, or mean cavity length
B 5 constant vector, or cavity length deviated from mean

cavity length
C 5 chord length
f 5 function used in equation of complex velocity
h 5 pitch
i 5 imaginary unit in space,i 2521
j 5 imaginary unit in time,j 2521
k 5 complex propagation velocity ratio in a frame mov-

ing with a cascade,kR1 jkI5@(v/2p)ZNh#/UT
kR 5 propagation velocity ratio in a frame moving with a

cascade
kI 5 decay ratio

kR* 5 propagation velocity ratio in a stationary frame, 1
1kR or 12kR

L 5 distance between the leading edge of blade and the
space with constant total pressure, 1000C

Ld 5 inlet duct length,L cosb
l 5 cavity length

Fig. 10 Destabilizing roots of rotating cavitation. „a… First
mode; „b… second mode; „c… third mode
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m 5 number of cell
N 5 amplitude of upstream axial velocity fluctuation

NC ,NB 5 number of discrete points on coordinates
n 5 blade index

p2L 5 pressure atj52L
pt 5 total pressure atj52L
pv 5 vapor pressure
q 5 strength of source distribution
S 5 location of discrete point on coordinates

St 5 Strouhal number, (vR/2p)/(U/ l se)
StI 5 decay rate, (v I /2p)/(U/ l se)

T 5 one period of fluctuation
t 5 time

U 5 upstream mean velocity
UT 5 peripheral velocity~moving speed! of cascade,

U sin(a1b)
u 5 flow velocity in x-direction

VC 5 cavity volume
v 5 flow velocity in y-direction
w 5 complex velocity,u2 iv

ZN 5 number of blade
z 5 complex coordinate,x1 iy
a 5 angle of attack
b 5 stagger
g 5 strength of vortex distribution
h 5 cavity thickness
d 5 residual of closure condition

um,n 5 phase angle of the fluctuation of cavity length onnth
blade relative tomth blade

j 5 distance from the leading edge along blade
r 5 density
s 5 cavitation number, (p2Ls2pv)/~1

2rU2)
v 5 complex angular frequency,vR1 j v I

vR 5 angular frequency
v I 5 decay ratio

Superscript
~ 5 unsteady component

Subscript

1,2 5 index of cavitating and noncavitating region in terms
of coordinates

cr 5 turning point between the equal length cavitation and
alternate blade cavitation

e 5 equal length cavitation
k 5 index of discrete point

m,n 5 blade index
s 5 steady component
t 5 trailing free vortex
u 5 unsteady component
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Optical Observation of the
Supercavitation Induced by
High-Speed Water Entry
When a high-speed projectile penetrates into water, a cavity is formed behind the projec-
tile. The gas enclosed in the cavity experiences a nonequilibrium process, i.e., the gas
pressure decreases as the projectile moves more deeply into water. As a result, the cavity
is sealed near the free surface (surface closure) and subsequently the cavity breaks up in
water (deep closure). Accompanying the break-up of the cavity, secondary shock waves
appear. This is the so-called supercavitation in water entry. This paper describes an
experimental investigation into the water entry phenomenon. Projectiles of 342 m/s were
generated from a small-bore rifle that was fixed vertically in the experimental facility. The
projectiles were fired into a windowed water tank. A shadowgraph optical observation
was performed to observe the entry process of the projectile and the formation and
collapse of the cavity behind the projectile. A number of interesting observations relating
to the motion of the free surface, the splash, the underwater bubbly flow and so on were
found.@S0098-2202~00!00204-2#

1 Introduction
The study of water entry of a high-speed blunt solid body and

the body’s underwater motion has wide applications to industry,
natural science, and defense technology. These include the land-
ing of the space vehicle and satellites on the sea surface, the
contact of a high-speed ship with a water surface, the formation of
the earth geometry due to the impact of meteorites with the sea,
the supercavitation around the rotating blades of hydraulic ma-
chines, and the flow field around underwater weapons.

Because of the importance of the phenomenon, it has been stud-
ied since the beginning of this century~Worthington and Cole
@1#!. With the long history of research, the water entry problem
has been considered as a classic problem in fluid mechanics. Past
research activities are mainly focused on three topics character-
ized by different entry stages. The first topic is the impact force on
solid bodies in the initial stage of water entry. The most recent
work can be seen from Lin and Shieh@2#, and Korobkin@3#. The
air cushioning and the compressible behavior of liquid are key
factors influencing the impact pressure. The second topic is the
fluid dynamics of the supercavitation formed behind the solid
body when it has penetrated into water at some distance. The drag
coefficient, the scaling relationship, the shape of the cavity, and
other characteristics need to be determined. Actually, there have
been some results in this area, for example, May@4#, Glasheen
and McMahan@5#, Lee et al.@6#. However, because too many
factors are involved in the complicated flow field, the cavity dy-
namics has not been understood well. A satisfactorily generalized
theory to describe this stage of water entry is required. The third
topic of past research is the trajectory of the solid body when it
has moved more deeply into water. In this stage of water entry,
the deep closure of the cavity occurs. The closure causes a jet that
is moving along the direction of the penetration of the body. It is
possible that the trajectory of the body may be deflected by the
impact of the jet on the back of the body. On the other hand, the

three-dimensional cavitation and the chaotic turbulent flow around
the body may also cause the trajectory deflection~Shi and Takami
@7#!.

It has been known that in an axisymmetric flow, if the cavita-
tion parameterK is not large, the drag coefficient of an underwater
body can be approximated by a linear relationship~Batchelor@8#!,

CD~K !5CD~0!~11K ! (1)

K5~p02pb!/~0.5rV0
2! (2)

whereCD(0) is the drag coefficient without cavitation,p0 is pres-
sure in the undisturbed liquid at the depth of the nose of the
entering body,pb is cavity pressure,r is the liquid density, andV0
is the velocity of the body. In a high-speed water entry, the cavity
pressurepb is negative and decreases as the penetration depth of
the underwater body increases~Abelson@9#, Shi and Kume@10#!.
As the body goes downwards in water,p0 is increased, whileV0
does not change so much within a limited distance because of
high inertia of the body. Thus, the cavitation parameterK in-
creases as water depth increases. Consequently not only the sur-
face sealing but also the deep sealing of the cavity occurs. That
was why Knapp et al.@11# used the wordssupercavityandcavi-
tation to describe this flow field of water entry.

This paper presents a flow visualization of the supercavitation
in water entry. The work belongs to the second research topic of
water entry which has been mentioned above. Extensive photog-
raphy was performed to try to catch the sequence of the compli-
cated cavitation flow. The obtained experimental results can be
compared with other experimental data such as pressure measure-
ments and underwater impact tests~Shi and Kume@10#, Shi and
Takami @7#!. They can also serve as a reference for modeling or
numerical simulations.

2 Experiment
Figure 1~a! illustrates the optical system for flow visualization

of the water entry. A projectile was vertically fired downwards
from an Anschutz rifle~made in Germany!. The projectile has 5.7
mm diameter, 12.3 mm total length, and 2.67 g mass. It is a lead
slug with density of 11.4 g/cm3. In this experiment, the ‘‘pistol
match’’ slugs with the muzzle velocity of 34265 m/s made by
Dynamit Nobel~Germany! were used. The front curve of the pro-
jectile was profiled by using least square method
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z50.010r 610.010r 410.14r 2,

~0%z%5.2 mm! (3)

Herez is the central axis in mm andr is the radius in mm.
The projectile entered a water tank of 60 cm360 cm380 cm

made from 5 mm thick stainless plates. The water tank was win-
dowed at two sides for optical observation. The impact velocities
just before the water entry were measured by cutting two laser
beams~Takami @12#, Shi and Takami@7#!. The measured veloci-
ties were calibrated by the method of cutting two thin electric
wires ~0.2 mm diameter copper wires!. Using a strobe light~PS-
240 & PL240, Sugahara Research Laboratory, Japan! and an open
shutter camera~Nikon!, the entry sequences, the underwater pro-
jectile motion, the splash and the cavitation were photographed.
The height of the camera was adjusted until the free surface was
visible on the screen of the camera. The lens of the camera was

focused on the impact axis where the projectile was passing along.
A light diffuser of 1.5 mm PMMA plate was put in front of the
strobe light to get a background of uniform light intensity. The
strobe light was triggered by a pulse signal from a 0.5 mm diam-
eter carbon rod when it was broken by the impact of the projectile
before entering the water, Fig. 1~a!. Other details can be seen in
the photograph of the experimental facility shown in Fig. 1~b!.

3 Results
Figure 2 shows the entire process from the beginning of entry at

the water surface to the formation of a cavity behind the projectile
and finally the collapse of the cavity into bubbles. The first sig-
nificant phenomenon is that, shortly after the impact of the pro-
jectile on the water surface~Fig. 2~b!!, upward moving jettings
and a laterally expanding splash are formed above the surface, and
the projectile is suddenly surrounded by the splash. The second
significant phenomenon is that, as the projectile penetrates into
water, a cavity under the surface is formed~Figs. 2~c!–2~g!!. Dur-
ing this time period, the air from atmosphere comes into the cavity
continually. Initially, the air entrainment is due to the gas flow
induced by the high-speed projectile. Then the air is entrained into
the cavity by the negative pressure of the cavity~Abelson @9#!.
The reason for the negative pressure is that in a high-speed water
entry, the volume of the cavity increases rapidly and the cavity
cannot keep its thermodynamic state in equilibrium~Knapp et al.
@11#!. Later, the airflow into the cavity is ended by the surface
closure by the splash~seen from Fig. 2~g!! and the enclosed cavity
is pulled away from the surface by the downward moving projec-
tile ~Fig. 2~j!!.

The helical streaks seen on the cavity wall~Figs. 2~e!–2~h!! are
evidence that the projectile was rotating as it moved along the
firing trajectory. The deep closure of the cavity~May @4#! was not
observed in this experiment because of the high velocity of the
projectile. As a result, the deep closure of the cavity occurred
beyond the windowed area of the tank. In Figs. 2~j!–2~l!, the
lower part of the cavity is seen to be expanded. This is thought to
be caused by the hitting of the projectile on the bottom of the
water tank before the collapse of the cavity. This impact can add
an extra pressure in the cavity. When the cavity disappears from
the window, the splash which has moved upward above the water
surface starts to fall down under the action of gravity~Fig. 2~p!!.
The falling splash forms a re-entry jet composed of air and water.
The water surface is disturbed severely by the re-entry jet and
some water forms drops spreading on the surface~Figs. 2~p!–
2~q!!. Moreover, air is entrained into water by the re-entry jet
~Clanet and Lasheras@13#! and finally, smaller bubbles are formed
when the jet breaks up~Figs. 2~r!–2~t!!. Afterwards, the bubbles
float toward the surface due to buoyancy but some of the bubbles
may immediately dissipate in water because their sizes are too
tiny. From the pictures of Figs. 2~p!–2~t!, it is known that the flow
created by the re-entry of the falling splash is a very complicated
air/water two-phase flow.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the splash shape with time.
Once the splash is generated, it experiences three stages. The first
stage is the radially fast spreading, which is caused by the high-
speed liquid/solid impact on the surface~Shi @14#!. This can be
seen in Figs. 3~a!–3~b!. The second stage occurs when the fast
upward moving splash is atomized into spray, followed by a ver-
tical upward cylindrical splash whose diameter is almost same as
that of the cavity. The formation of the cylindrical splash is a
result of the inertia of the upward moving spray~Figs. 3~b!–3~c!!.
The final stage is the smooth connection between the splash cyl-
inder and the free surface because of the meniscus effect. During
this stage, there is a shortage in the flow rate of transportation
from the free surface to the cylindrical splash, since the water near
the free surface has a larger mass and a lower speed due to the
effect of surface tension. Therefore, the cross-section in the
middle of the hollow cylinder begins to contract and to form a
throat as in a Laval nozzle~Figs. 3~c!–3~f !!.

Fig. 1 „a… Experimental setup for optical observation of high-
speed water entry. „b… Photograph of the experimental setup
for water entry tests
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Fig. 2 Time history of phenomena accompanying water entry. The frames show production of
splash, cavity, surface closure, and disappearance of cavity.
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During the period seen in Fig. 3~c! to Fig. 3~f !, the air is still
flowing into the cavity. However, the air flow will be stopped
when the throat cross-sectional area of the splash cylinder be-
comes zero. This change in the throat area has been shown in
Figs. 3~g!–3~i!. The mechanism of this process is that the interior
pressure at the throat is lower than atmosphere, so the pressure

difference between the inside and the outside of the hollow cylin-
der creates the contraction of the throat area. Then a dome-like
closure of the splash occurs, which is the so-called surface clo-
sure. Accompanying the surface closure, an up-jet moving upward
and a down-jet moving downward are simultaneously generated
from the dome’s top~see also May@4#!. In Fig. 3~j!, a thin down-

Fig. 3 Motion of splash. Upper splash changes upward jets and other splash domes over to cause
surface seal of cavity.

Fig. 4 Motion of cavity. Cavity pulled away from the water surface and then the flat cavity top
is characteristic of cavity development.
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jet is visible in the cavity. The thicker up-jet shown in Fig. 3~j!
was found to reach 400 mm above the surface.

The evolution of the cavity with time has been shown in Fig. 4.
There are two distinguishable processes: one is that the cavity
diameter changes; another is that the cavity is pulled away from
the free surface. The cavity diameter increases about 1.5 times
from Fig. 4~a!–Fig. 4~f !. The maximum diameter of the cavity
can be measured as;50 mm, which is about 9 times the diameter
of the projectile. However, although the increase of the cavity
diameter is significant, it is much slower than the increase of the
cavity length. The down-jet is relatively thin in the cavity at the
beginning~Fig. 4~a!! but it becomes thicker in the cavity as the
cavity diameter increases. After the down-jet impacts the cavity
wall, many hollows appear on the wall. In fact, the hollows may
be droplets because the tip of the down-jet is thin and composed
of spray. It is believed that the impact between the down-jet and
the cavity wall does not make a contribution to the increase of the
cavity diameter.

Before the cavity is pulled away from the free surface by the
underwater projectile, as shown in Fig. 4~e!, the cavity has started
to collapse. This convergence is driven by the pressure difference
between the vapor pressure of the cavity and the pressure of the
surrounding water. The gravity of the dome-like splash on the
surface also exerts a static pressure on the cavity. Furthermore, the
vapor pressure of the cavity continues to fall after the surface
closure occurs because the volume of the cavity is still increasing.
Meanwhile, the down jet becomes larger, which causes the bottom
of the cavity to contract in order to supply water into the jet. One
of the results is that the upper part of the cavity becomes more and
more opaque~Figs. 4~e!–4~h!!. The other result is that the cavity
is completely separated from the free surface and pulled farther
into the water by the downward momentum induced by the pro-
jectile ~Figs. 4~i!–4~l!!. This separation not only disturbs the free
surface~see the increased areas which are occupied by the splash
above the free surface and the bubbles under the free surface
shown in Fig. 4~k!!, but also causes instability of the cavity~see
the wave-like shape of the cavity shown in Figs. 4~j!–4~l!!. The
measurement of the underwater acoustic field has confirmed that
the separation of the cavity from the free surface generates sec-
ondary shock waves~Shi and Kume@10#!. It is believed that the
convergence of the bottom of the cavity produces strong vortex
rings and the surrounding water is entrained inward to the cavity
by the vortex rings. During the separation, the surrounding water
particles collide with each other so that shock waves are
generated.

4 Conclusions
In the present experiment, the entry velocity of the projectile is

within a range of a few m/s;tens m/s in the experiments con-
ducted by May@4#, Gilbarg and Anderson@15# and the experiment
of ;1 km/s water entry conducted by McMillen@16#. The cavity,
splash, up-jet and down-jet observed in the present experiment are
basically identical to those done by the previous researchers.
However, the use of a near field camera, the intense illumination
by the strobe light, and the patient photographic work have pro-
vided some new information on the details of the process in water
entry. The expansion of the lower part of the cavity, the gravity
re-entry of the splash after the projectile is far away from the
surface, the wide expansion of the down-jet in the cavity, the
severe vibration of the cavity wall and the free surface during the
pull-away of the cavity are newly documented by the authors.

The slender shape of the cavity is attributed to the high velocity
of the water entry, but it is not like the conical shaped cavity

produced by a;1 km/s entry projectile~McMillen @16#!. How-
ever, the speed of the surface closure is comparable to the stretch-
ing speed of the cavity length which has been shown in the ex-
periment. Therefore, the back end of the cavity and the front of
the cavity are all curved. It must be remembered that the projectile
used in this experiment is not either a sphere or a disc, it has a
parabolic front and a cylindrical back section. This geometry of
the projectile will bring about a rather different shape of the
splash. The radially spreading splash shown in Figs. 3~a!–3~b! is
generated during the contact of the curved front of the projectile
with the water surface since the spray occurs in the gap between
the liquid and the concave solid~Batchelor@8#!. This has been
understood well. However, the formation of the vertical hollow
splash cylinder shown in Figs. 3~b!–3~c! depends on the shape of
back section of the projectile. In the experiment of Bivin et al.
@17#, it was shown that the splash of a sphere was different from
the splash of a disk. Naturally, it is emphasized that the flow field
in the water entry of this experiment combines the characteristics
in the water entries of a sphere and a disk. The supercavitation
process is more complicated than originally thought. The optical
visualization method described in this paper better shows the
complexity caused by the various factors.
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PIV Technique for the
Simultaneous Measurement
of Dilute Two-Phase Flows
A Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) image processing technique has been developed
which can be applied to solid-liquid two-phase turbulent flows. The main principle of the
technique is to utilize a two-dimensional median filter to generate separate images of the
two phases, thus eliminating the errors induced by the distinct motion of the dispersed
component. The accuracy and validity of the technique have been studied in the present
research for different filter widths, f, and for 4 groups of different sized dispersed par-
ticles ranging from an effective image diameter of dp52.9 pixels to 13 pixels in combi-
nation with tracer particles with an effective image size of dt;2.4 pixels. The results have
shown that the errors introduced by the filter are negligible, and mainly arise in regions
of large velocity gradients that are sensitive to the slight loss of information incurred by
the processing. The filter width f also affects the algorithm’s ability to correctly separate
and identify the dispersed phase particles from the two-phase images, with the main result
that above a critical particle image size ratio, dp /dt'3.0, the particle size had no sig-
nificant influence on the number of particles identified, or the accuracy of the displace-
ment calculation. Sample results of particle-fluid interaction and cross-correlation terms
which can be obtained from the method are also presented.@S0098-2202~00!01104-4#

1 Introduction

Particle-laden turbulent flows cover a wide range of applica-
tions from pollution control and sediment transport, to combustion
processes and erosion effects in gas turbines. In the last two de-
cades, many improvements have been made in measurement tech-
nology to advance the knowledge of physical mechanisms and
dynamics of such flows. The most commonly used measurement
techniques, such as Laser Doppler Anemometry and Phase Dop-
pler Anemometry, are single point measurements which provide
useful statistical information of fluid velocity, particle velocity,
particle size, and concentration. One limitation of single-point
measurements, however, is the difficulty associated with interpret-
ing the data into meaningful physical mechanisms which control
the dynamics between the phases. Thus to reach a good under-
standing of multi-phase flows, the microscale spatial information
of the inter-phase dynamics and its structure relative to the carrier
fluid is essential.

In contrast to single point measurements, PIV represents an
instantaneous whole field technique which makes it possible to
detect spatial flow structure and provide a direct indication of
the inter-phase coupling. One of the critical requirements of PIV
measurement is to calculate the displacement of tracer particles
by means of cross-correlation or auto-correlation performed
within an interrogation volume. For multi-phase flows, however,
the presence of the discrete particles will affect the PIV evalua-
tion. Figure 1~a! shows a sample two-phase image of a particle-
laden channel flow seeded with hollow, silver-coated, glass beads
as PIV tracer particles~diameter'15 mm!, and transparent glass
beads as discrete particles~diameter'330mm!. The velocity field
computed by standard PIV techniques without any specialized
treatment is illustrated in Fig. 1~b!. Erroneous vectors occur in the
vicinity of the discrete particles, due to the fact that there are
significant differences between the motion of the dispersed phase
and the carrier fluid. In order to utilize PIV in the measurement of

multi-phase flows, standard PIV processing techniques need to be
modified to eliminate the interference effects caused by the dis-
parate motions of each phase.

In surveying recent literature, several examples can be found
where PIV has been applied to the simultaneous measurement of
both phases using four different fundamental techniques: 1! fluo-
rescence tagging, 2! amplitude discrimination, 3! phase dynamics,
and 4! geometrical characteristics.

Fluorescent particle tagging has been extensively used for the
study of bubbly flows, and is perhaps one of the most mature of
phase separations techniques. Examples of this method can be
found in the work of Hassan et al.@1#, Sridhar and Katz@2#, and
Fujiwara@3#, and commercial systems are even available~Dantec
@4#!. With this method, one phase is composed of particles which
have a fluorescent dye that can be excited by the illumination
source. Two cameras are then used, one which records light di-
rectly scattered by both phases, the other which only records fluo-
rescent images. One drawback to this method is that it requires the
use of two synchronized cameras and a powerful laser to produce
adequate intensity fluorescent images.

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division
May 23, 2000; revised manuscript received July 26, 2000. Associate Technical Edi-
tor: J. Lasheras.

Fig. 1 „a… Sample two-phase image. „b… Corresponding dis-
placement vector field of carrier phase using standard PIV.
Circles represent locations of dispersed phase particles.
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Amplitude discrimination techniques rely on a strong difference
in the scattering amplitude between the continuous and carrier
phase particles to perform the phase separation~Paris and Eaton
@5#; Anderson and Longmire@6#!. This requires that the maximum
scattering cross-section of the seed for the carrier phase and the
smallest of the dispersed phase particles are different by more
than an order of magnitude to prevent significant cross-talk be-
tween the phases. Even with properly selected seeding particles,
this method requires careful tuning and patience to optimize the
imaging to eliminate the interference between the phases.

A more recent method developed by Delnoij et al.@7# relies on
the inherent differences in the motion of the two phases to dis-
criminate between them. The separation is performed in correla-
tion space by identifying the two dominant correlation peaks, one
which represents the motion of the tracers while the other pro-
vides the displacement of the dispersed phase. This technique
promises to be useful for high concentration flows of very fine
particles and can even provide carrier phase turbulence statistics;
but, because the method is based upon the bulk average motion of
the dispersed phase, the details of the interaction terms may not
always be clear.

The last class of methods rely on the geometrical properties of
the particles to separate the phases. For example, Sato et al.@8#
used two CCD cameras with optical filters combined with multi-
volume illumination to accurately detect discrete phase particu-
lates relative to tracer particles in a water channel flow. However,
due to the correlation influence between the phases, no carrier
phase vectors could be detected in the vicinity of the discrete
particles. Gui et al.@9# used a particle mask function to eliminate
the cross-talk between the phases from influencing the correlation
calculations. The mask was formed based upon a threshold calcu-
lation of the particle’s cross-sectional area, and hence a significant
difference between the size of the partices is required for good
separation.

The technique for the current study is also based on geometrical
properties of the dispersed and tracer particles. The motivation for
the present study is to provide a reliable, single-camera technique
that can resolve the local particle/fluid interaction within the flow,
and to quantify the performance of the separation process as a
function of the particle size and image resolution. To accomplish
this goal, an image processing technique has been developed to
eliminate the dispersed phase influence in the displacement calcu-
lation through the use of a two-dimensional median filter. The
following section describe the details of the technique, the test
procedure used to evaluate the filter performance, and summarizes
the type of correlated particle/fluid turbulence statistics that can be
obtained.

2 Experimental Setup
The experimental test cases for the technique all examine heavy

particle sedimentation in the turbulent wake of a cylinder. A ver-
tical, recirculating water channel~Fig. 2! with a 100 mm by 100
mm square cross-section and a maximum velocity of 100 mm/s is
used to conduct the tests. The images are acquired 25 mm down-
stream of a 12 mm diameter cylinder, at a Reynolds number of
840 based on the cylinder diameter. The test section is illuminated
by a high speed pulsed Nd:YAG laser~l5532 nm! with a pulse
intensity of 15 mJ focused to a sheet of widthdz;0.8 mm. The
image area is approximately 27 mm327 mm, and recorded using
a Kodak Megaplus ES1.0 camera~100831018 pixel array; 9mm
pixel spacing! with a 200 mm focal length lens (f #58) and a time
separation of 3 ms between image pairs. Hollow silver-coated
glass spheres with an average diameter of 15mm, and a specific
gravity around 1.5 are seeded as PIV tracer particles in the flow.
All tracer displacements are calculated using a 40340 pixel inter-
rogation window, which is found to be the minimum size for
reliable processing at the current seeding concentration levels.
This was determined empirically by processing the images with
correlation window sizes ranging from 24324 pixels to 1283128

pixels and selecting the minimum window size that produced no
obvious spurious vectors. When examining the particle seeding
density statistics, the 40340 pixel correlation window resulted in
an average of 38 particles per subimage, with less than 0.5 percent
of the correlation regions containing less than 8 particles per win-
dow. This provides a comfortable margin with respect to the the
optimal number of particles sufficient to obtain a good correlation,
even when accounting for in-plane loss-of-pairs due to velocity
gradients and out-of-plane loss-of-pairs due to motion perpendicu-
lar to the light sheet~Keane and Adrian@10#!.

Four groups of different size transparent glass spheres with di-
ameters ranging from 45mm to 360mm and a specific gravity of
2.5 are used as dispersed phase particles. The particles were ob-
tained by running nominally spherical industrial glass beads
through a mechanical shaker sieve system, using standard stain-
less steel mesh sieves. Although this method is not as reliable as
inertial classification, the tolerance is sufficient to generate dis-
tinct size classes of particles. The geometrical properties of the
particles based on the mean sieved sizes and optical configuration,
as well as the empirically observed values, are listed in Table 1.
Owing to the optical configuration, the minimum particle image
size,de , is constrained by the point spread function of the system,
ds , as given by Adrian@11#

de5AM2Dp
21ds

2 (1)

ds52.44~11M ! f #l, (2)

whereM is the magnification andDp is the actual particle diam-
eter ~here assumed to be the mean of the sieve sizes!. In general,
the observed size is systematically larger than what was measured
on the images, which is likely due to a combination of uncertainty
in the actual size of the particles~i.e., accuracy of the sieve pro-
cedure!, noise in the image digitization process, and slight aber-
rations in the lens system. Since the filtering procedure operates
on the digitized image size, the effective particle diameters re-
corded by the system are the important parameter to consider, and
used consistently throughout the current work.

Fig. 2 Sketch of the experimental setup

Table 1 Properties of particles used in the present study. The
theoretical image diameter is calculated using the average
sieve diameter and Eqs. „1… and „2….
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3 The Principle of Phase Separation
To eliminate the effect of two coexistent phases, a two-

dimensional median filter is employed to separate the larger dis-
persed phase particle image from the carrier phase tracer particle
image. A median filter is a nonlinear signal processing technique
that has been found effective in reducing random noise and peri-
odic interference patterns without severely degrading the signal
~Huang@12#!. In PIV image processing, the property of preserving
sharp edges makes the filter useful because it allows more infor-
mation about the original image to be maintained. This is espe-
cially important in regions of high shear, where the ratio of signal
to noise is relatively low. For a two-phase image with both small
tracer particles and big discrete particles, the small tracer particles
can be regarded as noise scattered over a uniform background.

To remove the small tracer particles, a median filter is per-
formed by convolving a rectangular two-dimensional filter stencil
A, of width Nf3M f pixels, over all the pixels within the image.
For the case of a square stencil, the filter width,f, is taken to be
the width of the window,Nf . For each position (i o , j o) of the
window A, the filter sorts the gray level values of regionA into
ascending order and then selects the median value to replace pixel
( i o , j o). This is stated mathematically by Eq.~3!:

Xi , j
1 , . . . ,Xi , j

k . . . ,X
i , j
Nf

2

~ i , j !PA
(3)

Yi o , j o
5Xi , j

k

whereYi o , j o
is the filtered value,Xi , j is an element of the input

stencil image, and the superscriptk represents the median value of
the region. This implies that the effect of the median filter is to
reduce the variance, and increase the ratio of signal to noise in the
image. The median value computed at one window position is
independent of the value computed at another window position.

For typical PIV images, the tracer particles usually occupy a
region of only several pixels. The gray level values within any
given stencil will therefore be dominated by the image back-
ground. Only a small portion of pixels~at the location of the tracer
particles! in the window will have a large intensity, and hence will
be sorted to an extreme rank position and removed. When the
filter window is convolved with a region containing a larger dis-
crete particle, the image intensity sampled by a small stencil will
be dominated by the pattern of the discrete particle, which will
result in a median value that is relatively unchanged from the
original. Thus after filtering, the small tracer particles are re-
moved, leaving only the discrete particles. The filter width is a
critical parameter to determine whether the two phases are sepa-
rated properly.

With regard to computational expense, the heart of a median
filter will be composed of a sorting routine to organize the ele-
ments into ascending rank order. The generic versions of sort
routines typical scale asN ln N ~Press et al.@13#!, whereN is the
number of elements to be sorted. With the standard median filter
routine available in data processing packages, specially optimized
routines may be used. The data reported within the current work
was processed using Interactive Data Language~IDL !, which is an
interpreted matrix operation code. Tests were run in which a
square 3, 5, 7, and 9 pixel median filter was convolved with a
100831018 pixel image, requiring approximately 0.37, 0.49,
0.62, and 0.77 seconds on a conventional desktop system. These
results scale better than the standard sorting algorithm, and repre-
sents a relatively inconsequential difference in computational time
in comparison to the PIV calculations.

3.1 Evaluation of the Discrete Particles. After filtering,
only discrete particles remain on the image, and their motion is
calculated using a correlation tracking algorithm similar to the
Particle Mask Correlation~PMC! method described by Takehara
and Etoh@14# and Takehara et al.@15# as shown in Fig. 3. First, a
reference particle is selected as a template and convoluted with
the whole image to identify discrete particles~Fig. 3~b!!. This

differs from the PMC method in that an actual representative par-
ticle image is used, instead of a modeled function, due to the more
complex image map required to obtain a good correlation. The
reference particle is selected such that it is distinct, well-formed,
and nonoverlapping with other dispersed-phase particles. Since
the discrete particles have a form similar to the reference particle,
the peaks in the convolution correspond to center locations of the
individual dispersed particles. A peak-finding algorithm is then
used to identify discrete particles, and a cross-correlation tracking
method is performed to calculate the displacements between the
discrete particle image pairs~see Fig. 3~c!!.

A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the effect of
particle selection on the resulting displacement vectors, and it was
found that the magnitudes typically varied from 0.013 to 0.05
pixels depending on the particle size and the filter width used.
Although the above method will tend to discriminate against par-
ticles only partially illuminated by the sheet, this effect will be
compensated by the increased volume of detection due to their
larger scattering cross-section.

3.2 Evaluation of the Tracer Particles. The motion of the
carrier phase is determined using an extraction technique which
obtains a single-phase image of tracer particles,Si , j , from the
original two-phase image,Ti , j , by subtraction:

Si , j5Ti , j2median~Ti , j , f ! ~ i , j !PZ2 (4)

wheremedian(Ti , j ) is the two-dimensional median filtered output
~of filter width f! of the original image, andZ is the domain of the
image. The velocity field of the carrier phase is calculated through
a standard cross-correlation method applied to the tracer particle
images.

4 Validation of the Technique
The median filter width will affect the information of both

phases extracted from a two-phase image. In turn, this may influ-
ence the accurate calculation of the displacement through residual
‘‘artifacts’’ left by the image separation process. Figure 4 illus-
trates how the information content within a carrier phase image
changes with the filter width. For small filter width, the discrete
particle is completely removed, whereas for increasing filter
width, a residual image around the periphery of the discrete par-
ticle remains. This results from an erosion of the particle by the
larger filter, and hence an incomplete removal when it is sub-
tracted from the original image. These slight changes may induce
errors in the displacement calculation of both phases. The goal of
the present work is to quantify these effects and assess the optimal
filter parameters to ensure accurate calculations.

In order to achieve these goals, the phase separation technique
has been tested by using a series of artificial two-phase images for
each size class composed of two separate single phase images;
one which contains only PIV tracer particles, the other which
contains only discrete particles. The images were selected from 72
independent image pairs for all size classes~1 tracer and 4 dis-
persed phase!, which were randomly combined to produce 72
pairs of artificial two-phase images for each of the 4 dispersed
phase sizes. The results of the composition process are illustrated
in Fig. 5, which is obtained from equation:

Ti , j5W2~W2Si , j !3S 12
Pi , j2Nnoise

max@Pi , j2Nnoise#
D , (5)

whereW is the white-field intensity of the image~W5285255 for
an 8-bit image!, Nnoise is the average background noise of the
dispersed phase, andPi , j is the image of the dispersed phase par-
ticles. Equation~5! adds the two images such that the tracer im-
ages are reduced in magnitude in the vicinity of the dispersed
phase to prevent a bias in favor of the tracer displacements, and to
ensure similarity of the image characteristics between the real and
artificial two-phase images. The velocity field of the carrier phase
is then calculated in two ways: 1! by applying standard PIV tech-
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nique to the original single phase image, and 2! by applying the
separation technique to the artificial two-phase image and recal-
culating the tracer particle displacements~see Fig. 6!. The errors
induced by the median filter are investigated by computing the
absolute variance between the two displacement fields in the di-
rection of streamwise and spanwise coordinates of the fluid mo-
tion. Filter widths of 3, 5, and 7 pixels are tested for 4 different
groups of discrete particle size. The average error is then calcu-
lated using

xerr5
1

MN (
i 51

i 5N

(
j 51

j 5M

uDx~ i , j !,D f
2Dx~ i , j !,ou (6)

yerr5
1

MN (
i 51

i 5N

(
j 51

j 5M

uDy~ i , j !,D f
2Dy~ i , j !,ou (7)

serr5Axerr
2 1yerr

2 (8)

whereM3N is the number of carrier fluid vectors in each image,
and the subscriptso andD f represents the original displacement
field and the displacements obtained after separation, respectively.
The total error is then calculated for 72 independent image pairs
for each case. This represents 152,400 velocity measurements for
the carrier fluid and approximately 2300 to 3,900 measurements
for the particles depending on their size. The results are shown in
Figs. 7–11. A spurious vector filtering algorithm based on the
local median test of the normalized residual displacement~West-
erweel@16#! is applied to the tracer vector field prior to the error
calculation. The threshold parameters for bad vector detection are
set large enough such that only obviously bad vectors are removed
from the displacement field. This was done to remove the influ-
ence of the detectable errors from those that cannot be discrimi-

Fig. 3 „a… Dispersed phase „filtered … image. „b… Enlarged image and image intensity surface plot of the dispersed phase reference
particle. „c… The corresponding vector displacement field for the dispersed phase.
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nated by standard statistical methods. The quality of the images
was sufficient such that typically less than 0.02 percent of the
calculated vectors were eliminated by the detection routine.

As a final comment, it should be noted that the error reported
for these experiments gives the relative contribution due to the
median filter, and not the total error inclusive of the inherent
uncertainties associated with standard PIV algorithms. The results
are thus independent of the PIV procedure used, as the same al-
gorithms are applied to both the original single-phase and artificial

two-phase images. The authors would also like to note that pre-
liminary results of this work were presented at a conference else-
where @17#. While there are several differences in the details of
the results, due to both a reduced statistical convergence and a
plotting error, the main conclusions presented by the data remain
unchanged. The conclusions reported within this paper represent
the definitive quantitative results of the work.

4.1 Filter Influence on Tracer Displacements. The effect
of the filter width and discrete particle size on the calculation of
the tracer particle displacement is shown for a specific example in
Fig. 6, and the average error results are shown in Fig. 7. The main
conclusion from these results is that the filtering process produces
a negligible error in the carrier phase displacement. From the

Fig. 4 „a… Original two-phase image. „b… Carrier phase image
obtained with the filter width f Õd tÄ1.3. „c… Carrier phase image
obtained with the filter width f Õd tÄ2.1. „d… Carrier phase image
obtained with the filter width f Õd tÄ2.9. d pÄ13 pixels, d tÄ2.4
pixels.

Fig. 5 Artificial two-phase image creation: „a… single-phase
tracer particle image, „b… single-phase dispersed phase particle
image, „c… the artificial image reconstructed by adding „a… to „b…
as given by Eq. „5…

Fig. 6 Errors induced by a median filter of width f Õd tÄ2.1 for a
single image pair. „a… Single phase image u¢ s , „b… Composite
filtered image u¢ c , „c… u¢ sÀu¢ c with location of dispersed phase
particles shown by the open circles.

Fig. 7 Average absolute displacement error of carrier phase.
„a… Spanwise direction. „b… Streamwise direction. ¿, filter width
f Õd tÄ1.3; * , filter width f Õd tÄ2.4; L, filter width f Õd tÄ2.9.
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average results in Fig. 7, it is observed that the absolute value of
the error is less than 0.015 pixels for the optimal filter. Normal-
ized with respect to the actual displacement, this corresponds to
an error of around 0.2 percent for the selected experimental con-
ditions ~the mean displacement was around 8 pixels!. This is en-

couraging when one considers the fact that typical PIV uncertain-
ties are usually on the order of 0.1 pixels for quality experiments,
and that minimal values of approximately 0.04 pixels have been
demonstrated under ideal conditions~Westerweel et al.@18#!. It
can also be seen that the errors are very small for the majority of
the flow map~Fig. 6~c!!, and sizable errors only occur in limited
regions not associated with a dispersed phase particle. This obser-
vation is further supported by measurement of the mean displace-
ment error calculated as a function of distance to the nearest
neighboring dispersed phase particle~Fig. 8!. When no separation
filter is used, the largest mean errors occur within the width of the
correlation window~40 pixels!, and then drop to negligibly small
levels ~Fig. 8~a!!. It is also noted that the amount of the error is
proportional to the dispersed phase particle diameter, which is
likely due to a stronger influence on the correlation function ow-
ing to its larger size. When a separation filter with a width of 7
pixels (f /dt52.9) is applied, the peaks are still visible, but are
reduced to levels comparable to the background noise influence
~Fig. 8~b!!. If the filter width is further decreased, the peak in the
error which corresponds to the proximity of a dispersed phase
particle is lost~Fig. 8~c!!, and at small enough filter values, a
general rise occurs over all distances from the dispersed phase
~Fig. 8~d!!. This indicates that the increased error at smallf is not
correlated with the dispersed phase.

The source of the increased noise at the small filter width is
instead observed to correspond with regions of large velocity gra-
dients. Evidence of this can be confirmed when the mean error is
plotted as a function of the carrier phase vorticity~Fig. 9!. The
plots show generally similar trends for all of the sizes, with a

Fig. 8 Average displacement error „s errÄAx err
2 ¿y err

2
… as a

function of distance to the nearest neighboring dispersed
phase particle. „a… No separation filter, „b… filter width f Õd t
Ä2.9, „c… filter width f Õd tÄ2.4, and „d… filter width f Õd tÄ1.3
pixels.

Fig. 9 Average displacement error „s errÄAx err
2 ¿y err

2
… as a

function of carrier phase vorticity magnitude. „a… Filter width
f Õd tÄ1.3, „b… filter width f Õd tÄ2.4, „c… filter width f Õd tÄ2.9

Fig. 10 „a… The percentage of correctly identified particles
„normalized by the actual number present in the image … versus
the different size of particles. „b… Percentage of incorrectly
identified particles „normalized by the actual number present in
the image … versus the different size of particles. ¿, filter width
f Õd tÄ1.3; * , filter width f Õd tÄ2.4; L, filter width f Õd tÄ2.9.

Fig. 11 Average absolute displacement error of dispersed
phase. „a… Spanwise direction. „b… Streamwise direction. ¿,
filter width f Õd tÄ1.3; * , filter width f Õd tÄ2.4; L, filter width
f Õd tÄ2.9.
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minimum error occurring at the low vorticity magnitudes and in-
creasing error for large magnitudes. The smallest filter width of
f 53 ( f /dt51.3) pixels demonstrates the largest sensitivity to the
velocity gradients, with errors greater than the other filter widths
over much of the measured vorticity range. High shear regions
typically have low signal to noise ratios which produce poorly
resolved correlation peaks. When the separation procedure is ap-
plied, it slightly reduces the correlation peak, and hence makes the
area more susceptible to errors. The filter width of 3 pixels is
slightly larger than the size of the tracer particles images, and
therefore generates the greatest degradation during the separation
process.

The optimum filter width is observed to consistently be a 5–7
pixel window, which corresponds to a nondimensional size of
f /dt'2 to 3. Filter widths smaller than this value decrease the
correlation peak through the removal of some of the larger tracer
particles, while larger filter sizes leave residual ‘‘artifacts’’ of the
discrete particles as shown in Fig. 4. In general, there is also a
slight increase in the error as the size of the discrete particles is
increased. This may be due to the increased amount of ‘‘voids’’ in
the single phase image after removal of the discrete particles,
which decreases the number of tracer particles available to con-
struct the proper correlation.

4.2 Filter Influence on Phase Separation. One of the most
important assessments provided by the artificial image tests is to
gauge the ability of the method to successfully separate the two
phases. The effect off anddp on the accurate identification of the
dispersed phase is shown in Fig. 10, using the results from the
same random image pairs discussed in the previous section. In
each image, the program is told to search for a specified number
of particles that must be determined by the operator in advance.
The subsequent images are assumed to contain a similar number
of particles, and thus there will be some difference between the
total number of particles identified and the actual number present.
When processing data for quantitative experiments, user interven-
tion must be used to audit the identification of the particles, but
selecting the appropriate filter size can minimize the work re-
quired. The results indicate that the smaller filter widths do a
better job of separating the phases, and that above a critical dis-
crete particle size ofdp /dt.3, little change is observed in the
percentage of particles correctly identified. This confirms the
fairly intuitive observation that the greater the separation in
size between the filter and the particles~largedp /dt , small f /dt!,
then a greater number of the discrete particles will be retained
by the separation process, but more importantly, places a quan-
titative estimate of the required parameter values for effective
identification.

4.3 Filter Influence on Discrete Phase Displacement.The
effect of the filter width on the displacement of the discrete par-
ticles is shown in Fig. 11. The error for these displacements is
about an order of magnitude larger than those for the tracer par-
ticle calculation. This is consistent with the fact that only a single
particle is used in the estimate of the displacement~in contrast to
the tracer phase which typically has on the order of 10 particles!,
and hence will have a larger uncertainty. Additionally, theoretical
estimates on the lower bounds of the uncertainty in the particle
location are shown to vary in proportion with the particle diameter
~Westerweel@19#, Wernet and Pline@20#!. Thus the average ab-
solute error is about 0.1 pixel. Considering that the typical uncer-
tainty of a subpixel interpolation estimate is on the order of 0.1
pixel, this does not represent a major increase in the particle’s
calculated displacement. The optimal filter width corresponds to
the smallest filter,f /dt'1.3, but is closely matched by the inter-
mediate size,f /dt'2.

5 Sample Results: Two-Phase Wake
Several sample results of the type of important closure-term

measurements the method can provide are illustrated in Figs. 12,

13, and 14. These measurements were obtained from a sequence
of 80 independent two-phase images acquired approximately 1
diameter downstream of a cylindrical wake~gravity aligned in the
streamwise direction!. The dispersed phase consisted of 330mm
glass spheres with a specific gravity of 2.5 and a mean volume
fraction of approximately 131024. For these tests, a median filter
width of 5 pixels was used, with a correlation window of 40340
pixels.

Figure 12 depicts the Reynolds stress of both the carrier fluid,
^uv&, and the dispersed phase,^upvp&, which is important for the
calculation of turbulent transport of both phases within two-fluid
models. For the current flow conditions, the magnitude of both
terms is qualitatively similar in shape, and quantitatively similar
in magnitude. Note that the mean recirculation zone is clearly
visible just downstream of the cylinder near the top of the figure.

Figure 13 shows the conditionally-averaged mean-square slip
velocity between the dispersed phase and the carrier fluid. This
term is representative of the amount of kinetic energy being dis-
sipated by the net drag force acting on each particle. There is a net
equilibrium dissipation level of 50 cm2/s2 due to buoyancy in-
duced slip, and increased levels up to 175 cm2/s2 close to the
cylinder as a result of the particles’ inability to adjust to the strong
spatial gradients within the recirculation zone.

One important consideration in multiphase particle/turbulence
interaction is a measure of the local inhomogeneities of the dis-
persed phase that can be caused by the rotational and straining
fields of the flow. This phenomena is commonly referred to as
‘‘preferential concentration’’~Eaton and Fessler@21#!, and occurs
when the viscous response time of the particle,tp5rpdp

2/18r fn,
is of order 1 relative to the fluid timescales,t f , for large particle/
fluid density ratio systems. Under these conditions, the particles
respond sufficiently to the fluid motions to avoid regions of strong
rotational flow ~high vorticity! while tending to accumulate in
regions of large strain~Wang and Maxey@22#!. One measure of
the amount of preferential concentration would be to compare the
probability distribution function~PDF! of the carrier fluid vortic-
ity and strain rate sampled from an ensemble of measurements to
a similar PDF conditionally sampled at the locations of the
dispersed-phase particles. If the particles are exhibiting preferen-
tial concentration effects, there should be a reduced probability of
finding large vorticity values and an increased probability of find-
ing low vorticity values in the conditionally-sampled PDF. The
converse should hold for the strain rate PDF. Figure 14 depicts the
PDF of the velocity gradients sampled over the entire spatial ex-
tent of the image, and the corresponding PDF sampled condition-
ally only at the particle locations. For the current flow conditions,
no net preferential concentration is observed, as the mean and
conditionally sampled histograms match within the experimental
uncertainty. This is to be expected, however, as the Stokes num-
ber, St5tp /t f , based on the large-scale eddy turnover time is

Fig. 12 Reynolds stress of „a… fluid and „b… particulates in near
wake of cylinder. Units associated with the contours lines are
in cm 2Õs2. Dashed lines represent negative stress values.
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approximately 0.09~taking t f' l /U'1.2 cm/7 cm/s50.17 s!. For
small St, the dispersed phase begins to track the motion of the
flow as a fluid particle. While these particular results do not
demonstrate a strong preferential concentration effect, they do
illustrate a possible experimental method by which it could be
measured.

6 Conclusions
The results of the validation study indicate that the median filter

width should be selected to optimize the minimum error incurred
on both the carrier phase displacement and to maximize the cor-
rect identification of the dispersed phase particles. The optimal
value for the tracer particle evaluation is given by a filter width of
f /dt>2 for all discrete particle sizes. These conditions give aver-
age displacement errors in the tracer flow field of on the order of
0.02 pixels, but the errors are primarily caused by a small number
of vectors which are modified in the region of large shear. The
optimal filter width for dispersed phase evaluation corresponds to
f /dt51.3, for dp /dt.3, which will ensure that 95 percent of the
particles are correctly identified with an accuracy of 0.1 pixels.
This method can be usefully applied to a wide range of two-phase
flows to produce detailed information about the structure of the

particle/turbulence interaction, and the nature of the important
cross-correlation terms required for two-fluid modeling.
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A Conductance Based Solids
Concentration Sensor for Large
Diameter Slurry Pipelines
An instrument has been developed that measures the solids concentration in slurry pipe-
lines ranging in diameter from 5–150 cm. The operating principle is based on conduc-
tance, and in contrast to the gamma densitometer, the instrument does not require a
nuclear radiation source. The instrument operates on-line, is nonintrusive, and provides
real-time output. The instrument measures local concentration around the pipe periphery,
and the local values are integrated to obtain the area-average concentration. A graphical
display shows the variation of concentration from the top of the pipe to the bottom as well
as the area-average concentration history. The instrument has been extensively tested in
an experimental slurry transport facility as well as on-line at the Swift Creek phosphate
mine in the state of Florida. When compared with a quick-closing valve measuring tech-
nique, the mean deviation of solids concentration measured with the conductance based
instrument is 0.81 percent based on mass.@S0098-2202~00!00704-5#

1 Introduction
The transport of particulate materials in slurry form is prevalent

in many industries. In the mining industry slurry pipelines are
used to transport raw material~ore or matrix! to the industrial
processing facilities and to transport the waste material~tailings!
to be used for land reclamation. The industrial facilities that pro-
cess the ore or matrix also contain numerous slurry transport lines.
Specifically, the utilization of slurry transport pipelines within the
phosphate mining industry is standard practice. A substantial op-
erating cost associated with mining and processing involves pay-
ing for the electricity powering the slurry pumps. The optimal
operating condition for ore, matrix, and tailings lines is to pump
as high a slurry concentration as possible without plugging the
pipeline. Knowledge of the slurry concentration within the pipe-
line is essential for efficient and reliable operation. The current
practice in the phosphate mining industry is to use gamma densi-
tometry to measure the slurry concentration in large diameter
pipes. However, due to safety concerns of radiation exposure to
workers and fear of litigation, gamma densitometers are typically
placed in remote locations within the processing plant where mine
operators will not have routine access. The problem associated
with such an installation is that the water jet operator, who con-
tinually mixes the slurry, does not know the slurry concentration
until the slurry reaches the processing plant, which may involve a
delay time of thirty minutes to an hour. Since the water jet opera-
tor does not have instantaneous feedback from the gamma densi-
tometer, the current practice is to use the slurry pump amperage as
an indicator of slurry concentration. Because there are many other
factors which can influence the current drawn by the slurry pump,
the method is not very accurate, and there exist large variations of
slurry concentration with flow through the pipeline. In order for
the water jet operator to maintain the slurry concentration near
optimum conditions or in order to automate the slurry mixing
process, it is necessary to have a robust instrument which can give
accurate and instantaneous feedback on the slurry concentration
entering the pipeline.

A review article by Williams et al.@1# on multiphase flow mea-
surements discusses the following techniques which have been
applied to measuring particulate concentration in flowing slurry

suspensions: radiation attenuation, ultrasonics, microwave reso-
nance, capacitance, conductance, laser radar, light scattering, and
light attenuation. When considering high concentration~typically
40 percent by weight! slurries in large diameter~typically 500
mm! pipelines used for mining operations, optical techniques are
not useful since the slurry is essentially opaque to radiation in the
visible spectrum. Radiation attenuation techniques using gamma-
rays or X-rays are suitable, but they are typically kept out of reach
of operating personnel, and are considered undesirable by those
that work with them. An intrusive sensor is not feasible since it
would be rapidly destroyed by the abrasive flowing slurry. In what
follows, the development of a suitable slurry solids concentration
sensor, which utilizes electrical conductance as the basis for mea-
suring the solids concentration, is discussed in detail. The design,
fabrication, wear characteristics, and performance of the solids
concentration sensor are presented. The sensor has been exten-
sively tested in the laboratory and in the field at the Swift Creek
phosphate mine in the state of Florida. The results of these tests,
which validate the sensor performance, are discussed.

2 Basis for Slurry Solids Concentration Measurement
The concept that has been successfully implemented to measure

the slurry solids concentration is to fabricate a nonintrusive sensor
that measures the local slurry concentration around the periphery
of a sensor flow tube using conductance~impedance!. For high
specific gravity solids the slurry concentration is typically uniform
in a horizontal plane due to gravitational stratification. Thus, the
integrated local concentration around the pipe periphery approxi-
mates the average pipe concentration. The sensor configuration is
similar to the impedance tomography sensor developed by Klug
and Mayinger@2# for concentration measurements of gas/liquid
flow. However, the current solids concentration sensor only uti-
lizes conductance~impedance! measurements between adjacent
electrodes, which distinguishes it from a tomography sensor. To-
mography is not useful for the present application since the signal
to noise ratio for the conductance measured between electrodes
mounted diametrically opposed would be restrictively low, con-
sidering the pipe diameter is large and the slurry is dense.

Although the conductivity of a slurry mixture depends on both
the solids concentration and carrier liquid conductivity, the solids
concentration may be deduced from measurements of both the
mixture conductivity and the carrier liquid conductivity. Conduc-
tivity methods employed to measure solids concentrations in
slurry flows have been discussed by many researchers such as
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Beck et al. @3#, Lee et al.@4#, Ong and Beck@5#, Nasr-El-Din
et al. @6,7#, Colwell and Shook@8#, and Uribe-Salas et al.@9#. As
is the case with tomography, these methods rely on measuring the
conductivity across a slurry flowing through a channel, which is
not practical for the current application.

The conductivity sensor used for measuring slurry solids con-
centration in large diameter pipes consists of a circular cross sec-
tion conduit in which equally spaced electrodes are placed around
the pipe periphery as shown in Fig. 1. The conductivity of a slurry
mixture measured between any two electrodes relative to the con-
ductivity measured for the carrier liquid may be related to the
local slurry concentration flowing between adjacent electrodes. A
solution of Maxwell’s equations suggests that the solids concen-
tration,Cv , is related to the mixture and carrier liquid conductivi-
ties through~Uribe-Salas et al.@9#!

K5
12Cv

110.5Cv

(1)

whereK5km /kc , km is the mixture conductivity,kc is the con-
ductivity of the carrier liquid~typically water for mining applica-
tions!, and it is assumed the solids are nonconducting. Since con-
ductivity sensors require calibration,C is typically expressed as

Cv512K1/n (2)

wheren must be determined through calibration.
An electronic bridge circuit, shown schematically in Fig. 2, is

used to measure the mixture-to-liquid conductivity ratio,K, using
two electrode pairs. One electrode pair measures the conductivity
of the slurry mixture while the other measures the conductivity of
the carrier liquid. The reference potential,Va , to the bridge circuit
is a 1 kHz, 5volt peak-to-peak signal. The conductivity ratioK
may be expressed in terms of the electrode geometry and electri-
cal resistance as,

K5
km

kc

5S Ac

Am

dm

dc
D Rc

Rm

(3)

whereA is the electrode surface area,d is the distance between
electrodes,R is the resistance across electrodes,m denotes the
mixture, andc denotes the carrier liquid. Using bridge theory it
may be shown that

K5K0S Va

Vc0

21D Y S Va

Vm0

21D (4)

where Vm0 and Vc0 are the measured bridge arm voltages, and
K05(Ac /Am) (dm /dc) is a constant for a given electrode pair.
Ideally, if all electrodes are identically manufactured and equally
spaced,K051.0. In practice, manufacturing imperfections neces-
sitate thatK0 is determined through calibration for each electrode
pair.

3 Sensor Design
During the course of development, three concentration sensors

of different size were fabricated and tested: 100 mm ID, 150 mm
ID, and 500 mm ID sensors. All three sensors are geometrically
similar and thus only the 500 mm sensor will be described here.
An assembled drawing of the 500 mm ID sensor is shown in Fig.
3. The sensor flow tube is 1.2 m in length and is constructed from
a dielectric composite, G-10 Garolite. It has an inner diameter of
489 mm with a wall thickness of 19 mm. 48 electrodes are equally
spaced around the circumference of the flow tube as shown in Fig.
1. All of the stainless steel electrodes are 6.4 mm in diameter and
are mounted flush to the inner sensor wall. The conductance sen-
sor flow tube is connected to the pipeline via slip flanges. A pic-
torial view of the 500 mm assembled sensor is shown in Fig. 4.
The reference electrodes shown in Fig. 3 are mounted at the top of
the flow tube and are displaced in the direction of flow. For coarse
and high specific gravity solids the concentration is very low at
the top of the pipe due to gravitational settling, and the measured
conductance at the top of the pipe using these reference electrodes
is taken to be that of the carrier liquid. The occurrence of zero
concentration at the top of the sensor flow tube has been verified
experimentally for the slurry flow applications considered in this
investigation. Whether or not solids are present at the top of the
flow tube for other applications depends on particulate size, spe-
cific gravity, and pipe Reynolds number.

The measurement of the local and average solids concentration
is obtained using a data acquisition, control and processing system
~DACPS! that utilizes a microprocessor at its core. A block dia-
gram showing the DACPS circuitry is shown in Fig. 5. An indus-
trial 100 MHz microprocessor houses a signal generator, a 48
channel I/O board, an analog-to-digital converter, and a digital-to-
analog converter. The sensor electrodes are connected to a 48
channel relay panel and are sequentially switched into the elec-
tronic bridge circuit using the 48 channel I/O board. The 1 kHz, 5
Volt peak-to-peak reference signal sent to the bridge circuit is
controlled by the programmable signal generator. The bridge cir-
cuit arm voltages are measured with the analog-to-digital con-
verter. After the mixture to liquid conductivity ratio,K, is mea-
sured for all adjacent electrodes, Eqs.~2! and ~4! are used to
compute the local slurry solids concentration between electrodes.

Fig. 1 Cross-section of conductance sensor depicting elec-
trode array

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of bridge circuit used for conduc-
tance measurement
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In order to convert the local concentration to an average concen-
tration, the following area averaging procedure is used

C̄v5
1

AEA
Cv~A!dA (5)

where A denotes the cross sectional area of the flow tube and
Cv(A) is the local concentration. In applying Eq.~5! to the current
instrument, it is noted thatCv(A) is actually measured near the
sensor wall. It is assumed thatCv is uniform in any horizontal
plane due to gravitational stratification. The concentration data are
displayed numerically, pictorially, and graphically in real time on
a digital monitor. A 4-20 milliamp analog output is also supplied
for remote monitoring or industrial control.

4 Sensor Calibration
The measurement of the slurry solids concentration requires

Eqs. ~2! and ~4! and thus two constants,K0 and n, need to be
determined empirically through calibration. The determination of
K0 is discussed first. Although an attempt has been made to manu-
facture all electrodes identically, because of machining and as-
sembly imperfections, the conductivities measured between sen-
sor electrode pairs and the reference electrode pair with pure
liquid flowing through the sensor may not be identical. Thus the
constantK0 , which appears in Eq.~4!, will not equal 1.0. In order
to measure the local solids concentration accurately,K0 must be
known for each electrode pair.K0 is determined by running pure
liquid through the sensor and measuringVm0 , Vc0 , andVa for a
given electrode pair. For each electrode pairK0 is calculated ac-
cording to

K05
1

S Va

Vc0

21D Y S Va

Vm0

21D U
pure liquid

. (6)

In practice, it is found thatK0 is typically within 5 percent of
unity.

The calibration constant,n, is determined using a static calibra-
tion. An end-plate is bolted to one end of the sensor flow tube, and
the sensor flow tube is positioned so that its center line is oriented
vertically. A water-solids mixture is placed inside the sensor flow
tube so that the saturated particle bed just covers the electrode
array, and the reference electrodes remain in contact with only
liquid. Values forVm0 , Vc0 , andVa are measured using the sen-
sor DACPS ~data acquisition, control and processing system!.
Equation~4! is used to computeK, and based on the known satu-
rated particle bed volumetric concentration,n is computed from
Eq. ~2!.

Calibrations have been performed for all the sensors fabricated.
The particulate solids used to calibrate the sensors are silica sand
and phosphoric tails. Five different particle size ranges were con-
sidered, which vary from 0.1 mm to 15 mm. The calibration re-
sults reveal that the calibration constant,n, is independent of sen-
sor inner diameter and independent of particle size, provided the
particle size is less than 5 mm~Klausner et al.@10#!. It is also
found that the signal source frequency has no effect on the cali-
bration constant provided the frequency does not exceed a thresh-
old value. A signal source frequency of 1 kHz works well for all
cases considered. It has been found thatn51.3 for all of the
particulate solids considered in this investigation. While in the

Fig. 3 Assembly diagram of 500 mm conductance sensor

Fig. 4 Assembled view of conductance sensor body

Fig. 5 Block diagram of data acquisition, control, and pro-
cessing system
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pipeline, a large portion of solids flow as a moving bed in the
bottom section of the sensor body. Therefore, the accuracy of the
concentration measurement is relatively insensitive to the shape of
the function given by Eq.~2! sincen is calibrated for a solids bed.

5 Slurry Solids Concentration Sensor Performance

5.1 Laboratory Test. The different size conductance based
slurry solids concentration sensors were tested over a variety of
operating conditions. Here the results of a laboratory test and a
field test are reported. The schematic diagram of a 150 mm diam-
eter slurry test facility is shown in Fig. 6. The inside diameter of
the test facility piping is 145 mm. During operation of the slurry
flow test facility, the slurry mixture is drawn from a 1900-liter
conical bottom PVC tank. The discharge of the tank feeds a 45
kW centrifugal slurry pump. The slurry pump is driven by a 45
kW 4-cylinder diesel engine. The slurry flow can be directed ei-
ther through the 150 mm diameter test loop pipeline or to a bypass
line via two 150 mm knife valves. The slurry flow first passes
through a magnetic flow meter manufactured by Advanced Flow
Technology, Lakeland, Florida. For single phase flow the uncer-
tainty of the flow meter is60.5 percent of full scale~3208 l/m!.
However, for two-phase horizontal flow the solids are signifi-
cantly stratified and the uncertainty for the mean volumetric flow
rate is not known. Therefore, the flow rate reported for these ex-
periments is that of single-phase flow through the facility prior to
loading it with solids. Following a 180 deg bend the slurry flows
through a quick-closing valve section. This section is used to mea-
sure the slurry concentration by simultaneously closing the two
knife valves at both ends of this 1.56-meter-long pipe section.
Following the quick-closing valve section, the slurry flows
through the conductance sensor where the solids concentration of
the slurry is measured in-line. Finally, the slurry flow is either
directed back to the 1900-liter tank, where it is either recirculated
or diverted to the 760-liter flow rate calibration tank.

A typical test was initiated by establishing the desired single-
phase flow rate, which was measured with the magnetic flow
meter. For all tests conducted in the slurry flow test facility indus-
trial grade sand was used as the slurry solids. Next, the desired
concentration was obtained by adding solids to the 1900-liter tank.
The slurry was circulated through the test facility until steady flow
conditions were established. The conductance based solids con-
centration sensor continually monitored the slurry concentration
using the DACPS at a frequency of seven samples per second and
the slurry concentration time history was graphically displayed
and stored for future analysis.

Figure 7 shows the time history of the sand concentration flow-
ing through the test facility upon loading and discharging the fa-
cility. Each data group shown represents the response of the sen-
sor to the addition of solids in the slurry flow system. The last data
group shows the sand solids being discharged from the system.
These results demonstrate that the concentration sensor is very
good at capturing the correct trend. Figure 8 shows the solids

concentration history measured by the sensor for a typical test.
Once a steady-state concentration was reached, it is observed that
the concentration fluctuates around a mean. These fluctuations are
not random; in fact, they are due to the fact that there was a wavy
sand bed moving along the bottom of the pipeline. The fluctua-
tions shown capture the wave structure of the sand bed. These
data demonstrate that the conductivity sensor is also very sensitive
to small changes in particle concentration. After approximately 30Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of the slurry transport test facility

Fig. 7 Solids concentration history upon loading and unload-
ing slurry transport test facility

Fig. 8 Typical measured solids concentration history for a
single test using 150 mm conductance sensor

Fig. 9 Local variation of solids concentration in 150 mm con-
ductance sensor
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minutes, the quick-closing valves were activated and the flow was
stopped. It is seen that while there was no flow, the sensor gave a
very constant signal for the particles remaining in the sensor flow
tube. At about the 40 minute mark the flow was again initiated
through the pipeline and the sensor showed a spike in concentra-
tion (C→0). This spike represents a slug of water that moved
through the pipeline which was introduced when the quick-closing
valve section was removed from the pipeline and emptied of all
solids. Again these data demonstrate that the sensor is extremely
sensitive in capturing changes in concentration. Figure 9 shows
the concentration profile within the 150 mm slurry pipeline for a
mean volumetric flow rate of 1938 liters/min and a mean mass
solids concentration of 58.8 percent. It is clearly seen that the
solids were significantly stratified, and the majority of solids
travel along the bottom of the pipeline in the form of a moving
bed.

The solids captured in the quick-closing section were collected
in a container for analysis. The solid samples were dried in an
oven and then weighed using a digital scale with a 0.1 g resolu-
tion. The volumetric solids concentration using the quick-closing
section is computed from

Cv5
M p /rp

nq

(7)

wherenq50.0258 m3 is the quick-closing valve volume,M p is
the mass of solids captured in the quick-closing section, andrp

52560 kg/m3 is the material density of the solids. It is typical
industrial practice to report the solids concentration on a mass
basis. The relation between the mass and volumetric concentration
is

Cm5
1

11
rc

rp
S 1

Cv

21D (8)

whereCm is the solids concentration on a mass basis andrc is the
density of the carrier liquid.

The average solids concentrations measured using the in-line
conductance sensor are compared with measurements obtained
with the quick-closing valve section in Fig. 10. A total of 38 tests
were performed with flow rates ranging from 2006 to 2877 l/m
and mass solids concentration ranging from 5 to 60 percent. As
seen from Fig. 10 the agreement is quite good. The mean devia-
tion between the two measuring techniques is defined as

«c5
1

N (
N

i 51

uCmsi2Cmqiu (9)

whereCmsi is the mass concentration measured with the conduc-
tance sensor andCmqi is that measured with the quick-closing
valve method. For these data«c50.81 percent. The uncertainty
associated with the quick-closing valve method is approximately
61 percent. Therefore, it may be concluded that the conductance
sensor is at least as accurate as the quick-closing valve method in
measuring the solids concentration.

5.2 Field Test. The 500 mm diameter slurry solids concen-
tration sensor was installed for a three month period at the Swift
Creek phosphate mine in the state of Florida. On-line testing has
been conducted for both a tailings and a matrix slurry transport
line. Flow conditions in the matrix and tailings lines ranged from
34,000 to 53,000 liters per minute. Figure 11 shows the measured
solids concentration by mass in the tailings line using the conduc-
tance based solids concentration sensor compared with that using
a gamma densitometer over a 10 hour time period. As observed,
the agreement between the instruments is excellent. The gamma
densitometer was mounted on a horizontal pipeline and appears to
be well calibrated. For the duration of the testing, the conductance
based sensor was very stable and maintained its calibration, de-

spite serious erosion. It was found that the sensor flow tube had
excessive wear in the bottom portion of the tube. Near the bottom
of the tube, approximately 13 mm of wall thickness were eroded
during the three months of field testing. Therefore, Garolite is not
a suitable material for the sensor flow tube for mining applica-
tions. It is recommended that future conductance sensors be
manufactured with high density, very high molecular weight poly-
ethylene.

6 Concluding Remarks
This paper describes the successful development of a slurry

solids concentration sensor that is suitable for large diameter
pipes, which are typically encountered in the mining industry. A
sophisticated data acquisition, control, and processing system has
been developed that implements the algorithms necessary to mea-
sure the local and average slurry concentration. The sensor has
been demonstrated to be very accurate under a wide range of
operating conditions.

Fig. 10 Comparison of measured solids concentration using
conductance sensor and quick-closing valve method in the
slurry transport test facility

Fig. 11 Comparison of measured solids concentration using
conductance sensor and gamma densitometer at the PCS
phosphate swift creek mine, Florida
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Nomenclature

A 5 area~m2!
d 5 distance between electrodes~m!

Cm 5 mass basis concentration
Cv 5 volumetric concentration

k 5 conductivity ~ohm-m!21

K 5 mixture to liquid conductivity ratio
M 5 mass~Kg!
R 5 resistance~ohm!

Va 5 reference potential~volt!
Vc0 5 continuous phase bridge arm voltage~volt!
Vm0 5 mixture bridge arm voltage~volt!

r 5 density~kg/m3!
nq 5 volume of quick-closing section~m!

Subscripts

c 5 carrier liquid
m 5 mixture
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Optimization of a Deepening Load
Acting on a Flexible Cable Towed
Under Water
In this paper we examine the problem of flexible cable equilibrium in water flow, when the
cable is loaded with an arbitrarily distributed load which is directed perpendicular to the
flow. We define optimal value and distribution of this load and parameters of cable
equilibrium corresponding to this load. The optimal load provides maximum deflection of
the rear end of the cable in relation to front end in the direction perpendicular to the flow
direction, provided the tension is limited.@S0098-2202~00!01204-9#

Discussion
There are several ways to deflect a flexible cable in flowing

water. One is to apply concentrated force perpendicular to the
flow to the cable’s rear end. This takes place when a so-called
hydrodynamic apparatus is located at the end of the cable, to
create the concentrated force applied at the end. Another is to
apply load, distributed along the cable, also perpendicular to the
flow. We assume that we can change the load along the cable.
This can be accomplished, for example, by attaching small wings
along a fairing which is mounted onto the cable. Hydrodynamic
forces acting on those wings imitate a distributed load. An ex-
ample of this arrangement was actually designed and tested in the
Soviet Union, and has proved to be performing quite well@1#.
Another possibility is to change the weight-in-water along the
cable.

It may seem that the first way is preferable because it is easiest
to create. However, there may be situations when an apparatus
located at the end of the cable cannot ensure the necessary depth,
for instance, when the deepening load which is necessary to
achieve the required depth is too big and destroys the cable. Prob-
ably, we can increase the depth by distributing the deepening
force along the cable when we choose the optimal form of such
distribution. If this is true, it is interesting and important to esti-
mate the result quantitatively since it can be useful to have a more
complicated arrangement in order to improve the technical char-
acteristics of such a cable.

There are a number of works solving the problem of optimiza-
tion for the first case@2,3#. In this article the problem is formu-
lated and solved for the second case. The problem is being solved
for a two-dimensional~plane! case; therefore, the cable is consid-
ered to be in the vertical plane and the distributed load is a deep-
ening load. We will suppose that all wings have the same size, the
same angle of attack, and so form the same force. Under these
conditions, to find the optimal distributed load is to find that force
and number of wings per unit of length, such as the function of the
distance from one of the cable’s ends.

As in Eames and Egorov@2,3#, we will assume that the optimal
load is the one which provides maximum deepening of the rear
end with a given tension on the cable at its front end. This opti-
mization allows us to get the most benefit out of the cable’s
strength.

Consider a segment of flexible cable with a wing~Fig. 1!. This
element is small enough to be viewed as a straight line. On this
figure,

at is the angle of attack of a fairing, equal in this case to the
slope of the cable,

aw is the angle of attack of the wing, and
a f is the rigging angle of incidence of wings as follows from

Fig. 1.
It is obvious that:

aw5a f2at (1)

The hydrodynamic force acting on a segment may be represented
as the sum of two forces:R1 , the force acting on a segment of
cable with fairing andR2 , the force acting on a wing. We can
assume that hydrodynamic interaction between these two parts is
small, because of big distances between wings and their very
small sizes. So hereafter we will count that interaction as absent.

Let us project these forces on normaln and tangentt to the
element of a cable and find the nondimensional coefficients of the
projections. The product of fairing chord length by the cable’s
length unit is taken to be the characteristic area.C1N is a normal
coefficient for forceR1 , andC2N is a normal coefficient for force
R2 . C1t andC2t are tangent coefficients for those forces.

C1n52R1n /rv2b

C1t52R1t /rv2b
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C2n52R2n /rv2b

C2t52R2t /rv2b

wherer is the water density,v is the speed of towing, andb is a
fairing chord.

We can writeC2n andC2t as follows:

C2n5 bCyw~aw!cosat2Cxw~aw!sinatcFw /bSw

and

C2t5 bCyw~aw!sinat1Cxw~aw!cosatcFw /bSw (2)

whereCyw andCxw are the lift and drag coefficients of the wing;
Fw is the wing plan area; andSw is the distance between two
nearest wings at this point of the cable.

To assign an equilibrium position means to define for any point
on the cable an angle,at(S), whereS is the distance along the
cable at this point from one of the ends of the cable. Knowing this
function we can find the inverse function,S(at). Then, if we
arrange the small wings along a cable in such a way that the ratio
W5Fw /bSw is a function ofW5W(S), for any equilibrium po-
sition of the cable,

Fw /bSw5W~S~at!!. (3)

Let us have a functionC2n(at). We can easily find the equi-
librium which corresponds to the load withC2n , i.e., find a func-
tion at5at(S) related to the above equilibrium. Having Eq.~1!
and Eq.~2! and using Eq.~3! we can find a functionW(S) which
gives us the predetermined distribution of the load. Obviously, the
ratio k5C2t /C2n does not depend uponW and, therefore, is a
known specific function ofat5at(S) if the wing profile and
angleat are given.

Another way to create varied load distributed along the cable is
to change its weight-in-water along the cable. In this case, Eq.~2!
can be rewritten as follows:

C2n52g~S!/rv2b cosat

C2t52g~S!/rv2b sinat .

Hereg(S) is weight-in-water of the cable’s unit length at the point
with the coordinate ofS. If the cable has uniform weight-in-water
which we are not going to change, it should be included inC1n
andC1t using analogous formulas. It is necessary to note that for
the distributed wings case, the optimal distribution of wings does
not depend on tow velocityv, while optimalg(S) would change
with variation ofv.

Therefore, the problem is to determine a functionC2n(at)
which gives the maximum magnitude of the optimization value.
Considering the above statement and the work of Egorov@3#, we
take a nondimensional parameter

h5Cxrv2bY/2T (4)

as the optimization value. Here,Cx is the drag coefficient of a
cable which is perpendicular to water flow,Y is the depth of the
rear end in relation to the front end, andT is the tension in the
cable at the front end.

Using integral representation of the equilibrium equation for a
flexible cable in water flow, as in Eames@2#, we can writeh as a
functional~i.e., a function whose argument is itself a function! of
C2n(at):

h5

E
atK

at0 sinu

C1n~u!2C2n~u!
expF E

u

at0 C1t~v !1k~v !C2n~v !

C1n~v !2C2n~v !
dvGdu

expE
atK

at0 C1t~u!1k~u!C2n~u!

C1n~u!2C2n~u!
du

(5)

whereat0 andatK are the angles between cable and flow direc-
tion at the rear and front ends respectively.

The value ofat0 is determined by the direction of the force
with which the hydrodynamic apparatus acts on the cable. Ulti-
mately,at0 is the angle between this force and the flow direction.
The value ofatK is determined by cable length and for an arbi-
trary atK from interval (0,atK,at0) we can find a cable length
which corresponds to that. Because we are trying to find the op-
timal distribution of the load independent of the cable length we
have to optimizeh for any value ofatK . Therefore,at0 andatK
do not depend uponC2n , and the outer integrals in Eq.~5! have to
be considered integrals with constant limits.

To simplify ‘‘composition’’ of Euler’s equation let us introduce
a new functionF(u):

F~u!5
C1t~u!1k~u!C2n~u!

C1n~u!2C2n~u!
(6)

and substitutingF(u) into Eq. ~5! gives us:

h5E
atk

at0 @k~u!1F~u!#sinu

k ~u!C1n~u!1C1t~u!
expE

u

atK

F~v !dvdu (7)

This can be converted by a new change of the variableG(u)
5*u

atkF(v)dv to classical form:

h5E
atk

at0 @k~u!2G8~u!#sinueG~u!

k~u!Cin~u!1C1t~u!
du5E

atK

at0

P~u,G,G8!du

(8)

For this case, Euler’s equation looks like:

]P/]G2d~]P/]G8!/du50.

It means that for functionalh the Euler equation is:

eG~u!F k~u!sinu

C1n~u!k~u!1C1t~u!
1

d

du

sinu

C1n~u!k~u!1C1t~u!G50.

(9)

The expression in brackets does not depend on the optimized
functionG(u), so the unique solution of Eq.~9! is G(u)52`. It
means that ifu andat0 are finite, then

C2n~at!5C1n~at!

for every magnitude of an angleat .
Therefore, the load of optimally distributed wings must balance

the normal forces acting on the fairing. If the normal load acting
on the cable becomes zero, the cable becomes a straight line.
Hence, optimal configuration of the flexible cable in water flow is
a straight line.
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Now we have to define the optimal angle,at , with which this
line has to be inclined to water flow. If the cable is a straight line,
the valueh can be determined from the simple formula

h5
Cx sinat

C1t~at!1C2t~at ,a f ,W!
(10)

where hereh is not a functional, but a function of three arguments
at , a f , andW. Equation~10! flows from the two obvious expres-
sions forT andY of the straight cable:

Y5L sinat

T5~C1t1C2t!v
2bL/2.

Let us define the relative extreme of this function under the
condition

C1n~at!5C2n~at ,a f ,W!.

Using La Grange’s method of indeterminate coefficients we can
have the system of four equations,

C1n2C2n50

]h/]a f5l]~C1n2C2n!/]a f (11)
]h/W5l]~C1n2C2n!/]W

]h/]at5l]~C1n2C2n!/]at

with four unknown variablesat , a f , W and the undetermined
coefficientl. It is easy to see that

]C1n /]a f50 and ]C1n /]W50. (12)

Based on Eq.~2! and Eq.~10! we can write the following:

]C2n /]W5C2n /W; and ]h/]W52h2C2t /~CxW sinat!.
(13)

The third equation of the Eq. System~11! gives us

l5h2C2t /~CxC2n sinat!. (14)

Using Eq.~12! and Eq.~14! we can rewrite the second equation of
Eq. System~11! in the following form

]C2t /]a f2~C2t /C2n!~]C2n /]a f !50. (15)

Taking into account the relationship between anglesat , a f , and
aW in Eq. ~1! we will get

]C2t /]a f5]C2t /]aw and ]C2n /]a f5]C2n /]aw

and it means that Eq.~15! is equivalent to the condition

d~Cyw /Cxw!/daw50. (16)

In other words the little wings have to be arranged under the angle
of attack ensuring maximal aerodynamic efficiency. If we call this
angleaME we can write down

a f5aME1at . (17)

Sincek is a function of onlyat we can write

k5
KM sinat1cosat

KM cosat2sinat
,

where

KM5Cyw~aME!/Cxw~aME!.

If deepening is realized only by the cable weight-in-water,KM
5` and k5tanat . Using the first equation of Eq. System~11!
and the expression in Eq.~2! we can defineW as:

W5
C1n~at!

Cyw~aME!cosat2Cxw~aME!sinat
. (18)

Thus, we have expressed all unknown variables of Eq. System
~11! as functions ofat and now we will defineat out of the last
equation of system~11!. Substituting Eq.~14! into the last equa-
tion of Eq. System~11!, and using Eq.~10!, we can arrive at:

C2n]C2t /]at2C2t]C2n /]at1C2n]C1t /]ac1C2t]C1n /]at

5C2n~C1t1C2t!cotat . (19)

Considering Eq.~1!, we will write down the following expres-
sions:

]C2n /]at52]C2n /]a f1]C̃2n /]at

and (20)

]C2t /]at52]C2t /]a f1]C̃2t /]at

where the sign; means that a derivative is calculated based on
the assumption thatCxw andCyw do not depend onat . Differen-
tiating Eq. ~2! with respect toat on the condition thatCxw and
Cyw do not depend onat , we have:

]C̃2n /]at5~2Cyw sinat2Cxw cosat!W,

and

]C̃2t /]at5~Cyw cosat2Cxw sinat!W.

Using Eqs.~15! and ~20! it is possible to get the following

C2n]C2t /]at2C2t]C2n /]at5C2n]C̃2t /]at2C2t]C̃2n /]at .

Whence:

C2n]C2t /]at2C2t]C2n /]at5~Cxw
2 1Cyw

2 !W2

5~C2n!21~C2t!
2.

Using the above expression and the first equation of Eq. System
~11! we will rearrange Eq.~19! to the following:

dC1t /dat1k~at!dC1n /dat1C1n~at!@11k2~at!

2k~at!cotat#2C1t~at!cotat50. (21)

Since all terms of Eq.~21! depend just onat , Eq. ~21! is a
transcendental equation with one unknown variableat . The so-
lution of this equation, along witha f from Eq. ~17! andW from
Eq. ~18!, completely defines the optimized parameters of equilib-
rium, and solves the problem set up in this article.

To illustrate the solution, we consider it for the special case
when coefficientsC1n and C1t depend onat in the following
way, as described by Gorshkov@4#:

C1n5CF sin2 at1Cf sinat ;

C1t5Cf cosat ; (22)

Cx5CF1Cf

where CF and Cf are constants. Using Eq.~22! to define the
derivativesdC1t /dat anddC1n /dat , we can substitute them in
Eq. ~21! and finally get the quadratic equation. The unknown vari-
able in this equation is the ratioC2t /C1n .

We can write down the solution of the quadratic equation as
follows:

C2t /C1n5k~C̃f ,at!51/2@cot~at!2 f ~C̃f ,at!1A~cotat2 f ~C̃f ,at!!224@122C̃f f ~C̃f ,at!/~sin 2at~2 sinat1C̃f !!##, (23)
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whereC̃f5Cf /CF , and

f ~C̃f ,at!5
sin 2at1C̃f cosat

sinat~11C̃f !
.

On the other hand, using the first equation of Eq. System~11!,
we can state

C2t /C1n5k~at ,KM !. (24)

Having the right parts of Eqs.~23! and ~24! equal, we will get
an equation for definingat . Figure 2~a! is a graphic representa-
tion of the solution for the above defined equation. There are two
families of curvesF andk as functions ofat . Different curvesF
correspond to different values ofC̃f and different curvesk corre-
spond to different values ofKM . Each intersection point deter-
mines the value ofaopt5at at predetermined values ofC̃f and
KM . Figure 2~b! represents a plot of the functionsaopt(C̃f) and
kopt(C̃f) for different KM . If we know at andk, we can define
the correspondinga f andW and also the maximum valueh using
the formula

h5@~11C̃f !sinat#/@C̃f cosat1k~sinat1C̃f sinat!#
(25)

which can be easily obtained from Eqs.~10!, ~22!, and~24!.
Figure 3 shows the dependenceh andaopt of C̃f under different

values ofKM as a solid curve. The dotted curve ish calculated for
the situation when the deflection of the cable is accomplished by
setting a deepening apparatus or concentrated weight on the rear
end of the cable. The dotted curve is created under the assump-
tions that Eq. System~22! is right, the apparatus forms only deep-
ening force~i.e., its hydrodynamic resistance equals zero!, and the

weight-in-water of the cable is equal to zero. The optimization in
this case is made by the approach described in Egorov@3#. All the
curves on Fig. 3 are shown in logarithmic scale.

The points of intersection of the dotted curve with the continu-
ous curves give us a bound value ofC̃f for differentKM . If C̃f is
less than this value, using a distributed load is more beneficial
than a concentrated one. The benefit which we can get using a
distributed load is defined by the ratio ofhd /hc , wherehd is h
for a distributed load, andhc is h for a concentrated one.

All the above results are also true for a cable with no wings or
special deepening apparatus at the end but which has an additional
weight-in-water. So we can say that the best distribution of added
weight-in-water along the cable is a uniform distributiong(S)
5g5const. For this case,KM5` because the force of weight-in-
water is always directed vertically, and sok5tanat . Seeing that,
we can rewrite Eq.~25! for this case in the form

h5@~11C̃f !sin 2at#/@2~C̃f1sin3 at!#,

and the equation for determination ofaopt in the form

C̃f5sin3 at~11cos2 at!/cos 2at . (26)

For cables with a round profile~the ones without fairing!, C̃f
50.01520.025. In the book of V. I. Egorov@3# the author points
out that for a round cableCf50.022 andCF51.8; this means that
C̃f50.012. But tests which were carried out on long segments of
cables in the Soviet Union later showed thatCf is greater, and for
a cable which has a small angle of attack,CF can be less, so that
C̃f50.015– 0.025. Knowing this and using Eq.~26! we can deter-
mineaopt for that case and getaopt511–13 deg. It is not difficult
to show that for a round cable which has a diameterd the optimal
weight-in-water, if speed of towing isv, is approximatelygopt

5(33– 47)v2d, wheregopt is in N, v is in m/s, andd is in m.
Here, and below,g is the complete weight-in-water of the cable.

Each towing cable which does not bear an apparatus makes a
straight line. The angle between this line and the flow direction is
called the critical angle. So the result we have now is that the
optimal added weight-in-water should make the critical angle
equal to the optimal one; for a round cable it is 11–13 deg. In
other words, by making the cable heavier, or lighter if necessary,
we can improve the capability of the towing system. For example,
we can reach a higher velocity of towing if the depth of the rear
end does not vary.

Example #1. Let us take a round cable withb5d
50.025 m, and letT5100,000 N, v55 m/s, CF51.8, andCf

50.03; then C̃f50.017. For this C̃f we can defineatopt
50.2015, andh57.97, soYmax51390 m, and to have this we
need to havegopt524 N/m.

For comparison, let us calculateYmax for the same initial data
but under the condition that cable deepening is accomplished by
the special apparatus on its end. For that calculation, we can use

Fig. 2 „a… Graphic representation of Eq. „23… and „24…; „b… plot
of a and k as functions of Cf and K M

Fig. 3 Maximum value of h
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the equilibrium formulas from Egorov@3# which are appropriate
for a weightless cable. If the hydrodynamic load is defined by Eq.
~22! and the apparatus yields a force acting in the vertical direc-
tion, the equilibrium formulas can be written as follows:

Yc5T/r ln@cot~at/2!#$sinat /@sinat~12C̃f !1C̃f #%;

Lc5T/r cotat$sinat /@sinat~12C̃f !1C̃f #%;

and (27)

hc5 ln@cot~at/2!#$sinat /@sinat~12C̃f !1C̃f #%

where r 50.5Cxrv2b and at is the angle of attack of the front
cable end.

Using Eq.~27! we can calculate thatatopt50.05,hc52.79, and
Yc max5487 m. If the cable had weight-in-water not equal to zero,
the result would be even worse: forg513 N/m and the optimal
weight on the cable end,Yc max5310 m. So, using a distributed
load we can increaseYmax by 2.7 times. It is pertinent to remark
here that the ‘‘optimal’’ critical angle is not the best one for a
practical use. If we increase the angle 3–5 degrees, theY which
can be reached will be, of course, less thanYmax but only about
7–15 percent less, still much more thanYc max, but L will be
lower by 26–40 percent.

Example #2. As an example, let us calculateSw for the cable
with fairing with the following characteristics:Cx50.15, Cf

50.05,CF50.1 and thenC̃f50.5. Let the wings be rectangular
with chord bw50.8b and lw52 and have a profile like a circle
arc with f 50.1. For a wing like this,aME55, KM56.5,
Cyw(aME)50.85, and Cx(aME)50.13. For C̃f50.5 and KM
56.5, from Fig. 3 we can find thataopt50.525530 deg. Using
Eq. ~22! we define thatC1n(aopt)50.05. From Eq.~18! and put-
ting at5aopt we will get W50.75. The value ofSw we can find
now from Eq. ~3! if we take into consideration thatFw

5lw(bw)2. The result of calculations is thatSw517b; that is to
say, the optimal distance between two neighboring wings should
be equal to 17 chords of the fairing.

Conclusions

~a! Optimal distribution of a deepening load is a uniform load.
It means that wings should be located uniformly and a cable
would be a straight line in water flow.

~b! Use of the distributed deepening load can be beneficial in
comparison with a concentrated force applied at the end of the
cable, in the case of a relatively poorly streamlined form of the
cable. In particular, a distributed load is right for a round cable.

~c! For each round cable with a certain diameter and strength,
there is an optimal weight-in-water which ensures the maximum
depth of the rear cable end. The amount of the optimal weight-in-
water depends on the tow speed. The optimal critical angle of any
round cable is 11–13 degrees.

Nomenclature

b 5 chord of a fairing~m!
bw 5 chord of a wing~m!
Cf 5 friction coefficient of a fairing
Cf 5 form coefficient of a fairing

C̃f 5 comparative friction coefficient of a fairing

C1n 5 normal hydrodynamic coefficient of a fairing
C1t 5 tangent hydrodynamic coefficient of a fairing
C2n 5 normal hydrodynamic coefficient of a wing
C2t 5 tangent hydrodynamic coefficient of a wing
Cx 5 drag coefficient of the cable which is perpendicular

to water flow
Cxw 5 drag coefficient of a wing
Cyw 5 lift coefficient of a wing

d 5 diameter of a round cable~m!
Fw 5 wing plan area~m2!

f 5 circle arc of a wing
f (C̃f ,at) 5 ancillary function in Eq.~23!

G(u) 5 ancillary function in Eq.~8!
g(s) 5 weight-in-water of the cable’s unit~N/m!
gopt 5 optimal amount of g~N/m!
km 5 maximal aerodynamic efficiency of a wing
L 5 length of the cable~m!

Lc 5 length of the cable with deepening apparatus~m!
r 5 .5Cxrv2b ~N/m!

R1n 5 normal force acting on a segment of the cable~N!
R1t 5 tangent force acting on a segment of the cable~N!
R2n 5 normal force acting on a wing~N!
R2t 5 tangent force acting on a wing~N!

S 5 coordinate of a point, i.e., the distance to this point
from front end along the cable~m!

Sw 5 distance between two nearest wings~m!
T 5 tension in the cable at the front end~N!
W 5 Fw /bsw
Y 5 depth of the rear end of the cable~m!

Yc 5 depth of the rear end of the cable with apparatus
~m!

Yc max 5 maximal depth of the rear end of the cable with
apparatus~m!

Ym 5 maximal depth of the rear end of the cable~m!
a f 5 rigging angle of incidence

aME 5 angle of maximal aerodynamic efficiency
at 5 angle of a fairing

atK 5 angle of a fairing on its front end
at0 5 angle of a fairing on its rear end
aopt 5 optimal angle of a fairing
aw 5 angle of attack of a wing

k 5 C2t /C2n
kopt 5 optimal amount ofk

l 5 indeterminate coefficient
r 5 mass density of water~kg/m3!
h 5 optimization value

hc 5 maximal amount ofh for the cable deepened by
the apparatus

hd 5 maximal amount ofh for the cable deepened by
the distributed load
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Turbulent Mixing, Viscosity,
Diffusion, and Gravity in the
Formation of Cosmological
Structures: The Fluid Mechanics
of Dark Matter
Self-gravitational structure formation theory for astrophysics and cosmology is revised
using nonlinear fluid mechanics. Gibson’s 1996–2000 theory balances fluid mechanical
forces with gravitational forces and density diffusion with gravitational diffusion at criti-
cal viscous, turbulent, magnetic, and diffusion length scales termed Schwarz scales. Con-
densation and fragmentation occur for scales exceeding the largest Schwarz scale rather
than LJ, the length scale introduced by Jeans in his 1902 inviscid-linear-acoustic theory.
The largest Schwarz scale is often larger or smaller than LJ. From the new theory, the
inner-halo ~1021 m! dark-matter of galaxies comprises;105 fossil-LJ-scale clumps of
1012 Earth-mass fossil-LSV-scale planets called primordial fog particles (PFPs) con-
densed soon after the cooling transition from plasma to neutral gas, 300,000 years after
the Big Bang, with PFPs tidally disrupted from their clumps forming the interstellar
medium. PFPs explain Schild’s 1996 ‘‘rogue planets . . .likely to be the missing mass’’ of
a quasar lens-galaxy, inferred from twinkling frequencies of the quasar mirages, giving
30 million planets per star. The non-baryonic dark matter is super-diffusive and frag-
ments at large LSD scales to form massive outer-galaxy-halos. In the beginning of struc-
ture formation 30,000 years after the Big Bang, with photon viscosity valuesn of 5
31026 m2 s21, the viscous Schwarz scale matched the horizon scale~LSV'LH,LJ!,
giving 1046 kg proto-superclusters and finally 1042 kg proto-galaxies. Non-baryonic fluid
diffusivities D;1028 m2 s21 from galaxy-outer-halo~LSD! scales~1022 m! measured in a
dense galaxy cluster by Tyson, J. A., and Fischer, P., 1995, ‘‘Measurement of the Mass
profile of Abell 1689,’’ Ap. J., 446, pp. L55–L58, indicate non-baryonic dark matter
particles must have small mass~;10235 kg! to avoid detection.
@S0098-2202~00!01504-2#

Keywords: Turbulence, Mixing, Fluid Mechanics, Gravitational Instability, Cosmology,
Astrophysics

Introduction
Information about the early universe has been flooding in with

spectacular resolution from bigger and better telescopes on earth,
on high altitude balloons, and in space, covering spectral bands
previously unobservable. The 1989 COsmic Background Explorer
~COBE! satellite and the other instruments reveal a color photo-
graph of the universe as it existed 300,000 years after the hot Big
Bang when the cooling opaque plasma formed a transparent H-He
gas. Hubble Space Telescope~HST! images show evolved struc-
tures earlier than expected from standard linear cosmological
models of Weinberg@1#, Zel’dovich and Novikov@2#, Silk @3,4#,
Kolb and Turner@5#, Peebles@6#, Padmanabhan@7#, and Rees@8#.
However, the most remarkable conclusion from all these observa-
tions of galaxies and galaxy clusters is that 99% or more of the
matter is not in stars but is in unknown ‘‘dark matter’’ forms.
What is this dark matter? From measured ratios of the light ele-
ments~H, D, He, Li! and nucleosynthesis theory of the Big Bang,
only 4% or less of the total mass in a ‘‘flat’’ universe can be
ordinary ‘‘baryonic’’ matter that interacts by the strong force,
comprised of protons and neutrons in atoms and plasmas. The

remaining 96% is truly exotic as an engineering fluid because it
has the ghostly behavior of neutrinos that interact by the weak
force, and may indeed be neutrinos. Most of the energy of the
1987 southern hemisphere supernova was radiated by a powerful
neutrino blast wave that passed through the earth as though it
wasn’t there, producing only a handful of collisions in great pools
of water and cleaning fluid buried under mountains in the northern
hemisphere that serve as neutrino detectors. Several neutrino spe-
cies have been identified and some of their mass differences have
been measured; so that presently, neutrinos are the only known
form of non-baryonic dark matter. Dozens of nonbaryonic par-
ticles have been proposed but none detected in a new discipline,
termed astro-particle-physics, whose major goal is the solution of
the non-baryonic dark matter problem. Gibson@9# suggests that
many aspects of the dark matter paradox of astrophysics and cos-
mology may be resolved by a better job of fluids engineering.
When was the first turbulence? What was the viscosity? Won’t the
weakly collisional non-baryonic dark matter have a large diffusiv-
ity that dominates and delays its gravitational instability, indepen-
dent of its temperature and sound speed? Won’t this render con-
cepts like cold and hot dark matter obsolete? Present cosmology
relies on Jeans’s 1902 inviscid linear theory that reduces the prob-
lem of structure formation by gravity to one of gravitational
acoustics.

In the following we review two theories of gravitational insta-
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bility. The linear acoustic Jeans theory is strongly modified by a
nonlinear theory based on the mechanics of real fluids. Cosmo-
logical differences between the theories are discussed, and com-
parisons are made with observations. Finally, a summary and con-
clusions are provided.

Problems With Jeans’s Theory
Jeans’s@10# theory of self-gravitational instability poorly de-

scribes this highly nonlinear phenomenon because its truncated
momentum-mass equations and linear perturbation stability analy-
sis exclude turbulence, turbulent mixing, viscous, Coriolis and
magnetic forces, and molecular and gravitational diffusivity. In
fluid mechanics it is well known that linear theories may give vast
errors when applied to nonlinear processes. For example, neglect
of the inertial-vortex forces in the Navier Stokes equations gives
constant laminar flow velocity profiles that are independent of
time and Reynolds number, contrary to observations that such
flows always become turbulent when the Reynolds number ex-
ceeds a critical value. It is argued by Gibson@9,11–16# that the
dark matter paradox is one of several cosmological misconcep-
tions resulting from the application of Jeans’s instability criterion
to the development of structure by gravitational forces in the early
universe.

Jeans’s@10# theory predicts only acoustic instabilities, where
sound waves of wavelengthl require a timel/VS to propagate a
distance of one wavelength and gravitational response requires a
free fall time of (rG)21/2, with r the density,G Newton’s con-
stant of gravitation, andVS the speed of sound. Sound waves
provide density nuclei for condensation and fragmentation for
wavelengthsl>LJ by setting these two times equal to each other,
so the Jeans criterion for gravitational instability of density per-
turbations on scale L is L>LJ[VS /(rG)1/2. By the Jeans theory
all density nuclei propagate with velocityVS as sound waves.
Waves withl<LJ move away before gravity can act.

However, most density nuclei in natural fluids are nonacoustic,
drifting with the local fluid speedv'0 rather thanVS . Such
density extrema generally result from turbulent scrambling of
temperature and chemical species gradients, which produce den-
sity fluctuationsdr/r much larger than acoustic levels. The refer-
ence pressure fluctuationdp for sound in air is 2
31025 kg/m s2, corresponding todT/T of 6310211 anddr/r of
1.4310210. Measurements by COBE of the cosmic microwave
background~CMB! show dT/T is ;1025. This small value
proves the primordial plasma was not strongly turbulent, but it is
large enough to make any acoustic interpretation~e.g., Hu@17#!
highly questionable. Maximum localdT/T;1024 values of 124
dB mapped by the BOOMERanG telescope~de Bernardis et al.
@18#! nearly match those for the 125 dB sonic threshold of pain.

Because no local sources of sound existed in the hot plasma
epoch, viscous damping was strong with short viscous attenuation
lengths Vsl

2/n, and because BOOMERanGdT spectra show
small or nonexistent harmonic ‘‘sonic’’ peaks it seems likely that
all dT/T fluctuations measured are nonacoustic. The observed
spectral peak at subhorizon scales L,LH is more likely a fossil of
the first gravitational structure, Gibson@9#, nucleated by fossils of
Big Bang ‘‘turbulent’’ dT mixing in the quantum gravitational
dynamics~QGD! epoch. QGD mixing is between a chaotic source
of the space-time-energy~and dT! of the universe at the Planck
temperatureTP5(c5h/Gk2)1/2'1032 K, Planck length scale LP
5(hG/c3)1/2'10235 m and Planck timetP5(hG/c5)1/2'10243 s
terminated by the strong force freeze-out temperature 1028 K at
10235 s and 10227 m, with inflation by a factor of 1049 to the fossil
Planck scale 1014 m and fossil strong force horizon LH51022 m
~see website http://www-acs.ucsd.edu/;ir118 for figures!. The in-
termediate QGD ‘‘turbulence’’dT spectrumk2fT5bx«21/3k1/3

~not the Harrison-Zel’dovich spectrumfT;k23! is fossilized by
inflation ~Guth@19#! stretching the fluctuations outside their scales

of causal connection, wherex and« are dissipation rates of tem-
perature and velocity variance that represent rates of entropy pro-
duction at the beginning of inflation.

According to the turbulent mixing theory of Gibson@20#, con-
stant density surfaces move with the local fluid velocity except for
their velocity2rWD¹2r/u¹ru with respect to the fluid due to mo-
lecular diffusionD, whererW is a unit vector in the direction of the
density gradient. The scale of the smallest density fluctuation is
set by an equilibrium between this diffusion velocity D/L and the
convection velocitygL at distances L away from points of maxi-
mum and minimum density, giving the Batchelor scale
LB[~D/g)1/2 independent of the ratio Pr[n/D, where g is the
local rate-of-strain andn is the kinematic viscosity. This predic-
tion has been confirmed by measurements in air, water and mer-
cury for 0.02<Pr<700 and by numerical simulations at smaller
Re'2500 for 1022<Pr<1, Gibson et al.@21#. Even if gravita-
tional condensation of mass were to take place on a sound wave
moving in a stationary fluid, it would immediately produce a
nonacoustic density maximum from the conservation of momen-
tum. Since the ambient condensing fluid is not moving, its mo-
mentum~zero! would immediately dominate the tiny momentum
of the sound wave crest.

Gibson @9# shows that gravitational fragmentation at a non-
acoustic density minimum or condensation on a non-acoustic den-
sity maximum is limited by viscous or turbulent forces at either
the viscous Schwarz scale LSV[~gn/rG)1/2 or the turbulent
Schwarz scale LST[«1/2/~rG)3/4, whichever is larger, where« is
the viscous dissipation rate of the turbulence. For the super-
diffusive non-baryonic dark matter that constitutes most of mass
of the universe, the diffusive Schwarz scale LSD[@D2/rG]1/4

limits instability. The criterion for gravitational instability at
scaleL is thusL>LSX max5max@LSV ,LST,LSD#, where only vis-
cous and turbulent forces are assumed to prevent instability in the
early universe~magnetic forces are negligible! for the baryonic
matter, and LSD sets the maximum scale for fragmentation of the
non-baryonic matter~g,@rG#1/2!. Because the universe is expand-
ing, the largest scale structures form by fragmentation, which is
assisted by the expansion, rather than condensation which is re-
sisted.

LSD[@D2/rG#1/4 is derived by setting the diffusion velocity D/L
equal to the gravitational velocity L~rG!1/2. The diffusivity D of a
gas is the particle collision length 1 times the particle velocityv.
If 1>LH the particle is considered collisionless and more complex
methods are required using the collisionless Boltzmann equation
and general relativity theory. Density perturbations in collisionless
species are subject to Landau damping, also termed collisionless
phase mixing or free streaming, Kolb and Turner@@5# p. 351#. The
free-streaming length LFS is about 1024 m for neutrinos assuming a
neutrino mass of 10235 kg corresponding to that required for a flat
universe, giving an effective diffusivity of 331035 m2 s21 from
LSD. Thus if neutrinos are the missing non-baryonic mass and
collisionless, they are irrelevant to structure formation until
LFS5LH at ;108 years. From observations and LSD it appears that
whatever the non-baryonic fluid may be, its diffusivity D is too
small for its particles to be collisionless but too large for them to
have the mass of any known particles besides neutrinos or they
would have been observed.

In the early universe, the sound speedVS was large because of
the high temperatures, and horizon scale Reynolds numbers Re
'c2t/n were small because the viscosityn was large andt was
small. Therefore, LSV and LST were both smaller than LJ, giving
sub-Jeans-mass fragments in this period of time. From linear cos-
mology, no such fragmentation is possible witht<300,000 years
(1013 s) in the plasma epoch following the Big Bang because
LJ.LH[ct. No structures can form by causal processes on scales
larger than LH because the speed of information transfer is limited
by the speed of light c. Star formation is prevented by the Jeans
criterion until the Jeans mass MJ5~RT/rG!3/2r decreases below a
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solar mass as the temperature of the universe decreases, but this
requires;108 years contrary to recent observations showing not
only stars but galaxies and galaxy clusters existed at the earliest
times observable; that is, at timest,109 years with redshiftsz of
4 and larger. By the present nonlinear theory, viscous and turbu-
lent forces permit fragmentations beginning at about 30,000 years
(t51012 s, z54000! when decreasing LSV values first match the
increasing horizon scale LH with rate of straing51/t andn values
more than 1026 m2 s21, Gibson@11,12#. At this time the horizon
mass LH

3r equaled the Schwarz viscous mass MSV5LSV
3r at the

observed supercluster mass of 1046 kg, Kolb and Turner@5#, the
largest structure in the universe. Density as a function of time can
be computed from Einstein’s equations of general relativity as-
suming a flat universe with kinetic energy always just matching
gravitational potential energy, Weinberg~@1#, Table 15.4!. The
horizon Reynolds numberc2t/n therefore was;150, near the
turbulent transition value.

This enormousn51026 m2 s21 can be explained as due to pho-
ton collisions with electrons of the plasma of H and He ions by
Thomson scattering, with Thomson cross sectionsT56.7
310229 m2. Fluctuations of plasma velocity are smoothed by the
intense radiation since the ions remain closely coupled to the elec-
trons by electric forces. We can estimate the kinematic viscosity
n' lc5531026 m2 s21 using a collision lengthl of 1018 m from
l51/sTn, with number densityn of electrons about 1010 m23 as-
suming the baryon~ordinary! matter density is 1022 less than the
critical density rC510215 kg m23 at the time ~rC510226 at
present!, from Weinberg@1#. Between 30,000 years and 300,000
years during the plasma epoch of the universe the temperature
decreased from 105 to 3000 K, decreasing the viscosityn for
the baryonic matter with its expansion gravitationally arrested at
r510217 kg m23, and decreasing the viscous Schwarz scale LSV
of condensation due to decreases in bothn andg. The final frag-
mentation mass by this scenario is about 1042 kg, the mass of a
galaxy. As mentioned, the primordial plasma was not strongly
turbulent from CMB observations ofdT/T;1025. If the flow
were strongly turbulent,dT/T values would be 3–4 orders of
magnitude larger. Gravitational structure formation results in sup-
pression of turbulence by buoyancy forces within the structures,
Gibson@22#.

Because the non-baryonic matter decouples from the fragment-
ing baryonic plasma by lack of collisional mechanisms while
LSD>LH, it diffuses to fill the expanding proto-voids between the
proto-superclusters, proto-clusters, and proto-galaxies developed
during the plasma epoch, suppressing the gravitational driving
force. The average density of galaxies of 10221 kg m23 today is
104 less than the initial protogalactic baryonic density of
10217 kg m23 estimated in the present scenario, so galaxies never
collapsed but expanded slowly and sometimes merged. The den-
sity 10217 kg m23 matches the density of globular star clusters,
which is no coincidence since bothr and g at this time of first
fragmentation should be preserved as hydrodynamic fossils, Gib-
son @14,15#. At some later time;108 y gravitational forces
caused fragmentation of the non-baryonic matter at LSD scales to
form halos of the evolving baryonic structures with galaxy to
supercluster masses, as an effect rather than the cause.

Because the Jeans criterion does not permit baryonic matter to
condense to form the observed structures, standard linear cosmol-
ogy requires ‘‘cold’’ non-baryonic dark matter~CDM! to con-
dense early in the plasma epoch, forming gravitational potential
wells to guide the late collapse of the baryonic matter to form
galaxies atz'5 (;0.73109 y). This is accomplished by assum-
ing the weakly interacting massive particles~WIMPs! have large
masses, about 10225 kg, giving small sound velocities and small
Jeans CDM condensation masses in the galaxy mass range. Mix-
tures of such ‘‘cold dark matter’’ with less massive ‘‘warm’’ and
‘‘hot’’ dark matter particles are used to match observations of the

actual universe structure. Such curve fitting is no longer required
if the Jeans criterion is abandoned in favor of the recommended
Schwarz length scale criteria.

Theory of Gravitational Instability
Gravitational condensation for scales smaller than the horizon

LH in the early universe can be described by the Navier Stokes
equations of momentum conservation

]vW

]t
52¹B1vW 3vW 1Fg

W1Fv
W1Fm

W1Fetc.
W (1)

wherevW is the velocity,B5p/r1v2/2 is the Bernoulli group,vW
3vW is the inertial vortex force,vW is the vorticity,Fg

W is the gravi-
tational force,Fv

W is the viscous force, and the magnetic and other
forcesFm

W1Fetc.
W are assumed to be negligible. The gravitational

force per unit massFg
W52¹f, wheref is the gravitational po-

tential in the expression

¹2f54prG (2)

in a fluid of densityr. The density conservation equation in the
vicinity of a density maximum or minimum is

]r

]t
1vW •¹r5Deff¹

2r (3)

where the effective diffusivityDeff

Deff5D2L2/tg (4)

includes the molecular diffusivityD of the gas and a negative
gravitational term depending on the distance L>LSX max from the
nonacoustic density nucleus and the gravitational free fall time
tg5~rG!21/2. Turbulence is driven byvW 3vW forces.

For scales smaller than LH gravitational effects on space-time
are described by Einstein’s equations of general relativity

Gi j 5Ri j 2gi j R52~8pG/c4!Ti j (5)

whereRi j is the Ricci tensor,R is its trace, a termLgi j on the
right has been set to zero~the cosmological constantL introduced
by Einstein and later dropped has recently been resurrected in
attempts to reconcile observations with theory!, G is Newton’s
gravitational constant,Ti j is the energy-momentum tensor,gi j is
the metric tensor, and indicesi and j are 0, 1, 2, and 3. The Ricci
tensor was developed to account for curvature problems of non-
Euclidean geometry by Riemann and Christoffel and is formed by
contracting the fourth-order curvature tensor so that Einstein’s
gravitational field tensor Gi j on the left of ~5! has only terms
linear in second derivatives or quadratic in first derivatives ofgi j ,
Weinberg@@1# p. 153#. Gi j was adapted fromRi j to preserve Lor-
entz invariance and the equivalence of inertia and gravitation in
mechanics and electromechanics. An expanding universe with
critical density monotonically decelerates and is called flat by its
mathematical analogy to zero curvature geometry. Classical solu-
tions of the Einstein equations are given by standard cosmology
texts such as Weinberg@1#, Peebles@6#, Kolb and Turner@5#,
Padmanabhan@7#, and Coles@23#.

The homogeneous-isotropic Robertson-Walker metric describes
the universe after the Big Bang, where the cosmic scale factor
a(t)5R(t)/R(t0) gives the time evolution of spatial scales in
‘‘comoving’’ coordinatesx85x/a as the universe expands to the
present timet0 . Variations in curvature of space can result in
acausal changes of density for scales larger than LH. Isocurvature
fluctuations may not grow after inflationary expansion beyond the
horizon and reenter the horizon at a later time with the same
amplitude, Kolb and Turner@@5# p. 238#. Curvature fluctuations
grow with the cosmological scaleR(t)at2/3 until they reenter the
horizon. Strain rates diverge at zero time and in proper coordi-
nates the horizon expands faster thanc.
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Jeans@10# considered the problem of gravitational condensation
in a stagnant, inviscid gas with small perturbations of density,
potential, pressure, and velocity so that the nonlinear term in~1!
could be neglected along with all other terms exceptFg

W . He as-
sumed that the pressurep is a function only of the densityr.
Either the linear perturbation assumptions or this barotropic as-
sumption are sufficient to reduce the problem to one of acoustics.
Details of the Jeans derivation and its corrections from~5!
are given in Kolb and Turner@@5# pp. 342–344# and in most
other standard textbooks on cosmology, so they will not be re-
peated here. Diffusion terms are neglected in Eq.~3!, and the
adiabatic sound speedVS5(]p/]r)1/2 reflects an assumption that
there are no variations in the equation of state. Cross differentia-
tion with respect to space and time of the perturbed equations
neglecting second order terms gives a wave equation for the den-
sity perturbationr1

]2r1

]t2 2VS
2¹2r154pGr0r1 (6)

wherer0 is the unperturbed density. The solutions of~6! are of
the form

r1~rW,t !5d~rW,t !r05A exp@2 ikW•rW1 ivt#r0 (7)

which are sound waves of amplitude A for largek>kJ which
obey a dispersion relation

v25VS
2k224pGr0 (8)

wherek5ukW u and the critical wavenumber

kJ5~4pGr0 /VS
2!1/2 (9)

has been interpreted as the criterion for gravitational instability.
All solutions of ~6! with wavelength larger than LJ are imaginary
and are termed gravitationally unstable in linear cosmologies.
Only such modes are considered to be eligible for condensation to
form structure. Void formation is very badly modeled by linear
cosmologies, and is not mentioned in standard treatments such as
Kolb and Turner@5#.

Consider the problem of gravitational instability for a non-
acoustic density nucleus of diameterL and massM 85drL3,
where LJ.L.LSX max. For scales smaller than LJ the pressure
adjusts rapidly compared to the gravitational timetg[(rG)21/2.
For scales larger than the largest Schwarz scale LSX max fluid me-
chanical forces and molecular diffusion are negligible compared
to gravitational forces toward or away from the nucleus. Starting
from rest, we see that the system is absolutely unstable to gravi-
tational condensation or void formation, depending on whether
M 8 is positive or negative.

The radial velocityv r will be negative or positive depending on
the sign of M 8, and will increase linearly with time since the
gravitational acceleration at radiusr from the center of the nucleus
is constant with value2M 8G/r 2. Thus

v r52M 8Gt/r 2 (10)

shows the mass flux

dM8/dt52rv r4pr 25M 8rGt4p (11)

into or away from the nucleus is constant with radius. Integrating
~11! gives two solutions

M 8~ t !5uM 8~ t0!uexp@62prGt2#5uM 8~ t0!uexp@62p~ t/tg!2#

(12)

whereM 8(t0) is the initial mass of the density nucleus. For con-
densation the only place where the density changes appreciably is
at the core. We can define the core radiusr c as

r c52v r9t5M 8Gt2/r c
2, (13)

where r c is the distance from which core material has fallen in
time t toward the core. The core mass changeM 9 is then

M 95rr c
35M 8rGt25M 8~ t0!~ t/tg!2 exp@2p~ t/tg!2# (14)

from ~13! and ~12!.
For M 8,0, the velocity of the rarefaction wave is limited by

the sound speedVS , but for M 8.0 velocities become large for
small r according to~10!. This may cause turbulence and inhibit
condensation at timest of ordertg , depending on LSV and LST.

The viscous Schwarz scale LSV is derived by setting the viscous
force FV5rngL2 at scaleL equal to the gravitational forceFg

5GrL3rL3/L2, so

LSV[~ng/rG!1/2 (15)

where g is the rate of strain. Viscous forces overcome gravita-
tional forces for scales smaller than LSV. The turbulent Schwarz
scale LST is derived by setting the inertial vortex forces of turbu-
lenceFI5rV2L2 equal toFg5Gr2L4, substituting the Kolmog-
orov expressionV5(«L)1/3 for the velocity at scaleL,

LST[«1/2/~rG)3/4 (16)

where« is the viscous dissipation rate of the turbulence. These
two scales become equal when the inertial, viscous, and gravita-
tional forces coincide. The gravitational inertial viscous scale

LGIV5@n2/rG]1/4 (17)

corresponds to this equality, where LGIV5LSD if D5n.
We can compare these expressions with the Jeans scale

LJ[VS /~rG!1/25@RT/rG#1/25@~p/r!/rG#1/2 (18)

in terms of the temperature and pressure. The two forms for the
sound velocityVS in ~18! have led to the erroneous concepts of
pressure support and thermal support, since by the Jeans criterion
high temperature or pressure in a gas prevent the formation of
structure. The length scale LIC[@RT/rG#1/2 has the physical sig-
nificance of an initial fragmentation scale in a uniform gas based
on the ideal gas lawp5rRT, where decreases in density are
matched by rapid decreases in pressure so that the temperature
remains constant on scales less than LJ. Thus cooling occurs for
L>LIC when the finite speed of sound limits the pressure adjust-
ment in such voids, so that fragmentation is accelerated by radia-
tive heat transfer from the warmer surroundings. The length scale
LHS[@~p/r!/rG#1/2 is a hydrostatic scale that arises if an isolated
blob of gas approaches hydrostatic equilibrium, with zero pressure
outside. Neither LIC nor LHS have any physical connection to
Jeans’s theory. LIC and LSV are the initial gravitational fragmen-
tation scales of the primordial gas to form PGCs and PFPs. LHS
appears at the final stages of primordial-fog-particle formation as
their size, but as an effect of the formation not the cause.

Cosmology
The conditions of the primordial gas emerging from the plasma

epoch are well specified. The composition is 75% hydrogen-1 and
25% helium-4 by mass, at a temperature of 3000 K. This gives a
dynamical viscositym of 2.431025 kg m21 s21 by extrapolation
of the mass averagedm values for the components to 3000 K, so
the kinematic viscosityn5m/r depends on the densityr assumed.
The most likelyr for the baryonic gas is 10217 kg m23, the fossil-
density-turbulence value at the time 1012 s of first structure forma-
tion, with fossil-vorticity-turbulenceg'10212 s21. We find LSV

5(ng/rG)1/25631013 m and MSV5LSV
3r5231024 kg as the

most likely mass of the first gravitationally condensing objects of
the universe, termed primordial fog particles or PFPs. With this
density the gravitational timetg5(rG)21/2 is 431013 s, or 1.3
million years. However, the time required for the voids to isolate
the individual PFPs should be much less since the speed of void
boundaries represent rarefaction waves, and may thus approach
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the sound speedVS533103 m s21, giving an isolation time
LSV /VS5231010 s, or 700 years. The viscous dissipation rate«
5ng252310212 m2 s23. The range of estimated PFP masses for
various densities and turbulence levels 1024 to 1026 kg includes the
Earth-mass of 6.031024. Kolmogorov and Batchelor scales
LK5LB51.431012 m.

Thus the entire baryonic universe of hydrogen and helium gas
rapidly turned to PGC clumps of fog as the cooling plasma uni-
verse neutralized, with resulting primordial fog particle masses
near that of the earth, separated by distances about 1014 m
(103 AU). These PFPs constitute the basic materials of construc-
tion for everything else. Those that have failed to accrete to star
mass, and this should be about 97%, constitute the baryonic dark
matter. The mass of the inner halos of galaxies should be domi-
nated by the mass of such PFPs, since the non-baryonic compo-
nent diffuses to LSD scales that are much larger.

Observations
Quasars are the most luminous objects in the sky. They are

generally thought to represent black holes in cores of cannibal
galaxies at an early stage of their formation when they were in-
gesting other galaxies, one or two billion years after the Big Bang.
Quasar microlensing occurs when a galaxy is precisely on our line
of sight to the quasar, so that it acts as a gravitational lens. The
quasar image is split into two or more mirage-like images which
twinkle at frequencies determined by the mass of the objects mak-
ing up the lens galaxy. Schild@24# reports the results of a 15 year
study of the brightness fluctuations of the two images of the QSO
Q09571561 A,B gravitational lens, amounting to over 1000
nights of observations. The time delay of 1.1 years was deter-
mined to subtract out any intrinsic quasar variability. The domi-
nant microlensing mass was shown by frequency analysis to be
6.331024 kg, close to the primordial fog particle mass estimated
above and by Gibson@9#. Three observatories have since indepen-
dently reported the same time delay and microlensing signals for
this lensed quasar. Thus it is an observational fact that the mass of
at least one galaxy is dominated by planetary mass objects, with
33107 planets per star. Star-microlensing searches for planetary
mass MACHOs~massive compact halo objects! have failed be-
cause PFPs are sequestered in PGC clumps, and have highly in-
termittent lognormal particle density distributions as a result of
their nonlinear self-similar gravitational accretion cascades to
form larger objects and ultimately stars, Gibson and Schild@16#.

Planetary nebula~PN! appear when ordinary stars are in a hot
dying stage on their way to becoming white dwarfs. Strong stellar
winds and intense radiation from the central star should cause
ambient PFPs to reevaporate and reveal themselves. Hubble Space
Telescope observations of the nearest planetary nebula Helix
~NGC 7293!, by O’Dell and Handron@26#, show a halo of
.6500;1025 kg ‘‘cometary knots’’ with tails pointing away
from hot central star like ‘‘comets brought out of cold storage.’’
Thousands of PFP-like ‘‘particles’’ also appear in HST photo-
graphs~PRC97-29, 9/18/97! of the recurring Nova T Pyxidis by
M. Shara, R. Williams, and R. Gilmozzi, and as radial ‘‘comets’’
in recent HST photographs of the Eskimo PN~NGC 2392, A.
Fructer et al., PRC00-07, 1/24/00!.

Tyson and Fischer@25# report the first mass profile of a dense
galaxy cluster Abel 1689 from tomographic inversion of 6000
gravitational arcs of 4000 background galaxies. The mass of the
cluster is 1045 kg, with density 5310221 kg m23. From the re-
ported mass contours the cluster halo thickness is about 6
31021 m. Setting this size equal to LSD5@D2/rG#1/4 gives a dif-
fusivity D5231028 m2 s21, more than a trillion times larger
than that of any baryonic gas component. A virial particle velocity
v5(GM/r )1/253.33106 m s21 with mean collision distance
l 5D/v5631021 m5mp /rs gives a collision cross section
s5mp(GM/r )1/2/rD510237 m2 taking a particle massmp

510235 kg corresponding to the neutrino mass required to pro-
duce a flat universe. If the particles are nearly relativistic, l is 7
31019 m ands510235 m2.

Conclusions
The Jeans length LJ determines the formation of Jeans-mass-

PGCs ~Proto-Globular-star-Clusters!, but it overestimates the
minimum mass of baryonic fragmentation by 2–5 orders of mag-
nitude during the plasma epoch when proto-supercluster to proto-
galaxy objects were formed, and by 12 orders of magnitude in the
hot gas epoch for PFPs~Primordial-Fog-Particles!. In the cold,
dense, turbulent molecular clouds of galactic disks where modern
stars condense, the Jeans mass is generally smaller than the tur-
bulent Schwarz mass by an order of magnitude, and is therefore
irrelevant. The Gibson@11–16# hydro-gravitational criteria are
recommended instead of Jeans’s; that is, L>LSX max
5max@LSV ,LST,LSD#, where structure formation occurs at scales
L larger than the largest Schwarz scale.

According to the new theory, gravitational structure formation
in the universe began in the plasma epoch at a time about 30,000
years after the Big Bang with the formation of proto-supercluster-
voids and proto-superclusters in the baryonic component, trig-
gered by inflated fossil ‘‘turbulence’’ density fluctuations from the
QGD epoch (t,10235 s). The fragmentation mass decreased to
that of a proto-galaxy by the time of plasma neutralization at
300,000 years. Immediately after atoms formed, the baryonic
fragmentation mass decreased to that of a small planet and the
universe of neutral primordial hydrogen and helium gas turned to
fog within LJ scale PGCs. Some of these primordial fog particles
have aggregated to form stars and everything else, but most are
now frozen as rogue planets and sequestered in clumps within
PGC clumps as the dominant form of dark matter within 1021 m
~30 kpc! galaxy-inner-halos. Many PFPs have probably been dis-
rupted from their PGCs by tidal forces to form the dominant in-
terstellar mass component of galaxy disks and galaxy cores. The
non-baryonic part of the universe does not drive the formation of
baryonic structures even though it is more massive, but is instead
driven by them. It is highly diffusive from its small collision cross
sections, and diffuses to large LSD scales near 1022 m to form the
outer halos of isolated galaxies and galaxy cluster halos in re-
sponse to these large baryonic structures. Indicateds values near
10236 m2 are reasonable for small particles like neutrinos, buts
5mp(GM/r )1/2/rD'10226 m2 indicated for more massive non-
baryonic candidates like 10225 kg neutralinos are much larger
than theoreticals'10246 values or recents<10242 m2 values
excluded by observations using sensitive WIMP detectors~Dark
Matter 2000 Conference, Marina del Rey, February 2000!.

Nomenclature

AU 5 astronomical unit~solar distance!, 1.496031011 m
a(t) 5 cosmological scale factor as a function of time t

c 5 speed of light, 2.99793108 m s21

D 5 molecular diffusivity of density, m2 s21

« 5 viscous dissipation rate, m2 s23

G 5 Newton’s gravitational constant,
6.7310211 m3 kg21 s22

g 5 rate of strain, s21

kB 5 Boltzmann’s constant, 1.38310223 J K21

h 5 Planck’s constant, 2p 1.05310234 kg m2 s21

l 5 collision length, m
ly 5 light year, 9.46131015 m

LGIV 5 gravitational-inertial-viscous scale,@n2/rG#1/4

LSV 5 viscous Schwarz scale,~ng/rG!1/2

LST 5 turbulent Schwarz scale,«1/2/~rG!3/4

LSD 5 diffusive Schwarz scale, (D2/rG!1/4

LH 5 Hubble or horizon scale of causal connection, ct
LJ 5 Jeans scale, VS/~rG!1/2
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l 5 wavelength, m
mp 5 proton mass, 1.661310227 kg

M sun 5 solar mass, 1.9931030 kg
Mearth 5 earth mass, 5.97731024 kg

v 5 kinematic viscosity, m2 s21

pc 5 pars, 3.085631016 m
R 5 gas constant, m2 s22 K21

R(t) 5 cosmological scale,a(t)5R(t)/R(t0)
r 5 density, kg m23

rC 5 critical density, 10226 kg m23 at present for flat uni-
verse

s 5 collision cross section, m2

sT 5 Thomson cross section, 6.6524310229 m2

t 5 time since Big Bang
t0 5 present time, 4.631017 s
T 5 temperature, K

VS 5 sound speed, m s21

z 5 redshift5l/l021
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